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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation has two sets of goals.   

The first half of this dissertation focuses on language change in a Basque 

dialect.  Following the end of the Franquist dictatorship in 1975, a new Basque 

standard, Batua, was introduced into Basque schools and media.  Since then, a 

generation of speakers has grown up exposed to Batua in these domains, which 

suggests the possibility that younger speakers will borrow features from Batua into 

their vernacular, leading to change in local dialects.  This dissertation examines 

variation between Batua and dialectal features in the town of Oiartzun in an effort to 

gauge this process of change.  Data were gathered in sociolinguistic and ethnographic 

interviews with forty speakers of Oiartzun Basque.   

A principal claim of this study is that this variation must be understood in 

terms of ideologies of modernity and social and economic changes in town life since 

1975.  The fact that emblematic features of local speech are not giving way to 

competing standard forms is plausibly related to a rise in dialectal loyalty, which is in 

turn related to recent changes in town life.  Many community members understand 

standardization as part of a broader process of modernization and economic 

development that has been advantageous in many ways, but also brought other 

unwanted changes, including the loss of many traditional practices.  The ambivalence 

of many younger speakers toward these changes is reflected in their attitudes toward 

Batua features and their use of these. 
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 The second half of this dissertation discusses topics in Basque syntax in view 

of cross-dialectal variation in speaker intuitions.  This discussion includes an account 

of two kinds of �restructuring� phenomena�auxiliary switch and long distance 

agreement (LDA)�which are subject to different locality restrictions: auxiliary switch 

is restricted to single iterations of the clausal functional sequence, while LDA is 

possible out of a small (~VP) complement of the matrix V.  It is shown that these 

different locality restrictions on restructuring follow trivially from the different 

syntactic phenomena responsible for them, and, therefore no special locality 

restrictions on �restructuring� per se need be invoked.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 This dissertation has two sets of goals.  Parts I and II of this dissertation each 

address one of these. 

 

1. Part I  

The first half of this dissertation examines language variation and change in a 

Basque town.  In the decade following the end of the Franquist dictatorship in 1975, a 

newly invented Basque standard variety, Batua, was gradually introduced into the 

Basque educational system and media as part of a massive language revitalization 

effort.  Prior to this time, no broadly accepted Basque standard existed, and Spanish 

was used exclusively in many prestige domains�schools, the media, government�in 

which Batua is now an option.  In the years since then, a generation of speakers has 

grown up with extensive exposure to Batua through schools and media.  These 

changes suggest the possibility that younger speakers will borrow features from Batua 

into their vernacular, leading to change in local dialects.   

 In an effort to gauge this (possible) process of contact-induced change, this 

dissertation analyzes variation between Batua and dialectal forms of five variables in 

the town of Oiartzun.  Data for this study were gathered in sociolinguistic and 

ethnographic interviews conducted in 2003 and 2004 with 40 native speakers of 

Oiartzun Basque.  The data were later transcribed and analyzed quantitatively using a 

multivariate technique. 
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A principal claim of the first half of this dissertation is that these processes of 

linguistic change must be understood in the context of other rapid social and economic 

changes in Oiartzun and in the Basque Country more generally since 1975.  In 

particular, economic development and suburbanization have made the valley of 

Oiartzun a much less insular place than it was a generation ago.  These changes have 

led to weakened participation in many traditional community practices and to what 

many Oiartzuners perceive as a loss of community identity.  As I will argue, the 

ambivalence of many community members toward changes in town life is reflected in 

their attitudes toward the local dialect and Batua and in their use of these varieties in 

speech. 

In Chapter 1, I discuss the history of Batua.  In particular, drawing on Urla�s 

(1987, 1993) work, I highlight the development of Batua as an effort by language 

planners to �modernize� Basque, and thereby help reverse a centuries-long process of 

language shift toward Spanish and French. 

 Chapter 2 discusses the speech community of Oiartzun and recent social and 

economic changes there in recent generations.  Specifically, this chapter discusses two 

changes in Oiartzun�a decline in church attendance and increased mobility�which 

have led to a decline in participation in many traditional practices and a perceived 

weakening of local identity.  These changes, moreover, have had consequences for 

Oiartzuners� attitudes toward language.  As I hope to show, many Oiartzuners� 

nostalgia for traditional practices, a more active community life and more dense local 
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networks is manifested as dialect loyalty, i.e. as a concern with maintaining local 

dialectal features vis-à-vis Batua forms. 

 Chapter 3 discusses the process of data collection: sociolinguistic and 

ethnographic interviews in the town of Oiartzun. 

In Chapter 4, I present and discuss quantitative analyses of variation between 

Batua and local dialectal forms of several features.  The apparent time evidence 

presented here strongly suggests that some standard features are entering local speech: 

for several variables in different parts of the grammar, young people use standard 

forms at significantly higher rates than their elders.  At the same time, certain highly 

emblematic features of local speech do not seem to be giving way to competing Batua 

forms.  The apparent fact that salient local features are resistant to change is plausibly 

related to a rise in dialectal loyalty, which is in turn related to recent changes in town 

life. 

Much recent work has discussed ways that ideologies of modernity and 

development target language use (Bauman and Briggs 2003, Kulick 1992), often 

through standardization (Errington 1998).  One result of the first half of this 

dissertation is to show how such ideologies may bear on language change in very 

specific ways.  In Chapter 4, I present data showing that the emblematic form of one 

local feature�dative displacement�is in the vanguard of a reactive shift toward local 

features; dative displacement in other non-emblematic forms is proceeding more 

slowly.  These facts suggest that the emblematic nature of certain forms may bear on 

language change not only by motivating change (or absence of change) among certain 
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salient sociolinguistic variables, but also in determining what environments will lead a 

given process of change.  That is, variationists have long known that socially salient 

variables often change more or less quickly than less salient variables in a given 

context (Labov 1972:314-7).  The above data, however, suggest that such emblematic 

forms and shibboleths may also bear on language change at the level of environmental 

conditioning, i.e. in favoring one environment for change over another. 

 

2. Part II  

The second half of this dissertation discusses topics in syntactic theory in view 

of cross-dialectal variation in Basque.  This discussion focuses on non-finite 

complementation in Basque.   

Basque non-finite complements may be headed by one of two kinds of affixes.  

A class of modal verbs including nahi �want� takes non-finite complements bearing 

the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø, as shown in (1).  (These affixes vary by verb class.) 

 

(1) [Jon-i      liburua       ema-n]    nahi    diot.    
     [Jon.DAT book.ABS    give-n]    want  AUX.3S(ABS).3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
    �I want to give Jon the book.� 
 

By contrast, a class of aspectual and control verbs including hasi �start� takes 

complements with the affix �t(z)en as in (2). 

 
(2)  [Etor-tzen]     hasi-ko     da.   
       come-t(z)en   start-FUT  AUX   
       �She�ll start to come.� 
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The affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are standardly described as �participles� or �perfective 

markers� in view of the fact that, in another environment�on main verb complements 

of auxiliaries�these affixes necessarily cooccur with a perfective interpretation.  In 

environments such as in (1), however, these affixes do not force a perfective 

interpretation, and behave instead as infinitival markers.  In Chapter 5, I propose a 

unified account of these two guises of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø.  Specifically, I propose that -tu/-i/-

n/-Ø are merged as infinitival heads in both instances; however, in perfective 

environments, the verb+-tu/-i/-n/-Ø raises to adjoin to a null [+perfective] head.  

Crucial evidence for this approach will come from central dialects including 

Oiartzun�s, in which the verb+-tu/-i/-n/-Ø raises to adjoin to an overt perfective 

marker.  (By contrast, constituents headed by �t(z)en are plausibly akin to English 

gerunds.) 

Chapters 6 and 7 discuss some additional properties of these constituents in 

view of this proposal.  In chapter 6, I examine two kinds of �restructuring� 

phenomena�auxiliary switch and long distance agreement (LDA)�involving these 

non-finite complements.  These two restructuring phenomena are subject to different 

locality conditions: while auxiliary switch is restricted to single iterations of the 

clausal functional sequence (fseq), LDA is possible into a small (~VP) complement of 

the matrix V.  I argue that these different locality conditions follow trivially from the 

syntactic processes responsible for them, and that, consequently, no special locality 

restrictions on �restructuring� per se need be invoked (cf. Wurmbrand 2001, 
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Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004).  In particular, following much recent work (Bhatt 

2004, Chung 2004, Boeckx 2004), LDA is explained as an Agree relation (Chomsky 

2000 etc.) between a Probe and a c-commanded phasemate Goal.  From the 

perspective of the standard assumption that Agree is not restricted to a single fseq, 

then the availability long distance object agreement into a small (~VP) complement of 

V stands to reason.  Similarly, restrictions on auxiliary switch in Basque are shown to 

fall out of a monoclausal analysis of modal constructions in Basque, together with an 

analysis of auxiliary choice in Basque as determined by a relation between an 

auxiliary verb and a main verb (verbal shell) of the same fseq.  Specifically, I propose 

that a head merged in the matrix verbal shell above a transitivity marker�e.g. v or 

Voice�raises and incorporates into the auxiliary. 

From the perspective of this distinction, an additional difference between these 

two �restructuring� phenomena follows naturally.  In particular LDA in Basque is 

possible across infinitival negation, unlike auxiliary switch.  Following Cardinaletti 

and Shlonsky (2004), I take the presence of an embedded negation to diagnose an 

additional fseq.  Hence, auxiliary switch across negation (in Basque and Italian) is 

ruled out because this phenomenon is fseq-bound.  By contrast, LDA across infinitival 

negation is unproblematic since Agree is not restricted to a single iteration of fseq.   

Chapter 7 discusses do-support in verb focalization constructions in central and 

western Basque (CWB) dialects.  An example of this construction is given in (3), 

which contrasts with the neutral example, without do-support in (4). 
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(3) Ines  etorri  egin da. 
     Ines   come do    AUX 

a. �Ines has COME.� 
b. * �Ines has come.� (non-verb focalization reading) 

  
(4) Ines etorri da 
     Ines come AUX. 
    �Ines has come.� 
 

 

This chapter argues that CWB dialects, along with Korean, form a class of do-

support languages whose dummy verb insertion mechanism differs slightly from that 

in English (Chomsky 1957, 1995, Pollock 1989) and Monnese (Benincà and Poletto 

2004).  In all four of these languages, the dummy verb values a strong feature in a 

position that is, in marked environments, inaccessible to the verb.  However, in 

Korean and CWB, unlike in English and Monnese, the verb�s inability to raise is not 

due to its theta-marking properties or to its inflectional poverty, but rather because the 

verb must be nominalized�i.e. bear a nominalizing infinitival affix (-tu/-i/-n/-Ø)�for 

independent reasons.  This infinitival constituent may not bear verbal aspectual 

features and a dummy verb is merged to do so in order that the derivation may 

converge. 

 I further propose that do-support in Basque is not a last-resort phenomenon as 

in Chomsky�s classic analysis of English do-support (1957, 1995).  That is, the 

unavailability of dummy egin in non-verb focalization environments such as (3b) is 

not a consequence of competition with a derivationally �simpler� egin-less alternative 
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in (4); rather, dummy egin in such environments is excluded for independent reasons.  

A virtue of this approach is that it avoids violation of the Inclusiveness Condition 

(Chomsky 2000, 2001) inherent in approaches to do-support in which the dummy verb 

is generated by the computational component.   

Background assumptions.  In Part II, I adopt some core tenets of the 

minimalist program as proposed in recent work by Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004).  

Some assumptions of this research program that will be crucial to the discussion are 

outlined below. 

 The human language faculty is a mental organ that constructs sound-meaning 

correspondences�represented as ordered pairs <PHON, SEM>�from a lexicon of 

linguistic features.  The assembly of this lexical material into sound-meaning 

correspondences is a �derivation.�  PHON consists of instructions for the sensorimotor 

system, while SEM contains instructions for a conceptual-intentional system.  Each of 

these two interfacing systems, moreover, imposes legibility conditions on its input.  A 

derivation that does not meet the legibility conditions of either the sensorimotor 

system or the conceptual-intentional system is said to �crash;� one that does 

�converges.�   

The grammar consists of three parts: �narrow syntax� that assembles lexical 

material into a derivation; the phonological component, which maps this derivation to 

PHON; and the semantic component, which maps this derivation to SEM. 

 A derivation starts with a �lexical array,� a �one-time selection� of material 

from the lexicon.  (The notion of �lexical array� will be discussed further in Chapter 
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7.)  The lexical array for the sentence in (5), for example, might contain the following 

items: {Janet, read, the book, T(ense)}.   

 

(5) Janet reads the book. 

 

   Narrow syntax builds a derivation from items in the lexical array by 

�merging��that is, combining�lexical items from the lexical array, one by one.  As 

Chomsky observes, such an operation must be assumed in any derivational approach 

to natural language grammar, and as such �comes for free.�  In the merging of two 

items�say the+book into the set {the, book}�the label for one of the members of 

this set �projects� and becomes the �head� of this category. 

 

(6) 

          the 

the        book  

 

In this dissertation, following standard practice, I will use category labels in 

representing such structures, as in (7). 

 

(7) 
 
  D(eterminer)P(hrase) 

the        book 
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In Chomsky�s framework (though not in some others), the derivation is built 

�bottom-to-top� i.e. combining subsets into increasingly large supersets as in (8). 

 
 
(8) 
merger of the + book    → [DP the [book]] 
merger of read with its complement DP → [VP read [DP the [book]]] 
merger of T with its complement VP  → [TP T [VP read [DP the [book]]]] 
  

An additional operation of the narrow syntax that does not �come for free� as a 

computational primitive, but rather is motivated empirically, is Move.1  This operation 

is posited in view of the apparent fact that all human languages exhibit displacement 

of some kind.  By Move, an element merged at one point in the derivation raises to a 

higher position.  Chomsky proposes that movement is driven by �uninterpretable� 

features, i.e. features that contribute nothing to semantic interpretation.  In particular, 

Chomsky claims that these features need to be �valued� (~eliminated) in order that the 

derivation may converge.  Uninterpretable features that are unvalued at the end of the 

derivation are not legible by the interfacing systems and cause the derivation to 

�crash.�   

An example of an uninterpretable feature is the �EPP�2 feature of (finite) 

T(ense) that requires that an associated �specifier� position be filled.  This requirement 

                                                
1 In recent work (2000, 2001, 2004) Chomsky recasts Move as �internal Merge.�  This 
reformulation does not bear crucially on the claims made here.  
2 EPP=Extended Projection Principle.  The etymology of this term is not germane to present 
discussion or the claims made here. 
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ensures that every finite clause will have a subject.  Note that this property of T(ense) 

does not bear on interpretation unlike, say, the feature [past].  In this sense, then, the 

EPP feature is said to be �uninterpretable.�  Movement of a noun to this �subject 

position� (perhaps most clearly visible in passive and raising constructions) then 

obtains in order to value this uninterpretable feature.    

Movement comes about through a relation between a Probe�a functional head 

with unvalued, uninterpretable features�and a c-commanded Goal with matching 

features.  The Probe delves into its search domain�lower, �c-commanded� 

structure�in search of a Goal.  Through the establishment of this relation, movement 

to the Probe is triggered.  Empirical considerations, moreover, suggest that this 

relation must satisfy locality: only the closest matching element (Goal) is attracted to 

the Probe.   

A final assumption that will be crucial to following discussion is the notion of 

a �phase.�  Structure assembled by the computational component is not transferred to 

the phonological component all at once, but rather incrementally, as the derivation 

proceeds.  The increments of structure that are �spelled out,� i.e. sent to phonology, 

are called phases.  Chomsky proposes two such phases: C�the topmost node in the 

clause�and v�a projection above the main verb, where transitive subjects are 

merged.  The identity of these two positions as phase boundaries is motivated partly 

on empirical grounds, for reasons that will not be discussed here.3  In addition, 

however, Chomsky suggests that this property of v and C is related to the fact that 

                                                
3 See Legate 2003, Chomsky 2004 and references therein. 
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these two kinds of constituents are �propositional� units: vP is the minimal unit in 

which all arguments of the clause are merged, and CPs are full clauses including tense 

and force.   

It is further assumed that once a phase is spelled-out, it is no longer visible for 

subsequent operations of the narrow syntax.  Chomsky calls this the Phase-

Impenetrability Condition. 

 

(9) Phase-Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2000:108) 
 In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside  

α; only H and its edge are accessible to such operations. 
 

A Probe�s search domain is therefore assumed to be phase-bound.  This 

restriction will be relevant to discussion in Chapter 6. 

I will elaborate some of these assumptions in the course of discussion in Part 

II. 
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PART I 

 
LANGUAGE VARIATION AND CHANGE IN OIARTZUN 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF BATUA 

 

The first half of this dissertation examines change in the Basque dialect of the 

town of Oiartzun as a result of contact with a recently promulgated standard variety, 

Batua.  One of the principal claims of the dissertation is that these processes of 

linguistic change must be understood in the context of rapid social and economic 

changes in Oiartzun and in the Basque Country more generally since the end of the 

Franquist dictatorship.  As I hope to show, many community members view 

standardization as part of a broader process of modernization and development that 

has been advantageous in many ways for Oiartzuners, but has also brought other 

unwanted changes, including a decline in participation in many traditional practices 

and a perceived weakening in community identity.  The ambivalence of many younger 

community members toward changes in town life is reflected in their attitudes toward 

the local dialect and Batua, and their use of these varieties in speech. 

The goal of this chapter is to provide an ethnographic and historical backdrop 

for this discussion.  In particular, this chapter reviews the history of language planning 

in the Basque Country, and the development and introduction of the Basque standard, 

Batua.  Drawing especially on Urla�s (1987, 1993, 1995) work, I outline the 

development of Batua as part of an effort by Basque language planners to modernize 

Basque in order to reverse a centuries-long process of language shift.   
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1.1 Language shift 

Map 1.1 shows the seven historically Basque provinces and major Basque 

dialect boundaries.   

 
Map1.1: The Basque Country and major Basque dialects 

 
(Adapted from Trask 1997) 

 

The four largest provinces�Araba,4 Biscay, Gipuzkoa and Navarre (together 

comprising the Southern Basque Country)�are on the southern side of a line that 

some Basques recognize as a border between Spain and France.  Other Basques who 

                                                
4 Many place names in the Basque Country have Basque and Spanish (and French) spellings.  
In this dissertation, Basque orthography is used for all place names, with the exception of the 
provinces Nafarroa and Bizkaia and the city Bilbo, which will be referred to using the 
established English spellings, �Navarre,�  �Biscay� and �Bilbao� respectively. 
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favor a sovereign Basque state encompassing the seven historical provinces recognize 

this line as a border between Basque provinces.  The three smaller provinces�

Lapurdi, Lower Navarre, and Zuberoa (together the Northern Basque Country)�fall 

on the northern side of this line.  Today, there are around 660,000 speakers of Basque, 

who make up a third of the roughly two million inhabitants of the Basque Country.  

All but approximately 80,000 speakers live in the southern provinces (Trask 1997:5).   

The area in which Basque is spoken has been shrinking gradually over the last 

500 years.  Around 1600, Basque was still spoken throughout most of the area 

encompassed by the seven provinces shown in Map 1.1, and during the seventeenth 

century, this situation appears to have changed little (Michelena 1977, Euskaltzaindia 

1977:272).  However, by the end of eighteenth century, most of southern Navarre and 

Araba were largely Spanish-speaking (Trask 1997:46, Euskaltzaindia 1977:272).   

Several factors appear to have contributed to this process of shift.  First, the 

development of commerce and the improvement of roads led to greater mobility 

throughout Spain in the eighteenth century.  This mobility would have brought Basque 

speakers into increased contact with Spanish speakers especially in areas close to the 

linguistic frontier between these two languages, such as southern Araba and Navarre 

(Euskaltzaindia 1977:272).   

Second, certain institutional pressures appear to have favored language shift 

during the eighteenth century.  In particular, the Bourbon monarchs, who gained 

control of Spain toward the beginning of the eighteenth century, initiated a language 

policy intended to promote Spanish in Catalan- and Basque-speaking areas of Spain 
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(Euskaltzaindia 1977:353), including a ban on printing books in languages other than 

Spanish (Jimeno Jurío 1998:64).  A principal instrument of this policy was public 

schools, which were developed especially following the advent of the monarchy of 

Charles III in 1759.  In public schools throughout the monarchy, Spanish was 

designated as the official language of instruction, and use of Basque was apparently 

frequently prohibited (Jimeno Jurío 1998:64, 148-171).  As the eighteenth century 

Jesuit priest and Basque Apologist Kardaberaz noticed, this policy had important 

consequences for speakers of Basque.  

 

There has never been a less fortunate language among mankind than 
Basque, since, as if it were not our native and original language, as if 
speaking Basque was the worst of sins, they want to remove it from 
society, prohibiting it in schools with rings and marks, with beatings 
and punishments.  What insanity could be greater than this?  (Cited in 
Jimeno Jurío 1998:166, cf Euskaltzaindia 1977:151)5 

 

A third factor that is likely relevant to this process of language shift is that by 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Basque seems to have been broadly 

stigmatized, at least among the literate Spanish elite, as a peasant language and 

inherently�i.e. grammatically�deficient.  The idea that Basque is inherently inferior 

as a language (especially vis-à-vis Spanish) is argued for in the writings of Spanish 

philologists like Gregorio Mayans y Siscar in Origenes de la Lengua Española (1737), 

where he describes Basque as deficient grammatically and lexically and thus unfit as a 
                                                
5 My translation. �Entre las gentes no se ha visto ningún lenguaje más desdichado que el 
vasco, ya que, como si no se tratase de nuestro idioma nativo y original, como si hablar vasco 
fuese el mayor de los pecados, lo quieren quitar de la sociedad prohibiéndolo en las Escuelas 
con sortijas y señales, con azotes y castigos.  ¿Qué locura puede ser mayor que ésta?� 
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vehicle for abstract thought (Urla 1987:62). Similarly, Bidart (1986:328) quotes the 

definition of vascuence �basque� from the first edition of the Diccionario de la Lengua 

Española (1726, quoted in Urla 1993): �the language of Biscay�also used to refer to 

that which is confused, obscure or unintelligible.�   

Earlier, in seventeenth century Spanish literature, vizcaínos (�Biscayans�)�a 

term often used in that period to refer to Basque speakers in general�are frequently 

ridiculed for their speech, in both Spanish and Basque.  In Cervantes� La casa de los 

celos, for example, a vizcaíno squire explains to his master in non-standard Spanish�

(presumably influenced by his native Basque)�that he is not a donkey, but rather a 

Basque speaker:  

 

Bien es que sepas de yo 
buenos que consejos doy, 
que por [Basque:] Juangaicoa [Span.:] soy 
vizcaíno, burro no. 

It is well that you should know of I 
that I give good advice 
that by [Basque:] God, [Span.:] I am 
a Biscayan, not a donkey. 

 

 A similar example in seventeenth century Spanish literature in which Basque is 

depicted as a non-human language, comes from Cervantes� La Gran Sultana.  In this 

play, a character named Madrigal, held captive by Turks, claims to have taught an 

elephant to speak, as a way to win his freedom.  When his captor�a Turkish judge�

asks him in what language, he responds, in �vizcaín[o].�  To this, the judge responds: 
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Paréceme lengua extraña.  
[�] 
Esta lengua de valor 
por su antigüedad es sola; 
enséñale la española,  
que la entendemos mejor. 

It seems to me a strange language 
[�] 
This noble language 
in its antiquity it is alone 
teach it the Spanish [language] 
which we understand better 

 
 

Starting as early as the 16th century, a series of Basque writers, called the 

Apologists, began to challenge the idea that Basque was inherently defective (vis-à-vis 

Spanish).  Most notable among these was the Jesuit priest Larramendi, who argued in 

his 1729 grammar El imposible vencido and in his 1745 trilingual Basque-Latin-

Spanish dictionary that, contrary to much contemporary popular belief, Basque was a 

grammatically regular language, suitable for abstract expression.  Specifically, in these 

works, Larramendi sought to show that every Latin lexical item and case had a 

correlate in Basque, and that Basque was therefore equally suited to abstract 

expression (Urla 1987:62).  Some of the specific claims made by the Apologists seem 

fanciful from a contemporary perspective.  Larramendi, for example, proposed that 

Basque was one of the languages of Babel and moreover was the language spoken by 

the angels in Paradise (Urla 1987:64).  I am not aware of any evidence that the efforts 

of the Apologists changed perceptions of Basque or stemmed language shift in that 

era.  Nevertheless, as will be discussed below, their work provided a philological 

tradition out of which modern day language planning efforts would grow in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
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The advent of heavy industrialization in the 19th century�particularly in the 

Nervion river valley near Bilbao, and in towns scattered throughout Gipuzkoa�

brought new kinds of pressure to bear on Basque in areas that had previously been 

spared language shift.  One consequence of industrialization was the arrival of large 

numbers of Spanish-speaking immigrants from other parts of the Iberian peninsula, 

who sought to fill new factory jobs.  The scale of this immigration is reflected in the 

following population figures for the years between 1857 and 1930. 

 
Table 1.1: Population growth in four Basque provinces 1857-1930.  
 Araba Gipuzk. Navarre Biscay Total
1857 96,398 156,493 297,442 160,579 710,912
1877 93,538 167,207 304,184 189,954 754,883
1887 92,915 181,845 304,122 235,659 814,541
1897 94,635 191,839 303,136 290,665 880,275
1900 96,385 195,850 307,669 311,361 911,265
1910 97,181 226,684 312,235 349,923 986,023
1920 98,668 258,557 329,875 409,550 1,096,650
1930 104,176 302,329 345,883 485,205 1,237,593
Source: National Institute for Statistics of Spain (cited in Euskaltzaindia 1977:275) 

 

 Table 1.1 shows a particularly steep increase in population for the two most 

heavily industrialized provinces today, Gipuzkoa and Biscay.  These provinces� 

populations increased by 93% and 202% respectively over this 73-year period.  By 

contrast, the populations of Navarre and Araba increased by only 16% and 8% 

respectively during this period.  Most of the immigration reflected in Table 1.1 was to 

urban areas.  Table 1.2 below shows population growth in the four Southern Basque 

provincial capitals over this same period, 1857-1930. 
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Table 1.2: Population growth in four Basque provincial capitals 1857-1930.  
 Gasteiz, 

Araba
Donostia, 
Gipuzkoa

Iruña, 
Navarre

Bilbao, 
Biscay 

1857 15,569 9,484 22,702 17,649 
1900 30,701 37,812 28,886 83,306 
1910 32,893 49,008 29,472 93,536 
1920 34,785 61,774 32,635 112,819 
1930 40,641 78,432 42,259 161,897 
Source: National Institute for Statistics of Spain (cited in Euskaltzaindia 1977:277) 

 

 These data, together with the data in Table 1.1, show that for each of the four 

provinces, the population of the provincial capital grew faster than the provincial 

population as a whole during this period.  In addition, Table 1.2 shows that population 

growth was fastest in the capitals of the two most heavily industrialized provinces, 

Biscay and Gipuzkoa: the population of Bilbao, Biscay increased nearly ninefold 

during this period and the population of Donostia increased sixfold.  By contrast, the 

populations of Iruña, Navarre and Gasteiz, Araba increased by 86% and 161% 

respectively. 

 Most of the immigrants during this period�at least in Bilbao�appear to have 

come from Spanish speaking areas of Spain, and particularly from the province of 

Castilla la Vieja (which borders the Basque Country to the southwest and covers a 

large part of the central and northern part of Spain).  The data below, from Corcuera�s 

(1979:70) sample study of Bilbao city censuses, shows that over a quarter of the 

population of Bilbao around the turn of the century was born in Castilla la Vieja, while 

another 13-20% was born elsewhere in Spain. 
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Table 1.3: Places of birth of Bilbao residents in 1890 and 1900 

 1890 1900

Born in Biscay 43.1%  35.3%

Born elsewhere in Southern Basque 
Country 

16.3% 16.0%

Born in Castilla la Vieja 26.2% 26.3%

Born elsewhere in Spain 13.2% 20.1%

Born outside of Spain 1.1% 1.6%
Sample 2675 3923

(Adapted from Corcuera 1979:70) 

  

 An effect of this immigration was to reduce the proportion of Basque speakers 

to non-Basque speakers in the local population.  By 1930, only about a third of the 

population of the Basque Country was Basque-speaking.  From the 1880s through 

1930 the number of Basque speakers remained relatively steady at around 400,000, 

while the total population increased to around 1,200,000 (Payne 1975:104).6  

 

1.2 Modern language maintenance efforts 

 It was in this context of language shift and rapid industrialization that Basque 

language maintenance efforts began in earnest toward the end of the 19th century.  The 

Basque language maintenance movement grew out of a broader Basque cultural 

                                                
6 Corcuera suggests that industrialization likely accelerated language shift in many areas 
during this period not only by increasing immigration of non-Basque speakers, but also in 
remaking traditional society (1979:144).  In particular, the importance of traditional economic 
activities such as agriculture and fishing in which Basque had predominated were gradually 
eclipsed by industry and trade, in which Spanish was more frequently used (Euskaltzaindia 
1977:290). 
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renaissance following the end of the second Carlist war in Spain in 1876.  One of the 

most prominent organizations in this renaissance was the Asociación Euskara de 

Navarra (Basque Association of Navarre) led by Arturo Campión.  Campión and his 

followers raised public awareness of Basque�s decline and were among the first to 

articulate an understanding of the cause of language shift: 

 
The Basque [speaker] is losing ground.  The tide is rising; the corrupting 
waters of assimilation push their muck up to the peaks of the highest 
mountains.  Everything conspires against him: the ease of transportation; 
the official proscription of the language; utilitarianism; emigration to 
America; that foolish impulse of men and monkeys called imitation; the 
abominable example of the higher classes that sacrifice for fashion, which 
they now call good form, the simple habits and the admirable language of 
their forefathers (cited in Tejerina 1992:99).7  
 

The cause of Basque �restoration��brought to popular awareness by 

Campión�was to become a central piece of the Basque nationalist movement founded 

by Sabino Arana toward the end of the nineteenth century.  Arana identified the 

Basque language as one of five defining features of the Basque people, along with 

race, laws, customs and history.  However, for Arana, not all of these characteristics 

were of equal importance.  In particular, Arana viewed race�as operationalized by 

Basque surnames�as the defining characteristic of the Basque people.  Arana�s 

concern with maintaining the purity of the Basque race led him to condemn the recent 

                                                
7 My translation.  �El tipo euskaro pierde terreno.  La marea sube; el agua corruptora de la 
asimilación empuja su limo hasta las cumbres de las altas montañas.  Todo conspira contra él; 
la facilidad de comunicaciones; la proscripción official de la lengua; el utilitarismo; la 
emigración a America; ese necio impulso de hombres y monos que se llama imitación; el 
abominable ejemplo de las clases elevadas que sacrifican a la moda ya lo que denominan buen 
tono los hábitos sencillos y el idioma admirable de sus abuelos.� 
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arrival of immigrants from other parts of the Iberian peninsula.  In particular, Arana 

decried their �corrupting� influence on Basque morals, traditions and above all the 

Basque race, through miscegenation (Arana 1965).    

For Arana, the primary importance of the Basque language was not as a marker 

of Basque nationality, but rather as a language barrier between Basques and Spaniards.  

In fact, Arana argued that for Spanish immigrants to learn Basque would be disastrous, 

since this would likely bring Basque and Spaniards into closer contact:  

 

�the language difference is the principal means of protecting ourselves 
from the contagion of the Spaniards and of avoiding the mixing of the 
two races.  If our invaders should learn Basque, we would have to 
abandon it, carefully filing away its grammar and its dictionary and 
undertake to learn Russian, Norwegian or any other language unknown 
to them (cited in Tejerina 1992:106).8   

 

 Arana�s traditionalism was reflected in his approach to language planning.  As 

a language planner, Arana was concerned not with standardization but rather primarily 

with purification of Basque from Spanish influence.  To this end, Arana proposed 

several neologisms�many based on fanciful etymologies�including Euzkadi, one of 

the names used today by Basque to denote the Basque Country.  However, Arana�s 

main contribution to language maintenance efforts was in articulating a link between 

Basque identity and the Basque language, and in further raising public awareness of 
                                                
8 My translation.  ��la diferencia del lenguaje es el gran medio de preservarnos del contagio 
de los españoles y evitar el cruzamiento de las dos razas.  Si nuestros invasores aprendiaran el 
esukera tendriamos que abandonar éste, archivando cuidadosamente su gramática y su 
diccionario, y dedicarnos a hablar el ruso, el noruego o cualquer otro idioma desconocido para 
ellos.�  
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language shift.  This, in turn, provided much of the impetus for the language 

maintenance efforts that were to follow (Corcuera 1979:400, Tejerina 1992:108-9). 

Nevertheless, as Urla (1987) describes in her thorough treatment of the 

evolution of Basque language planning, the present day language maintenance 

movement is in many ways ideologically descended not from Arana�s nationalists but 

rather from a group of scientific societies founded in the early twentieth century 

(1993, 1987:chapters 1 and 2).  In 1918, a group of Basque academic and social 

leaders met in the Basque town of Oinate at the first Congress of Basque Studies.  

There, a new organization, Eusko Ikaskuntza (The Basque Studies Society), was 

founded to coordinate the work of a range of Basque organizations in different fields.  

Included in Eusko Ikaskuntza�s purview was Euskaltzaindia (The Basque Language 

Society), which would later develop the present-day Basque standard, Batua.  Like 

Arana�s nationalists, Eusko Ikaskuntza and Euskaltzaindia were concerned with 

addressing the problems of Basque society in the face of rapid industrialization and 

modernization.  However, as Urla observes,  

 
[These leaders] did not share the virulent traditionalism of Aranist 
nationalism.  There was no fear of modernization, but rather a strong 
desire to embrace it and utilize what it had to offer to benefit Basque 
society.  This represents a sharp break with the romantic idealization of 
the rural life that characterized late 19th century and early 20th century 
nationalist literature  (Urla 1987:33). 

 

In the field of language planning and linguistics, the most important voices in 

Eusko Ikaskuntza were those of Julio de Urquijo and Luis de Eleizalde, whose work 
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departed in two main ways from that of earlier language reformers.  First, they 

stressed the need for a scientifically rigorous approach to both linguistics and language 

planning on behalf of Basque.  In particular, they denounced as unscientific work in 

Basque philology by Arana and the Apologists, and instead insisted on the need to 

bring to bear advances in the new scientific discipline of linguistics in understanding 

Basque both diachronically and synchronically.  As Urla argues (1987:73), this 

discourse was key in establishing the authority of Euskaltzaindia to reform Basque.  

That is, Euskaltzaindia�s legitimacy as reformers of Basque would come from 

linguistics as a scientific enterprise and the standing of the Euskaltzaindia�s leaders as 

scientific linguists.    

A second crucial way in which Urquijo and Eleizalde revolutionized reform 

efforts on behalf of Basque was in emphasizing the importance of status planning.  In 

particular, they were among the first to argue that, for Basque to survive, it needed to 

be seen as suitable for modern life, and fit for science and literature rather than merely 

a language for folklore and farm life.  Eleizalde described this task in the following 

terms in his address to the 1918 Oinate conference:  

 

Yesterday we sketched in broad terms the work of social restoration that 
we must undertake with regard to the Basque language, and we 
highlighted as both the base and crown of that restoration the need to 
make of Basque the vehicle of all levels of culture that the Basque �gens� 
needs for its full collective life.  For that to happen it is critical that Basque 
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become a very literary language and that it become suitable for the 
scientific content that we intend to give it. (1918:434)9 
 

In these efforts, Urquijo and Eleizalde were forced to confront longstanding 

perceptions of Basque as inherently ill-suited to the modern world.  As Urla observes 

(1993:104-5), popular understanding of Basque as an �old� or �ancient� language 

from a historical linguistics point of view�as in the earlier passage from Cervantes� 

La Gran Sultana�has often invited characterizations of it as �primitive.�   

This was the view of one of Basque�s most celebrated modern detractors, the 

nineteenth and twentieth century philosopher Miguel de Unamuno.  In particular, 

Unamuno, who was from Bilbao and a native speaker of Basque, saw Basque as ill 

adapted to modern life and therefore as a handicap to the advancement and 

modernization of Basque society.   In an 1887 essay, �Espíritu de la raza vasca,� 

Unamuno describes Basque as an old language, inherently�i.e. grammatically�unfit 

for science and abstraction, and as an �anchor� weighing down the Basque spirit: 

The ancient languages were more perfect for the expression of 
the real, of the feeling that springs and the instinct that jumps, for epic 
poetry, for the concrete and its nuances.  The modern languages are 
more so for the ideal and logic, for inquiring reason, for lyric poetry 
that expresses complicated and reflexive feelings, for the abstract; the 
ancient languages were synthetic like reality, which is a great synthesis; 
the modern languages are analytic like science, which is a great 
analysis.  

                                                
9 My translation. �Esbozábamos ayer a grandes rasgos la labor de restauración social que 
debemos emprender respecto del idioma vasco e indicábamos como base y a la vez 
cornomiento de esa restauractión la necesidad de hacer del Euzkera el vehículo de todos los 
grados de cultura que la �gens� vasca necesita para su plena vida colectiva.  Para ello es 
preciso que el Euzkera se convierta en lengua muy literaria, que se capacite para el contenido 
científico que pretendemos darle.� 
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The Basque language is rich in inflections that express the 
imperceptible nuances of reality; poor, very poor in voices and turns 
that express the subtle paths of the ideal.  Our spirit has an anchor, if 
we raise it up for a moment, it soon falls from the clouds of abstraction 
and falls to the ground.  For that reason we are slow to conceive and to 
convince ourselves, quick to execute.  We are an ancient people in a 
modern garb, with the received ideas of an adult and the spirit of youth  
(1968:58).10 
  
 
As Urla notes (1993:106), the fact that Basque was increasingly disappearing 

from the Basque urban centers of Bilbao, Donostia (San Sebastián) and Iruña 

(Pamplona) at this time seemed to support Unamuno�s view of Basque as 

incompatible with modern life.  In light of this, Unamuno seems to welcome Basque�s 

demise: �The day that [my people] loses its temerity, gains full consciousness of itself 

and learns to speak in a language of culture, I assure you that you will have to listen to 

it [�]� (1968:87).11 

An immediate question confronting Euskaltzaindia in its initial efforts to save 

Basque by promoting it as a language of science, literature and modernity was whether 

a standard literary variety of Basque should be established.  Through the first half of 

                                                
10 My translation.  �Los idiomas antiguos eran más perfectos para la expresión de lo real, del 
sentimiento que brota, del instinto que salta, para la poesía épica, para lo concreto y sus 
matices.  Los modernos lo son más para la ideal y lógico para la razón que inquiere, para la 
lírica que expresa el sentimiento alambicado y reflexivo, para lo obstracto; los antiguos eran 
sintéticos como la realidad que es una gran síntesis; los modernos, analíticos como la ciencia, 
que es un grande análisis.  

�El idioma vasco es rico en inflexions que expresan imperceptibles matices de la 
realidad; pobre, pobrísimo en voces y giros que expresan los sutiles derroteros de lo ideal.  
Nuestro espíritu tiene ancla, si le levantan por un momento, luego cae de las nubes de la 
abstracción y viene al suelo.  Por eso somos tardos en concebir y converncernos, prontos en 
ejecutar.  Somos un pueblo antiguo en una vestidura moderna, con las ideas recibidas del 
adulto y el espíritu del joven. 
11 My translation. �El día en que pierda la timidez, cobre entera conciencia de sí y aprenda a 
hablar en un idioma de couture, os aseguro que tendreís que oírle�.� 
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the twentieth century, no broadly recognized literary variety had emerged, partly 

because literary production in Basque had been extraordinarily meager.  The first 

known text in Basque�Bernard Dechepare�s Linguae Vasconum Primitiae�was not 

written until 1545, and Basque literary production in the following centuries remained 

a trickle until the eighteenth century, as shown in Table 1.4, below.  Most of these 

works, moreover, were religious texts; only 12 of the 101 works in Table 1.4 were 

secular (Tejerina 1992:90).  In addition, as Table 1.4 shows, what little literary 

production there was, was spread out across different dialects, especially Biscayan, 

Gipuzkoan and Lapurdian.  

 
Table 1.4: Original literary production in Basque by period and dialect 
 Biscayan Gipuzkoan 

and High- 
Navarran 

Lapurdian 
and Low- 
Navarran 

Zuberoan Total 

1545-1599 0  0 1 0  1  
1600-1649 0  0 6 0  6  
1650-1699 0  0 4 2  6  
1700-1749 1  3 1 0  5  
1750-1799 1  19 3 1  24  
1800-1849 12  9 4 1  26  
1850-1879 0  16 15 2  33  
Total: 14  47 34 6  101  
Source: Sarasola (1976:183) (cited in Tejerina 1992:90) 

 

 As Urla (1987,1993) argues, the establishment of a standard was seen as an 

important step toward the goal of �modernizing� Basque.  Part of the rationale for 

establishing a standard was practical: for the purposes of producing printed material, it 
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was viewed as more efficient to have a single literary variety rather than several, as 

Eleizalde argued in 1918 in Oinate. 

 

We have, today, for a population of a million and a half Basque-
speakers, three principal literary dialects.  It is clear that this cannot 
continue.  It is clear that there will come a moment, and I hope that it is 
soon, in which the force of things obliges us to choose a single dialect 
as the literary one; otherwise we are forced to make three editions of 
our books (which would amount to giving up on all literature), to 
establish three school systems and to therefore give up on all educative 
work (1918:436).12 

 

Nevertheless, an additional way in which standardization was seen as key to 

modernization was symbolic: if Basque was to be a modern language on a par with 

English, French and (especially) Spanish, it needed likewise to have a standard, 

ostensibly rational set of norms (Joseph 1987).  Hence, as Urla observes, �creating a 

standard Basque was thus a way of claiming for euskera [�Basque�] the modern 

rationality and civilizational credentials that philosophers like Unamuno had declared 

impossible� (1993:109). 

With the exception of a small group (including Sabino Arana), most early 

twentieth century language reformers agreed that some form of literary standard was 

needed.  Nevertheless, opinions varied greatly as to what this standard should be.  One 

                                                
12 My translation. �Tenemos hoy, para una población de medio millón de euzkeldunes, tres 
principales dialectos literario.  Es evidente que esto no puede subsistir, es evidente que llegará 
un momento, y deseo que sea muy pronto, en que la fuerza de las cosas nos obligue a elegir un 
solo dialecto como literario; de lo contrario nos vemos forzados a hacer triples ediciones de 
nuestros libros (lo que equivale a renunciar a toda literatura), a establecer triple sistema de 
escuelas y a renunciar por tanto a toda labor educativa.� 
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proposed option was to adopt one of the literary dialects.  The leading candidates to be 

the standard under this view were Lapurdian or Gipuzkoan, since these dialects had 

the richest literary traditions.  In addition, because these dialects are centrally located 

(see Map 1.1), they are often considered to be the most easily intelligible to speakers 

of other dialects (Mitxelena 1968).  The principal disadvantage of this option, 

however, was the tension that it likely would have created between loyalists of 

different dialects.  A second proposal, which ultimately prevailed, was the creation of 

a new standard that incorporated features from various dialects.  These standard 

features, moreover, were to be chosen in a linguistically principled (i.e. scientific) way 

(Urla 1987:83-4).  In his 1918 address to the Oinate conference, for example, 

Eleizalde compares the process of determining the verbal forms to be used in the 

standard, to methods in organic chemistry. 

 

The only difficulty [in establishing standard forms] will be, therefore, in 
the verb.  Here it will be necessary to choose one of the dialectal systems, 
because it is not possible to form a composite of all of these.  It seems that 
an acceptable criterion would be that of greatest regularity in the dialectal 
verb system that is chosen; but I am not unaware that other circumstances 
and reasons may also have influence, the expanse of the dialect area, 
conciseness, the richness of verbal forms, etc. [�] 

The conjugation [�] that many people now call �synthetic� to call 
it something, was restored a few years ago through a method of induction 
that recalls that employed in organic chemistry, by determining a priori the 
possible compounds with carbon, and that later have been found to be real 
and effective.  But these new verbal products, as legitimate as they may 
be, cannot be put into literary circulation without great parsimony, without 
prudent circumspection. [�] (Eleizalde 1918:437)13 

                                                
13 La dificultad única estará, por tanto, en el verbo.  Aquí será preciso elegir uno de los 
sistemas dialectales, porque no es posible formar un compuesto de todos ellos.  Parece que un 
criterio acceptable de selección sería el de la mayor regularidad en el sistema verbal dialectal 
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  Before Euskaltzaindia could decide between these two options, however, the 

Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) and the Franquist dictatorship intervened, forcing 

Euskaltzaindia to suspend its efforts for several decades.  The advent of the 

authoritarian Spanish-nationalist Franquist regime in 1939 ushered in a period of 

severe repression of Basque cultural practices, including the use of Basque in public 

spheres.  Publication in Basque was tightly restricted, and instruction in Basque, which 

had begun in many areas in the early 20th century, was squelched.14  The erasure of 

Basque from the public sphere extended to tombstones and birth certificates.  Not only 

were these were required to be in Spanish, but all Basque names on them were to be 

translated into Spanish (Urla 1987:103).  State propaganda on posters in public spaces 

in the Basque Country, moreover, admonished Basques to speak in Spanish.   

During the early dictatorship, then, the use of Basque and many other Basque 

cultural practices were restricted almost entirely to the private sphere (Tejerina 1992, 

Pérez-Agote 1984).  In the second half of the Franquist period, however, starting in the 

1950�s, the dictatorship�s grip began to weaken.  Part of the motivation for this 

yielding had to do with Spain�s gradual re-entering the international community, 

                                                                                                                                       
que se eligiese; pero no desconozco que también pueden influir otras circunstancias y razones, 
la extension de area dialectal, la concision, la riqueza de formas verbales, etc. [�] 
La conjugación [�] que ahora designan muchos con el nombre de �sintética�, por llamarla de 
alguna manera, ha sido restaurada hace algunos años por un método de inducción que recuerda 
algo al empleado en Química orgánica al determinar a priori los compuestos posibles del 
carbono, que luego se han encontrado reales y efectivos. Pero estos nuevos productos 
verbales, por legítimos que sean, no pueden ponerse en circulación literaria sin grandísima 
parsimonia, sin una prudente circunspección.  [�] 
14 In the years preceding the Civil War, Basque-medium instruction was given in one private 
school in the town of Oiartzun, run by two local women with the collaboration of a local 
priest.  According to some community members, following the war, the priest was forced to 
flee to the Northern Basque Country, and the women, sisters, were imprisoned. 
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following the Civil War, as a partner of the U.S. in its opposition to communism.  As a 

U.S. ally, the Franquist regime was forced to soften many of its more repressive 

domestic policies. 

It was in this climate that Euskaltzaindia gradually resumed its language 

planning efforts.  In 1968, Euskaltzaindia met in a Franciscan seminary in 

Arantzazu,15 and there laid the groundwork for the development of a new standard 

Basque to be called Euskara Batua, �Unified Basque� (often shortened to Batua, 

�Unified�).  The new standard was to be based mainly on Gipuzkoan and Lapurdian 

literary standards, but with contributions from other dialects as well.  Since then, it has 

gradually set forth orthographic and grammatical norms for written language and 

�careful� (i.e. �correct�) speech.   

Euskaltzaindia has been careful to present these norms as developed in a 

linguistically principled�i.e. rational�way.  One important criterion for 

Euskaltzaindia has been that Batua forms should reflect, to the extent possible, 

historically conservative forms.  For example, in a seminal 1968 paper, Mitxelena�

one of the most influential leaders of standardization efforts during this period�

argues that in cases of interdialectal variation between /�/ (<x>) and /x/ (<j>), the 

grapheme corresponding to the more conservative variant should be preferred: �When 

the original sound is x [/�/] (previously throughout all of the Basque Country and in 
                                                
15 The principal exception to the Franquist regime�s policy of erasure of Basque from public 
space was the Church.  In Basque speaking areas, Basque continued to be permitted in 
Catholic Masses during the dictatorship.  That is, before Vatican II in 1963, sermons were 
permitted in Basque, and following 1963, the liturgy might also be delivered in Basque.  In 
addition, a limited amount of print publication was permitted in Basque under the Church�s 
auspices.   
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some modern dialects), <x> should be adhered to if we are moving towards unity: 

axola, [�bother�] not ajola, etc.�  (Mitxelena 1968:6).16 

 In addition, Euskaltzaindia has tried, to the extent possible, to follow usages of 

past writers in Basque.  In this way, Euskaltzaindia explicitly represents Batua as an 

heir to a literary tradition, and thereby stakes a claim for Batua as a legitimate literary 

language.  For example, in a 1994 document proposing a standard spelling for bat-

batean �all of a sudden,� Euskaltzaindia reasons as follows:   

 
Bat-batean is attested in the Northern Basque Country from the latter 
part of the 17th century and in the Southern Basque Country from the 
latter half of the 18th century.  This expression has a variant, bet-betean, 
which is attested from the beginning of the 18th century in the Northern 
Basque Country.  With regard to the first variant, the spelling found in 
the literature is bat batean and especially bat-batean.  The written form 
bapatean, which often appears today, does not appear until around the 
1930�s and is rarely used until the 1970�s.  [�]  According to  
recommendations given by Euskaltzaindia for writing compounds, bat-
batean is the written form corresponding to this expression  
(Euskaltzaindia 1994).17 

  

In the period preceding and immediately following the collapse of the 

Franquist regime in 1975, the Basque revitalization movement enjoyed broad popular 

support in the Basque Country (Tejerina 1992). One manifestation of this phenomenon 

                                                
16 My translation.  �Antzinako hotsa x denean (antzinakoa Euskal-erri osoan eta egungoa 
hainitz eskualdetan), x-i lotu behar gatzaizkio, batasunera bagoaz: axola, ez ajola, etc.� 
17 My translation.  �Bat-batean XVII. mendearen erdialdeaz gero erabiltzen da Iparraldean eta 
XVIII.aren erdialdeaz gero Hegoaldean. Esapide horrek badu aldaera bat, bet-betan, XVIII. 
mendearen hasieraz gero Iparraldean erabiltzen dena. Lehen aldaerari dagokionez, literaturan 
erabili izan diren grafiak bat batean eta, batez ere, bat-batean dira. Gaur egun askotan ikusten 
den bapatean idazkera ez da 1930 ingurua arte agertzen eta ez da 1970 ingurua arte ia 
erabiltzen. [�] Euskaltzaindiak hitz elkartuak idazteko eman dituen gomendioen arabera, bat-
batean da esapide honi dagokion idazkera.� 
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was the proliferation of Ikastolas.  Ikastolas are private Basque-medium primary and 

secondary schools, many of which were founded clandestinely in the waning years of 

the Franquist dictatorship, especially in Gipuzkoa.  Table 1.5, from Tejerina (1992), 

shows that, during the 1960�s and the first half of the 1970�s, the number of students 

enrolled in Ikastolas increased dramatically. 

 

Table 1.5: No. of Ikastola students in school years 1964-1965 through 1974-1975 
 1964-

1965
1969-
1970

1970-
1971

1971-
1972

1972-
1973 

1973-
1974 

1974-
1975

Araba 22 171 334 376 486 677 1026
Gipuzkoa 520 5770 8181 10,673 13,245 15,272 17,971
Biscay 54 1958 2591 3157 3755 4938 5822
Navarre 0 348 765 950 1377 1631 1892
N. Basque Country 0 8 14 47 101 175 225
Total 596 8255 11,885 15,203 18,964 22,693 26,936
Source: SIADECO (cited in Tejerina 1992:133) 

 

 After 1975, Basque also gradually gained a greater presence in public 

institutions.  In the Spanish Constitution of 1978, which established the current 

constitutional monarchy, Basque was designated as an official language of Araba, 

Biscay and Gipuzkoa.18  In addition, in 1982, the newly created Basque Regional 

Parliament passed the �Law for the Normalization of Basque�, which contained two 

particularly important language maintenance provisions.  The first was to mandate that 

public administration services be made available in Basque, and promote the use of 

Basque in government more generally.  Second, it granted all public-education 

                                                
18 Under the current constitution, Araba, Biscay and Gipuzkoa together form a political unit�
the Basque Autonomous Community�juridically distinct from Navarre. 
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students the right to choose between Basque-medium and Spanish-medium 

instruction.  In the years since then, the demand for Basque-medium instruction has 

gradually increased and today, most pre-university students in Araba, Gipuzkoa and 

Biscay are in Basque-medium instruction, as shown in Table 1.6. 

 

Table 1.6: No. of pupils by educational model 2003-04 in Araba, Gipuzkoa and Biscay 
Spanish-medium 6,157

Bilingual 19,734

Pre-school 

Basque-medium 42,932

Spanish-medium 16,024

Bilingual 29,407

Primary Education 

Basque-medium 52,714

Spanish-medium 22,751
Bilingual 17,496

Secondary Education 

Basque-medium 32,141

Source: Basque Statistical Office. 

 

 These two provisions of the 1982 law were tremendously important in that 

they introduced Basque into prestige domains where Spanish had previously been the 

only option.  However, an equally important, indirect consequence of this law was the 

creation of a large number of high-paying professional jobs�particularly in public 

administration and education�available only to Basque speakers.  This stimulated an 

extraordinary demand for Basque speakers in the labor market in a very short time, 
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which is widely credited with motivating vast numbers of people to learn the language 

(Tejerina 1992).   

 Since 1975, Basque has also acquired a much greater presence in the media.  

During the dictatorship, Basque-language radio broadcasts were restricted in both 

content and duration and Basque print media were also limited and tightly censored by 

the State.  In 1982, the Basque regional parliament passed legislation creating the 

Basque government�s radio and television network, EITB, which today broadcasts one 

Basque-medium television signal and three Basque-medium radio signals throughout 

the Basque Country (primarily in Batua19).   

Basque-medium print media have also developed since 1975.  A Basque-

medium daily newspaper�Euskaldunon Egunkaria and its successor Berria20�has 

been published since 1990.  In addition, publication of books in Basque (mainly in 

Batua) has increased dramatically since the 1960s, as shown in Table 1.7. 

 
Table 1.7: Number of books published in Basque 1960-1988 
1960  25 
1965 35 
1970 71 
1975 154 
1980 209 
1985 525 
1988 774 
Source: Basque Government, Department of Culture (Cited in Tejerina 1992:136) 

 

                                                
19 Use of local dialects in the media is mainly limited to locally produced magazines and local 
radio stations (Amorrortu 2000, Urla 1995). 
20 Estimated daily readership, 50,000 (Basque Statistical Office). 
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 Hence, since 1975, the sociolinguistic distribution of Basque vs. Spanish in the 

Basque Country has changed dramatically.  Use of Basque is no longer restricted to 

private spheres as it was throughout much of the Franquist era, and in certain 

domains�especially primary and secondary schools�it has eclipsed Spanish.  These 

macro-sociolinguistic changes have altered the way that people view Basque.  Basque 

is no longer seen as a language to be used exclusively among family and friends and at 

Mass, but rather also as a resource in the labor and educational market (Amorrortu 

2000, Tejerina 1992).  Based on data collected in a qualitative study, Tejerina (1992) 

suggests that this instrumental motivation for learning Basque has become paramount 

for many adult learners and parents of schoolchildren: �The pragmatic motivation is 

the most important, the one that motivates the largest number of aspirers to speak 

Basque.  The image of one who is going to learn Basque is that of someone who needs 

Basque to qualify for a job� (p. 243).  Similarly, in a survey of 3,146 Basque eighth 

graders (typically 13-14 years old), a research team led by Martínez de Luna found 

that, at least in the Southern Basque Country�and especially in Araba, Biscay and 

Gipuzkoa�a large number of respondents expected Basque to be necessary for them 

in the labor market. 
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Table 1.8: Expected need for Basque in work, by territory 
 Basque 

Country 
Northern 
Basque 
Country 

Araba, 
Biscay & 
Gipuzkoa 

Navarre 

Yes 65% 22% 77% 46%

No 35% 74% 23% 54%

No answer 0% 4% 0% 0%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100%
Source: Martínez de Luna and Berri-Otxoa. 1999:203 

 

 The increased presence of Batua in prestige domains suggests the possible 

emergence of a diglossic relationship between Batua and local dialects.  Based on data 

from fieldwork in the mid 1980�s, Urla (1987) argues that Batua had already begun to 

acquire many of the ideological properties of a standard variety (Milroy and Milroy 

1990, Gal and Irvine 1995), including associations with prestige domains and an 

economic elite.   

 
From the above discussion of Batua, we can see that efforts to combat 
the decline of Basque have given rise to a new constellation of power 
relations.  The steady construction of a Basque administrative apparatus 
in the period of transition, together with the attempt to modernize 
Basque and incorporate it into these public institutions and education as 
a means of eliminating diglossia, has given rise to a new source of 
symbolic capital, Batua, the language of a new class of Basque 
administrators and educators.  This is a new social niche for Basque, 
traditionally excluded from formal domains, and as we have seen, there 
are signs that the use of Batua is acquiring prestige as a result of its 
association with membership in this bureaucratic elite (p. 324).    
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Similarly, in ethnographic interview data gathered in Oiartzun for this study, 

many dialect speakers often view Batua as more objectively �correct� than their own 

dialect (cf. Urla 1987:317,318).  In particular, several middle-aged and older 

participants complained that their Batua-knowing children and grandchildren often 

corrected their dialectal forms. 

 
(10) Speaker 1, female, 40�s21  

yes, home xx, well I eat it a lot.  They [speak] cleaner.  And, well, on the 
verb and everything, they [the verbs she uses] have incredible mistakes. 
[a few seconds later] 
they say �Jeez, mom, it�s not said like that.  You should say it like this and 
not like that.�22 
 
 
Indeed, the notion that Batua is �better� than the local dialect seems to be 

reinforced by the fact that many middle-aged and older speakers of Oiartzun Basque 

and of other local dialects (Urla 1987:313-314) tend to have a low opinion of their 

own dialect, as illustrated in Speaker 1�s comments in (11). 

 
(11) Speaker 1, female, 40�s 

The fame that we Oiartzuners have always had, �Jeez, it�s, it�s that your 
language is [Spanish:] so coarse.� 23  

                                                
21 The recruitment of participants in this study is discussed in Chapter 3.  The Basque 
examples are given in standard orthography adjusted to reflect local phonological processes.  
The symbol, �#� marks pauses and �x� marks material that was not clear enough to transcribe.  
Paralinguistic material is enclosed in brackets, e.g. [laugh].  Barely audible material is marked 
as follows [barely audible:] {material}.  I will refer to myself in these examples as �Bill.�  
�Interviewer� refers to one of three native-speaking, Oiartzuner volunteers who participated in 
the interviews.  The role of the interviewer in the process of data collection is discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
22 bai nik etxeko xx pos, jan itten dutela nik # beaiek garbiago #eta bueno aditzan ta zea, izaten 
dute izugarrizko akats[ak]�  
[a few seconds later] 
esaten dute �jo, ama hori ez da hola esaten�#in ber zenuke hau esan ta hua ez san� 
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 An additional kind of evidence that Batua has taken on the social properties of 

a standard is change in progress.  In the following chapters, I will present apparent 

time evidence from Oiartzun suggesting that Batua features are entering local speech 

in ways expected of a standard, i.e. change from above.  These data, moreover, are 

consistent with impressionistic evidence reported by other authors suggesting that 

standard features are entering other dialects as well (Urla 1987:324, Hualde 2003:6). 

(No other quantitative variationist work has addressed this issue, as far as I am aware.)  

Nevertheless, Amorrortu (2000), writing several years after Urla, presents 

evidence suggesting that Batua�s construction as a standard remains incomplete in 

several ways: �[�] although Batua has gained social functions in some specific 

registers over the years, it is not recognized as the prestigious variety yet� (p.6).  In 

particular, Amorrortu rejects Urla�s claim that Batua has come to index membership in 

an emerging Basque administrative/intellectual elite: �[�] unlike in other western 

societies, speakers of the Basque standard variety are not characterized by more 

education or greater social prestige� (p. 2).     Amorrortu�s claim is based on data from 

a matched guise study with Basque college undergraduates.  In her study, Amorrortu 

found that respondents rated Biscayan and Gipuzkoan dialectal guises (see Map 1.1) 

higher than Batua guises for �solidarity� attributes, as expected from the perspective 

of the hypothesis of standardization in progress.  However, surprisingly, respondents 

failed to give significantly higher prestige scores to Batua guises than to dialectal 

                                                                                                                                       
23 Oiartzuarrak beti izan dugun fama �jo es, eske zuen hizkuntza da más basto.� 
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guises (p. 152).  Amorrortu�s findings, then, are surprising in view of the ethnographic 

interview data and apparent time evidence of change from above that will be presented 

in Chapter 4.24  

 

1.3 Reactions to Batua: Dialect loyalty and dialect use in oppositional discourse 

The choice of Batua as a standard variety was intensely controversial during 

the late 1970�s and 1980�s, and remains so today to some degree.  Many activists 

opposed the invention of a new standard, and instead favored use one of two regional 

dialects�either Gipuzkoan or 16th-17th century Lapurdian�which had historically 

served as de facto literary standards.  Still another important group of activists 

opposed the promulgation of a standard altogether as a threat to local dialects (Urla 

1987).  Many opponents of Batua viewed its creation as serving nation-building 

purposes more than language planning needs.  These critics observed that the creation 

of a standard that included elements from all dialects helped Basques to imagine a 

unified nation by providing a single language for, and representative of, the entire 

Basque nation (Urla 1987).  To these activists, Batua was a Frankenstein�s monster 

that sacrificed linguistic �authenticity� and endangered the continuity of Basque 

dialects in exchange for political symbolism.25   

                                                
24 These apparently conflicting results may be partly attributable to the different 
sociolinguistic situations of different dialects.  As Amorrortu notes in her thesis, speakers of 
different dialects often have very different attitudes toward Batua.  The data presented here on 
language change in Oiartzun, then, are not plausibly generalizable to all Basque speech 
communities. 
25 A particularly controversial decision by Euskaltzaindia in this regard was the introduction of 
the grapheme <h> into standard orthography.  Today, /h/ is phonemic only in some northern 
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 More recently, several local communities, especially in the province of Biscay, 

have taken steps to promote the use of dialects in the local print media and radio.  In 

2000, for example, the Basque-medium daily newspaper Euskaldunon Egunkaria 

began printing a Biscayan-dialect section of the newspaper.  Similarly, an increasing 

number of locally produced magazines and radio broadcasts have also begun to use 

local dialects (Amorrortu 2000, cf. Urla 1995).  In addition, the Bicayan provincial 

government has also taken steps to support maintenance of the Biscayan dialect in 

several ways, such as in supporting a Biscayan-dialect on-line magazine 

(www.bizkaie.biz), and a website devoted to Biscayan dialect-maintenance issues 

bizkaiera.net (www.bizkaiera.com). 

 An additional testament to the success of Batua�s construction as a standard is 

evidence that, in recent years, dialectal forms have emerged as ways of marking 

oppositional identities, especially among young people.  That is, as Batua has come to 

be used in schools, mainstream media and government, those varieties in opposition to 

which Batua has been constructed seem to be emerging as a way of marking 

opposition to these institutions or meanings associated with these institutions (cf. Urla 

                                                                                                                                       
dialects.   Historically, however, a much larger set of dialects had /h/, and Euskaltzaindia 
justified the inclusion of <h> principally on these historical grounds.  Nevertheless, critics 
have argued that by including <h>, Euskaltzaindia sacrificed orthographic parsimony for a 
political gesture: by including elements from French dialects in the new standard, Basque 
speakers are reminded in an everyday way that Batua is a variety for all Basques on both sides 
of the Spanish/French border (Urla 1987).  Since the 1980�s, the controversy surrounding 
Batua has abated considerably, although complaints that Batua is artificial and a threat to local 
dialects remain common in popular discourse.  (See Urla (1987) for a thorough treatment of 
these issues, and also Schieffelin and Doucet (1998) for a similar description of the politics of 
orthography and standardization in Haiti.) 
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1995).  One example of this phenomenon comes from the slogan for a three-day 

�youth gathering� (gazte topagunea) that took place in 2004 in the Gipuzkoan town of 

Itsasondo, and which was promoted as an organizational summit among oppositional 

youth groups from the Basque political left (www.gaztetopagunea.com).  Crucially, 

the slogan for the gathering�gu gera herria, egin dezagun bidea, �we are the people, 

let�s build the way��features the Gipuzkoan auxiliary gera, rather than the Batua 

form gara.  What is telling about the use of gera in this context is not only that it 

stands in opposition to the Batua form, but also that use of this opposition between 

Batua and dialect as a rhetorical device is only available to speakers who know both 

Batua and dialect, and the sociolinguistic distribution of these varieties; this set of 

speakers is overwhelmingly young.  Hence, the very use of dialect as an oppositional 

rhetorical strategy seems to index younger speakers, in whose name it is spoken.  (The 

slogan is in the first person plural.)  The emergence of dialect use in oppositional 

discourse, then, is further evidence of the arrival of Batua as a standard.26 

   

1.4 Conclusion 

Over the last 35 years, Basque language planning efforts have made 

appreciable progress toward Urquijo and Eleizalde�s goal of making Basque relevant 

to modern Basque life.  Following Urla (1987, 1993), I have argued that an important 

                                                
26 I am grateful to Jaqueline Urla for a helpful discussion of this phenomenon.  The emergence 
of dialects as markers of oppositional identities marks an important shift in meanings 
associated with the dialect-Batua opposition.  In particular, as Urla (1987:324) observes, 
Batua was a variety associated with political and cultural radicalism in the 1970�s and 1980�s. 
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component of language planners� efforts to �modernize� Basque during this time has 

been the development and promulgation of a new Basque standard variety, Batua.  In 

the following chapters I will examine the way that Batua has entered the linguistic life 

one town�Oiartzun, Gipuzkoa.  As I hope to show, the way that local speakers 

understand and use this new standard Batua is shaped by other social and economic 

changes in Oiartzun brought on by modernization and economic development.  These 

changes are discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

OIARTZUN AND ITS LANGUAGES 

 

In the previous chapter, I described the development of the Basque standard 

Batua.  The goal of this and the following two chapters is to examine how Batua has 

entered the linguistic life of one Basque town, Oiartzun.  Specifically, in this chapter, I 

argue that these processes of linguistic change must be understood in the context of 

other rapid social and economic changes in Oiartzun and in the Basque Country more 

generally since 1975.  In particular, economic development and suburbanization have 

made the valley of Oiartzun a much less insular place than it was a generation ago.  

These changes have led to weakening participation in many traditional community 

practices and to what many Oiartzuners perceive as a loss of community identity.  As I 

hope to show, the ambivalence of many community members toward these changes in 

town life is reflected in their attitudes toward the local dialect and Batua and in their 

use of these varieties in speech. 

 Section 1 of this chapter provides a brief geographic and demographic 

overview of Oiartzun.  In section 2, I discuss an isogloss shift in progress in Oiartzun 

and neighboring towns that predates the development of Batua.  Later, in Chapter 4, I 

will argue that the social changes in town life discussed here have also borne on this 

isogloss shift.  Section 3 discusses some consequences of two kinds of changes in 

town life since 1975�increased personal mobility and a decrease in attendance at 

weekly Mass.  Section 4 discusses dialect loyalty in Oiartzun and argues that many 
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speakers� concerns with preserving local dialectal features vis-à-vis Batua forms 

should be understood in relation to other social and economic changes in Oiartzun 

since 1975. 

 

2.1 An overview of the speech community 

Oiartzun is located in the northeastern corner of the province of Gipuzkoa, a 

ten-minute drive away from the provincial capital, Donostia (see Map 2.1 and Map 

2.2). 

 
 
Map 2.1: The Basque Country and major Basque dialects 

 
(Adapted from Trask 1997) 
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To the west, Oiartzun borders the Gipuzkoan municipalities of Lezo and 

Errenteria, and to the north, Irun, which separates it from the border with the Northern 

Basque Country, just 10 minutes away by car.  To the east and south it borders the 

municipalities of Lesaka and Goizueta across the provincial border with Navarre (See 

Map 2.2). 

 
Map 2.2: Oiartzun and neighboring towns. 

 
(Adapted from Pescador 2003) 
 

 

Oiartzun�s political boundaries are roughly contiguous with a geographical 

boundary.  Oiartzun forms a valley closed on three sides; the valley opens to the 

northwest, along its border with the municipalities of Errenteria and Lezo. 

Immediately past Errenteria is the industrial port town of Pasaia where the Oiartzun 
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River, which drains the valley, empties into the Atlantic Ocean in the Bay of Biscay.  

The eastern and southern parts of the valley bordering the Navarran municipalities of 

Goizueta and Lesaka are especially mountainous.  Map 2.3 shows that Oiartzun�s 

villages (auzoak), where most of the population lives, are in the relatively flatter 

central parts of the valley.  �Downtown� Oiartzun, where the main plaza, city hall and 

church are clustered, is called Elizalde, or informally, plaza �the plaza,� or kalea �the 

street.� 

 
Map 2.3: Oiartzun 

 
(Adapted from Fraile and Fraile 1996) 
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For much of its history since the Middle Ages, Oiartzun�s economy was based 

mainly on agriculture, but also on mining, metallurgy and timber production (Lekuona 

1959, 1995, Pescador 2003).  However, with the advent of industrialization in 

surrounding towns in the late nineteenth century, Oiartzun began to diversify 

economically, and following the end of the Franquist dictatorship, this process 

accelerated.  In particular, during this period several tracts of land along the Oiartzun 

River, especially in the northern and western parts of the valley, were rezoned for 

industrial activity and a large shopping center.  These changes are reflected in Table 

2.1, which shows that today a relatively small part of the economically active 

population works in agriculture.   

 
Table 2.1 Employed population aged 16 and over by economic sector 
 Total Agricult. Industry Constr. Services
Gipuzkoa 233,028 

(100%)
5956 
(3%)

79,603 
(34%)

16,371  
(7%) 

131,098 
(56%)

Greater 
Donostia area 

106,349 
(100%)

1892
(2%)

26,843 
(25%)

7212 
(7%) 

70,402 
(66%)

Oiartzun 3416
(100%)

144
(4%)

906
(27%)

352 
(10%) 

2014
(59%)

Source: Basque Statistical Office 1996 
 
 

 Table 2.1 shows that Oiartzun is similar to other towns in the greater Donostia 

area in terms of economic activity.  Nevertheless, Oiartzun differs from its most other 

towns around Donostia, including its immediate neighbors Errenteria and Lezo, in that 

industrialization came much later to Oiartzun, and immigration has been relatively 
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light.  Persons born outside the Basque Autonomous Community27 account for only 

7% of Oiartzun�s population, but 25% of the population of more heavily-industrialized 

Errenteria (Basque Statistical Office 1996).  Partly as a result of its late 

industrialization and light immigration, Oiartzun has remained heavily Basque-

speaking.  Table 2.2 shows that the percent of the population reporting Basque as a 

mother tongue is much higher in Oiartzun than in the Basque Autonomous 

Community, or in Gipuzkoa as a whole. 

 
Table 2.2: Population by mother tongue 
 Mother Tongue 
 Total Basque Spanish Both Other 
Basque 
Auton. 
Comm. 

2,098,055 
(100%) 

425,524 
(20%)

1,554,312 
(74%)

84,182 
(4%)

34,037 
(2%) 

Gipuzkoa 676,208 
(100%) 

261,312 
(39%)

364,115 
(54%)

40,272 
(6%)

10,509 
(2%) 

Oiartzun 8,878 
(100%) 

6,022 
(68%)

2,269 
(26%)

495 
(6%)

92 
(1%) 

Source: Basque Statistical Office 1996 
  

2.2 The dialect(s) of Oiartzun 

 In entering the linguistic life of Oiartzun, Batua has not joined a static 

sociolinguistic system.  Rather, the introduction of Batua is likely to condition and to 

be conditioned by pre-existing processes of dialect shift in Oiartzun and other 

neighboring towns.  The following discussion briefly describes this process of dialect 

shift. 

                                                
27 Under the current Spanish constitution, Araba Biscay and Gipuzkoa together form a 
political unit�the Basque Autonomous Community�juridically distinct from Navarre. 
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The Gipuzkoa-Navarre border is roughly contiguous with a dialect boundary.   

Basque dialectologists have traditionally grouped the varieties to the East of the border 

into a dialect called High-Navarran and varieties to the West of the border into a 

dialect called Gipuzkoan (Bonaparte 1863, Zuazo 1998a,b, Irizar 1992).  However, 

Map 2.1 shows that Oiartzun and the neighboring municipalities of Lezo, Irun, 

Hondarribia and Errenteria have historically formed an exception to this 

generalization.  Although politically these towns have belonged to the province of 

Gipuzkoa since the Middle Ages, the local dialects are historically much closer to 

High-Navarran than to Gipuzkoan (Bonaparte 1863, Zuazo 1998a,b).  

Nevertheless, over the last few centuries, the dialect of Oiartzun has 

increasingly adopted the features of its Gipuzkoan neighbors and lost many features 

linking it with High-Navarran.  For example, in 1745, the Jesuit priest and philologist, 

Larramendi reported the suffixal future marker used in Oiartzun as �en for a class of 

verbs ending in -n�the form still used in most Navarran dialects (Zuazo 1997).  

However, by 1863, Louis-Lucien Bonaparte gives the future form in Oiartzun 

exclusively as �go�the form used in Gipuzkoan.  Moreover, evidence from several 

authors suggests that many of these changes may be changes in progress: older 

speakers tend to use eastern, HN forms, while younger speakers prefer western, G 

forms  (Fraile and Fraile 1996:237, Zuazo 1997:419-420).  

This process of dialect shift is not unique to Oiartzun.  Similar shifts involving 

the same linguistic features to be discussed here have been reported along the length 

of the dialect boundary (Olano 2000, Zuazo 1998b, Zubiri 2000).  Zuazo (1997, 
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1998a) argues that this process has advanced far enough that the dialect boundary 

should be redrawn to group Oiartzun and several other historically HN-speaking towns 

(including Arano, Areso, Leitza and Ezkurra) as varieties of Gipuzkoan rather than 

High-Navarran.  Map 2.4 compares Prince Lucien Bonaparte�s 1863 dialect 

boundaries with Zuazo�s updated boundaries, redrawn to reflect dialect shift over the 

intervening 140 years. 

 Several factors may help explain this change in Oiartzun.  First, during the late 

Middle Ages, Oiartzun changed hands politically from Navarran to Gipuzkoan 

control.  During the Middle Ages, Oiartzun belonged to the Kingdom of Navarre28 

seated in Iruña (Spanish Pamplona).  However, after the conquest of Gipuzkoa by the 

King of Castille in 1200, Oiartzun fell under control of the King of Castille, as part of 

the province of Gipuzkoa, and from that point on, the town�s political link with 

Navarre was lost (Lekuona 1995). 

 
 

                                                
28 It is a matter of some debate to what extent present day dialect boundaries reflect pre-
Roman tribal boundaries (R.L. Trask, p.c.).  The Greco-Latin geographers Pliny, Strabon and 
Ptolemy all mention the settlement of Oiartzun (Oiason, oearso, oeaso), as the westernmost 
point of occupation of the vascones, the Basque-speaking tribe who occupy present day 
Navarre and whose descendants occupy roughly the same area .  These authors are clear in 
excluding Oiartzun from the area occupied by the varduli, the tribe occupying most of the 
present-day dialect area of Gipuzkera (Caro Baroja 1971:28-9, 54-5, Lekuona 1995:124). 
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Map 2.4: Bonaparte�s 1863 dialect boundary and  
Zuazo�s 1997 boundary 

 
Adapted from Olano (2000) 
 

 

Second, for the last few centuries, Oiartzun has had much closer trade ties with 

its Gipuzkoan-speaking neighbors to the west than with its High-Navarran speaking 

neighbors to the east.  This is partly a consequence of the local geography.  As 

mentioned above, Oiartzun forms a valley closed on three sides.  Through its open 
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western side, Oiartzun is easily accessible.  However, the mountains surrounding the 

valley make Oiartzun much less easily accessible from the other three sides and 

particularly from the east and south, i.e. from Navarre.   Today, only one paved road�

built just sixty years ago�connects Oiartzun directly with its Navarran neighbors 

across the mountains.  As a result, the valley of Oiartzun has had much closer trade 

ties with its western neighbors than with those to the east and south. 

 In addition, Gipuzkoan towns to the west have provided markets or access to 

markets for some of Oiartzun�s most important products in recent centuries.  From 

Roman times through the 1980s, mining and metallurgy were important economic 

activities in Oiartzun.  The mountains forming Oiartzun�s eastern and southern borders 

were rich with iron and other mineral deposits.  This, combined with the fact that the 

Oiartzun River and its tributaries provided ample hydraulic power for foundries and 

easy access to the nearby seaport of Pasai, made Oiartzun an ideal location for 

metallurgy.  Crucially, it was mainly through the port of Pasai to the West, that 

Oiartzun exported its metal products, and occasionally imported raw minerals for 

processing in Oiartzun�s foundries (Lekuona 1995:140).29   

Hence, the fact that in recent centuries Oiartzun seems to have had relatively 

strong commercial ties to western towns and relatively weak ties to eastern towns may 

help explain why western features have increasingly replaced eastern features in local 

speech.  Olano (2000:141-142) suggests that similar historical factors may help 
                                                
29 Oiartzun�s mountainous topography and generous annual rainfall also make it a good 
location for timber production.  Historically, much of the timber produced was consumed as 
fuel in Oiartzun�s foundries.  However, the shipyards in the port of Pasaia were also an 
important market for Oiartzun�s timber (Lekuona 1995:142). 
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explain dialect shift in Areso and Leitza, two Navarran towns south of Oiartzun along 

the dialect boundary.  According to Olano, as the nearby Gipuzkoan town of Tolosa 

(across the dialect boundary) developed as an important market, residents of Areso 

and Leitza increasingly came into contact with Gipuzkoan speakers, and lost contact 

with other High-Navarran speakers (particularly from Iruña).  As a result, eastern, 

Gipuzkoan features have increasingly replaced western Navarran elements in the local 

speech. 

A third factor explaining the spread of Gipuzkoan into historically High-

Navarran-speaking areas more generally is the emergence of Gipuzkoan as a prestige 

dialect in the Southern Basque Country since the 18th century (Zuazo 2000: 37-60).   

As Jimeno Jurío argues, the church played a crucial role in this process: 

 
While the [Basque] Country was becoming more Spanish speaking, in 
Gipuzkoa, an important movement to promote the Basque language 
developed, in the area of grammar and literature and in popular use.  Its 
best champions were not the public institutions.  It was the secular and 
regular clergy, especially the Jesuits led by Larramendi.  They gave the 
language a scientific base.  They and other religious leaders, including 
Franciscans and Capuchins, gave the language prestige and promoted it 
from the pulpits (Jimeno Jurío 1998: 139).30 
 
 

At the same time, Gipuzkoa was emerging as the center of literary production 

in Basque, and most of the new texts were written in Gipuzkoan.  Leading this literary 
                                                
30 My translation.  �Mientras el País se castellanizaba, en Gipuzkoa se produjo un importante 
movimiento de promoción de la lengua vasca, en el terreno de la gramática y la literatura y en 
el del uso popular.  Sus mejores paladines no fueron las instituciones públicas.  Lo fue el clero 
secular y regular, singularmente los jesuitas encabezados por Larramendi.  Ellos 
proporcionaron a la lengua una base científica.  Ellos y otros religiosos, como los franciscanos 
y capuchinos, la prestigiaron desde los púlpitos.� 
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flourishing was the Jesuit priest and philologist Manuel Larramendi and his followers, 

including the Oiartzuarran Sebastian Mendiburu (1708-1782) and Agustín Kardaberaz 

(1703-1770) from nearby Hernani.  By contrast, during the same period, Navarre 

lacked any serious literary production in Basque (Jimeno Jurío 1998: 142). 

Several pieces of evidence suggest that Mass was a primary conduit through 

which Gipuzkoan entered non-Gipuzkoan-speaking towns bordering the Gipuzkoan 

dialect area (Olano 2000: 143).  The following quote from the author Fernando Artola, 

a resident of the neighboring, historically High-Navarran-speaking port town of 

Hondarribia, highlights the difference between the Gipuzkoan verbal forms det/degu 

used in sermons and the High-Navarran form dut/dugu used in day-to-day speech 

outside of church. 

 
Portu aldi horretan (�) du, dut, badugu.  Elizan, �Sinisten det Jaungoiko 
Aita guztiz poderoso.�[�]  
 
In that port area (�) du, dut, badugu [High-Navarran Aux forms].  In the 
church, �Sinisten det [�I believe� Gipuzkoan Aux form] in God, the 
Father, the Almighty.� [�] (Zuazo 1997:419) 
 
 
A similar process seems to have occurred along the dialect boundary between 

Gipuzkoan and its western neighbor, Biscayan (see Map 2.2).  The following quote 

from the Biscayan priest Uriarte discussing the Biscayan-speaking Deba valley in 

1859 suggests that Gipuzkoan was also the variety used in sermons in certain 

Biscayan-speaking areas.  
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It is the case in all of these towns that they look with disdain on the 
Basque of Biscay and they are quite fond of the [Gipuzkoan] dialect of 
Beterri: the sermons and talks are given in that dialect of Beterri and 
many, many people study that dialect, as a result of which they create a 
mix; but they still have not been able to �Gipuzkoanize� the vernacular 
(cited in Zuazo 2000: 49).31  

 

 In 1863, the dialectologist Prince Lucien Bonaparte also observed that 

Gipuzkoan was the variety used in sermons in the Bizkaian-speaking town of Bergara: 

 

When I speak of Bergara as Bizkayan and not Gipuzkoan, I know very 
well that this manner of speaking displeases the Bergarans who fancy 
themselves to be pure Gipuzkoans.  I do not deny this, just as I do not 
deny that the sermons of their most learned priests and often even the 
normal language of the most elevated persons is not only in Gipuzkoan, 
but in the purest Beterri dialect (cited in Zuazo 2000: 49).32 

 

 The Church, then, seems to have been a primary vehicle through which 

Gipuzkoan came to be seen as a prestige variety outside the Gipuzkoan dialect area.  

Moreover, at the same time that Gipuzkoan was emerging as a prestige dialect, High-

Navarran was decreasing in importance.  During the 17th century the presence of 

Basque in the Navarran capital, Iruña, weakened considerably (Jimeno Jurío 1998: 

144-6) and the province found itself without a Basque-speaking cultural center.  As a 

                                                
31My translation.  �Sucede en todas estas poblaciones que miran con desdén el bascuence de 
Vizcaya y son muy apasionados al dialecto del Beterri: los sermones y pláticas se predican en 
ese dialecto de Beterri, y muchísimas personas hacen estudio de este dialecto, por cuyo motivo 
hacen una mezcla; pero todavía no han podido �guipuzcoanizar� al vulgo. � 
32My translation.  �Quand je dis biscayen et non pas guipuscoan de Vergara, je sais fort bien 
que cette manière de parler déplait à Messieurs les Vergarais que se piquent d�être de purs 
guipuscoans.  Je ne dis pas non, de même que je ne nie pas que les sermons de leurs curés les 
plus instruits et que suvent même le langage ordinaire des personnes les mieux élévées soient 
non seulement en guipuscoan, mais même dans la variété la plus pure de Beterri.� 
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result of this, Basque-speaking towns in the western areas of the province increasingly 

looked to Gipuzkoa for cultural and commercial purposes (Zuazo 2000: 57, Olano 

2000: 142). 

 In Oiartzun as well, the Church seems to have played an important role in this 

linguistic change.  In (12), Speaker 11 (a former altar boy), recalls singing the creed in 

Basque.  In it, he uses the Gipuzkoan auxiliary, det, instead of the more frequent, and 

more conservative, High-Navarran u-root form, dut (cf. Zuazo 1997).33   

 
(12) Speaker 11, male, 60�s 

[singing:] ni[k] sinisten det, jauna, Jaungoikoa.  [�] 
[singing:] I believe lord, God. 

A similar example comes from the following text, which appears on a stele, 

dating from 1910, that introduces stations of the cross on a mountain-side (Urkabe) in 

the valley.  The last line of this excerpt contains the Gipuzkoan auxiliary degu, which 

even today is much less frequent than the conservative High-Navarran variant, dugu.34 

 
Asitzera guaz Jauna 

zure dolorezco 
pauso oetan 

eskeintzen dizkitzugu 
zure izenian 

Urrikal zaite gugatik 
Damu degu zu ofenditua 

Lord, let us begin 
in these, your painful footsteps 

 
we offer them to you 

in your name 
Have mercy on us 

We regret having offended you 
     

                                                
33 In a previous study of variation between these forms, older speakers used the conservative 
High-Navarran u-root forms in 89% of cases (Haddican 2003). 
34 I have been unable to find print materials used in previous generations in Mass and 
catechismal training in Oiartzun.  Such material might provide further insight into the role of 
the Church in this process of shift. 
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 As the focus of civic life in Oiartzun (see below), and as a domain in which 

formal Basque was used regularly, the Church seems likely to have been the principal 

conduit through which Gipuzkoan features have made their way into the dialect of 

Oiartzun over the last several centuries.  Nevertheless, Gipuzkoan features also appear 

to have been used heavily in the surviving municipal documents in Basque prior to the 

twentieth century.   Starting in the early nineteenth century and until the Spanish civil 

war (1936-1939), an increasing number of official municipal documents were written 

in Basque or in both Basque and Spanish.  (Previously, all municipal and parochial 

records were in Spanish.)  The Oiartzun Municipal Archive contains approximately 75 

documents in Basque from the pre-Franquist period.  Of these, 68 are municipal 

proclamations (bandoak) concerning matters such as restrictions on hunting on 

communal lands.  (Samples of these proclamations are provided in Appendix 2.) 

 One feature that stands out in these records for the high frequency of its 

occurrence is the use of Gipuzkoan [a]-roots for 3SG forms of the intransitive auxiliary 

and copula izan in the past tense and with complementizer affixes (Zuazo 1997, 1998).  

Conservative High-Navarran variants have an [e] root vowel as illustrated in (13). 
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(13)  
a. z-a-n (Gipuzkoan)   ~  zen (High-Navarran) 

    EPTH35-ROOT(izan)-PAST 
b. d-a-la (Gipuzkoan)   ~  dela (High-Navarran) 

   EPTH- ROOT(izan)-COMP 
c. d-a-n (Gipuzkoan)   ~ den (High-Navarran) 

   EPTH- ROOT(izan)-COMP INTERROG.COMP 
 

  
 In the 68 proclamations from the pre-franquist period, a-root forms are used 

nearly categorically (91% 83/97).  By contrast, in spoken data, a-root forms are 

extremely rare in Oiartzun, even today (Zuazo 1997, Fraile and Fraile 1996, Irizar 

1992).  In the sociolinguistic interview corpus collected for this study, these high 

frequency a-root forms are categorically absent from the speech samples of all but 11 

of the participants, and most of these 11 used these forms at extremely low 

frequencies. 

 This process of dialect shift in Oiartzun and neighboring towns, then, seems 

likely to be prestige-driven, in large part through the institutional sponsorship of the 

Church.  Indeed, several comments by older participants in this study bear out how 

Gipuzkoan forms had come to be seen as �better� or more �correct� than local forms.  

In (14), for example, Speaker 32 claims that the Basque of Tolosa, the major urban 

center of the Gipuzkoan-speaking area, is �prettier� than Oiartzun Basque. 

                                                
35 The first morpheme in these glosses is analyzed by some authors as a person marker (Laka 
1993), and by others as epenthetic material (Albizu 2002).  The exact nature of this affix does 
not bear crucially on the present discussion. 
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(14) Speaker 32, female, 80�s 
In Tolosa and [inaudible] they speak a lovely Basque.  [Spanish:] more [suck 
teeth] [Basque:] prettier than what we have.36 
 

 

 A similar example appears in (15), in which Speaker 3 is asked if she has 

noticed younger speakers using the Gipuzkoan e-root auxiliaries det and dezu.  In her 

response, she explains this usage as a tendency of younger people, who are better 

educated and who avoid certain phonological reductions purportedly characteristic of 

older Oiartzuners.  Older Oiartzuners �eat� or �cut� their words, she claims.  

Crucially, in translating the local �cut� version to its un-�eaten� or un-�cut� 

equivalent, she uses the Gipuzkoan auxiliary, which suggests that she associates these 

forms with more careful speech. 

 
(15) Speaker 3, female 80�s 

Bill: Have you noticed among young people a tendency, some allegedly say 
[Gipuzkoan:] �det and �dezu� and that kind of, and not [High-
Navarran:] �dut� [�] 

Speaker 3:  The way of speaking before, not many speak that way now.  Those of 
us from before speak that way# but young people no. [�] A lot of 
words, we eat them, Oiartzun�we cut them.  [�] �egin ahal dezu� 
[Gipuzkoan: �Have you done it?� without phonological reductions] is 
said.  Now, and �in al zu� [�have you done it� with phonological 
reductions.] �eh?  In Oiartzun that�s the way people talk. 

Bill:  mhm 

Speaker 3:  �in al zu� [�Have you done it?�with phonological reductions] that�s the  

                                                
36 tolosan ta# [inaudible] itten du euskara dotoria# guk duguna bino# mas# [suck teeth] 
polittagua#.  [As reflected in the gloss, two comparative morphemes are realized in this 
sentence, one in Basque as a bound morpheme and another in Spanish as a free morpheme.] 
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way you say �egin al dezu� [�Have you done it?� with phonological 
reductions.]37 

 

 To review, in entering the speech community of Oiartzun, Batua has joined a 

dynamic sociolinguistic system.  In particular, much recent dialectological work 

suggests several prestige-driven processes of isogloss shift in Oiartzun and 

neighboring towns that predate the development of Batua.  As I will argue in Chapter 

4, speakers� attitudes toward changes in town life in recent generation have also had 

consequences for this process of dialect shift, in ways that will also be revealing for 

the discussion of Batua-dialect contact. 

 

2.3 What�s wrong with Oiartzun?  Economic and social change since 1975 

 The end of the Franquist dictatorship in 1975 ushered in a period of rapid 

economic and social change throughout Spain.  In the remainder of this chapter, I 

describe some social and economic changes in Oiartzun during this period.  As I hope 

to show, while Oiartzuners view many of these changes as advantageous, they see 

others as less desirable.  In particular, many Oiartzuners lament a perceived waning of 
                                                
37 Bill:  nabaittu zu gaztien artian joera bat, batzuk esaten omen dute, osea  

gaztiak, �det� eta �dezu� eta holako eta ez �dut� [�] 
Speaker 3:  len hitz eitten zen erara ez du hitz eitten owain askok# 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 3:  hitz itten dugu lehngo jendik #bino gaztíek ez.  [�] �egin al dezu�  

esaten da?  wain ta �inalzu� eh# oiartzunen hola hitz eitten da 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 3: �inalzu# hola esaten da egin al dezu# 
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participation in different kinds of local community practices in recent years, and see 

this change as evidence of a loss of a sense of community and a loss of identity as 

Oiartzuners.   

 In the following discussion, I describe two changes in the life of Oiartzun in 

recent years�transportation and housing development and a decline in attendance at 

weekly Masses. 

 

2.3.1 Transportation and housing development since 1975 

 For Oiartzun and for many other small towns in Spain, one of the most 

important consequences of economic development since 1975 has been increased 

mobility: people travel in and out of Oiartzun with much greater ease than in previous 

generations.  One factor behind this change has been a dramatic increase in car 

ownership.  Table 2.3 shows that the number of cars per thousand inhabitants in Spain 

has increased six-fold, a faster rate than in the EU as a whole, during this period. 

 

Table 2.3: Number of cars per 1000 inhabitants in Spain, and the EU 1970-1999. 
          Spain      15 EU states 
1970     70   184 
1980   202   291 
1990   309   393 
1995   362   426 
1996   376   434 
1997   389   442 
1998   408   451 
1999   424  460 
Source: European Union (Cited in Basque Government 2002) 
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 During this period, new highways have also been built.  Table 2.4 below shows 

that the total number of kilometers of highways and turnpikes in Spain has increased 

dramatically during this period.  One such highway, built in the early 1970s, cuts 

through the northern tip of Oiartzun and links the town with Donostia, Bilbao and 

Northern Basque cities including Miarritze (Biarritz) and Baiona (Bayonne). 

 
Table 2.4 Number of kilometers of highways and turnpikes in Spain, 1970-1999.* 
1970  387  
1980   2,008  
1990   4,693  
1993   6,577  
1994   6,485  
1995   6,962  
1996   7,293  
1997   7,750  
1998   8,269  
1999   8,800 
Source: European Union (Cited in Basque Government 2005) 
*At year�s end. 
 

 
Many middle-aged and older Oiartzuners marvel at the speed of this change.  

One 45 year-old informant recalls as a child never dreaming of owning a car.  Another 

41 year-old informant remembers as a child knowing of only a few cars in the whole 

town.  

 
(16) Speaker I, male, 40�s 

As a kid, I knew of four or five cars in all of Oiartzun.  In a few years it�s 
gone from nothing to everything.38 
 

                                                
38 Ni mutixkortan izautu dittik, ba lau, bost kotxe Oiartzunen.  [�] Urte gutxian izandu dek 
deusezetik, denea. 
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 A consequence of this shift has been that today�s Oiartzuners�especially the 

young�spend much more time outside of their local villages and outside town than 

did previous generations.   

 
(17) Speaker 3, female, 80�s 

Life was spent in the villages then [during my childhood][�] us, [our] 
life, life in Iturriotz [my native village.]39 

 
(18) Speaker 8, male, 20�s 

That�s exactly why.  There�s nothing at all [in town].  [�]Before we 
weren�t demanding.  But now we�re demanding, and if there�s nothing 
[in town] I�m going outside [of town] to find it.40 
 

Many Oiartzuners are conscious of these changes and see them as influencing 

social relations.  In particular, many Oiartzuners see the increased mobility as 

weakening community �ties� (loturak) or �relations�/�interactions� (hartu-emanak).  

That is, because Oiartzuners are freer to leave the valley, they spend less time 

interacting with their neighbors. 

 
(19) Speaker 38, male, 40�s 

People, of course, because there�s more opportunity to go outside and 
see more of the world, have more relations with people [outside 
Oiartzun]�the ties from before aren�t there.41 

 
(20) Speaker 11, male, 60�s 

In our time [�] for example more people could be seen in the plaza, eh? 
In Oiartzun�s plaza.  Eh, people could be seen in the ball court, for ex, 
eh, playing ball.  A lot of people.   
[�] 

                                                
39 Ordun barrion geio itten zen bizitza [�] gu bizitza, bizitza# Iturriotzen# 
40 horregatik ba, ez do ezer e.   [�] leno ez ginen esijentiak# baino wain exijentiak gea#eta ez 
badago ezer kampoa nijoa bila# 
41 jendia karo# aukera nola geio don ateratzeko ta mundu geio ikusteko ta# hartu-harreman 
geio sortzeko ba# etziok lenoko lotura#  
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Now, for, now for example.  Eh, in Oiartzun, Oiartzun�s plaza, who do 
you see? Nobody. 
[�] 
In that way, I see a lot, a lot fewer people.  I see less life.  In the taverns, 
I don�t know  xx I x rarely go into the taverns but I see the biggest 
difference there.  Less interaction.  At that time, everyone from the 
street, from elizalde, knew each other and we had interactions, and now, 
in contrast, now much less [�] 
Also more obligations, take, or I mean, as kids, eh, well xx one has to go 
to judo, another I don�t know where, another has to study English and 
[�]  
Well, I, the biggest difference is seen in that, no?  Now, [there is] less 
interaction, also at that time, nobody had a car, and we all got around by 
bus.  Now, eh xxx, I now, xxx I now, right now I�m realizing, I leave the 
car in the garage, no?  Maybe for a couple of days, no?  And I get around 
by bus and, now there�s more interaction with people, and otherwise, if 
you get around by car, then you don�t see anyone, anyone and�you go 
into town by foot and�good bye-good bye, just like that, no?  no 
conversation xx.  You don�t know what to talk about or anything.  In that 
I [notice it] incredibly.  I miss it.  That lack of communication.42 
 

                                                
42 Gure garaian, ez gazte garaian bakarrikan, geo ere bai# e, jende geio ikusten zen plazan 
adibidez eh# oiartzungo plazan# pues, jendia ikusten zen# ah, konsejupian adibi, eh# pelotan# 
jende asko#  
[�] 
wan, por, wan adibidez# ba, oiartzunen, oiartzungo plazan zein ikusten zu? inor ez. 
[�] 
alde hortikan ni, asko, askoz eta jende gutxi ikusten dut# ambiente gutxi ikusten dut# 
tabernetan# eztakit xx o ez# ni x tabernetan apenas sartzen naz binon# nik diferentzi gehiena 
hortan arrapatzen dut# hartu-eman gutxio# ordun kaleko denak# kale, elizaldeko# denak alkar 
izautzen ginen# eta# hartu-emanak bagenittun eta# wan berriz# wan askoz eta gutxio[�] 
Obligazio geio ere bai, hartu, o san nahi dut# mutikozkorretan, ba o bueno xx batek judoa jun 
ber dula, bestik eztakit noa jun ber dula# bestik inglesa ikasi ber dula ta# 
[�] 
ba, nik diferentzia gehiena nabarmentzen da hortan ez? owan hartu-eman gutxio# geo garai 
aitan inorrek etzun x kotxeikan# ta denak autobusin ibiltzen ginan# ordun ba# xxx ni wan# 
wan bertan ni konturatzen naz# kotxea iwal garajin uzten dut ez?# iwal bi eun edo ez? ta 
autobusin ibiltzen naz, ta# ordu, ya# hartu-eman geio izaten da jendekin# ta bestela, kotxin 
baldin bazabiltza# ya etza inorrekin, inorrekin eoten# eta#oiartzunea oinez joten zea ta# aio-
aio besteik ez# ez kombersazio xx ezdakizu zertaz itz ein ta ezer# hortan nik izugarrri 
nabaritzen [nik]# falta x botzen dut# komunikazio falta hoi#  
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In (21), Speaker 6, who is 29-years old, talks about changes in town life in 

similar terms.  The fact that Speaker 6 has not experienced these changes firsthand 

suggests that these ideas about the way the town is changing have entered local 

discourse. 

 
(21) Speaker 6, male, 20�s 

When my mother and them were young, then, people, people lived in the 
villages.  People lived in the villages, people, eh, would come here, 
would come to the plaza, ba�because there was a dance on Sundays, or, 
or to do shopping or, for those kinds of things, but life, life was in the 
villages.  They played in the villages.  They had their friends in the 
villages, there were stores in the villages, they did their shopping in the 
store then.  They lived in the villages more. 
[�] 
Maybe that village life has been lost.  I mean people, well, um, 
modernity, globalization, capitalism, for whatever different reason, the 
village life has been lost.43 
 

One specific way in which increased mobility seems to bear on participation in 

community life is in young people�s destinations on weekend nights parranda 

botzeko, �for partying.�  In particular, young people increasingly go to the provincial 

capital, Donostia or, less often, the nearby town of Hernani.  Speaker 39�a 20-year-

old who is often among the Friday and Saturday night émigrés�attributes this change 

                                                
43 Nere ama ta gaztia zen garaian# ordúan jendiak auzo, jéndia auzotan bizi yun# jendia 
auzuan bizi yun#jendia#, eh honea etortzen yun# plazara etortzen yun, ba# igandetan, dantza 
zeolako, o, o erosketak ittea o, holako istoritan mino, bizitza bizitza, auzúan itten zin# auzuan 
jolasten ziten, auzuan zizkiten launak# dendak auzotan ba zioztek #komprak dendan iten 
zizkiten ordun# auzuak geio bizi ttuken# 
[�] 
iwal galdu duk# auzotako bizitza hoi# osa jendia, bueno, pues, modernidadiak, 
globalizaziyuak# kapitalismwa, nahi duken# arrazoi diferentiangatikan# auzotako bizitza 
galdu in duk.# 
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in part to a new public bus service that runs all night on weekend nights between 

Oiartzun and Donostia. 

 
 
(22) Speaker 39, female, 20�s 
Speaker 39:  But young people don�t even go to Orereta [a nearby town].  I mean 

they go to Donostia eh?  
Interviewer:  Why�s that? 
Speaker 39:  I don�t know.  I don�t know why.  Maybe, it�s the bus�s influence, I 

think, but, why, I don�t know. 44 
 

 Another 21-year-old blames cars for the exodus of young people on weekend 

nights, which she suggests has led to a diminishing of town life (giroa). 

 

(23) Speaker 4, female, 20�s 
It�s, I don�t know the atmosphere a little bit, yes, yes, is being lost, 
because people more and more�[suck teeth] m, I don�t know, are less 
into the town thing.  A lot go to dance clubs and xx almost, almost young 
people have cars. Grab it and leave.  And a little bit, well, that makes me 
sad.45 

 
 

A second change that Oiartzuners often mention in discussing decreasing 

participation in public life is the decline of village fiestas (jaiak).  In the summertime, 

each of Oiartzun�s eight villages has traditionally held a fiesta, in some cases, on and 

around the day of the village�s patron saint.  Traditional activities during the fiestas, 

                                                
44 Speaker 39:  Mino gaztek ez dia ezta ere orereta juten # osea donostira juten dia eh?#  
Interviewer:  Ta ze ba da? 
Speaker 39:  Ez dakit# ez dakit ze ba# autobusan eragina izango da iwal # pentsatze dut, 

mino# zertik, ez dakit# 
45 Eske, ezdait girua pixkat# bai, bai, galtzen ai dela# ze jendia, geo ta # [click] m ztakit# 
gutxio sartua edo herri giro hortan# asko diskotekaa jun ta xx gaztiak ia ia kotxea dakate 
denak# hartu ta fuera# ta pixkat, bueno ni behintzat pena maten nau. 
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which typically last several days, might include a special Mass, dancing, a communal 

meal and oxen-drawn stone dragging competitions.46  In recent years these fiestas have 

also included fireworks, rock concerts and ferris-wheel rides. 

Many speakers describe the village fiestas of previous years, as momentous 

events in village life.   

 
(24) Speaker 6, male, 20�s 
Speaker 6: Also, the Iturriotz fiestas were very very, special [�] and there, time,  

the Iturriotz fiestas were red hot at that time. They used to have a  
running of a bull.  A running of a bull down the hill. 

Bill:  Yes? 
Speaker 6: Yes, yes, down the hill, yes, ah, fuck. 
Bill:   hm 
Speaker 6: And the bull would escape# always# because it was premeditated. 
Bill:  [laugh] 
Interviewer: [laugh] 
Speaker 6: [�] And everyone knew the bull was going to escape# And it went all 

the way to Altzibar it went, I don�t know, the people behind the bull#  
Yes, yes, the Iturriotz fiestas [were] a heck of an adventure. 47 

 

By most accounts, the fiestas of the village of Iturriotz were considered the 

biggest and the best, which many Iturriotzers were very proud of.  For several years, 

                                                
46 These are similar to tractor pulls in the United States, but with oxen instead of tractors. 
47 Speaker 6: Iturriozko jaiak e oso, oso bereziak izandu ttuk[en] [�]ta hor garai iturriozko 
jaiak puri-purian eoten zian garai haitan# hor entzierro izaten yun# entzierro itten ziten goitik 
bera# 
Bill: bai. 
Speaker 6: bai, bai, goitik bera, bai, ba joer 
Bill: ah 
Speaker 6: ta zezenak itten zin eskapo# beti# porke ya premeditatuta zioken# 
Bill:/Interviewer: [laugh]  
[�] 
Speaker 6: ta mundu guziak zekin eskapo ingo zula# ta jon izandu duk altzibaraino� jun 
izandu duk etzakit zezenaren atzetik jendia# bai, bai kriston abentura [zioztek] hor iturriozko 
jaitan# 
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Iturriotz was the only village that spent money on fireworks, a conceit that many 

Iturriotzers remember fondly.  Similarly, other informants also recall that one year, a 

large banner was hung in the village plaza expressing a tongue-in-cheek sense of 

independence from the rest of the town: Iturriotz saluda a Oiartzun, �Iturriotz sends 

greetings to Oiartzun.� 

In recent years, however, participation in village fiestas has declined 

dramatically, and in some years the fiestas have not been held at all. 

 
(25) Speaker 10, male, 40�s 

And in one period, the Iturriotz fiestas# and how many, how many 
people were there?#   And now there aren�t any at all.48 

 

 Some Oiartzuners, like Speaker 21 in (26), explain this change in terms of 

greater mobility.    

 

(26) Speaker 21, male, 40�s 
Speaker 21:  It also happens�fuck village fiestas, yes, but.  That�s it.  You also go  

to the villages because you can�t go any farther away, no?  And that�s  
why they were so strong.  I think, no? 

Interviewer:  mhm 
Speaker 21: You, the village fiestas�are very good�fuck, also because you don�t 

  have an, anything else.  The same thing happens with the mountains.   
Now a lot of people go to the Pyrenees, without knowing Oiartzun[�s  
mountains] much.  Because you have that choice, now it�s easy. 

Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 21: Eh, my father, when they went from Urdaburu to Ordesa in a diesel  

bus, it was an adventure, and now just like a weekend jaunt, no?  And  
comfortable. 

Interviewer: Right. 

                                                
48 Eta garai batin, iturriozko festak# eta zembat x zembat jende eoten yun# wain etziok ya#  
eta nik eztakit o diruangatikan den edo� 
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Speaker 21: And that also it seems to me, the fiestas, are skipped.  Eh, fuck, on the  
same day if you have [fiestas] in Bilbao, and you can go to Bilbao, no? 

Interviewer: mhm. 
Speaker 21: Or in Azpeitia or� So that mobility, I think it�s eating up local  

things.49 
 

Others link the decline of local fiestas to a greater sense of individualism, or to 

a loss of community identity. 

 
(27) Speaker 10, male, 40�s 

It seems to me people are a bit more individual, no?  No?  Everyone in 
their own world. [�] 
Fuck, for example, x in the evenings, no?  But fuck, the taverns would be 
bursting, no?  A ton of people, or young people or I would say, ei, 
eighteen, twenty, twenty-two, twenty-four, no?  Well the taverns would 
be full and it was, I don�t know, you were with a lot more people, no?  It 
seems to me, I don�t know.  Well, people go out less now, no?50 
 

                                                
49Speaker 21:  ba gertatze da re# joer auzotako jaia bai bino #hoi da #zu auzota joten zea 
   ezin zealako urrutio jun ere# ez? ta horregatik zuten indarra ere# nik uste ez?#  
Interviewer:  mh. 
Speaker 21:  zuk auzotako jaiak# dia oso onak# joer bes, besterik ezduzulako ere# hoi 

mendiyakin gertatzen da# wan pirinota joten da jende pila bat da# 
oiartzun# asko izautu gabe# zergatik aukera hoi duzu, wan komodoa da# 

Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 21:  eh# nere aita jute zienian# urdaburutikan, eh, gasoliozko zea autobus batian  

ordesara ba zan abentura bat# eta wan dezu zea# asteburuko txango bat bezela  
ez?# eta komodoa ta# 

Interviewer:  ya 
Speaker 21:  eta hoi ere iruitze zait jaiak# salto iten diala# ba joer egun berdinan baldin  

badituzu bilbon eta jun zinezke bilbora ez? 
Interviewer:  mhm 
Speaker 21:  edo azpeitin edo#órduan# mobilidade horrek# ingurukoari nik uste ut jan iten  

diela#  
50 Ni iruitzen zit jendea dabila pixkat indíbidualagoa ez?# ez bakotsa bere munduan  
[�] 
joer adibidez, x ilunabarretan, ez [�]mino joer tabernak eoten ttuken, arrebozao, ez? jende 
pila bat, o gaztíak, o san nike, heme, hemezortzi, hogei, howeitabi, howeitalau#, ez# ba 
tabernak betiak eoten ttuken# 
eta yun, etzakit# jendekin askoz ta geio eoten hintzen ez?# Nei iruitzen zit eztakit# 
iwal eztit# ya, bueno, jendea ya gutxio atetzen da ez? 
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Similarly, Speaker 38, in talking about the organization of village fiestas, 

contrasts the altruism and community spirit of his generation with the more mercenary 

orientation of today�s young people.  In this excerpt, he compares the sense of 

community in Oiartzun to a fire that is in danger of going out unless it is tended to. 

 
 
(28) Speaker 38, male, 40�s 
Speaker 38: I remember, at fourteen or so, um, that�going to meetings [to organize  

village fiestas], and this x, adults, maybe thirty, thirty-five years old  
and fuck, xx I mean paying attention and, �eh, this has to be done and  
this has to be done� and �ah, yes, yes, yes, we�ll do it,� and ready to do  
anything, no? 

Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 38: Today, a fourteen year old kid [comes] and ok�[laugh], you, this and  

this have to be done and, otherwise, it�s paid, and well, that�s it, no?  
yes, another, another consciousness another mindset, I don�t know. 

Bill:  mhm 
Speaker 38: And in the village, eh, I saw, we saw, with regard to the fiestas and so  

on, with time, the fire�s going out, the fire�s going out, and if wood 
isn�t put onto the fire or if it�s not developed or taken care of, it goes 
out.51 

 

 An additional consequence of increased mobility since 1975 has been an 

increase in housing construction in Oiartzun.  Because transportation between 

                                                
51 Speaker 38: Akortzen naz hamalau urtekin ta, ba hoi # bilerata joten# eta  

hau x iwal howeita hamar, howeita hamabost urteko jende helduak ta joer  
xx osea belarria jeitsiak eta# �eh hau in ber da, ta hau in ber da� ta �ah,  
bai, bai, bai, hau ingo dugu� ta bueno eozer gauzetako prest ez? 

Bill:  mhm 
Speaker 38: Gaurko eunian hamalau urteko mutilkozkor bat etortze x eta bueno#  

[laugh]# hi hau ta hau in ber da ta bestela# patu dela ta bueno ba hoi  
duk ez?# bai beste, beste konzientzi bat, beste mentalidade bat, etzakit. 

Bill:  mhm 
Speaker 38:  Eta auzuan, ba ikusten nun# gu ikusten genin# bai fiesta ailekatik eta  

abar# dembuakin# sua itzaltzen zijula# sua itzaltzen dijula# eta suai ez  
baldin bada egurra botzen o lantzen o zaintzen # sua itzale itten duk. 
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Oiartzun and neighboring cities and towns�especially Donostia�is now easier than 

in recent years, commuting has become more attractive.  This has stimulated a demand 

for housing in Oiartzun�just 10 minutes from Donostia by car�and in other nearby 

towns. 

Table 2.5 shows growth in the number of family housing units in Oiartzun and 

in the Basque Autonomous Community (BAC) as a whole in the decade from 1991 to 

2001.  In particular, it shows that the number of family housing units in Oiartzun grew 

faster than in the BAC as a whole during this time, at 19% compared to 13%. 

 
 
Table 2.5 Family housing52 in Oiartzun and the BAC 1991-2001 
 1991 1996 2001
Basque Autonomous Comm.53  773,615 819,974 877,855
Oiartzun 2868 3191 3423
Source: Basque Statistical Office 1991-2003 
 

                                                
52 The Basque Statistical Office defines a family house as follows: �A family house is any 
room, or collection of rooms and dependent rooms which occupy a building or a structurally 
separate part of a building, and which, due to the way in which it has been constructed, 
reconstructed, transformed, or adapted, is destined to be inhabited by one or more people, and 
is not exclusively used for other purposes during the census period.  The premises may be 
partially used for other purposes (doctors surgery, hairdressers salon, tailors workshop, etc.); 
however, those premises initially built as housing, but during the census period were used 
exclusively for other purposes were not included (housing which has been totally transformed 
into offices, workshops, warehouses, etc.). Family housing is included in the statistic 
regardless of whether it is occupied or not at the time of reference.�  (Basque Statistical 
Office.) 
53 As described in fn.27, Araba, Biscay and Gipuzkoa together form a political unit�the 
Basque Autonomous Community�juridically distinct from Navarre, under the current 
constitution. 
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 Many Oiartzuners are critical of the recent housing development for different 

kinds of reasons.  Speaker 17, for example, laments this development for aesthetic 

reasons. 

 
(29) Speaker 5, male, 60�s 

A ton of houses have been built.  A lot, yes.  It�s gotten a lot uglier, yes.  
I mean, at least, here starting from what do you call it, from Ugaldetxo to 
the plaza thing, yes.  It�s incredible there�pff.54 

 

 In addition, however, many community members worry that the influx of 

newcomers to town brought by this housing development might further weaken local 

social networks.  Specifically, people seem to worry that this immigration has led to a 

less dense community network, which, as Speaker 12, suggests, might erode local 

community identity. 

 

(30) Speaker 12, female, 40�s 
Speaker 12: I don�t know, eh? Building houses, eh, well[�] A lot of people from 

outside have come, no?  So, that causes the local [suck teeth] essence or 
that what do you call it, identity that each of has to be lost, no? 

Interviewer: Mhm. 
Speaker 12: That makes me very sad and also�then, you don�t know people. 
Interviewer:  Right. 
Speaker 12: It�s being lost more and more.  Often you�re talk, talking to someone  

and you don�t know where they�re from, whether from Lasarte [a  
nearby town].  

Interviewer: Right. 
Speaker 12: Whether they�re from here.  Before, that didn�t happen, no?55 
                                                
54 Errus in dia itxia#  asko, bai#asko itsusittu da, bai# zea, behintzat, hemen, zeatikan hasita, 
uwaldetxotikan, kaleko zea, tira, bai# hoi pasada bat da hor�pff. 
55 Speaker 12:  eztakit, eh, etxíak egitia# [�] ah kampotikan jende asko torri dela ez? ordun  

horrek galduerazi itten du ba tokiko [click] exentzia edo bakotsak dakagun  
zea ez nortasuna ez? 

Interviewer: mhm 
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 Crucially, Speaker 12 observes that it is increasingly common for Oiartzuners 

not to know who other members of the community are, which, she claims was not 

previously the case.  Speaker 30, makes the same observation, which, like Speaker 10 

above, he connects to a greater sense of �individualism� among Oiartzuners. 

 

(31) Speaker 30, male, 20�s 
Speaker 30:  But it�s pretty individualized, in general and�in everything, everything  

is very individualized, I mean, you can see it. 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 30:  and that later, then, shit, are they from Oiartzun?  Holy shit [lit., the 

(eucharistic) host], x never, then you don�t you don�t know if they�re 
from Oiartzun or not. 

Bill:   Right, right. 
Speaker 30:  It�s incredible, eh, I�that, I mean, it�s pretty bad, eh?56 

  

Increased mobility and an increase in commuting, however, have also borne on 

local life in another way.  In particular, increased demand for housing in Oiartzun has 

priced many Oiartzuners�especially young people�out of the local market.  Many 

native Oiartzuners see it as unfair that they should be unable to live in their own 

                                                                                                                                       
Speaker 12:  horrek ematen dit pena haundia ta gainea# geo etzula jendia ezagutzen# 
Interviewer:  ya 
Speaker 12:  geo ta geio galtzen da#ta# askotan norbaitekin hizken hizketan ai za ta ez  

dakizu nongua den ez# lasartekua den ez#  
Interviewer:  ya 
Speaker 12:  hemengua den # leno hoi etzen gertatzen ez?# 
56 Speaker 30:  mino nahiko indibidualizatua ziok#orokorrian eta�denean dena ziok oso 

indibidualizatua# osea# ikusten da# 
Bill:   mhm# 
Speaker 30:  eta hoi geoztik# geo # hostia hoi oiartzungua duk# ai ba la hostia, si ez x 

sekula #geo etzu, eztakizu oiartzungua den o ez den oiartzungua# 
Bill:   ya ya 
Speaker 30:  pasada bat da# eh# ni, hoi# zea# oso txungua duk eh 
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community and that richer outsiders should be able to do so.  This discourse implicitly 

indexes the fact that Oiartzuners have traditionally tended to stay close to the valley 

whenever possible,57 and consequently, many present-day Oiartzuarrrans� families 

have long histories in the valley.  Oiartzuners can often trace back their family lineage 

in the valley indefinitely, and, in fact, many contemporary Oiartzuners� surnames are 

transparently valley toponyms.58  Young Oiartzuners� complaints about being forced 

out of town, then, appeal to this history.   

 

(32) Speakers II, female, and III, male, 20�s 
Speaker I: But, well, Oiartzun has become, in Spanish you say �ciudad 

dormitorio� [�bedroom community�] you say in Spanish 
Speaker II:  That too, that too. 
Bill:  Yes? 
Speaker I:  I mean, they sleep�there are some villas, p, a lot of villas# I mean it�s 
  xx of villas. 
Speaker II: [overlapping] Yes, Mendibil [name of a subdivision] and all those  

houses around xx 
Speaker I:  [overlapping] and then go� 
Speaker II: [overlapping]59  
                                                
57 See Pescador (2003) for a history of Oiartzuner migration to the New World 1550-1800, 
which was driven fundamentally by economic considerations, including traditional 
primogeniture.  From this perspective, then, economic forces have driven young Oiartzuners 
out of town for generations. 
58 The surnames Lekuona, Sein, Retegi and Arbide, for example, are present or former names 
of houses in the valley.  See Michelena (1997) on the etymology of Basque surnames. 
Speaker I:  mino bueno oiartzun bihurtu da# gazteleraz saten da ciudad dormitorio edo 

hola, saten zaio gazteleraz 
Speaker II:  baita, baita# 
Bill:   bai 
Speaker I:  osa lo ite dute # villa batzuk daude# p, villa pila bat# osea villaz xx dago 
Speaker II:  [overlapping:] bai, mendibil ta xx inguruko etxe hoi dena[k] # 
Speaker I:  [overlapping:] ta gero jute ya# 
Speaker I:  bai 
Speaker II:  hoiek# etxe hoiek kriston pila balio dute# asko balio dute# eta hoiek#  

oiartzungo jendik ikusi ta zemba, em, zem, ze bizimodu dakan# erosteko�# 
Speaker I:  ez, hoi# osea tortzen da iwal eh, jendia, familiak eroste dute# 
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Speaker I:  Yes. 
Speaker II: Those, those houses cost a ton of money.  They cost a lot.  And  

Oiartzun  
people see them and how much, eh, how, what kind of life, to buy� 

Speaker I: No, that, I mean people come.  A family buys it. 
Speaker II: That�s right. 
Speaker I: Work, in Donostia, or I don�t know where they work, they send their  

kids xx to study. 
[�] 
Speaker I:  Yes, eh, what is clear is that our, at least young people like us, it�s  

impossible to buy something like that. 
Speaker II: That�s right, that�s right. 
Speaker I: And there, it�s people that come from outside.  I don�t know. 
[�] 
Speaker II:  Eh, to get housing at least, [is] pretty difficult. 
Bill:  Yes? 
Speaker I: [overlapping] Yes, if you want to live here in Oiartzun, at least, I mean  

we don�t have a lot of possibilities. 
 
 
 Other speakers, however, are less quick to blame outsiders for this 

development and point out that many Oiartzuners themselves are also building and 

buying new houses in town. 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                                       
Speaker II:  hori da 
Speaker I:  lan, donostian, edo ez dakit nun lan itte dute# haurrak xx bialtzen  

ttuzte�ikastea#  
[�] 
Speaker I:  bai, ba, argi dona da, gure gu bezelako gazte eta behintzat# imposiblia dela  

holako ezer eostia#  
Speaker II:  hoi da, hoi da# 
Speaker I:  ta hor kampotikan datorren dela ez dakit 
[�] 
Speaker II:  ba etxebizitza behintzat, eh lortzeko nahiko zaila xx 
B: bai 
Speaker I: [overlapping], bai hemen oiartzunen bizi nahi bizi baldin bazu# osa ettugula x 

posiblitate askoikan 
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(33) Speaker 13, female, 20�s 
Interviewer: And a lot of outsiders, but also people from here, too, no? 
Speaker 13: The majority from here, eh?  We say a lot of people from outside �  
  people from Donostia come here, we always say.   
Bill:  mhm. 
Speaker 13: But no.  And the Villas and everything, ba for example, in Karrika [one 

of the villages of Oiartzun, see Map 2.3] [identifying information 
deleted] xx think always people from outside, but no way# eh, in the 
village of Karrika, the ones that have built them, a lot of them are from 
Oiartzun.60 

 
 

A third kind of worry, which Oiartzuners express about housing development 

is that it might accelerate language shift in town.  For example, Speaker 33 in (34) 

suggests that newcomers are typically unlikely to know Basque, and therefore will 

bring more Spanish into the community.  (I am unaware whether, in fact, recently 

arrived members of the community are on average less likely to be speakers of Basque 

than longer-term residents.) 

 
(34) Speaker 33, female, 20�s 
Speaker 33:  Yes, in my opinion that does have an influence, people from outside,  

pe, the influence of [their] coming, and well, eh, because people from  
outside have come, ba well, eh, the kids that are born will be the 
outsiders and so at home they won�t learn Basque, no? 

Interviewer: hm 
Speaker 33:  In the street or in the ikastola 
Interviewer: Yes. 
Speaker 33:  They�ll learn, no?  For me that also has an influence.  In Donostia too, 
  the same thing is happening. 

                                                
60 Interviewer:  eta kampotar asko baino bertakoak ere ez? 
Speaker 13:  gehienak bertakuak eh?# asko saten dugu kampoko jendia, etortzen da 

donostiko jendia honea beti saten dugu# 
Bill: mhm 
Speaker 13: baino, ez# eta villak eta# ba adibiez karrikan# nik lana ite [dut]  

karrikan ta pentsatzen beti jen, eh, kampoko jendia baino que va# eh, o  
karrika auzoan in ttuztenak, asko dia oiartzungwak# 
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Interviewer: Do you see some kind of risk for the same thing happening in Oiartzun. 
Speaker 33: M, maybe so, no?  I think in that regard too, it�s changed a bit, in 

Oiartzun also,  a lot of outsiders have come and maybe there is that 
risk, yes.61 

 
 

 The fact that housing development figures prominently in Oiartzuners� 

dicussions of recent economic development and its consequences for village life is 

plausibly related to the centrality of housing in traditional Basque social structure.  

Traditionally, an Oiartzuner�s rights as a resident of the valley, including his or her 

right to hold offices and vote in municipal elections, stemmed from his or her 

membership in one of the valley�s farmsteads (baserris).  Pescador describes the role 

of the baserri in sixteenth century Oiartzun society in the following way. 

 
In sixteenth-century Oiartzun and elsewhere in the Basque lands, each baserri 
had its own name and legal existence, separate from the patronymic of its 
residents, who might eventually adopt the farmstead�s name as their own.  
Only through the baserri could both female and male members take part in 
other local institutions.  Put another way, the baserri granted its members the 
right to participate as vecinos (citizens) of Oiartzun.  As such, people attached 
their primary allegiance, loyalty, and identity to the baserri, above other local 
institutions.  [�]  The baserri was, in sum, the alpha and omega of the 
valley�s local institutions, and the main source of identity for Oiartzun people.  
(2003: xxi-xxii). 

                                                
61 Speaker 33:  bai, ne ustez horrek badaka eragina kampotarrak# ka,  

etortzian eragina# ta bueno ba, kampotarrak etorri dienez ba bueno#  
en# jaioko din haurrak ee bai kampotarranak izango dia, ordun#  
etxetikan ezdute ikasiko euskera ez? 

Interviewer:  hm 
Speaker 33:  kálian edo hoi# ikastolan 
Interviewer:  bai 
Speaker 33: ikasiko dute ez# netzako horrek badaka eragina# donostin [e bai] gauza  

berdina pasten da# 
Interviewer:  zu nolabaiteko arriskua ikusten zu oiartzunen gauza berdina pasteko 
Speaker 33:  m, iwal bai ez# nik ustet ee bai alde hortatik aldatu dela pixka[bat]oiartzunen  

e bai kampotar dexente etorri dia ta# iwal badaka arrixku hoi, bai# 
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To this day, a considerable number of contemporary Oiartzun surnames derive 

from names of local houses.62  Indeed, in informal speech, people are still often 

referred to by their house�s name, rather than by a surname, as in (35) and (36). 

 
(35) Speaker 37, female, 40�s  
       Ines Sein-go-a63  
       Ines  [house name]-of-DET� 
      �Ines of Sein (house)� 
 
(36) Speaker 37, female, 40�s  

And those from Miakazahar [house name] also went to the nuns[� school].   
Otherwise, those from Pikoketa [house name], all of them [went] here to [a 
local public school in the village of] Gurutze.64 
 
 
Membership in a given baserri also partially determined an individual�s 

standing in local society, depending on the baserri�s size and wealth (Pescador 2003).  

In (37), for example, Speaker 17 recalls some of the �strong� (fuerte) baserris from his 

childhood, which tended to have several head of cattle, rather than the more customary 

one or two. 

 
(37) Speaker 17, male, 70�s 
Speaker 17:  yes, the baserri, in Oiar, Oiartzun there were four or five [inaudible]  

like, strong baserris, and one of those� 
Bill:   yes? 
Interviewer:  Oh yes? 
Bill:   [inaudible] 
Speaker 17:   Yes, here, Aldako, Neakazar, Saltxe, Urbita.  Like that, around a dozen.   

                                                
62 Many of which have since collapsed. 
63 This name has been modified to disguise the identity of the individual referred to. 
64 eta miakazarrekuk e bai monjetara juten zin# bestela# pikoketakuk# denak honea# 
gurutzea# 
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Sistillo.  There were about a dozen.  Then there were ten or a dozen 
cows.65  

 
 

There are several hundred such traditional houses in Oiartzun.  Local 

community members� knowledge of and use of these house names in discourse 

appears to vary considerably by age.  In interview data and field observations for this 

project, house names were most frequently used by older speakers.  Middle-aged 

speakers used them to a lesser degree, and younger speakers did so very rarely.  In 

field observations, I never observed an older speaker failing to recognize a house 

name, and in discussing this issue with participants, one older speaker said that he 

supposed that he knew all of the house names.  By contrast, younger speakers often 

claimed to know only a few house names.   

 The declining use of house names is plausibly related to the waning social and 

economic relevance of baserris.  That is, agriculture is no longer an important part of 

the local economy (See Table 2.1 above), and baserri membership no longer bears 

heavily on an individual�s standing in local society.  In addition, more and more 

Oiartzuners do not live in baserris, but rather in new apartment blocks and new houses 

built in subdivisions.  Although these new dwellings are often given names in keeping 

with traditional practice, these newer houses are rarely referred to using their names. 

                                                
65 Speaker 17:  bai baserriya# oiar, oiartzunen# bazi[n] lau ro bost ian baserri hola fuerte eta  

haitako bat# 
Bill:   bai.. 
Interviewer:  bai, eh? 
Bill:   [inaudible] 
Speaker 17:  bai# hemen aldako# neakezahar# saltxe# urbita# hola dozena bat# sistillo# 

dozena bat zin baserriya# órdun eoten zin hamar o dozena buru behi  
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 Hence, given the importance of baserris in the social structure of Oiartzun in 

previous generations, it stands to reason that recent housing development, which has 

displaced traditional housing practices, should feature prominently in Oiartzuners� 

discourse about social change.  

 To review, increased mobility and housing development since 1975 have made 

the valley of Oiartzun a much less insular place than it was a generation ago.  These 

changes are troubling to many community members for different kinds of reasons.  In 

particular, many people in the valley bemoan recent housing development because it 

has brought outsiders to the valley, while at the same time pricing younger native 

Oiartzuners out of the housing market.  In addition, however, many community 

members see these changes as contributing to a decrease in participation in community 

life, and to a weakening of local identity.  In describing this loss of intimacy, Speaker 

38 provides a particularly vivid anecdote, which might serve to close this discussion. 

 
 
 
(38) Speaker 38, male, 40�s 
Speaker 38:  But groups of friends and friends and�in their relationships and so  

on�pss�in their behavior, today xx very different, very, greater links  
[then]. 

Bill:   Yes? 
Speaker 38:  More playing, I don�t know, there�s one example, that many people 

today mention and that is that, eh�the young people of today, the kids 
today, you don�t seem them like this, [raises hand] left around the 
shoulder. 

Bill:   No? 
Speaker 38:  You don�t see it, it�s very�rare, and at one time, we used to do that a  

lot, that� 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 38:  So, that, because we were friends or, because we knew each other, eh,  
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throw an arm around the shoulder like x# damn! [lit. �god�]# a link, no? 
Bill:  Yes. 
Speaker 38:  Not only psychically, friendships and so on are always, eh an emotional  

thing, but also physical.   
Bill:   Yes. 
Speaker 38:  I mean, you can see it, no?  
Bill:   Yes. 
Speaker 38:  I don�t know.  It was a special thing.66 

 

As I hope to show in the following discussion, the diminished community life 

of the town is also plausibly related to another change: the obsolescence of the Church 

as a focus of civic life. 

 

2.3.2 The Church in town life since 1975 

 Oiartzun�s fifteenth century church�Doneztebe (Saint Steven)�sits in the 

center of Elizalde, atop a hill, overlooking the river valley.67  Doneztebe�s parochial 

                                                
66 Speaker 38:  baino�kwadrila ta lagunan eta�# harremanatan ta�# pss�# konduktan  

gaurko eunin xx-akin oso desberdina# oso# lotura haundiago # 
Bill:   bai? 
Speaker 38:  jolasketa haundiago# ez dakit# bada x anektoda bat gaurko eunin x jende  

askok aipatzen duna ta dela# eh�# gaurko gaztiai# umiai# etzaiola ikusten  
hola bizkarretik utzita# 

Bill:   ez? 
Speaker 38:  ez da ikusten# oso�arrarua da# eta garai batian guk hoi pila iten genun,  

hoi�# 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 38:  ba hoi�lagunak ginalako ro�izautzen ginalako# ba, bizkarretik eskua bota  

xx bezela# dios# lotura bat ez?# 
Bill:   bai 
Speaker 38:  ez bakarra sikikua, lagun-artia eta abar beti izaten da# ba sentimentuko gauz 

bat, mino baitare físikua # 
Bill:   bai 
Speaker 38:  osea ikusi itten dena ez?# 
Bill:   bai. 
Speaker 38:  ez dakit# oso gauz berezia izaten zen# 
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boundaries follow the political limits of the municipality and are also roughly 

contiguous with the geographic boundaries of the valley.  At different points in the 

town�s history, several smaller chapels were established in the valley for private 

worship or to serve other limited purposes, but for a half-millennium Doneztebe has 

served as the town�s central church.   

 In recent centuries, moreover, Doneztebe has been the focal point of town life.  

After Masses, priests would read (in Basque) municipal announcements and news 

from around the Spanish empire to the congregation.  It was in Doneztebe, moreover, 

that annual municipal elections were traditionally held on December 26, Saint 

Steven�s day (Pescador 2003:xx, 104).  Doneztebe was also a principal site where 

local social distinctions were marked and local power struggles played out.  As 

Pescador (2003:105) notes, �In that holy place, each baserri [farmstead] had its 

respective pew and burial spot, which followed a meticulous and hierarchical 

arrangement that defied modification by local priests and diocesan officials.�   

Pescador (2003: chapter 5) also documents a history of clashes between the 

traditional elite of Oiartzun and newly rich indianos�Oiartzuners who had made 

fortunes in the New World and returned home�over the latter�s gifts and 

improvements to Doneztebe.  (These conflicts occurred sporadically from the 16th 

through the 19th centuries.)  One such clash involved the Bishop of Cuzco, Sebastián 

de Lartaun�an Oiartzun native�who proposed to build a private burial chapel in 
                                                                                                                                       
67 The current structure dates from the fifteenth century, though earlier churches on the same 
spot may have dated from the tenth century or earlier  (Lekuona 1959:54-55).  The current 
structure was built with a 2,000-ducado grant from Ferdinand and Isabel, rewarding Oiartzun 
for its support in fending off incursions from France (Pescador 2003:xx). 
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Doneztebe contrary to local tradition.  Pescador (2003:109) summarizes this episode 

as follows: �By turning down Lartaun�s donations, Oiartzun�s well-off families sent an 

unequivocal message to the indianos: village institutions and the totality of vecinos 

[residents] were unwilling to compromise the identity of their town as embodied in the 

parish church.� 

During the Franquist dictatorship, Doneztebe remained a focal point of valley 

social life.  On Sundays and on important dates in the Catholic liturgical calendar, 

people from throughout the valley would come together for Mass and other activities.  

For many Oiartzuners in remote parts of the valley, this often meant a walk an hour or 

more each way.  During the Franquist period, as many middle-aged and older 

Oiartzuners recollect, there was extraordinary pressure to go to church.  When these 

community members were asked if they went to Mass growing up, many recalled, 

�you had to� (in berko).  Consequently, church attendance was typically very high, and 

Masses were always full.   

 
(39) Speaker 5, male, 60�s 

But the church [was] full�in the morning, in the morning�to six o�clock 
Mass and the church filled to the brim.  That[�s] a change.68  

 
 
 Participation at Mass, however, was often only one part of an Oiartzuner�s trip 

to the plaza on Sunday.  After Mass, for example, people often lingered to talk about 

town life. 

 

                                                
68 mino eliza betia# goizez� goizin# seitako mezata# eta eliza puntaino betia#hoi kambio[a]. 
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(40) Speaker 7, male, 40�s 
And on Sunday there was�eh, after Mass, and telling stories�a what, I 
don�t know, eh �I, we�ve planted corn,� eh, um, eh, �It�s been good 
weather,� or �It�s been cold,� interactions, no?  And again the next 
Sunday�it was a meeting point, or um, a gathering point.69 

 
 

 Boys often stayed in the plaza for hours to play pilota, a game similar to 

handball in the United States. 

 
(41) Speaker 34, male, 40�s 
Speaker 34:  yes, yes, yes, yes�go to church, yes.  [suck teeth].  On Sunday we 

went, Sunday�early-early, early too, and then we stayed x playing 
pilota, playing pilota.  But I remember how I would see them�maybe 
we [would] go to church early eh? Maybe eight o�clock Mass, seven  
o�clock�seven o�clock even.  And by then, in the ball court, in the 
dark, playing pilota, people would go to six o�clock Mass, six o�clock 
Mass, to get the ball court. 

Interviewer:  Mm. 
Speaker 34:  to have the court free, otherwise� 
[�] 
Speaker 34:  Then we started to come alone�later when we were teenagers, 

fourteen, fifteen years old, without Mom and Dad. 
Interviewer: [laugh] 
Speaker 34: And I would come to church alone, later, because church was, eh, a  

meeting point, friends, with the pretext of going to Mass and so on, we  
friends would get together.70 

                                                
69 eta igande izaten zan#e mezan ondotikan, ta istoria kontatu# a ze, eztakit zer, ba ni guk artoa 
erein dugu# eh jo, ba eguraldi ona in du# edo hotza in du# harremanak, ez?  ta berriro 
hurrengo igandea arte# [�] #izandu zan, topagune o zea�elkargune bat ez 
70 Speaker 34:  bai, bai, bai, bai# mezeta bai# [click] iandetan hara joten ginen#  

igande�goiz, goizin # goiz gainea ta geo x gelditzen ginan# pelotan ibiltzen#  
pelota jokatzen# mino akortzen naz nola ikusten nittun eh# iwal gu jun# 
elizara goiz eh, iwal zortzitako meza o zazpitako# zazpitako inkluso# eta 
orduko ya# frontoia ilunpetan han pelotan# seitako meza jendia joten zen 
seitako mezeta# eh, konsejupia hartzeko# 

Interviewer:  m 
Speaker 34:  frontoia libre izateko# bestela�.# [�] geo hasi ginela iwal bakarrik etortzen#  

geo ya adolescente ga[r]aian hamalau-hamaost urte ya# attakin ta amakin ez#  
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
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For some, Sunday afternoons also included vespers services followed by an 

afternoon/evening dance in the main plaza in Elizalde or in the Altzibar plaza. 

 
(42) Speaker 40, female, 70�s 
Speaker 40:  Yes, and eh, there, later in the afternoon, at three o�clock, [back] to 

church and what do you call it, vespers. 
Interviewer:  yes? 
Speaker 40:  Vespers.  At that time, vespers [�] and from there we  

would leave to go to dance in the Altzibar plaza.71  
 
 
 In the years following the end of the Franquist regime in 1975, attendance at 

Mass dropped precipitously in Spain.  Figure 2.1 shows that the percentage of 

Spaniards who reported attending Mass weekly or more frequently dropped from near 

70% in 1973 to slightly more than 20% in 2002. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                       
Speaker 34:  ta ni bakarrik tortzen nitzen elizara geo# eliza zelako# eh, biltzeko puntua#  

launak#  mezan aitzakian o, elkartzen gina[n] launak# 
71 Speaker 40:  bai# eta# ba hor# ta geo arrasaldin# hirutan elizara# [�]�zea hori#  

bezperak# 
Interviewer:  bai 
Speaker 40:  bezperak garai hartan bezperak# [�] eta geo handik atea ta bilerara joten  

ginan altzibarko plazara dantzara 
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Figure 2.1: Mass Attendance in Spain 1973-2002 in Percentages of Total Population 

 
Source: Calvo and Montero 200272 
 

 Attendance at Sunday Mass has likewise declined in Oiartzun.  Today, 

Doneztebe is rarely full during Sunday Masses, and younger community members are 

particularly scarce.  The number of priests affiliated with Doneztebe has also declined: 

while Speaker 5 recalls four or five regular priests in Oiartzun when he was young, 

there are only two today.  Similarly, Speaker 5 and other older community members 

recall that there were five Sunday Masses when they were young while today there are 

three. 

 An explanation for this decline is beyond the scope of this dissertation.  What 

is crucial for the purposes of the present discussion is that the decline in church 

attendance has weakened an important practice that once a week unified Oiartzuners 

                                                
72 Semanal o más = �Weekly or more.� Una vez al mes = �Once a month.� Ocasionalmente, 
�occasionally.� Nunca o casi nunca = �Never or almost never.� 
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in time and space.  Sundays after Mass were times that Oiartzuners from throughout 

the valley came together to interact, form bonds and quarrel.  Moreover, Sunday Mass 

served to bring Oiartzuners together as Oiartzuners, and thereby help Oiartzuners 

imagine themselves as a community on a regular basis, and in an officially (and 

divinely) sanctioned way (cf. Anderson 1983). 

 In the ethnographic data collected for the present study, Oiartzuners rarely 

express nostalgia for the religious climate of a generation ago.  Rather, middle-aged 

and older speakers typically describe the religiosity of the Franquist era as very 

repressive�dena pekatua zen, �everything was a sin��and generally welcome the 

greater liberty. 

 
(43) Speaker 40, female, 70�s 

Yes, yes, x I think x better, it�s a lot better.  There�s more liberty.  Maybe 
too much.[�] there was a lot of fear then.73 

 

 Nevertheless, decline in participation at Sunday Masses in Doneztebe as a 

community practice is plausibly related to a loss of a sense of community intimacy, for 

which many Oiartzuners do in fact express nostalgia, as I have attempted to show in 

the foregoing discussion.   

 

 

 

                                                
73 bai# bai# x # nik usteut hobeto xx hobeto asko in dela# libertade geio izango da# geiegi 
iwal# [�] beldurra zen ordun haundiya# 
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2.4 Dialect loyalty in Oiartzun 

In interview data collected in Oiartzun for this project, participants often 

observed that young people speak very differently from their elders.74   Many such 

participants, moreover, explicitly attribute this change to contact with Batua through 

schools and media, as in (44), below.  (In Chapter 4, I present apparent time variation 

data suggesting that some Batua features are in fact making their way into local 

speech.) 

 

(44) Speaker 36, male, 20�s 

Speaker 36: Man, it�s that for me, maybe# eh, we young people may have the 
influence of the ikastola, the influence of Batua.  Maybe also more the 
influence of Spanish, because maybe we tend toward [going] x outside 
of town. 

Bill:  mhm 
Speaker 36: And, man, eh, and maybe my, my mother, probably speaks more in  

Oiartzun Basque than I do x, because she, she eh x has only 
known�m, maybe only Oiartzun Basque, and I on the other hand, ba 
I�ve heard Batua and xx other dialects, so, well, that, I think it�s 
different, it�s noticeable, in terms of accent, and words, and so on.  Yes, 
I think so. 

Bill:  Can you imitate it� 
Speaker 36: I don�t know.  [laughs]  Nothing occurs to me now.  Man, I speak  

pretty much Oiartzun Basque, I mean I don�t speak Batua.  No, I�ve got  
Oiartzun Basque.  But, well, maybe, in my mom�s case, [suck  
teeth]�75 

                                                
74 Not all participants said they noticed such a difference.  In particular, many older speakers 
claimed not to notice a difference between their speech and that of younger community 
members.  
75 Speaker 36:  hombre eske netzako iwal# jo ba gaztiak, guk eukiko dugu ikastolan 

  eragina batuan eragina# iwal erderan, erderan eragina ere bai geio# ze iwal  
kampo ta x jotzen dugu# 

Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 36:  ta hombre, ba# ta nere iwal, nere amak ni mino oiartzueraoa hitz eingo  

du x ze bea# beak ba x ezagutu du�i, iwal bakarra oiartzuera x ta ni  
berriz ba ezautu dut ba ezautu x euskara batua ta xx beste euskalkiak #  
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 Many such participants�especially, but not exclusively, younger speakers�

lament this change.  

 

(45) Speaker 3, female, 80�s 

We had to try, in each town, to bring its language back to before, 
because, of course, with today�s education and then with Batua�all that 
together, well, the language of the towns has been lost a lot, no?  and it 
has to be recovered.76 

 
 
(46) Speaker 16, male, 20�s (discussing Batua) 
Speaker 16:  Well, I think, I see it as necessary.  I see it as necessary, well, eh, I  

think every language needs, eh, some kind of standard.  Eh, well 
another thing is where to take it from, since, Gipuzkoan, or Bicayan or 
Lapurdian or�eh I haven�t gotten into that, that discussion, I don�t 
know, that�the experts have done it.  I see it as necessary.  Especially, 
well eh, on an inst, institutional level, or�to use in public institutions 
and so on, no?  Well, eh for everyone to understand each other, I would 
put it on that level.  Everything else, well in town, that of the town 

Bill:  Mhm. 
Speaker 16: In a place, that of the place 
Bill:  Mhm. 
Speaker 16: Without a doubt, yes.  I�am a die-hard supporter of the dialect.77 

                                                                                                                                       
ordun pues hoi nik uste[t] bai ezberdina dela nabaria da# bai tonu-altik#  
hitzan aldetik ta hola# bai nik uste baietz# 

Bill:   posible duzu imitatu� 
Speaker 36:  eztakit [laughs] owain enau okurritzen#hombre nik hitz eitte dutela 
   nahiko oiartzuera # osa nik ezdut hitz eiten batua #ez nik badakat  

oiartzuera# mino bueno iwal ni aman kasuan# [suck teeth] � 
76 [�]ahalegin ber genula# herri bakotsan# bere hizkuntza berriz ekartzea #lengora#porke 
klaro, gaurko # ikasketakin eta geo euskera batuakin# hoi guziak alkartuta#ba asko ahaztu 
dela herritako hizkuntza, eh? ta# berrittu ber dela# 
77 Speaker 16:  bueno# nik uste dut# nik berrezkua ikuste ut# berrezkua ikuste dut,  

bueno# pues, eh, nik uste dut hizkuntza guztia ber dula# eh nolabatteko 
modelo estandar bat# eh, bueno beste gauza bat da�nundik hartu, ze 
gipuzkera o bizkaiera o lapurtera o# ni diskusio hoi, hortan, ena sartuko 
eztakit# hoi ya# jakintsuk in dute# bearrezkua ikuste ut# batez, e pues bueno 
ba, maila istun, instituzional batin edo�# nolabatteko erakunde publikotan 
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 One middle-aged speaker reported that her teenage children and her brother do 

not let her speak in Batua, but rather insist that she speak in the local dialect. 

 

(47) Speaker 31, female, 40�s 
Speaker 31:  The kids don�t let me talk ba, eh in Batua. 
Bill:  [laugh] 
Interviewer: [laugh] 
Speaker 31: No way.  My brother x worse too.  �You speak [imperative] Basque 

like in Oiartzun.�78 
 

 

Likewise, in (48), when Speaker 12 is asked if she notices any differences in 

the speech of older speakers and younger speakers, she claims that her daughters are 

conscientious about �defending� the local dialect. 

 

(48)  Speaker 12, female, 40�s 
Interviewer:  Have you noticed any difference between older people and younger 
   people? 
Speaker 12:  [�] also, [my daughters] defend the local dialect. 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  uf, �jun naz� [dialectal: �I�ve gone�] and �torko naz� [dialectal: �I�ll 

come] and [inaudible] I don�t know what and  [laugh] 
Interivewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  Yes, they take a lot care of it in that [respect], eh yes, change.  I don�t 

                                                                                                                                       
ibiltzeko edo, ez# pues bueno, ps# denak nolabatte elkar ulertzeko# ni maila 
hortan jarriko nuke# eh�hortik aurrea ya# bueno, herriyan herrikua#  

Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 16:  ta tokiyan tokikua# dudik gabe 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 16:  dudik gabe, bai# ni�euskalkiyan�z, zale amorratua naz ta# 
78 Speaker 31:  enaute uzten hitz eitten umik eusk, eh batuan 
Bill:  [laugh] 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 31:  que va # anaia okerro x ere bai# �zuk in zazu euskera oiartzunen bezela� 
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know, eh I think, eh, with the influence of television, eh, yes there are 
some changes, eh, I don�t know, I don�t know.  Of course, me with 
young people, I[�m] with my daughters, and my daughters defend local 
dialect a lot.79 

 

Comments by several younger people also suggest that they value competence 

in the local dialect.  One such example appears in the excerpt in (49), in which 

Speaker 3 and the interviewer (Maider, who is 22), are discussing a certain feature of 

local speech�dative displacement, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.  In the final 

line of this excerpt, Maider regrets that her Basque lacks conservative local features 

such as allocutive agreement (discussed in Chapter 4), and the adlative marker �ti in 

certain expressions including gotti-betti (�top down,� �down the hill�); these forms are 

conserved today by some older speakers. 

  
 
(49) Speaker 3, female, 80�s (discussing aspects of local speech) 
Interviewer:  I like to  [gustatu itten nau] eh hear� 
Speaker 3:  [overlapping] You see? 
Interviewer:  [overlapping] �gotti betti� [dialectal: �from up to down�] xx ta 
Speaker 3:  You see?  Listen.  �gustatu _itten nau.�  [�I like.�]  You said it like  

from Oiartzun.  
Bill:  [laugh]  
Interview: Me, yes.  I xx [laugh] 
Speaker 3: You see?  You see?   �Nau.�  That�s from Oiartzun. 
Interviewer: But, I would like to say �gotti-betti� and all those things and to speak in  

                                                
79 Interviewer:  nabaittu al zu gaztien eta helduen artian diferentziaren bat 
[�] 
Speaker 12:  hauek gainea defendatzen dute hemen oiartzungo hizkera# 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  uhi, �jun naz� ta �torko naz� ta [inaudible ez dakit zer ta, [laugh] 
Interivewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  bai, asko zaintzen dute hortan eh # bai# aldaketa# ez dakit e, pentsatzen dut e 

telebistan eraginez ba bai badaudela aldaketa batzuk#eh, eztakit, eztakit#klaro 
ni gaztiakin, ba alabakin, ta alabak asko defendatzen dute hemengo euskera 
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hika [allocutive agreement],80 but I don�t know those.81 

 

Similarly, in describing their own speech, many younger people insisted that, 

while their own speech may influenced by Batua, it is still the local dialect. 

 

(50) Speaker 4, female, 20�s 
Bill: If [someone] used �naiz� [standard form] what would you think?  

[Spanish:] What�s your deal? 
Speaker 4: Yes, that they�re not, eh, we would think that they�re not, that they�re  

not speaking in Oiartzun Basque or that they�re not from Oiartzun. 
[�] 
Speaker 4: I say �naz.� [non-standard, local form]82 

 
 
 
 

                                                
80 Allocutive agreement is a form of informal address best maintained by older speakers in 
Oiartzun.  This phenomenon is discussed in greater detail in chapter 4.  
81 Interviewer:  gustatu itten nau eh aitzea� 
Speaker 3:  [overlapping] kusten?# 
Interviwer:  [overlapping] �gotti betti� xx ta. 
Speaker 3:  kusten? aizu �gustatu itten nau.� zuk oiartzungoa bezela esan zu# 
Bill:  [laugh]  
Interview: nik bai# nik xx [laugh] 
Speaker 3: kusten?  kusten?  �nau�# hoi oiartzungua da# 
Interviewer: mino neri gustatuko liake gotti-betti ta holakuk satia ta hika hitz eitea ta  

hoik ez dakizkit. 
82 Speaker 4:  oriokoana, eta oiartzueraz oiartzueraz hitz egiten baldin bayot iwal enau ondo  

ulertzen...edo arraseteko neska batekin, ibiltzen nitzen lengo urtian# ta horrek 
ebai xx  
etzin ondo ulertzen# ta batez ere denak saten naute txokatzen dutela �naz� 
�naz� �naz� �nau� �nau� �nau.� 

[...] 
Bill:   �naiz� erabiliz gero, ze pentsatuko zenuke, de que vas? 
Speaker 4:  bai, ez dela, ba pentsatuko genuke, ezdela, ezdula oiartzuaraz hitzeiten, o  

ezdela oiartzuarra...o# 
[...] 
Speaker 4:  nik �naz� esate dut # 
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(51) Speaker 33, female, 20�s 
Man, it�s that Batua is some people�s Basque.  I mean my Basque isn�t 
Batua.  My Basque is Oiartzun Basque.83 
 

It bears noting that a tradition of dialectal conservatism in Oiartzun appears to 

predate the promulgation of Batua in the 1970�s.  In particular, many residents recall 

that the native Oiartzuner philologist Fr. Manuel Lekuona (1894-1987), who was 

president of Euskaltzaindia from 1967-1970 and an influential figure in town life, 

often publicly lamented the influence of Gipuzkoan dialectal forms on local speech.  

The excerpt in (52) is by the middle-aged daughter of one participant who was present 

and occasionally participated in the interview with her mother.  She recalls that, one 

day, while she was talking with Fr. Lekuona, she used the innovative Gipuzkoan form 

ondo, adverbial �well,� and that Fr. Lekuona corrected her, as in (52). 

(52)  
In Oiartzun, ongi [conservative, �well�] not ondo, [innovative Gipuzkoan 
�well�][�] Oiartzuners [should speak] in Oiartzun dialect, when you go 
outside of town [inaudible], but in Oiartzun, in Oiartzun dialect, he used to 
say.84 

 
 

Speakers 40 and 3 also recall Fr. Manuel making similar admonishments. 
 
 

(53) Speaker 40, female, 80�s 
And Manuel Lekuona supposedly used to say, betti [conservative dialectal 
�down�] eh you all [speak] in Oiartzun Basque, eh?85 

 
 
                                                
83 hombre eske euskara batua batzun euskara da, osea nere euskera ez da euskera batua, nere 
euskera da oiartzungua, eh, 
84 oiartzunen ongi, ez ondo.  [�] oiartzunguk oiartzungo erara# hemendik kampoan xx# bino 
oiartzunen oiartzungo erara, saten zun [�.] 
85 ta manuel lekuona saten omen zun# betti# eh zea# zuek oiartzuar hizkera in eh? 
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(54) Speaker 3, female, 80�s 
Because I remember Don Manuel Lekuona always [inaudible] 
and one day, [inaudible] [identifying information] was going up the hill and  
she allegedly said to him, �Goiti be-ra [down the hill with innovative adlative 
affix �ra], Don Manuel?� 
�What[�s this] goiti bera and what[�s this] beti gora [up the hill with 
innovative adlative affix]  Goiti beti [�down the hill� with conservative adlative 
affix] is said in Oiartzun, and beti gotti [�up the hill� with conservative adlative 
affix].86 

 
 

Indeed, this questione della lingua has attracted some attention in the local 

media.  In an essay in the 2002 Oiartzun yearbook�another volume published 

annually by the municipal government during the summer fiestas�a local teacher and 

children�s book author, Antton Kazabon, laments a perceived increasing use of 

Gipuzkoan features in local speech: 

 
They say, egin det [Gipuzkoan: �I�ve done it.�] esan dezu [Gipuzkoan: 
�You�ve said it.�], ari gera [innovative: �we�re� (progressive)], ari zera 
[Gipuzkoan: �you�re� (progressive)]. [�]  The forms Dut, duzu, gara, 
zara�[Conservative variants] have disappeared from the landscape of 
our ikastola (Kazabon 2002, bold in original).87 
 

  

In 1996, the municipal government also published Oiartungo Hizkera, [�The 

speech of Oiartzun�], a descriptive grammar of the local dialect, written by two 

graduates in Basque Philology at the University of the Basque Country, Idoia Fraile 

Ugalde and Ainhoa Fraile Ugalde.  The book is one in a series published annually by 

                                                
86 porke ni akortzen naz beti don manuel lekuona xx egun batian, hola x[identifying 
information] [was going] beti goitti ta esan men zion, �ze don manuel, goiti bera?� 
�ze, goiti bera, eta ze beti gora.  goiti beti esaten oiartzunenta betti gotti.� 
87 Egin det, esan dezu, ari gera ari zera� esaten dute. [�] Dut, duzu, gara, 
zara�formak deagertu egin dira gure ikastolako paisajetik. 
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the town government during the local summer fiestas, focusing on various aspects of 

local history and culture.  Other books in the series include an anthology of local 

songs, a history of the town church and a guide to flora and fauna in the valley.   Fraile 

and Fraile�s book is notable in the context of the present discussion not only because it 

underscores the importance of the local dialect as a symbol of valley identity, but also 

in the importance that it attaches to dialect maintenance.  In the summary to the book, 

the authors emphasize the need to maintain the local dialect in the following way. 

 

This work would not be complete without underlining the 
importance of maintaining the language of our people alive.  Today, in 
the XXth century, dialects are dying and the different languages are 
becoming increasingly more uniform. 

However, we do not realise that when we let the natural 
language of a place die we let the spontaneity of expressing in different 
areas, different registers die along with it and we even let an important 
part of our past, that is to say our language, die. 

Spending afternoons with our elders helps us to become aware 
of the importance and necessity of this point. 

We think that the Oiartzuarrans and even more the Ikastola 
[private school], the Public School, A.E.K. [adult Basque language 
school], the local means [media] of communication and the Town Hall, 
of course, have a strong engagement and responsibility to maintain the 
language of Oiartzun alive and to stop it from becoming a museum 
piece (p. 246). 

 
 

  
How, then, can this strong sense of dialect loyalty be explained?  I propose that 

Oiartzuners� dialect loyalty is at least partly a reaction to changes in town life 

discussed above, and in particular to a perceived weaking of community identity and 

participation in collective life.  That is, Oiartzuners� nostalgia for traditional practices 
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and more dense local social networks is manifested as loyalty to the local dialect.  (In  

Chapter 4, I present evidence that dialect loyalty has borne directly on language 

variation and change in Oiartzun.)   From this perspective, the comments by Speaker 

38 in (55) are revealing.  In this excerpt, Speaker 38 discusses the possibility of 

language shift to Spanish using the same metaphor�that of a fire going out�that he 

used in discussing the disappearance of traditional practices, and a weakening of 

community identity (cf. (28) above). 

(55) Speaker 38, male, 40�s 
The Basque-speaking world, Basque, if the end [is seen to be] coming or, 
if the fire that we said before is gradually going out, [suck teeth].88 

 

To some degree, the linguistic varieties involved in these processes of 

linguistic variation and change appear to be iconically linked to the social changes 

discussed above.  In particular, Batua is plausibly associated with economic 

development through notions of �modernization� and �development,� while the local 

dialect is linked to traditional Basque practices and meanings.  As discussed in the 

previous chapter, Euskaltzaindia explicitly promoted Batua as a modern variety, 

whose claim to legitimacy derived from the fact that its development was guided by 

rational linguistic�i.e. �scientific��principles.89     

                                                
88 euskaldun mundua# euskara# bukaera ikusten ba[duk] ro�len esaten genun sua hoi 
itzaltzen joten baldin bada [click] 
89 In other words, the link between Batua and modernity is mediated by science (Urla 1987, 
1993). 
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By contrast, local dialects are linked to an imagined traditional Basque world 

centered in Basque farmsteads (baserri) and agricultural production.  An example of 

this construction of the local dialect appears in the excerpt in (56), in which Speakers 

IV and V90 are discussing the speech of Basque farmers (baserritarrak), whom 

Speaker V describes as �real Basques� (lit. Basque-Basques.)  (Neither speakers IV 

nor V nor their immediate families are baserritarrak.)  Speakers IV and V describe the 

speech of baserritarrak speech as more �closed,� and contrast it with their own 

speech, which they describe as more Batua-like.  (As will be discussed in Chapter 4, 

speaking �closed� (itxia) is a term often used to describe dialectal speech in Oiartzun.) 

 
 
(56) Speakers IV, female, and V male, 20�s (discussing baserritarrak) 
Speaker V:  Often, truthfully, they speak Basque more closed. 
Speaker IV:  They�re Basque-Basques. 
Bill:  Yes? 
Speaker V: Yes. 
Speaker IV: Basque-Basques. 
Bill:  And is it very different?  Baserri� 
Speaker V: Very different, for us, no, but maybe for you, yes.  Maybe for you, yes. 
Speaker IV: Yes 
Speaker V:  [inaudible] 
Speaker IV:  Yes, we speak much more e, like that, more Batua, and them�91 

                                                
90 The use of Roman numerals for these speakers is explained in Chapter 3.  
91 Speaker IV:  haik askotan egiesan itxixago hitz eite dute [euskera] 
Speaker V:  euskaldun-euskaldunak dia 
Bill:   bai? 
Speaker IV: bai 
Speaker V:  euskaldun-euskaldunak. 
Bill:   eta oso diferentia da? baserri� 
Speaker V:  oso diferentia guretzako ez, baino iwal zutzeko bai. iwal zutzako bai 
Speaker IV:  bai 
Speaker V:  xx 
Speaker IV:  bai guk askoz e hola, batuago hitz eiten dugu ta haiek� 
Speaker V:  bai eta haiek ite dute hika geio eta� 
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 Similarly, Speaker 30 claims that baserritarrak speak the most conservative 

form of Oiartzun Basque. 

 
 
(57) Speaker 30, male, 20�s 

And yes, of course, it has changed.  There are a few who maintain it, no?  
Eh especially, that, eh, people from farm environments.  They maintain 
it.  Oiartzun Basque.92 
 
 
This mapping of oppositions�Batua:dialect as modern:traditional�then, 

appears to be mediated not only by notions of science and rationality in the discourse 

of language planners, but also by the kinds of speakers with which these two varieties 

are associated.  As the above examples suggest, dialectal speech is associated with 

baserriak �farms� and baserritarrak, while Batua is associated with urban life (see 

Amorrortu 2000).  In addition, as the excerpt in (44) (repeated below) indicates, Batua 

is also associated with younger (i.e. modern) speakers, and especially those with high 

levels of education.  By contrast, as the excerpt from Fraile and Fraile suggests, 

authentic dialectal speech is linked to older speakers, embodying a traditional past. 

 

(58)=(44) Speaker 36, male, 20�s 

Speaker 36: Man, it�s that for me, maybe# eh, we young people may have the 
influence of the ikastola, the influence of Batua.  Maybe also more the 
influence of Spanish, because maybe we tend toward [going] x outside 
of town. 

Bill:  mhm 
Speaker 36: And, man, eh, and maybe my, my mother, probably speaks more in  

                                                
92 eta bai# karo aldatu da# baten batzuk badaudela mantentzen dutela ez? ba batez e hoi, 
baserriko giroko jendia # mantentzen dik # oiartzuera# 
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Oiartzun Basque than I do x, because she, she eh x has only known 
�m, maybe only Oiartzun Basque, and I on the other hand, ba I�ve 
heard Batua and xx other dialects, so, well, that, I think it�s different, 
it�s noticeable, in terms of accent and words and so on.  Yes, I think so. 

Bill:  Can you imitate it� 
Speaker 36: I don�t know.  [laughs]  Nothing occurs to me now.  Man, I speak  

pretty much Oiartzun Basque, I mean I don�t speak Batua.  No I�ve got  
Oiartzun Basque.  But, well, maybe, in my mom�s case, [suck 
teeth]�93 
 

 
A particularly vivid example of this construction of the local dialect comes 

from the photo on the cover of Fraile and Fraile�s Oiartzungo Hizkera, shown in 

Figure 2.2.  In this photo, Oiartzun Basque is personified by an elderly woman (named 

Maria), who indexes traditional life in Oiartzun in two ways: as an older speaker; and 

as a baserritarra (�farmer�).  The photo, moreover, locates Oiartzun Basque by the 

hearth of Maria�s farmhouse (baserri), the focus of traditional life.  As many 

Oiartzuners are also aware, Maria�s house, where this photo was taken, is located in an 

eminently rural setting, in a remote mountainous part of the valley, far away from the 

center of town.   

 

                                                
93 Speaker 36:  hombre eske netzako iwal# jo ba gaztiak, guk eukiko dugu ikastolan 

  eragina batuan eragina# iwal erderan, erderan eragina ere bai geio# ze iwal  
kampo ta x jotzen dugu# 

Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 36:  ta hombre, ba# ta nere iwal, nere amak ni mino oiartzueraoa hitz eingo  

du x ze bea# beak ba x ezagutu du�i, iwal bakarra oiartzuera x ta ni  
berriz ba ezautu dut ba ezautu x euskara batua ta xx beste euskalkiak #  
ordun pues hoi nik uste[t] bai ezberdina dela nabaria da# bai tonu-altik#  
hitzan aldetik ta hola# bai nik uste baietz# 

Bill:   posible duzu imitatu� 
Speaker 36:  eztakit [laughs] owain enau okurritzen#hombre nik hitz eitte dutela 
   nahiko oiartzuera # osa nik ezdut hitz eiten batua #ez nik badakat  

oiartzuera# mino bueno iwal ni aman kasuan# [click] � 
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Figure 2.2: Cover, Oiartzungo Hizkera 

 
 

At the same time, Gipuzkoan dialectal forms are plausibly linked to the 

suburbanization of Oiartzun.  That is, as transportation in and out of the valley has 

become easier, and Oiartzuners are increasingly drawn into the economic orbit of the 

Gipuzkoan provincial capital Donostia, Gipuzkoan dialectal forms are associated with 

this process of change.  An example of this comes from Kazabon�s 2002 essay, 

discussed earlier, in which he complains that teachers in the local ikastola who are 

outsiders to the valley are partly to blame for use of Gipuzkoan features in Oiartzun. 
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The teachers of the Oiartzun ikastola are almost all outsiders.  From 
Errezil, Bera, Urnieta, Azpeitia, Tolosa, Lezo, Errenteria, Hondarribia, 
Donostia, Hernani, Hendaia�  And when among all these, we, the four 
Oiartzuarrans, shamefaced, asking forgiveness for our poor Basque, all 
out tend toward semi-Gipuzkoan as much as possible.  (Kazabon 2002)94 

 
 
 Similarly, in the summary to their book, Fraile and Fraile (1996) seem to 

suggest that the displacement of High-Navarran features in favor of Gipuzkoan forms 

is caused partly by increased mobility. 

 
Until now the language of [Oiartzuners] has been classified as high 
�Navarro,� as [the dialectologist] Bonaparte suggested it should be. 
Today [�] this assertion seems doubtful to us.   

The change of pace of society as well as the new way of 
understanding the life and the world have had a big repercussion on the 
language.  The young people of this new society tend to live in the city 
and the distance between remote towns andvillages is becoming 
insignificant.  During the last fifty years, our language has changed 
substantially.  To realize this, just listen to our dear elders.  (Fraile and 
Fraile 1996:245) 

 
 

As discussed above, many community members are ambivalent about the way 

that this process of suburbanization has impacted town life and Oiartzuners� sense of 

community identity.  The comments in (59) by Speaker 39 and one of the interviewers 

(Maider) seem to reflect this.    

 
(59) Speaker 39, female, 20�s 
Speaker 39:  I think that we�ll maintain it [our sense of village identity], I don�t 

know.  [inaudible] 
                                                
94 Oiartzungo ikastolako irakasleak kanpotarrak dira ia denak.  Errezildarra, beratarrak, 
urnietarrak, azpeitiarrak, tolosarrak, lezoarrak, errentiearrak, hondarribiarrak, donostiarrak, 
hernaniarrak, hendaiarrak� Eta kanpotar horien guztien artean, lotsa-lotsa eginda, gu, lau 
oiartzuar, gure euskara kaxkarra barkatzeko eskatuz, ahal den guztian geu ere erdi gipuzkeraz-
edo jo eta fuego. 
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Interviewer: mhm 
Speaker 39: We won�t say that we�re from Donostia. 
Interviewer: [laugh] 
Speaker 39:  [laugh] 
Interviewer: I hope.95  
 

As I have argued in the foregoing discussion, this ambivalence toward changes 

in town life is plausibly reflected in speakers� attitudes toward the local dialect.   

 
2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have described certain social and economic changes in 

Oiartzun since 1975, and argued that these social changes have had consequences for 

community members� attitudes toward language.  In particular, many Oiartzuners� 

nostalgia for traditional practices, a more active community life and more dense local 

networks is manifested as dialect loyalty, i.e. as a concern with maintaining local 

dialectal features vis-à-vis Batua forms.  In the following chapters, I will argue that 

this ideology has borne on language change in the local dialect in specific ways.  

 

                                                
95 Speaker 39:  nik ustet guk mantenduko dugula ez dakit# beti xx# 
Interviewer:  mhm 
Speaker 39:  ez dugula esango donostikoak gala 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 39:  [laugh] 
Interviewer:  [laugh] espero 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 The claims made in Part I of this dissertation are based on data from two 

different corpora of sociolinguistic and ethnographic interviews.  In the following 

chapter, I discuss each of these in turn. 

 

3.1 Corpus 1 

The data presented in Part I of this dissertation come principally from Corpus 1 

and are of two kinds.  First, to measure variation between standard and dialectal forms 

and the direction and speed of possible linguistic changes in progress, speech data 

were collected in sociolinguistic interviews (Labov 1972) with community members.  

In sociolinguistic interviews, narratives are elicited from participants on a specific set 

of topics.  The goal of the interviews is to elicit maximally unself-conscious speech, 

while controlling for topic choice across interviewees.  I later transcribed96 these 

interviews and analyzed variation between Batua and dialectal forms across speakers 

using Goldvarb 2001, a multivariate analysis application for PCs.  The results of this 

analysis are presented in the following chapter.   

Second, in order to study community members� language attitudes, participants 

were asked, as part of the interview, about their views on different aspects of language 

                                                
96 The interviews were transcribed using standard Basque orthography, adjusted to reflect 
some relevant phonological variation. 
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use in Oiartzun and other aspects of town life, including economic development.   

Much work has shown such ethnographic interviewing to be a valuable way to 

illuminate ways that attitudes toward language are related to other (non-linguistic) 

social meanings in a given speech community (Briggs 1986, Schieffelin 1990, Hill 

1998).  Specifically, participants were asked about urbanization and decreasing 

participation in traditional local practices including Mass and local fiestas.  

Participants were also asked for their views of Batua, the local dialect and differences 

in speech between older and younger speakers.   

The interviews were divided thematically into six parts (modules): (i) 

childhood in Oiartzun; (ii) changes in Oiartzun; (iii) school; (iv) work/future plans; (v) 

language; and (vi) biographical information.  (The entire interview, with an English 

translation is provided in the Appendix.)   However, since the goal of the interview 

was to elicit maximally unself-conscious speech, the interviewer did not interrupt 

participants when they occasionally strayed from the interview topics to issues that 

held greater interest for them.  Tokens (instances of variation between relevant forms) 

to be used in quantitative analysis of variation were taken only from the first four 

modules.  That is, because the interviews sought to elicit maximally unself-conscious 

speech, tokens from modules that touched on language use�module 5�were 

excluded from the data set.  Tokens from the brief biographical module were also 

excluded, since these questions also disfavor unself-conscious speech. 

In order to better elicit use of the vernacular during the interviews, I myself�a 

non-native speaker and a non-community member�did not conduct the interviews, 
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and instead relied on four different local volunteers to conduct the interviews.  The 

interviewers were Maider, a 22 year-old recent BA graduate in Basque Philology from 

the University of the Basque Country, Jabi, a 34 year-old BA graduate in Basque 

Philology at the University of the Basque Country, with some post-graduate training, 

Haizea a 20 year-old undergraduate in Basque Philology at the University of the 

Basque Country, and Iñaki an older man (in his 60�s), who is known locally as the 

foremost expert on town history.  I was present during all of the interviews, but 

generally did not participate during the first four modules of the interview, from which 

tokens were taken.  In the fifth module�focusing on language in Oiartzun�I joined 

the discussion. 

 The interviews were conducted in Oiartzun from September 2003 through 

August 2004.  The interviews usually took place in the participants� home or an 

interviewer�s home; however in a few cases participants were interviewed in their 

place of work�a restaurant in one case and a corner store in another.  The interviews 

were recorded using both a Sony digital recorder and a Sony analog cassette recorder, 

each with a lavalier microphone.   

The interviews were conducted in the local dialect, the unmarked variety for 

informal speech among Basque speakers in Oiartzun.  Nevertheless, the fact that all of 

the interviewers were young (18-34), suggests the likelihood of a greater presence of 

Batua features in the interviewers� speech than that of older speakers.  While no 

quantitative data are available at this time on Batua/dialect variation in the 

interviewers� speech, impressionistic evidence suggests that the interviewers� speech 
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in the interviews was much like that of younger participants in key respects.  In 

particular, the interviewers tended to use one local feature /t/-palatalization with 

aspectual morphemes, very rarely.  (As will be seen in the following chapter, use /t/-

palatalization in these environments is inversely related to age.)   The fact, then, that 

Maider, Jabi and Haizea are all young (18-34), with a discernable influence of Batua 

in their speech, may have encouraged the use of Batua forms among participants, 

especially among younger speakers, who have learned Batua. 

Participants were recruited through my network of acquaintances in Oiartzun, 

and through the social networks of the four interviewers for this project.    Prospective 

participants were told that they would be recorded and that interview questions would 

focus on their experiences and life in Oiartzun.  Participants were also told that the 

purpose of the study was to study the language in Oiartzun.  Because many 

community members either knew me or knew of me from a previous pilot study in 

Oiartzun, it was neither practical nor appropriate to dissimulate this fact. 

In all, fifty Oiartzuners who are native or near-native speakers97 of the local 

dialect were interviewed.  From this group of fifty interviews, forty were selected for 

transcription and quantitative analysis based on two criteria.  First, interview selection 

(as well as speaker recruitment) was guided by the aim of achieving an even 

distribution of speakers across categories likely to bear on variation.  (Below, I discuss 

some of these factors.)  Second, the interviews conducted by one of the four 

                                                
97 Included in the present data set is one younger speaker who grew up speaking Basque not at 
home but rather in her Basque-medium school and with friends in her neighborhood.  
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interviewers for this project�Iñaki�were excluded.  The principal reason for 

excluding these interviews was to minimize the number of interviewers and thereby 

better control for the effect of addressee on language use (Rickford and McNair-Knox 

1994).  The reason for excluding the interviews by this particular interviewer was that 

he was significantly older than the other three interviewers, a fact that is likely to bear 

on participants� usage.  (To address possible differences in ways that different 

interviewers condition participants� usage, the data were coded for for interviewers.) 

Table 3.1: Participants by age group and sex 

 Women Men Σ 
Older (60+) 7 4 11 
Middle-aged (38-50) 5 8 13 
Young (20-29) 8 8 16 
Σ 20 20 40 
 

In recruiting participants, special attention was given to the participants� age 

and sex, which previous research has suggested are particularly likely to emerge as 

significant factors in conditioning variation (Fraile and Fraile 1996).  Table 3.1 shows 

that a roughly even distribution of speakers across these two categories was achieved.   

 Table 3.1 also shows that younger speakers are slightly better represented in 

the sample than middle-aged and older speakers.  This was intended: because a 

principal goal of this project is to understand social factors conditioning the possible 

entrance of Batua features into local speech, it is useful to have as much data as 

possible for the set of speakers most likely to use these features, namely younger 

speakers.  For this reason, a greater number of younger speakers were included in the 
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data set than older and middle-aged speakers.  Table 3.2 shows a considerable overlap 

between age and education.  That is, age is inversely related to educational level very 

closely: all of the sixteen younger speakers completed secondary school, and eleven 

out of these sixteen speakers attended college; among the thirteen middle-aged 

speakers in Table 3.2, only two had attended college and nine of these thirteen attended 

school until age seventeen or later; finally, among the eleven older speakers in the 

sample, none attended college and only two attended school until age 17.  This 

overlap, then, obscures the question of change in progress, since it presents the 

possibility that intergenerational differences in use of Batua vs. dialectal features do 

not reflect a true generational difference but rather differences in educational levels.  I 

will return to this issue in the following chapter. 

An additional factor that may bear on variation is participants� home village.  

Dialectological work by Irizar (1992) and Fraile and Fraile (1996) suggest differences 

from village to village in Oiartzun in the use of certain regional features.  To gauge, 

then, whether participants� home village may bear on Batua-dialect variation, an 

attempt was made to recruit speakers from different villages. 
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Table 3.2: Participants, Corpus 1 

Speaker # Age group Sex Education Village 
1 Middle-aged F  To age 18 Iturriotz 
2 Young F College Ergoien 
3 Older F To age 14 Iturriotz 
4 Young F College Altzibar 
5 Older M To age 10 Karrika 
6 Young M College Iturriotz 
7 Middle-aged M To age 18 Ergoien 
8 Young M College Iturriotz 
9 Older F To age 12 Gurutze 

10 Middle-aged M To age 17 Elizalde 
11 Older M To age 17 Elizalde 
12 Middle-aged F To age 14 Iturriotz 
13 Young F College Ergoien 
14 Middle-aged M To age 18 Arragua 
15 Older F To age 11 Karrika 
16 Young M College Ugaldetxo 
17 Older M To age 15 Ergoien 
18 Young F College Elizalde 
19 Older F To age 16 Elizalde 
20 Young M To age 19 Ugaldetxo 
21 Middle-aged M College Elizalde 
22 Young F College Elizalde 
23 Middle-aged F To age 16 Ergoien 
24 Older M To age 18 Karrika 
25 Young F College Arrgua 
26 Older F To age 12 Ergoien 
27 Middle-aged M To age 18 Ugaldetxo 
28 Young M To age 17 Ergoien 
29 Middle-aged M To age 16 Iturriotz 
30 Young M College Altzibar 
31 Middle-aged F Voc. school Iturriotz 
32 Older F To age 10 Ergoien 
33 Young F Voc. school Elizalde 
34 Middle-aged M College Gurutze 
35 Young M Voc. School Iturriotz 
36 Young M College Iturriotz 
37 Middle-aged F To age 13 Gurutze 
38 Middle-aged M To age 18 Iturriotz 
39 Young F Voc. School Altzibar 
40 Older F To age 14 Iturriotz 
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 Two aspects of the process of speaker recruitment may have favored the 

inclusion of participants with strong allegiances to the local dialect.  First, because 

participants knew the nature of this project, Oiartzuners with strong feelings toward 

the local dialect may have been especially inclined to participate.  Second, because 

only native or near-native speakers are included in this project, these data do not 

reflect the attitudes and performance of non-native speakers of the local dialect, who 

may have less allegiance to the local dialect.  These considerations suggest that the 

data presented here may not be representative of the full range of local language 

attitudes.   

 

3.2 Corpus 2 

The quantitative analyses of variation presented in the following chapter are 

based exclusively on tokens from Corpus 1.  Nevertheless, some of the ethnographic 

data presented here come from a second corpus of interviews with twelve community 

members who are native speakers of the local dialect.  The interviews were conducted 

by me, in the local dialect (to the extent permitted by my competence in it) during a 

pilot study in July and August of 2001.  The age, sex and home village of the 

participating speakers are given in Table 3.3.  (Note that speakers from this corpus are 

identified using Roman numerals.) 
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Table 3.3: Participants, Corpus 2 

Speaker Sex Age Village Interview type 
I M 41 Ergoien Other comm. member present 
II F 81 Iturriotz Alone 
III M 67 Ergoien Other comm. member present 
IV F 20 Kalea (Elizalde) Pair 
V M 25 Kalea (Elizalde) Pair 
VI M 51 Iturriotz Alone 
VII F 75 Karrika Other comm. member present 
VIII F 87 Gurutze Other comm. member present 
IX M 60 Iturriotz Alone 
X M 49 Arragua Alone 
XI F 20 Kalea (Elizalde) Pair 
XII M 24 Iturriotz Pair 

 

 Participants were recruited through my network of acquaintances in Oiartzun.  

Prospective participants were told that the purpose of the study was so that I could 

learn about language and local life in Oiartzun and that the interview itself would 

focus on these topics.  The interview questions were organized into the following 

modules: childhood, local life and traditions, personal experiences, goals/aspirations, 

language and background/biographic information.  In order to minimize the effect on 

participants� speech of a non-native, non-community member interviewer, participants 

were interviewed whenever possible in pairs or with another community member 

present and participating.  Eight of the twelve participants who provided data for this 

study were interviewed in pairs or with another community member present; the 

remaining four were interviewed one-on-one by the author.   

 In the following chapter I present and discuss the results of quantitative 

analyses of variation data collected in Corpus 1.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA AND DISCUSSION 

 

 This chapter presents and discusses the results of multivariate analyses of 

variation data.  Section 1 of this chapter presents the results of these analyses for each 

of the five variables discussed in the previous chapter.  In section 2 I discuss these 

data. 

 

4.1 Data 

In the following discussion, I analyze frequencies of use of five features of 

local speech shown in Table 4.1.  All of these features (except a-root forms of izan) 

are variably present in local speech, but proscribed in Batua.  In addition, except for 

use of the auxiliary/copula naz, all of the features in Table 4.1 are lectally ambiguous: 

their use (or absence) is found in more than one of the varieties in Table 4.1.  A 

principal challenge to be met in the following discussion is therefore to tease apart 

whether (possible) changes in progress in local speech are conditioned by contact with 

Batua, Gipuzkoan or High Navarran. 
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Table 4.1: Dialectal distribution of five features 
 Oiartzun 

Basque 
Batua Gipuz. High- 

Navarran 
Participial affix doubling √ * √ * 
/t/-palatalization √ * √ √/*98 
naiz→naz   √ * * * 
dative displacement √ * * * 
a-root forms of izan  √ √ * √ 

 

   

In the following discussion, I will focus on contact between Oiartzun Basque 

and Batua and between Oiartzun Basque and Gipuzkoan.  I will set aside the question 

of contact between Oiartzun Basque and High-Navarran for two reasons.  The first is 

the absence of any evidence of change toward High-Navarran features in the literature 

on dialect contact along the Gipuzkoan/High-Navarran dialect boundary (Zuazo 1997, 

1998, Olano 2000, Zubiri 2000).  As discussed in Chapter 2, Gipuzkoan features 

appear to be displacing competing High-Navarran forms in many towns along the 

isogloss bundle, but the opposite pattern is not attested as far as I am aware.  A second 

reason is the absence of a plausible social motivation for such a shift.  As discussed in 

Chapter 2, Oiartzuners today are linked commercially, politically and geographically 

with their western, Gipuzkoan-speaking neighbors, and have relatively little day-to-

day contact with eastern High-Navarran speakers.  (Again, Oiartzun has only one 

little-travelled road leading over the mountains to the east.  The overwhelming 

majority of car-traffic out of the valley is on one of several larger roads or highways, 

heading north or west into other parts of Gipuzkoa.)  In addition, because High-
                                                
98 Some High-Navarran dialects have /t/-palatalization while others do not. 
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Navarran dialects are historically low-prestige varieties, a prestige-driven change 

seems implausible.  In view of these facts, it seems unlikely that contact with High-

Navarran varieities may bear significantly on contemporary change in Oiartzun 

Basque, and I will not consider this possibility in the following discussion. 

 The following sections discuss each of the variables in Table 4.1 in turn. 
 

4.1.1 Participial affix doubling 

 Main verbs in Basque may bear one of four participial markers.  For a closed 

class of verbs this marker is standardly �n.  This class includes iza-n, �have, be,� Aux , 

and ego-n �be-loc,� as shown in (60).  However, in Oiartzun and a handful of 

neighboring towns, this participial affix appears to double in certain environments.  

Specifically, the open class affix �tu may affix to the verb+n/-i on certain state and 

activity verbs including iza-n, (be/have), ego-n (loc. cop), and bizi, �live� as in (61).99   

 
 

(60) Batua 
ez    nuen arazorik  iza-n 
NEG AUX   problem  have-PART 
�I didn�t have problems.� 

(61) Oiartzun Basque  
ez    nuen  arazorik  iza-n-du100 
NEG AUX   problem  have-PART-PART 
�I didn�t have problems.� 

 
Doubling is also available on izan as a non-finite auxiliary as shown in (62). 

 

(62) Speaker 6, male, 20�s 
Oso politta egon  iza-n-du            ttuk. 
very nice    be      be-PART-PART  AUX(FINITE) 
�It used to be very nice.� 

                                                
99 In other neighboring dialects this class also includes jakin, �know,� and ibili, �walk.� 
100 In this example and in others to follow, the /t/ of �tu assimilates in voicing to the preceding 
liquid.  This is orthogonal to the claims made here. 
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Participial affixes occur in several different environments.  On main verb 

complements of finite auxiliaries as in (60)-(62), these affixes necessarily cooccur 

with a perfective interpretation as reflected in the glosses.  In addition, however, these 

affixes occur in several other kinds of environments, in which they do not necessarily 

cooccur with a perfective interpretation, such as future constructions, on verbal 

complements of modals, in imperatives and as complements of prepositions including 

nahiz (eta), �despite.�  Examples of participial affixes in these environments are 

provided in Table 4.2 below.  As Table 4.2 shows, participial affix doubling is only 

permitted in the first of these environments.  That is, doubling only occurs in 

environments in which participial affixes force a perfective interpretation.101  (A 

formal account of this distribution is proposed in Chapter 5.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
101 Preliminary evidence from historical texts suggests that these restrictions on doubling have 
been stable for at least the last two hundred years.  In particular, in the writings of the native 
Oiartzuarran Basque philologist Sebastian Mendiburu (1708-1782), doubling appears to be 
restricted to main verb complements of finite auxiliaries, as is the case today.  In a sample 
selection (chapters I-VII) of Mendiburu�s Igande eta Festegunetarako Irakuraldiak (�Sunday 
and Holiday Readings�) egondu/izandu are categorically used in place of egon/izan as 
complements of non-finite auxiliaries (30/30) and categorically excluded in the starred 
environments in Table 4.2 (0/22).  Similarly, in Euskeraren Berri Onak (1761) by Agustin 
Kardaberaz, a native of nearby Hernani, doubling is likewise excluded from the starred 
environments in Table 4.2, but in variation with izan/egon as complements of finite 
auxiliaries.  A study of a larger sample of the historical record might further illuminate the 
history of this phenomenon. 
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Table 4.2: Participial affix doubling in different environments in Oiartzun Basque 
Environment                 Doubling 
Complement of finite aux.  Ona iza-n-du      zen    √   

    good be-PART-tu  AUX 
     �He/she/it was good.� 
Future constructions   Iza-n-(*du)-ko da.   *  
     be- PART(-tu)-FUT AUX 
     �It will be.� 
Modals    Iza-n(*-du)     behar du.  *  
             have- PART-(tu) need  AUX 
             �She needs to have it.� 
With prepositions    nahiz (eta) lasai ego-n(*-du)  *  
     despite       calm be-PART-(tu) 
     �despite being calm� 
Imperatives    lasai ego-n(*-du)   *  
           calm be-PART-(tu)  
          �Relax./Take it easy.� 
 

Table 4.3 presents significant factor weights favoring participial affix 

doubling.  
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Table 4.3: Significant factor groups favoring (non-standard) participial affix doubling 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
External factor groups 
Age group 
 Older (60+) 168/174 97%  .89   
 Middle-aged (38-50) 190/253 75%  .44 
 Younger (20-29) 156/288 54%  .27 
Interviewer 
 Maider 313/383 82%  .52 
 Jabi 191/289 66%  .52 
 Haizea 10/43 23%  .19 
Sex 
 Women 229/296 77%  .57 
 Men 285/419 68%  .45 
Internal factor groups 
Verb 
 egon (loc. cop.) 137/169 81%  .63   
 izan (�have/be�,aux) 377/546 69%  .46 
Sentence polarity 
 Affirmative 475/654 73%  .52 
 Negative 38/60 63%  .34 
Overall tendency: .79.  N=715.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
age group; verb; interviewer; sex; sentence polarity.   The only factor group not 
selected was speaker�s village.102   
 
  

 The factor groups shown in Table 4.3 are those selected by the multivariate 

analysis application Goldvarb as bearing on participial affix doubling at the level of 

p≤0.05.  The factor group �weights� (in the right hand column) reflect the degree to 

which individual factors favor the dependent variable, in this case participial affix 

doubling.  Factor weights range from 0 to 1.  A value greater than .50 favors the 

dependent variable, and a value below .50 disfavors it.  A value of .50 is neutral, 

                                                
102 Because of the overlap between educational attainment and age, these two factors groups 
could not be included in the same run.  In 4.2.1 I will discuss education as an independent 
variable. 
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neither favoring nor disfavoring the dependent variable.  The overall tendency (below 

the table) reflects the global probability that the dependent variable will occur.  In 

Table 4.3 and in other tables below, I have given first �external� factor groups, i.e. 

social factors, such as speaker age, sex etc., followed by �internal� linguistic factors. 

External factor groups.  The age-group data in Table 4.3 suggests 

straightforward support for the hypothesis of change in progress: older speakers favor 

non-standard forms (.89), followed by middle-aged speakers (.44) and finally younger 

speakers, who strongly favor standard forms (.27).  From the perspective of the 

discussion of the introduction of Batua in Chapter 1, however, it is surprising that 

middle-aged speakers� weights for doubling should be so much lower than older 

speakers.  (Indeed, the difference in factor weights between middle-aged and older 

speakers (.45) is greater than that between middle-aged and younger speakers (.17).)  

Recall from Chapter 1 that Basque-medium broadcast media and broad Basque-

medium schooling (in Batua) began in earnest only in the 1980�s.  Among participants 

in this study, all but one of the middle-aged speakers received exclusively Spanish-

medium schooling and were young adults by the time that the Basque government�s 

Basque-medium TV and radio was created in 1982.103  (By contrast, all of the younger 

speakers in this study received Basque-medium schooling.)  Nevertheless, the above 

data suggest that the promulgation of Batua has influenced these middle-aged 

speakers� speech, at least as reflected in sociolinguistic interviews.  I will return to this 
                                                
103 This speaker attended the local ikastola in its clandestine early years, at a time when 
Basque-medium education was still prohibited.  In a separate run with this speaker�s tokens 
removed, the same factor groups were selected, and the ordering of constraints was 
unchanged.   
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issue shortly in discussing palatalization. Table 4.3 also shows a difference by sex: 

women favor non-standard (.57) forms while men favor the innovative standard form 

(.45).  This difference is taken up later in this chapter, in 4.2.4. 

 Finally, Table 4.3 shows that differences across interviewers bear on doubling: 

Jabi�s and Maider�s speakers slightly favor conservative dialectal forms (.52) while 

Haizea�s strongly favor innovative Batua forms (.19).  The frequency for Haizea�s 

speakers (23%) is also dramatically lower than that for Jabi�s (66%) and Maider�s 

(81%) interviewees.  Part of the explanation for the striking difference in frequencies 

is that the interviewers� speakers were distributed very unevenly across age groups.  

Haizea only interviewed three of the 40 participants, all of whom were younger 

speakers (and therefore, plausibly, favorers of standard forms, independently).  In 

addition, while Jabi and Maider interviewed speakers from all age and sex groups, 

Maider interviewed a greater number of older speakers (whence the disparity in the 

frequencies between Jabi and Maider despite identical factor weights).  Nevertheless, 

the fact that all of Haizea�s speakers were young cannot entirely explain the age data 

in Table 4.3.  In particular, Table 4.3 shows that her interviewees� combined 

frequency of doubling (23%) are lower than that for all younger speakers (54%), and, 

in fact, in a separate run isolating younger speakers, the interviewer factor group is 

selected as significant.104  This evidence suggests that Haizea�s interviewees do in fact 

                                                
104 Significant factor groups favoring participial affix doubling (younger speakers) 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
External factor groups 
Interviewer 
 Maider 64/95 67%  .62  
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tend significantly toward standard forms.105  I will return to these facts shortly in 

discussing the way that different interviewers condition /t/-palatalization. 

 Internal factor groups.    Table 4.3 shows that verb type bears on doubling: 

egon favors doubling (.63), while izan disfavors it (.46).  It bears noting, moreover, 

that the different guises of izan appear to differ somewhat in their propensity to 

doubling.  In particular, as a main verb�i.e. as possessive �have� or �be��izan shows 

somewhat lower rates of doubling than do egon and izan with participial complements, 

as shown in Table 4.4.  No account can be offered here for this difference among the 

different guises of izan, or the higher rates of doubling on egon.106   

                                                                                                                                       
 Jabi                                 82/150 55%  .57  
 Haizea                                 10/43 23%  .11 
Sex 
 Women                                 73/112 65%  .74 
 Men                                 83/176 47%  .34 
Village 
 Western villages     140/262 53%  .53  
 Eastern villages 16/26 62%  .26 
Internal factor groups 
Sentence polarity 
 Affirmative 152/268 57%  .53 
 Negative 4/20 20%  .19 
Overall tendency: .55.  N=288.  Factor groups not selected: verb. (Factor groups were selected 
in the order: interviewer; speaker sex; sentence polarity; village) 
105 The three speakers are relatively uniform in their tendency toward standard forms:  
(i) Frequencies of participial affix doubling among Haizea�s speakers. 
Speaker 25 2/12 16% 
Speaker 33 6/18 33% 
Speaker 35 2/13 15% 
106Like izan, egon has a life as a functional verb.  Some speakers (in some dialects) accept and 
use progressive constructions such (i) below in which egon takes verbal complements with the 
affix -t(z)en.   
(i) (Speaker 38) 
Egondu nion begiratzen 
be         AUX   look-IMPERF 
�I was looking at him.� 
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Table 4.4: Participial affix doubling by verb type 
Verb type   Frequency   Weight 
izan, �be� (w/ intran. aux) 206/332 62%  .38   
izan �have� (w/transitive aux) 48/72 67%  .28 
auxiliary (w/verbal compl.) 106/122 87%  .76 
egon (loc. cop.) 137/169 81%  .62 
Overall tendency: .79.  N=695. Factor groups selected (in order) were age, verb type, 
interviewer and sex.  Factor groups not selected were sentence polarity and village.107 
 

Finally, Table 4.3 shows that sentence polarity bears on doubling: affirmative 

environments favor doubling (.52) and negative environments disfavor it (.34).  This 

difference may be explained by the fact that the token set for negative environments is 

relatively small (60).  A larger token set may in fact reveal no significant difference 

between these two environments.108  (For a discussion of sentence polarity as a 

variable condition on future marking in Quebecois French, see Poplack and Dion 

2005, and literature cited therein.) 

 
                                                                                                                                       

The fact that izan shows a greater propensity to doubling in its auxiliary-verb guise, 
suggests the possibility that egon in this semi-auxiliary guise might likewise show greater 
frequencies of doubling.  In other words, if differences in propensity to doubling among these 
different guises of izan are related to a functional verb-lexical verb distinction, one might also 
expect higher rates of doubling on egon as a semi-auxiliary than as a lexical verb.  In the 
present data set, the number of tokens of egon in this guise is very low�9�which makes this 
prediction difficult to test.  (Of these, 6/9 (67%) occurred with a doubled participial affix.)  
When these �functional� egon tokens were removed, however, the remaining �lexical� egon 
tokens participated in doubling at a higher rate�116/143 (81%)�than �lexical� izan, guises.  
No further insight into this problem can be offered at this time. 
107 Note that the number of tokens for this run is lower by 20 than that reported in Table 4.2.  
These missing tokens are izan/izandu occurrences whose functional role could not be 
disambiguated from the context.  These were included in the token set for Table 4.2, but 
excluded in the run shown in Table 4.3. 
108 Another possibility in view of the fact that negatives behave like modal verbs in favoring 
non-doubled forms, is that negation in Oiartzun Basque can be structurally more complex than 
meets the eye.  Specifically, it may be that sentential negation in Oiartzun Basque may be 
modal-like in requiring a non-doubled participial form.   
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4.1.2 /t/-palatalization 

Many Basque dialects have a palatalization rule targeting one or more of the 

coronal segments /n, l, t, d/.  There is significant cross-dialectal variation in both the 

kind of environments conditioning palatalization and in the set of segments targeted 

by the rule, although there seems to be a general preference for the sonorants /n/ and 

/l/ as targets (Hualde 1991).   

In Oiartzun, /n, l, t/ all variably palatalize following high front vowels and 

glides.  Nevertheless, because palatalization of /n/ and /l/�unlike /t/-palatalization�is 

commonplace in Batua, even in formal contexts such as newscasts, variation in 

palatalization of /n/ and /l/ is unenlightening for the present research questions 

focusing on whether, how and why standard features are entering local speech.  This 

study therefore focuses only on palatalization of /t/, as formalized in (63).   

 

(63) /t/ →[c]/i,j__ V,# 
 

 

As Hualde (1991) describes in detail, Basque dialects vary dramatically in the 

way morphology constrains palatalization.  In the Gipuzkoan dialect of Arbizu, for 

example, the rule applies morpheme-internally and across some inflectional 

morpheme boundaries but not with certain other inflectional morphemes, derivational 

morphemes compounds or across word boundaries.  In Gernika, on the other hand, the 

rule applies morpheme-internally, and with all inflectional and derivational affixes.   
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Oiartzun Basque is moderately restrictive in this regard.  Palatalization 

variably applies morpheme-internally and across some inflectional morpheme 

boundaries, but does not apply across derivational morpheme boundaries or in 

compounds.  Table 4.5 summarizes the availability of palatalization in different 

morphological environments. 

 

Table 4.5: Palatalization in different morphological environments in Oiartzun Basque 
Abs. plural agr.                       ikusi ga-i[c]-u  √          
          see   1PL-ABS.PL-ROOT 
        �He has seen us.� 
Participial affixes   garbi-[c]u          dut           √  
    clean-PART     AUX    
     �I have cleaned it.� 
Imperfective affixes egi-[c]en dut √ 
 do-IMP AUX 
 �I do it.� 
Monomorphemes i[c]urria                                           √  
   �spring/fountain�  
1SG agr. morph                       gusta-tzen zai-t * 
      like-IMP  AUX-1.SG 
    �I like it.�   
Erg. plural agr. ba-daki-te *  
   EMPH-know-ERG.PL 
    �They know�   
�Case� postposition                donosti-tik *         
     Donosti-from 
     �from Donostia� 
Derivational morph. baserri-tar * 
     farm-er 
     �farmer� 
Compounds hogei-ta-bat * 
     twenty-and-one 
     �twenty-one� 
Borrowings dinamita * 
    �dynamite� 
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The final six morpheme types in Table 4.5 are not considered in this study, 

since palatalization is categorically excluded in these environments.  Palatalization in 

monomorphemic major category items is also excluded because palatalization in these 

environments may be �affective� (Hualde 1991), e.g. ai[t]a �father�~ai[c]a �daddy.�  

To avoid possible problems of semantic non-equivalance, these tokens have been 

excluded from the data set.  This study, then, considers palatalization only in the first 

three environments in Table 4.5.  These environments are discussed briefly in the 

following sections. 

Absolutive plural morphemes on the auxiliary.  In order to describe /t/-

palatalization on auxiliary verbs, it will be necessary first to provide a brief description 

of the structure of the Basque verb.   

Basque has two types of verbs�synthetic and analytic.  Synthetic verbs 

contain the verb stem and all associated inflectional material in a single word.  

Analytic forms, on the other hand, divide the verbal labor between a main verbal 

chunk, to which aspectual morphemes may suffix, and an auxiliary containing tense 

and agreement morphology.  The auxiliary contains a verb root and person and 

number morphemes that agree with the subject, object and indirect object.  It may also 

bear a past tense morpheme and a potentiality morpheme (Artiagoitia 2000b).  The 

verbal root encodes the fact that the selection of the auxiliary depends on whether the 

verb form is transitive/intransitive on one hand, and indicative/subjunctive (potential, 

imperative) on the other.  Examples (64) and (65) (using Batua forms) illustrate how 

different auxiliaries are selected depending on the transitivity of the construction.  In 
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(64), the transitive verb *edun109 is selected since the verb takes a null direct object 

(�me�), with which it agrees in person and number.  By contrast, the intransitive verb 

�go� in (65) requires selection of izan. 

 
(64) Ikus-ten          na-u-zu  
 see-IMPERF     1SG-ROOT(*edun)-2SG 
 �You see me.� 
 
(65) Joan-go      na-iz 

go-FUT       1SG-ROOT(izan) 
�I will go.� 

 

 In addition to serving as auxiliary verbs, izan and *edun also function as the 

main verbs �be� (cop) and �have� respectively.  (66) and (67) provide examples of 

these guises of izan and *edun. 

 

(66) Garestia      d-a     
expensive 3SG-ROOT(izan) 
�It�s expensive.� 
 

(67) Ez     d-u-t                              hori 
        Neg 3SG-ROOT(*edun)-1SG    that 
        �I don�t have that.� 
 

(66) and (67) show that agreement with arguments is marked on the finite verb 

in the way previously described for auxiliaries.  In (66), izan agrees with the null 

                                                
109 The form *edun is starred in observance of the fact that this root never appears in its 
infinitival, citation form, but rather is always conjugated. 
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subject, and in (67) *edun agrees with both the null 1SG subject, and the overt object, 

�that.� 

In monotransitive constructions, plural objects are marked by an �it- infix on 

the auxiliary.  (Singular objects are unmarked.)  (68a) and (68b) illustrate this 

phenomenon: in (68b) the plural object, �houses,� requires the infix �it-, but the 

singular object in (68a) does not.   

 

(68) a. etxe-a      ikusi  dut 
           house-the see     AUX.1SG 
         �I have seen the house.� 
       b. etxe-a-k         ikusi d-it-ut 
           house-the-PL see    AUX.PL-1SG 
           �I have seen the houses.� 
 

 First and second person plural objects in monotransitive constructions also 

trigger this agreement, as illustrated in (69). 

 

(69) gu ikusi ga-it-u  
       we see   1PL-PL-ROOT 
      �He has seen us.� 
 

 The foregoing holds for the unmarked, formal system of agreement, (non-

allocutive or zuka).  In addition, some Basque dialects, including Oiartzun�s, maintain 

a parallel system of agreement marking for informal address (hika), in which the sex 

of the addressee is marked on the verb even when the addressee is not an argument of 

the verb.  (This phenomenon is discussed further in 4.2.4.)  For reasons beyond the 

scope of the present discussion, many such intransitive allocutive forms systematically 
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resemble their transitive non-allocutive counterpart, and may also take the plural 

marker �it-.110  However, in these cases, -it- does not mark plural objects (in transitive 

constructions) but rather plural subjects (in intransitive constructions).  This 

phenomenon is illustrated in (70).  This plural infix (-it-) in allocutive contexts is also 

included in the present data set. 

 

(70) 
a. non-allocutive, transitive 
etxe-a-k         ikusi  d-it-u-t 
house-the-Pl. see    AUX.PL-ROOT-1SG 
�I have seen the houses.� 

 
b. allocutive, intransitive 
haurrak etorri d-it-u-k 
children come    AUX.PL-ROOT-MASC 
�The children have come. 

 

 Finally, Oiartzun Basque has a rule variably deleting the segmental sequence 

/di/ consisting of the third person present tense absolutive marker d- on auxiliaries, 

plus the /i/ from the plural infix.  This di-deletion rule counterbleeds palatalization as 

shown in (71).  These tokens have therefore been included in the data set, even though 

the triggering /i/ is not visible on the surface. 

 
(71)     /ditut/ 
palatalization   → di[c]ut 
[di] deletion   →  [c]ut111 
 
 

 Aspectual affixes on the main verb.   Two affixes on the main verb also 

variably palatalize following /i/ and /j/.  The open class participial affix �tu (discussed 
                                                
110 In allocutive agreement in intransitive constructions, the transitive auxiliary verb *edun is 
selected rather than the intransitive auxiliary izan, (cf Albizu to appear, and Arregi 2004 for a 
discussion of this phenomenon as a have/be alternation.) 
111 This notion of rule-ordering is intended as a descriptive convenience and not as an 
endorsement of any particular theory of phonology or the morphology-phonology interface. 
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above) variably undergoes palatalization when the main verb root ends in /i/, as shown 

in (72). 

 
(72) Garbi-tu       dut. 

clean-PART  AUX 
�I have cleaned it.�112 

 

 The imperfect marker on main verbs is �tzen for most verbs, but -ten for a 

closed class of older, high-frequency verbs.  In verbs such as jakin �know� and egin 

�do/make,� in which the root vowel of these verbs is /i/, the /t/ in -ten variably 

palatalizes in Oiartzun, as shown in (73). 

 

(73) Egi-[c]en dut. 
       make-IMP AUX 
       �I make it.� 
 

 
 Some infinitivals113 are formed using a phonetically similar morpheme -t(z)e- 

(as shown in (74)) and Zabala and Odriozola (1996) argue convincingly that in many 

contexts these are in fact underlyingly the same morpheme as �imperfective� �t(z)en 

in (73).  (This possibility is discussed further in chapter 6.)  In the present data set, the 

affix -t(z)e in infinitivals behaves similarly to �t(z)en as an imperfect marker with 
                                                
112 Oiartzun Basque has an optional rule of syncope which categorically counterfeeds /t/-
palatalization as shown in (i).  These tokens have been excluded from the data set.   
(i)       /kam.bí.a-tu/ �change-PART� 
palatalization (vacuously) →  kam.bí.a.tu 
syncope    →  kam.bí.tu (*kambí-cu) 
(Cf. /begíra-tu/ �look-PART�→beitu (*beicu); /abía-tu/ �head (toward)-PART� → abítu 
(*abicu).) 
113 These elements are traditionally called �infinitives.�  In Chapter 6, however, I will suggest 
that they are rather akin to English gerunds. 
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respect to palatalization and both environments have been included in the data set 

(with different codings). 

 

(74) hitz    egi-te-a       gusta-tzen zaio 
       word make-te-the  like-IMP     AUX 
       �He likes talking.� 
 

Table 4.6 presents significant factor groups favoring /t/-palatalization. 

 
Table 4.6: Significant factor groups favoring (non-standard) /t/-palatalization 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
External factor groups 
Age group 
 Older (60+) 400/411 97%  .95   
 Middle aged (38-50) 353/523 67%  .38 
 Younger (20-29) 343/710 48%  .21 
Village 
 Western villages        769/1110 69%  .64  
 Eastern villages 327/544 60%  .25 
Interviewer 
 Maider                        779/1027 76%  .56 
 Jabi 284/472 60%  .50 
 Haizea     33/145 23%  .17 
Sex 
 Men 566/802 71%  .55  
 Women 530/842 63%  .45 
Internal factor groups 
Morphological environ. 
 Auxiliary verbs 375/425 88%  .82 
 Perf. aff. (-tu)  209/299 70%  .48 
 Imperf. aff. (-ten) 512/920 56%  .34 
Overall tendency: .79.  N=1644.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
age group; morphological environment; village; interviewer; and sex.  All factor 
groups were selected. 
 
 
 External factor groups.  The age group data in Table 4.6 are similar to that for 

participial affix doubling in Table 4.3: older speakers strongly favor the non-standard 
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local form (.95), followed by middle-aged speakers (.38), and finally younger speakers 

(.21).  These data, then, support the hypothesis of change in progress.  Nevertheless, 

the behavior of middle-aged speakers in Table 4.6 is again unexpected in view of the 

discussion of the development of Batua in Chapter 1.  As in the case of participial 

affix doubling (Table 4.3), middle-aged speakers� factor weight for /t/-palatalization is 

much lower than the oldest age group�s weight.  (In both cases this difference is 

significant at p=.05.  That is, in runs with only older and middle-aged speakers, age is 

selected as a significant factor group.114,115) Again, these data are surprising since 

                                                
114 Participial affix doubling (younger speakers excluded) 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Age group 
 Older (60+) 168/174 97%  .80   
 Middle-aged (38-50) 190/253 75%  .28 
Verb 
 egon (loc. cop.)                   86/92 93%  .76   
 izan (�have/be�,aux) 272/335 81%  .42 
Overall tendency: .89.  N=427.  Factor groups not selected were sentence polarity, sex, 
speaker�s home village and interviewer.  Factor groups appear in the order in which they were 
selected. 
115 /t/-palatalization (younger speakers excluded) 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Age group 
 Older (60+) 400/411 97%  .82   
 Middle aged (38-50) 353/523 67%  .23 
Interviewer 
 Maider 636/704 90%  .61 
 Jabi 117/230 51%  .21 
Morphological environment 
 Auxiliary verbs     222/255 87%  .67 
 Perf. aff. (-tu)      145/171 85%  .55 
 Imperf. aff. (-ten)    386/508 76%  .39 
Village 
 Western villages 451/532 85%  .59  
 Eastern villages 302/402 75%  .38 
Sex 
 Men 357/458 78%  .57  
 Women 396/476 83%  .44 
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middle-aged speakers, by and large, have not grown up with extensive exposure to 

Batua in the educational system and media and many were adults by the time that the 

promulgation of Batua began in earnest.116  The above data, however, suggest that 

contact with Batua has left its mark on their speech, at least as reflected in 

sociolinguistic interview data. 

A possible problem for this analysis is the fact that /t/-palatalization as a style 

marker is partly independent of the Batua-dialect distinction.  That is, in careful or 

higher style local dialectal speech�e.g. in sermons, or in bertsorlaritza 

(improvisational sung verse)�palatalization is avoided, but in less self-conscious 

kinds of speech it is more robust.  This fact, then, suggests the possibility that the 

apparent time evidence of change in progress in Table 4.6 does not reflect contact with 

Batua, but rather an independent process of change from above.  Several 

considerations, however, suggest that this process of change is in fact conditioned by 

contact with Batua.  First, the way that absence of palatalization has entered local 

speech is very similar to the way that absence of participial affix doubling has entered 

local speech.  An analysis of variance of individual speakers� raw frequencies117 for 

these two variables shows that these two features vary together across speakers to a 

substantial degree (r=.423, p<.01, F(1,37)118=8.31.  In addition, the interviewer effect 

                                                                                                                                       
Overall tendency: .91.  N=934.  Factor groups appear in the order in which they were selected.  
All factor groups selected. 
116 As discussed above, one 40-year-old speaker in the middle age group attended Basque-
medium school.  When this speaker�s tokens are excluded, the results are still significant. 
117 An analysis of variance using factor weights for individual speakers was not practical 
because many participants used one of these two variables categorically. 
118 One speaker, who had no tokens for participial affix doubling, was excluded from this test. 
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is similar for these two variables.  In both cases, Maider�s interviewees favor dialectal 

forms (.52 for participial affix doubling and .56 for palatalization) while Haizea�s 

interviewees favor standard forms (.19 for participial affix doubling and .17 for 

palatalization).  In the case of participial affix doubling, Jabi�s interviewees favored 

doubling slightly (.52), while for palatalization, these speakers were neutral (.50).  

These data, then, suggest that the cross-interviewer difference in the case of participial 

affix doubling recurs in the case of /t/-palatalization.  (Below I will propose a partial 

explanation for these cross-interviewer differences.)  In view of these facts, then, I will 

assume that loss of /t/-palatalization is in fact related to contact with Batua.   

 Unlike in the case of participial affix doubling, village was selected as a 

significant factor group for palatalization: speakers from western villages favor 

palatalization (.64) while easternerns strongly disfavor /t/-palatalization (.25).  Indeed, 

the fact that /t/-palatalization is more widespread in western (Biscayan and 

Gipuzkoan) dialects than in eastern (High-Navarran) dialects is consonant with the 

possibility that this difference is truly geographic (dialectological).  Nevertheless, the 

cross-tabulation in Table 4.7 reveals that this difference only emerges among middle 

aged and younger speakers; no difference between westerners and easterners exists 

among older speakers among whom these dialectological differences are typically best 

preserved.  Hence, whether this difference is to be attributed to a dialectologial 

difference or some other factor remains to be explained. 
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Table 4.7: Use of /t/-palatalization by age group and village 

 Western Villagers Eastern Villagers 
Older  (60+)   202/206      (98%)   198/205      (97%) 
Middle Aged (38-50)   249/326      (76%)   104/197      (53%) 
Young (20-29)   318/568      (56%)     25/142      (18%) 

 
 

 Finally, Table 4.6 shows that sex is selected as a significant factor group: men 

favor the non-standard variant (.55), while women disfavor it (.45).  This difference 

will be taken up later in this chapter.   

 Internal factors: morphology and phonology.  Table 4.6 also shows that 

different affixes condition palatalization in different ways: absolutive plural 

morphemes on auxiliary verbs strongly favor palatalizaton (.82); perfective 

morphemes on main verbs disfavor it slightly (.48); and imperfective morphemes 

strongly disfavor it (.34).   

It is unclear whether the difference between perfective morphemes (-tu) and 

imperfective morphemes (-ten) is morphological or phonetic in nature, since the 

following vowel in each environment is different.  That is, in the case of the perfective 

affix -tu, the vowel following the /t/ is always /u/, and in the case of the imperfective 

affix -ten, it is always /e/.  Given, then, that high vowels cross-linguistically tend to 

favor palatalization more than mid-vowels, it is possible that this difference is entirely 

phonetic in nature, and that the different morpho-syntactic properties of these elements 

is orthogonal to the way they participate in palatalization.     

By contrast, the difference between absolutive plural morphemes on auxiliaries 

(-it-) and perfective -tu on the main verb seems to be genuinely morphological in 
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nature, since the following vowel in both cases is always /u/.  In a separate run with 

imperfective morphemes excluded (Table 4.8), the difference between absolutive 

plural markers and perfective morphemes is selected as significant.  These facts, then, 

suggest that the difference between absolutive plural markers and perfective affixes is 

in fact morphological in nature.119 

 

Table 4.8: Significant factor groups favoring (non-standard) /t/-palatalization 
(imperfective morphemes excluded) 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
External factor groups 
Age group 
 Older (60+) 197/202 98%  .88   
 Middle aged (38-50) 170/224 76%  .36 
 Younger (20-29) 217/298 73%  .28 
Village 
 Western villages 402/471 85%  .62  
 Eastern villages 182/253 72%  .29 
Interviewer 
 Maider                        407/456 89%  .58 
 Jabi                        150/231 65%  .37 
 Haizea     27/37  73%  .36 
Sex 
 Men 290/362 80%  .51*  
 Women 294/362 81%  .50* 
Internal factor groups 
Morphological environ. 
 Auxiliary verbs 375/425 88%  .65 
 Perf. aff. (-tu)  209/299 70%  .30 
Overall tendency: .89.  N=724.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
age group; village; morphological environment; and interviewer.  All factor groups 
selected except speaker sex. 
*Not selected. p=.89 
 

                                                
119 It bears noting that in the case of the perfective �tu affix, the target /t/ is across a morpheme 
boundary from the triggering /i/.  In the case of the absolutive plural infix �it- on the other 
hand, the /i/ and the /t/ are not separated by a morpheme boundary.  This difference, then, may 
help explain the different ways that �it- and �tu participate in palatalization. 
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Age, sex and the interviewer effect.  The external factor group data in Table 

4.8 are also notable in two respects.  First, unlike in Table 4.6, speaker sex is not 

selected, and in fact, the weights for men and women in Table 4.8 are almost identical 

at .51 and .50 respectively.  These data, then, suggest that the sex difference in Table 

4.6 pertains largely to imperfective morphemes and not to perfective affixes or 

absolutive plural infixes.120  Second, the range in weights for age groups is smaller in 

Table 4.6 than in Table 4.8: the range in Table 4.8 is .74 (.95 for older speakers and 

.21 for younger speakers) and .60 in Table 4.6 (.88 for older speakers and .28 for 

younger speakers).  This difference, then, suggests that this change in progress is 

proceeding more quickly with imperfect morphemes than with perfective and 

absolutive morphemes.   

To provide a clearer picture of these facts, Table 4.9 breaks down /t/-

palatalization by age group and sex in different morphological environments.   

 
Table 4.9: /t/-palatalization by age group, sex and morphological environment  
  Men Women 

  
Imperfect 

affixes 
Perfect  
affixes 

Absolutive 
plural affixes

Imperfect 
affixes 

Perfect  
affixes 

Absolutive 
plural affixes

Older 
(60+) 77/79 97% 30/32 94% 44/44 100% 126/130 97% 50/53 94% 73/73 100%
Middle 
aged 
(38-50) 109/162 67% 44/62 71% 53/79 67% 74/137 54% 21/24 88% 52/59 88%
Younger 
speakers 
(20-29) 90/199 45% 42/66 64% 77/79 97% 36/213 17% 22/62 35% 76/91 84%
Σ 276/440 63% 116/160 72% 174/202 86% 236/480 49% 93/139 67% 201223 90%
 

                                                
120 Imperfective affixes account for over half of the tokens (920/1644) in this run. 
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Table 4.9 shows that, for both men and women, absence of palatalization is 

advancing most quickly with imperfect affixes, somewhat more slowly in the case of 

perfect morphemes, and even more slowly in the case of the absolutive plural infix.  In 

addition, among younger speakers, women appear to be leading this process of 

change: across all three morphological environments younger women show lower 

rates of palatalization than younger men.  (In fact, in the case of imperfective 

morphemes�the environment in the vanguard of this change, the loss of palatalization 

appears to be approaching completion among younger women (17%).)  Among 

middle-aged and older speakers on the other hand, this sex difference is less clear.  In 

the middle age group, men have a higher frequency for imperfective morphemes while 

women have a higher frequency in the case of absolutive and perfective 

morphemes.121  Among older speakers, /t/-palatalization is near categorical across all 

three environments 

 This breakdown across morphological environments by age and sex may 

provide insight into the way that different interviewers bear on palatalization.  Recall 

from Table 4.6 that speakers interviewed by Haizea strongly disfavored palatalization 

(.17).  In Table 4.8, however, this effect is much weaker (.36).  This difference, then, 

suggests that imperfective markers are partly responsible for the low weights for 

Haizea in Table 4.8.  Table 4.10, which presents statistically significant frequencies 

                                                
121 This irregularity is perplexing.   Part of an explanation for the fact that middle-aged men 
show lower rates of palatalization in perfect markers (71%) than middle-aged women (88%) 
may be related to the low number of perfective affix tokens (24) among middle-aged women.  
That is, a larger token set may reveal that middle-aged men and women in fact behave more 
similarly than suggested by the data in this table, at least with regard to perfective affixes. 
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favoring palatalization with imperfective morphemes, bears this out.  It shows that 

Jabi�s interviewees strongly favor palatalization with imperfective morphemes (.60), 

followed by Maider�s speakers (.57) and finally Haizea�s (.08).   

 
 
Table 4.10: Significant factor groups favoring /t/-palatalization with imperf. affixes  
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Age group 
 Older (60+)              203/209 97%  .97   
 Middle aged (38-50)  183/299 61%  .42 
 Younger (20-29)  126/412 31%  .18 
Village 
 Western villages  367/629 58%  .63  
 Eastern villages  145/291 50%  .23 
Interviewer 
 Maider                          372/571 65%  .57 
 Jabi                          134/241 56%  .60 
 Haizea         6/108  6%  .08 
Sex 
 Men      276/440 63%  .59  
 Women              236/480 49%  .42 
Overall tendency: .62.  N=920.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
age group; village; interviewer; and sex.  All factor groups were selected. 
 

It bears noting in this regard that Haizea is a woman and the youngest of the 

three interviewers.  (Again, Haizea was 18 years old at the time of the interviews, 

Maider was 22, and Jabi was 34.)  If, as suggested by the data in Table 4.9, non-

palatalization with imperfective morphemes is a feature strongly associated with the 

young and with women, then this fact may partly explain the dramatically lower 

weights of palatalization among Haizea�s interviewees in Table 4.6.  That is, Haizea�s 

interviewees converged toward her as a young female in avoiding palatalization on 

imperfect affixes.  Nevertheless, from this perspective, it is surprising that speakers 
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interviewed by Maider�a 22-year-old woman�should favor /t/-palatalization with 

imperfective affixes (.57) in a way similar to speakers interviewed by by Jabi (.60), a 

34-year old man. 

 Part of the answer to this puzzle may be that, while Haizea only interviewed 

younger speakers, Jabi and and Maider both interviewed speakers from all three age 

groups.  Recall from Table 4.9 that a systematic gender difference across 

morphological environments only emerges among the youngest group of speakers.  

This suggests that the age and sex associations of /t/-palatalization with imperfective 

morphemes may be strongest among younger speakers (which is the group of speakers 

with the greatest exposure to Batua.)  To isolate how this set of speakers behaves with 

different interviewers, Table 4.11 presents significant factor groups favoring /t/-

palatalization with imperfective affixes among younger speakers only. 

 

Table 4.11: Significant factor groups favoring /t/-palatalization with imperfective 
affixes (younger speakers only) 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Village 
 Western villages 120/327 37%  .61  
 Eastern villages    6/85   7%  .15 
Interviewer 
 Maider                          36/183 20%  .47 
 Jabi                          84/121 69%  .88 
 Haizea       6/108  6%  .12 
Sex 
 Men       90/199 45%  .59  
 Women               36/213 17%  .41 
Overall tendency: .22.  N=412.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
interviewer; village; and sex.  All factor groups were selected. 
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The interviewer factor group data in Table 4.11 are expected from the 

perspective of an approach to these interviewer effects as convergence toward 

interviewers through the use of /t/-palatalization with imperfective morphemes as an 

age and sex marker: Haizea�s interviewees strongly disfavor palatalization with 

imperfective morphemes (.12), followed by Maider�s interviewees, who disfavor it 

slightly (.47) and Jabi�s interviewees who strongly favor palatalization (.88).  These 

data, then, suggest that an account of /t/-palatalization with imperfective morphemes 

as an age and sex marker, may help illuminate the cross-interviewer differences in 

Table 4.6. 

This account nevertheless leaves unexplained the fact that when all three age 

groups and both absolutive plural markers and perfective affixes are included in the 

run (Table 4.6 and Table 4.8), Maider�s interviewees favor palatalization more than 

Jabi�s interviewees.  This approach also affords no insight into the question of why 

Haizea�s interviewees should also have such dramatically low rates of participial affix 

doubling.  I will leave these problems for future research that might usefully examine 

variation in use of Batua vs. dialectal forms in interviewers� speech during the 

interviews. 

 

4.1.3 naz vs. naiz 

In Oiartzun Basque, the diphthongs /aU/ and /aI/ may monophthongize in 

closed syllables on auxiliary verbs as illustrated in (75).  In Batua, and in Gipuzkoan 

these monophthongal forms are proscribed. 
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(75) 

/yaIs/ → yas (2SG informal present tense, intransitive) 

/naUk/ → nak (1SG allocutive, present tense, intransitive) 

 

In the present corpus, the most frequent environment for this alternation is in 

the 1SG present tense form of the intransitive indicative auxiliary, [naIs] (<naiz>)~ 

[nas] (<naz>), as in (76) and (77).  Other environments occurred too infrequently to be 

usefully included in the data set. 

 
(76) Batua 
etorr-i        naiz 
come-PERF AUX.1SG 
�I have come.� 

(77) Oiartzun Basque 
etorr-i        naz 
come-PERF AUX.1SG 
�I have come.� 

 

Table 4.12 presents frequencies of naz use (vs. naiz) by age group and sex.  

Because use of naz is nearly categorical in this sample, multivariate analysis was not 

performed with these data. 
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Table 4.12: Use of (non-standard) naz by age group & sex 

  Men Women 
  Spkr. #  Spkr. #  

5 4/4 100% 9 1/1 100%
11 10/10 100% 15 1/1 100%
17 3/3 100% 19 10/10 100%
24 6/6 100% 26 5/5 100%

 32 4/4 100%

 40 5/5 100%

 3 8/10 80%

Older 
(60+) 

Σ 23/23 100% Σ 34/36 94%
10 1/1 100% 12 15/15 100%
14 20/20 100% 31 19/19 100%
34 24/24 100% 37 11/11 100%
38 8/8 100% 1 16/18 89%

27 3/6 50% 23 9/13 69%

7 6/15 40%   

21 0/7 0%   
29 0/0 --   

Middle 
-aged 
(38-50) 

Σ 62/87 71% Σ 70/76 92%
6 6/6 100% 2 14/14 100%
8 10/10 100% 4 4/4 100%
16 6/6 100% 13 6/6 100%
20 3/3 100% 18 29/29 100%
28 9/9 100% 22 11/11 100%

30 18/18 100% 33 20/20 100%

36 33/33 100% 39 20/20 100%

35 15/16 94% 25 11/12 92%

Younger 
(29-30) 

Σ 100/101 99% Σ 105/106 99%
 

 Unlike the data in Tables 4.2 and 4.5, these data suggest little support for the 

hypothesis of change in progress.  In all six age/sex groups most speakers use (non-

standard) naz categorically.  A slightly greater proportion of older speakers use naz 

categorically than middle-aged speakers, however younger speakers in this sample use 

naz categorically in roughly the same proportion as the oldest age group.  As a group, 
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then, middle-aged speakers in fact show lower rates of naz use than younger speakers. 

Later in this chapter, I will return to the question of why naz does not appear to be 

giving way to a competing Batua variant, unlike in the case of /t/-palatalization and 

participial affix doubling.122 

 

 
4.1.4 Dative displacement 

As discussed above, Basque auxiliary verbs agree in person and number with 

absolutive, ergative and dative arguments.  In addition, Oiartzun Basque, but not 

Batua, has a phenomenon termed dative displacement by Fernández (2004) in which 

dative arguments are (variably) marked on the auxiliary with an absolutive agreement 

morpheme.123  This absolutive agreement morpheme moreover appears in the slot in 

which absolutive agreement morphemes normally appear, as in the following double 

object constructions.124   

                                                
122 Notably, the three middle-aged speakers with lowest rates of naz use�23, 21 and 7�also 
show the lowest rates of palatalization.  Among younger speakers, however, no such 
correlation exists: those younger speakers with low rates of palatalization do not also have low 
rates of naz use.   The difference between younger speakers and middle-aged speakers with 
regard to these variables is taken up in the second half of this chapter. 
123 This is reminiscent of loismo in some Spanish dialects. 
124 Note that if a pronoun corresponding to this agreement morpheme is overtly realized, it 
bears dative rather than absolutive marking as shown in (79) and (81).  It also bears noting that 
the progressive aspectual verb ari is transparent to long distance agreement (LDA) in 
constructions involving displaced dative agreement morphemes as in (i) and (ii) below.  In this 
regard, this displaced dative agreement morpheme behaves like true dative agreement 
morphemes and unlike absolutive agreement morphemes.  That is, dative but not absolutive 
arguments of verbal complements of ari may cooccur with a corresponding agreement 
morpheme on the auxiliary (Laka 2004, Hualde and Ortiz de Urbina 1987). 
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(78) Batua 
niri     eman       d-i-Ø-t 
I.DAT give.PERF 3SG(ERG)-ROOT-3SG(ABS)-1SG(DAT) 
�He/She has given (it) to me.� 
 
(79) Oiartzun Basque, dative shift 
niri     eman       na-u-Ø 
I.DAT give.PERF 1SG(ABS)-ROOT-3SG(ERG) 
�He/She has given (it) to me.� 
 
 

 Dative displacement is also available in dative subject constructions as shown 

in (80) and (81). 

 
(80) Batua 
niri     gustatzen    Ø-zai-t 
I.DAT like.IMPERF  3SG(ABS)-ROOT-1SG(DAT) 
�I like (it).� 
 
(81) Oiartzun Basque, dative shift 
neri gustatzen        na-u-Ø 
I.DAT like.IMPERF  1SG(ABS)-ROOT-3SG(ERG) 
�I like (it).� 
  
  

In Oiartzun Basque, this process is subject to two main constraints:  (i) it is 

restricted to present tense auxiliaries; and (ii) only 1SG, 2SG and 2PL agreement 

                                                                                                                                       
(i) LDA with displaced dative 
Zer esaten      ari  nau                                            (ne-ri) 
what say-IMP ari AUX.1SG(ABS)-ROOT-3SG(ERG) (me-DAT).  
�What are you saying (to me).�   
(ii) LDA with an underlyingly absolutive agreement morpheme 
*Nork eramaten ari nau. 
Who carry-IMP ari AUX1SG(ABS)-ROOT-3SG(ERG) 
�Who is carrying me?� 
See Fernández (2004) for an approach to dative displacement within a Distributed 
Morphology framework (Halle and Marantz 1993) 
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morphemes undergo shift (Fraile and Fraile 1996).125  Tokens in these environments 

were then included in the data set for multivariate analysis.   

Table 4.13 presents significant factor groups favoring dative displacement. 

 
Table 4.13: Significant factor groups favoring (non-standard) dative displacement 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Age group 
 Older (60+) 87/96 91%  .72   
 Middle aged (38-50) 55/96 57%  .28 
 Younger (20-29) 150/194 77%  .50 
Ergative person 
 1st/2nd pers. marking 53/59 90%  .80 
 3rd pers. (∅ ) marking 239/327 73%  .44 
�Logical� dative person 
 1st person 218/281 78%  .57  
 2nd person                74/105 70%  .33 
Overall tendency: .79.  N=386. Factor groups appear in the order in which they were 
selected.  Factor groups not selected were: sex; sentence polarity; interviewer; village; 
and singular/plural absolutive marking. 
 

 The age-group data in Table 4.13 are very different from those seen in the case 

of palatalization and participial affix doubling: older speakers favor (non-standard) 

displacement (.72) followed by younger speakers (.50) and finally middle-aged 

speakers, who strongly favor standard forms.  That is, the younger speakers and 

middle-aged speakers have switched places vis-à-vis the data on participial affix 

doubling (Table 4.3) and /t/-palatalization (Table 4.6).  These data are reminiscent of 

the data on naz vs. naiz for which middle-aged speakers, again, showed lower rates of 

use of non-standard forms than younger speakers.  This age-group difference between 

                                                
125 In addition, Basque auxiliary formation is subject to the Person Case Constraint (Bonet 
1994): first and second person (logical) dative agreement morphemes require that any 
cooccurring absolutive agreement morphemes be third person (Ormazabal 2000). 
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dative displacement and naz on one hand and /t/-palatalization and participial affix 

doubling on the other is discussed in detail in 4.2.  

 Table 4.13 shows that two internal factors also constrain dative displacement.  

In particular, first person agreement morphemes participate in displacement more 

readily than second person morphemes.  These different environments are illustrated 

in (82) and (83) below.  (Again, only 1SG, 2SG and 2PL agreement morphemes 

participate in displacement).   

 

(82)a. First person, dative 
displacemement 
neri    gustatzen  na-u 
I.DAT like.IMP      1SG(ABS)-ROOT 
�I like (it).� 

~ b. First person, undisplaced 
 
neri     gustatzen  Ø-zai-t 
I.DAT  like.IMP       3SG(ABS)-ROOT-1SG(DAT) 
�I like (it).� 

 

(83)a. Second person, dative 
displacement 
Zuri gustatzen        zait-u 
yo.DAT like.IMP 2SG(ABS)-ROOT 
�You like (it).� 

~ b. Second person, undisplaced 
 
zuri        gustatzen  Ø-zai-zu 
you.DAT like.IMP    3SG(ABS)-ROOT-2SG(DAT) 
�You like (it).� 

 

An account of this difference is presented in 4.2.2. 

A second factor that bears significantly on displacement is ergative person 

marking.  Auxiliaries with first and second person ergative person marking favor 

dative displacement (.80), while auxiliaries with (null) third person agreement, or 

without ergative arguments at all, disfavor it (.44).  Example (84) gives an example of 

such a favoring environment: a double object construction, in which the ergative 

argument is marked with a second person agreement morpheme.  
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(84) Dative displacement, 2nd person ergative 
niri     eman       na-(u)-zu 
I-DAT give.PERF 1SG(ABS)-ROOT-2SG(ERG) 
�You have given (it) to me.� 
 

 By contrast, disfavoring environments are those illustrated below, in which the 

ergative agreement morpheme is either null (85), or in which there is no ergative 

argument (86). 

 
(85) Dative displacement, 3rd person ergative 
niri     eman       na-u-Ø 
I-DAT give.PERF 1SG(ABS)-ROOT-3SG(ERG) 
�He/She has given (it) to me.� 
 
(86) Dative displacement, no ergative argument (quirky constructions) 
neri gustatzen        na-u 
I.DAT like.IMPERF  1SG(ABS)-ROOT 
�I like (it).� 
 

The generalization, then, seems to be that overt person markers favor 

displacement, while absence of overt marking disfavors shift.  An account of this 

difference is also offered below in 4.2. 

 

4.1.5 a-roots in izan: za/ga vs. zea/gea 

Table 4.14 compares High-Navarran, Gipuzkoan and Batua present tense 

inflectional paradigms for izan.  The capitalized forms are the elements in variation in 

Oiartzun to be examined in the present study. 
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Table 4.14: izan, present tense  
 HN Gip. Bat.  HN Gip. Bat. 
1Sg naiz na(i)z naiz 1Pl 

 
GARA GERA GARA 

2Sg Formal 
      Informal 

ZARA 
yaiz 

ZERA 
ha(i)z 

ZARA 
haiz 

2Pl zarate  zerate zarete 

3Sg da da da 3Pl dira dira dira 
 
 

 Table 4.14 shows dialectal alternations in the root vowel for the 2SG formal, 

2PL, and 1PL forms.  The root vowel is a in High-Navarran and Batua forms and e in 

Gipuzkoan forms.126  We will return to these facts later. 

 In Oiartzun Basque (as in other dialects), an independent process of 

intervocalic /r/-deletion applies, so that the capitalized forms in Table 4.14 almost 

always surface as z[a]/z[e.a] and g[a]/g[e.a].  This is problematic for the purpose of the 

present analysis because it obscures the underlying forms of z[a]/g[a].  One possibility 

is that z[a]/g[a] forms are underlyingly /sara/ and /gara/, and are derived through a 

process of intervocalic /r/-deletion followed by vowel shortening as in (87). 

 

(87)     /ga.ra/ 
intervocalic /r/-deletion → ga.a 
vowel shortening →  ga  
 

 However a second possibility is that z[a]/g[a] are, instead, underlyingly /zera/ 

and /gera/, (just like z[e.a]/g[e.a]) and are derived through a process of intervocalic /r/-

deletion followed by /e/-deletion as shown in (88). 

                                                
126 As mentioned earlier, Batua is largely based on Gipuzkoan.  The verbal paradigms 
discussed here are an exception to this pattern. 
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(88)    /ge.ra/ 
intervocalic /r/-deletion → ge.a 
stressed /e/-deletion → ga  
 

This second possibility, formalized in (88), would mean that there is in fact no 

lexical variation at all between the capitalized forms in Table 4.14 since both [ge.a] 

and [ga] are underlyingly /gera/, and that variation between the forms is orthogonal to 

the question of the shifting isogloss between Gipuzkoan gera and High-Navarran 

gara.  Nevertheless, the fact that such a process of /e/-deletion before /a/ is otherwise 

absent from the local phonological system makes this second possibility seem 

implausible.  A convenient minimal pair is the ubiquitous discourse marker, zera,  

�like,� �I mean,� which is homophonous with the Gipuzkoan 2SG formal form in Table 

4.14.  In Oiartzun, this element never surfaces as *z[a], but rather always as z[e.a].  

The unavailability of *za as a discourse marker would be mysterious if there were a 

rule of /e/-deletion as in (88).  By contrast, intervocalic r-deletion is independently 

attested in Oiartzun Basque and other dialects (Hualde 1991).  I assume, then, that ga 

and za have the derivation shown in (87) above and that lexical variation exists 

between /e/-root forms and /a/-root forms as described in other towns along the dialect 

boundary (Olano 2000; Zuazo 1997, 1998b; Zubiri 2000).   

 Table 4.15 presents significant factor groups favoring e-roots in izan.  
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Table 4.15: Significant factor groups favoring e-roots in izan 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
External factor groups 
Age group 
 Older (60+) 43/140 30%  .44   
 Middle aged (38-50) 82/150 55%  .71 
 Younger (20-29) 77/291 26%  .41 
Sex 
 Men 111/241 46%  .63  
 Women 91/340 27%  .41 
Internal factor groups 
Subject person 
 1PL (gea/ga) 134/324 41%  .60 
 2SG (zea/za) 68/257 26%  .38 
Verb type127 
 Copula 31/56 55%   .72 
 Auxiliary 166/518 32%  .47 
Overall tendency: .33.  N=581.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
age group; sex; subject person; and verb type (auxiliary vs. copula).  Factor groups not 
selected were interviewer, village and clause type (matrix vs. embedded).128 
 

 External factor groups.  Table 4.15 shows a U-shaped age distribution: Older 

speakers and younger speakers disfavor zea/gea (.44 and .41 respectively), while 

middle-aged speakers favor these e-root forms (.71).  Recall from Table 4.14 that a-

root forms are lectally ambiguous: they are the conservative local variant as well as 

the Batua form.  By contrast, zea/gea forms are the Gipuzkoan variant.  This e-root/a-

root isogloss has reportedly been drifting eastward for several generations as part of a 

broader process of dialect shift along the Gipuzkoan/High-Navarran dialect boundary, 

as discussed in Chapter 2 (cf. Olano 2000, Zubiri 2000, Zuazo 1997).  As I will argue 

                                                
127 Note that the number of tokens for this factor group is lower by 7 than that for other factor 
groups in this table.  These missing tokens� functional role could not be disambiguated from 
the context, and were therefore excluded from this factor group. 
128 For this variable, Jabi�s token set for older speakers was particularly small (2).  The 
interviewer factor group was therefore excluded in this run. 
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below, the fact that middle-aged speakers show higher rates of e-root forms than their 

elders is plausibly attributable to this process of dialect shift.  Nevertheless, the data in 

Table 4.15, however, suggests that this process of change from a-root forms to e-root 

forms has stalled or reversed, since younger speakers fail to show a lower weight for 

e-root forms than middle-aged speakers.   Why younger speakers fail to continue this 

process of change is also addressed below in 4.2.  

Table 4.15 also shows that sex is selected: men tend toward e-root forms and 

women tend toward a-root forms (.63) and (.41).  This sex difference is also discussed 

below.  

 Internal factor groups.  Table 4.15 also shows that two internal factors bear 

on variation between za/ga and zea/gea.  One is subject person: 1PL subjects favor e-

root forms, while 2SG subjects favor a-root forms. This difference is particularly 

striking in view of the fact that subject person appears to bear on dialect shift in the 

opposite way in the case of e-root vs. u-root forms of the transitive auxiliary *edun.  

That is, first person plural forms more strongly favor the High Navarran (u-root) 

variant than the second person forms (Haddican 2003).  This difference is consonant 

with some preliminary evidence from historical texts.  In a sample selection of the 

writings of the native Oiartzuner philologist Sebastian Mendiburu (1708-1782), 

(Igande eta Festegunetarako Irakuraldiak, chapters I-VII), u-root forms of *edun are 

used categorically with first person subjects (dut, dugu) but categorically excluded for 

second person forms (dezu, dezue).  With the intransitive auxiliary izan, Mendiburu 

uses a-root forms categorically in this sample.  I will set aside, for further 
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investigation, this cross-variable difference in the way subject person bears on root 

vowel variation.   

In addition, main verbs (copulas) tend toward e-root forms while auxiliaries 

favor a-roots.  This difference may be related to the small token set for copulas (56).  

That is, it is possible that a larger token set would reveal no significant difference 

between these two environments. 

 

4.2 Discussion 

4.2.1 The problem of education and age 

 In the preceding discussion in 4.1, I proposed that differences across age 

groups in the use of Batua vs. local dialectal foms provide evidence of change in 

progress in the cases of /t/-palatalization and participial affix doubling, for which rates 

of use of local forms appear to be directly related to age.  Nevetheless, it remains to be 

addressed whether these age-group data truly reflect an age difference or whether they 

instead reflect different levels of educational attainment.  Recall from Chapter 3 that 

these two independent variables are difficult to disambiguate since educational level is 

inversely related to age very strongly.  This fact, then, allows for the possibility that, 

once different levels of education are controlled for, no significant cross-generational 

difference exists in the use of these forms.  Nevertheless, in the following discussion I 

will show that, across different sociolinguistic, variables, age as an independent 

variable provides a better fit for the data than does level of educational attainment.  
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These facts then, suggest that the age data presented above do in fact indicate change 

in progress. 

To examine the effect of educational attainment as an independent variable, the 

different maximum levels of educational attainment among participants in this study 

were grouped into three different factors: speakers who had no formal schooling 

beyond age 16 were assigned to the lowest educational attainment group; speakers 

who had attended school up to age 17 or had attended professional/vocational school 

comprised a middle group of educational attainment; and speakers who had attended 

(at least) some college were assigned to the highest educational attainment group.  As 

will be seen in data to be presented below, this grouping divides the token set fairly 

evenly across variables. 

 In the following discussion, I will present runs using educational attainment 

and compare these results with runs using age-group presented above in 4.1. 

 Participial affix doubling.  Table 4.16 presents significant factor groups 

favoring participial affix doubling.  In this Goldvarb run, educational attainment was 

included as a factor group and age was not. 
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Table 4.16: Significant factor groups favoring (non-standard) participial affix doubling 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
External factor groups 
Educational attainment 
 High                          141/292 48%  .25   
 Medium              187/208 89%  .81 
 Low                          186/215 87%  .52 
Interviewer 
 Maider 313/383 82%  .54 
 Jabi 191/289 66%  .53 
 Haizea 10/43 23%  .09 
Sex 
 Women 229/296 77%  .61 
 Men 285/419 68%  .42 
Village 
 Western villages   340/514 66%  .46  
 Eastern villages   174/201 87%  .61 
Internal factor groups 
Sentence polarity 
 Affirmative 475/654 73%  .51 
 Negative 38/60 63%  .35 
Overall tendency: .78.  N=715.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
educational level; interviewer; sex; village; and sentence polarity.   The only factor 
group not selected was verb.   
 

 This run cannot be compared directly with the corresponding run in which age 

groups are included (Table 4.3) because different factor groups are selected in each 

case.  In Table 4.3, verb type (izan vs. egon) was selected and speaker home village 

was not selected.  In Table 4.16, on the other hand, the speaker�s home village was 

selected, while verb type was not.   

Note, however, that the way that educational attainment bears on doubling is 

unexpected since level of educational attainment is not inversely related to weights for 

doubling: the mid-level educational attainment group most strongly favors doubling, 

followed by the lowest educational attainment group, and finally the highest group.    
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By contrast, the age-group pattern in Table 4.3, is expected from the perspective of the 

hypothesis of change in progress, since age is directly related to doubling. 

 /t/-palatalization.  Table 4.17 presents significant factor groups favoring /t/-

palatalization.  Again, in this run, level of educational attainment was included as a 

factor group and age was excluded. 

 
Table 4.17: Significant factor groups favoring (non-standard) /t/-palatalization 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
External factor groups 
Educational attainment 
 High                        345/669 52%  .31   
 Medium            350/497 70%  .47 
 Low                        401/478 84%  .78 
Village 
 Western villages        769/1110 69%  .61  
 Eastern villages 327/544 60%  .29 
Interviewer 
 Maider                        779/1027 76%  .59 
 Jabi 284/472 60%  .45 
 Haizea     33/145 23%  .13 
Sex 
 Men 566/802 71%  .59  
 Women 530/842 63%  .41 
Internal factor groups 
Morphological environ. 
 Auxiliary verbs 375/425 88%  .82 
 Perf. aff. (-tu)  209/299 70%  .49 
 Imperf. aff. (-ten) 512/920 56%  .34 
Overall tendency: .73.  N=1644.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
interviewer; morphological environment; education; village; and sex.  All factor 
groups were selected. 
 
 

 Table 4.17 shows that educational attainment is indirectly related to /t/-

palatalization weights: the lowest educational attainment group strongly favors 
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palatalization (.78), followed by the middle group which weakly disfavors 

palatalization (.47) and finally the highest group which strongly disfavors it (.31).  The 

data in Table 4.17, then, provide no immediate evidence in favor of age vs. 

educational attainment as an independent variable or vice versa. 

The runs summarized Table 4.6 and Table 4.17 nevertheless differ in their log 

likelihoods.  The log likelihood is a measure of how well a given analysis fits the data.  

The closer the log likelihood value is to 0, the better the fit.  Crucially, for the analysis 

in Table 4.17, the log likelihood is -784.54, while the log likelihood for the run in 

Table 4.6 is -696.33.  This difference, then, shows that the run in Table 4.6, with age 

as a factor group provides a better fit for the data than the analysis in Table 4.17 with 

educational attainment as a factor group. 

 Dative displacement.   Table 4.18 summarizes the results of a run for dative 

displacement in which level of educational attainment was included as a factor group 

and age is excluded. 

 
Table 4.18: Significant factor groups favoring (non-standard) dative displacement 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Ergative person 
 1st/2nd pers. marking    53/59 90%  .80 
 3rd pers. (∅ ) marking 239/327 73%  .44 
�Logical� dative person 
 1st person 218/281 78%  .57  
 2nd person                74/105 70%  .33 
Overall tendency: .77.  N=386.  Factor groups appear in the order in which they were 
selected.  Factor groups not selected were: sex; sentence polarity; interviewer; village; 
educational attainment group and singular/plural absolutive marking. 
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 Table 4.18 shows that level of educational attainment was not selected as a 

significant factor group in this run.  By contrast, age was selected as a significant 

factor group in Table 4.13.  These two runs also differ in their log likelihoods: Table 

4.13 has a log likelihood of -191.219, while the log likelihood for Table 4.18 is -

204.139.  These data, then, show that, again in the case of dative displacement, age 

provides a better fit for the data than does level of educational attainment.  

 a-roots in izan: za/ga vs. zea/gea.  Finally, Table 4.19 shows significant factor 

groups favoring e-roots in izan.  Again, for this run, level of educational attainment 

was included as a factor group, and age was excluded.   

  

Table 4.19: Significant factor groups favoring e-roots in izan 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Sex 
 Men 111/241 46%  .63  
 Women 91/340 27%  .41 
Subject person 
 1PL (gea/ga) 134/324 41%  .60 
 2SG (zea/za) 68/257 26%  .38 
Verb type 
 Copula 31/56 55%   .72 
 Auxiliary 166/518 32%  .47 
Overall tendency: .33.  N=581.  Factor groups were selected in the following order: 
sex; subject person; and verb type (auxiliary vs. copula).  Factor groups not selected 
were interviewer, level of educational attainment and clause type (matrix vs. 
embedded). 
 

 As in the case of dative displacement in Table 4.18, level of educational 

attainment was not selected as a significant factor group in Table 4.19.  By contrast, in 

Table 4.15, in which age but not level of educational attainment was included, age was 
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selected as a significant factor group.  Unsurprisingly, Table 4.15 and Table 4.19 also 

differ in their log likelihoods: the log likelihood for Table 4.15 is -331.832, while the 

log likelihood for Table 4.19 is -348.996.  These data, then, show that again in the case 

of za/ga vs. zea/gea, age as an independent variable provides a better fit for the data 

than does level of educational attainment. 

 For all four of these variables, then, age as an independent variable provides a 

better fit for the data than does educational attainment. In view of these facts, I will 

assume that the age group data presented in 4.1 do in fact reflect true age differences, 

rather than differences in levels of educational attainment.  The following two sections 

pursue in greater detail the social motivations for change in progress (and absence of 

change in progress) for the variables discussed in 4.1.   

 

4.2.2 Standardization, dialect loyalty and language change 

The apparent time data presented in 4.1 pose a series of questions.  In 

particular, what motivates change in the case of variables for which evidence of 

change in progress exists, namely /t/-palatalization and participial affix doubling?  

Moreover, what explains why some of these features show evidence of change in 

progress, but not others?  Again, the data on /t/-palatalization and participial affix 

doubling suggest straightforward evidence of change in progress, since, for these 

variables, younger speakers show higher rates of innovative Batua forms than their 

elders.  By contrast, the data on dative displacement and naz do not provide evidence 

that younger speakers are adopting Batua forms; indeed, younger speakers show lower 
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rates of innovative standard forms than middle-aged speakers.  (The case of e-root 

forms of izan is complicated by the lectal distibution of the variants.  Again, the 

conservative local variant (a-roots) is identical to the Batua form and differs from that 

of the Gipuzkoan regional standard.  The case of izan is discussed below in 4.2.2.) 

In the case of /t/-palatalization and participial affix doubling, this change is 

plausibly driven in large part by prescriptive brute force, i.e. standard language 

ideology, especially through Basque-medium schooling (cf. Milroy and Milroy 1990).  

In particular, many Oiartzuners (of all age groups) see Batua as in some sense 

objectively more correct than the local dialect.  One kind of evidence to this effect is 

that several middle aged and older town members complained during the interviews 

that their Batua-educated children and grandchildren �correct� their dialectal forms as 

in (89). 

 
(89) Speaker 1, female, 40�s (repeated from Chapter 1) 

they say �Jeez, mom, it�s not said like that.  You should say it like this and not  
like that.�129 

 

 Strikingly, Speaker 32, a woman in her 80�s who claims not to �know� Batua, 

and who was already middle-aged when Batua was initially promulgated, considers 

Batua to be a good kind of speech. 

 
 
 
 

                                                
129 esaten dute �jo, ama hori ez da hola esaten�#in ber zenuke hau esan ta hua ez san.�   
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(90) Speaker 32, female 80�s, discussing presenters on the Basque-medium TV 
Speaker:  A few speak in Batua eh?# A lot of words in Batua.  
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker:  Euzkitza [a TV host] himself.#  He knows a lot of Batua. 
Bill:  mhm 
Speaker: He speaks very, very well.130 

 
At the same time, many local speakers have a tremendously low opinion of the 

local dialect. 

 
(91) Speaker 1, female, 40�s (repeated from Chapter 1) 

The fame that we Oiartzun-ers have always had, �Jeez, it�s, it�s that your 
 language is [Spanish:] so coarse.�  
 
 

In addition, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, Batua is also associated with 

modern, urban life and seen as a variety for young people, in opposition to dialects, 

which are associated with older speakers, rural settings and an imagined Basque 

traditional world.  In view of these two kinds of ideological pressures, then, it seems 

unsurprising that Batua features should be making their way into young people�s 

speech (and even into middle-aged people� speech).   

What, then, explains the fact that naz and dative-displacement show no signs 

of giving way to competing Batua forms?  The difference between these two sets of 

variables is plausibly related to the fact that naz and dative displacement�unlike /t/-

palatalization and participial affix doubling�are emblematic features of local speech.  

                                                
130 Speaker: batua itten dute batzuk eh# hitz asko batua 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker: euzkitza berak# asko daki batua# 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker: oso, oso ongi hitz eitten du horrek 
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That is, in the interviews conducted for this project, when participants talk about what 

their dialect is like, these are some of the features that they are most likely to mention.  

By contrast, participants rarely mention /t/-palatalization and participial affix doubling 

at all. 

Some examples of the way that naz and dative displacement are emblematic of 

the local dialect in local metalinguistic discourse are given in the following excerpts.  

The excerpt in (92), for example, comes from a passage in which Speaker 3 and the 

interviewer are discussing aspects of local speech.  When Speaker 3 notices the 

interviewer using dative displacement in her speech, she interrupts to point out,  

�That�s from Oiartzun.� 

 
(92) Speaker 3, female, 80�s (repeated from Chapter 2) 

Interviewer:  I like to  [gustatu itten nau] eh hear� 
Speaker 3:  [overlapping] You see? 
Interviwer:  [overlapping] �gotti betti� [dialectal: �from up to down�] xx ta 
Speaker 3:  You see?  Listen.  �gustatu _itten nau.�  [�I like.�]  You said it like  

from Oiartzun.  
Bill:  [laugh]  
Interviewer: Me, yes.  I xx [laugh] 
Speaker 3: You see?  You see?   �Nau.�  That�s from Oiartzun. 
Interviewer: But, I would like to say �gotti-betti� and all those things and to speak in  

hika, but I don�t know those.131 

                                                
131 Interviewer:  gustatu itten nau eh aitzea� 
Speaker 3:  [overlapping] kusten?# 
Interviwer:  [overlapping] �gotti betti� xx ta. 
Speaker 3:  kusten? aizu �gustatu itten nau.� zuk oiartzungoa bezela esan zu# 
Bill:  [laugh]  
Interviewer: nik bai# nik xx [laugh] 
Speaker 3: kusten?  kusten?  �nau�# hoi oiartzungua da# 
Interviewer: mino neri gustatuko liake gotti-betti ta holakuk satia ta hika hitz eitea ta  

hoik ez dakizkit. 
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Similarly, in (93), Speaker 25 mentions dative displacement (nau) and naz as 

examples of difficulties for her in writing in Batua. 

 
(93) Speaker 25, female 20�s 

It�s, that�s it, all that, �nau, nau� and �naz� and right, yes.132 
 

Finally in (94), Speaker 4 describes communication between herself and two 

former college roommates from other Basque towns, and reports that what most struck 

these non-Oiartzuarrans was her use of naz and the dative displaced form, nau.  When 

I ask her what she would think if she heard someone say (standard) naiz, she replies 

that she would think the speaker is not speaking the local dialect or is not from 

Oiartzun. 

 

 
(94) Speaker 4, female, 20�s 

Speaker 4: The one from [the town of] Orio if I talk to her in Oiartzun, Oiartzun  
Basque, she may not understand me well�or with a girl from [the town 
of] Arrasate, that I was with last year, and she also xx didn�t understand 
me well, and most of all, they all say to me that what strikes them is 
�naz� �naz� �naz� �nau� �nau� �nau.� [�] 

Bill: If [someone] used �naiz� what would you think?  [Spanish:] What�s 
your deal? 

Speaker 4: Yes, that they�re not, eh, we would think that they�re not, that they�re  
not speaking in Oiartzun Basque or that they�re not from Oiartzun.[�] 

Speaker 4: I say �naz.�133 

                                                
132 eske hoi da, hau dena, nau, nau ta naz ta�ya bai# 
133 Speaker 4:  oriokoana, eta oiartzueraz oiartzueraz hitz egiten baldin bayot iwal enau ondo  
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 Similarly, in (95), Speaker 12 reports that her daughters �defend� the local 

dialect well, and gives an example using naz. 

 

(95) Speaker 12,  female, 40�s (repeated from Chapter 2) 
Interviewer:  Have you noticed any difference between older people and younger 
   people? 
Speaker 12:  [�] also, [my daughters] defend the local dialect 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  uf, �jun naz� [�I�ve gone�] and �torko naz� [�I�ll come] and [inaudible] 

I don�t know what and  [laugh] 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  Yes, they take a lot of care of it in that [respect], eh yes, change.  I  

don�t know, eh I think, eh, with the influence of television, eh, yes 
there are some changes, eh, I don�t know, I don�t know.  Of course, me 
with young people, I[�m] with my daughters, and my daughters defend 
local dialect a lot.134 

 
 

                                                                                                                                       
ulertzen...edo arraseteko neska batekin, ibiltzen nitzen lengo urtian# ta horrek 
ebai xx etzin ondo ulertzen# ta batez ere denak saten naute txokatzen dutela 
�naz� �naz� �naz� �nau� �nau� �nau.� 

[...] 
Bill:   �naiz� erabiliz gero, ze pentsatuko zenuke, de que vas? 
Speaker 4:  bai, ez dela, ba pentsatuko genuke, ezdela, ezdula oiartzuaraz hitzeiten, o 

ezdela oiartzuarra...o# 
[...] 
Speaker 4:  nik �naz� esate dut # 
134 Interviewer:  nabaittu al zu gaztien eta helduen artian diferentziaren bat 
[�] 
Speaker 12:  hauek gainea defendatzen dute hemen oiartzungo hizkera# 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  uhi, �jun naz� ta �torko naz� ta [inaudible] ez dakit zer ta, [laugh] 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 12:  bai, asko zaintzen dute hortan eh # bai# aldaketa# ez dakit e, pentsatzen dut e 

telebistan eraginez ba bai badaudela aldaketa batzuk#eh, eztakit, eztakit#klaro 
ni gaztiakin, ba alabakin, ta alabak asko defendatzen dute hemengo euskera 
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In view of the discussion of dialect loyalty in the preceding chapters, a 

plausible explanation of the difference between these two sets of variables is that 

younger speakers are hanging onto naz and dative displacement because these features 

are emblematic of local speech.  By contrast, /t/-palatalization and participial affix 

doubling are not emblematic of local speech and are undergoing change.  

 The emblematic status of the form nau may also help explain differences in the 

way that dative person bears on dative displacement.  Recall from Table 4.13 that 1SG 

agreement morphemes favor displacement (.57) while second person agreement 

morphemes disfavor it (.33).  This difference is plausibly attributable to the fact that 

the emblematic form of this phenomenon is nau, an auxiliary whose displaced 

agreement morpheme is first person, rather than second person.  This explanation 

would seem to predict that the difference between first and second person displaced 

forms will be greatest among the group of speakers for whom dialect loyalty seems to 

be bear most directly on usage, namely younger speakers.  Indeed, the following 

cross-tabulation bears this out.  Table 4.20 shows that older and middle-aged speakers 

actually have slightly higher rates of displacement for second person forms.  For 

younger speakers, however, the opposite pattern emerges: the frequency for first 

person agreement morphemes is much higher than for second person agreement 

morphemes. 
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Table 4.20: Dative displacement by age group and dative person 

 First person Second person 
Older  (60+)      50/57      (88%)      37/39      (95%) 
Middle Aged (38-50)      36/66      (55%)      19/30      (63%) 
Young (20-29)  132/158      (84%)      18/36      (50%) 
 

 This proposal�that the auxiliary nau�s status as an emblem of dative 

displacement and local speech has shaped environmental conditioning in this process 

of change�would seem to be immediately counterexemplified by the ergative person 

data in Table 4.13.  Table 4.13 shows that displacement is disfavored in environments 

with (null) third person ergative agreement morphemes (.44), and without ergative 

arguments, and favored in forms with first and second person marking (.80).  The 

emblematic form nau occurs in the first two of these environments (as illustrated in 

(85) and (86) repeated below), and not in the latter environments (as shown in (84), 

repeated below). 

 

(96)=(85) Disfavoring environment: 3rd person ergative 
ni-ri     eman       na-u-Ø 
I-DAT give.PERF 1SG(ABS)-ROOT-3SG(ERG) 
�He/She has given (it) to me.� 
 
(97)=(86) Disfavoring environment: no ergative argument (�quirky� constructions) 

ne-ri gusta-tzen     na-u 
IDAT like-IMPERF   1SG(ABS)-ROOT 
�I like (it).� 
 
(98)=(84) Favoring environment: 2nd person ergative 
niri     eman       na-(u)-zu 
I.DAT give.PERF 1SG(ABS)-ROOT-2SG(ERG) 
�You have given (it) to me.� 
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 The emblematic form, nau, then, corresponds to precisely those ergative 

persons that disfavor displacement.  On closer inspection, however, the ergative 

person data turn out not to be entirely unlike the pattern for dative person.  The cross 

tabulation in Table 4.21 shows that the way ergative person constrains displacement 

varies by age group.  Middle-aged and older speakers have higher frequencies of 

displacement for first or second person forms than for third person ergative/quirky 

forms: while for younger speakers the reverse is true: the rate of displacement is 

slightly higher for 3rd person ergative/quirky constructions (78%) than for first person 

or second person ergative person forms (73%).  Hence, again, among the group of 

speakers for whom dialect loyalty appears to bear most directly on language change, 

environments conditioning the emblematic form nau are (weakly) favorable for dative 

displacement. 

 

Table 4.21: Dative displacement by age group and ergative person 

 Third person or 
no erg. argument 

First or second 
person 

Older  (60+)      59/66      (89%)      28/30      (93%) 
Middle Aged (38-50)      41/82      (50%)      14/14    (100%) 
Young (20-29)  139/179      (78%)      11/15      (73%) 
 

Table 4.22 combines these two factors��logical� dative person and ergative 

person�in order to compare dative displacement in environments in which nau is 

possible versus those where it is not possible. 
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Table 4.22: Dative displacement with 1SG DAT & 3SG ERG forms vs.  
other environments by age group  
 Environments for nau   

(1SG DAT w/ 3SG ERG) 
Other environments 

Older  (60+)             48/55      (87%)           39/41      (95%) 
Middle Aged (38-50)             30/60      (50%)           25/36      (69%) 
Young (20-29)         117/142      (82%)           33/52      (63%) 
 
 

Table 4.22 that younger speakers exhibit dative displacement at higher rates 

than middle-aged speakers only in 1SG DAT/3SG ERG environments, i.e. in which dative 

displacement yields nau.  In other environments, younger speakers use dative 

displacement at roughly the same rate as middle-aged speakers (69% vs. 63% 

respectively).  These facts, then, suggest that younger speakers� increased rates of 

dative displacement vis-à-vis middle-aged speakers in Table 4.20 is driven by the 

emblematic form nau. 

 This account of nau, if correct, entails that the emblematic nature of certain 

forms may bear on language change not only by motivating change (or absence of 

change) among certain salient sociolinguistic variables, but also in determining what 

environments will be in the vanguard of linguistic change.  That is, variationists have 

long known that socially salient variables often change more or less quickly than less 

salient features in a given context (Labov 1972).  The above data, however, suggest 

that such emblematic forms and shibboleths may also bear on language change at the 

level of environmental conditioning. 
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4.2.3 za/ga vs. zea/gea: dialect loyalty and dialect shift 

 The case of za/ga vs. zea/gea presents a special analytical challenge.  In 4.1.5 I 

pointed out that conservative local forms in the present tense, inflectional paradigm for 

izan (a-roots, za(ra)/ga(ra)) are isomorphic with Batua forms and different from 

Gipuzkoan forms (e-roots, ze(r)a/ge(r)a).  Table 4.14, repeated below, compares 

High-Navarran, Gipuzkoan and Batua present tense inflectional paradigms for izan.  

The capitalized forms are the elements in variation in Oiartzun that are examined here. 

 

Table 4.23: izan, present tense  

 High- 
Navar. 

Gip. Bat.  High-
Navar. 

Gip. Bat. 

1Sg naiz na(i)z naiz 1Pl 
 

GARA GERA GARA 

2Sg Formal 
        Informal 

ZARA 
yaiz 

ZERA 
ha(i)z 

ZARA 
haiz 

2Pl zarate  zerate zarete 

3Sg da da da 3Pl dira dira dira 
 
 

This ambiguity allows for two different interpretations of the behavior of 

younger speakers in Table 4.15.  That is, do younger speakers favor za/ga because 

they are tending toward Batua or out of loyalty to local dialectal forms (or both)?  

Another way to frame this question is to ask whether, with regard to za/ga, younger 

speakers behave as they do in the case of /t/-palatalization and participial affix 

doubling (where they favor Batua forms) or dative displacement (where they show 

loyalty to local forms).  An analysis of variance suggests that younger speakers vary 
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together more closely in their frequencies135 of use of za/ga and dative displacement 

(r=.41) than in their use of za/ga and palatalization (r=.00) or in their use of za/ga and 

participial affix doubling (r=-.04).  The r-value of .41 for za/ga and dative 

displacement is not significant at .05, partly because there are relatively few cases (16 

speakers).  However when middle aged speakers are included in the test, this 

correlation becomes significant at .05 (r=.58, F(1,25)=12.88, p<.05).136  These facts, 

then, suggest that to a considerable degree the same speakers who favor za/ga also 

favor dative displacement, an unambiguously local feature.  This, in turn, suggests that 

speakers� tendency toward za/ga is driven by dialect loyalty as in the case of dative 

displacement and naz. 

 It bears noting, then, that the za/ga-zea/gea alternations are also sometimes 

mentioned by participants in discussing dialectal differences.  In (99), for example, 

speaker 34 complains that teachers in Oiartzun�s schools�when they use dialect 

rather than Batua�often use zea forms rather than za.   

 
(99) Speaker 34, male, 40�s 

det, det, det, degu [Gipuzkoan auxiliary forms], gea, gea, gea, gera# 
[inaudible] Jesus Christ [lit.: I shit on the whore] [�] [they] talk and gea 
and in det [Gipuzkoan: �I have done it�], but in front of kids from 
Oiartzun.  Say in dut [Batua/conservative: I have done it.�] or in zute [local 
conservative: �You all have done it.�] and torri ga [�We have come.�137 

                                                
135Varbrul weights could not be used because variation in these forms is categorical for many 
speakers. 
136 Two speakers, who had no tokens for dative displacement, were excluded in performing 
this test. 
137 det, det, det, degu# gea, gea, gea, gera# x me kawen la puta# [�] hitz egin ta torriko �gea� 
ta �in det� # mino oiartzungo haurran aurrin # san zaituzte �in dut� edo �in zute�# ta �torri ga� 
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These facts, then, suggest that dialectal loyalty among younger speakers has 

borne not just on cases of contact between local dialectal and Batua features but also 

on the pre-existing process of dialect contact between Gipuzkoan zea/gea forms and 

conservative local za/ga forms.  These facts are discussed further in the following 

section. 

 

4.2.4 The problem of younger speakers  

The above data on za/ga vs. zea/gea show that the generalization about the 

behavior of younger speakers in this sample�at least with regard to salient features 

including dative displacement, za/ga vs. zea/gea and naz vs. naiz�is not that they are 

rejecting Batua per se, but rather maintaining local dialectal features.  Crucially, an 

interpretation of the behavior of younger speakers as rejecting Batua fails to account 

for the fact that they are moving away from Gipuzkoan features zea/gea and toward 

za/ga, which are ambiguous between Batua and the local dialect.  Rather, the behavior 

of younger speakers vis-à-vis their elders with regard to these features suggests 

dialectal conservatism.  The question, then, is how to explain why younger speakers 

show a greater tendency to conserve these local forms than middle-aged speakers.   

I would like to suggest that this difference is related to the unique way that 

economic development and social change have borne on young Oiartzuners� lives and 

sense of identity as Oiartzuners.  That is, several of the changes in town life discussed 

in Chapter 2 have impacted young Oiartzuners most directly.  Most importantly, 
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today�s young Oiartzuners, unlike older generations, face the prospect of being forced 

out of town by rising housing prices there.  As discussed earlier, many young native 

Oiartzuners see it as unfair that they should be unable to live in their own community 

while richer outsiders are able to.  This discourse implicitly indexes the fact that many 

present-day Oiartzuners� families have long histories in the valley.  Young 

Oiartzuners� complaints about being forced out of town�such as those by Speakers II 

and III in (100)�appeal to this history.   

 
(100) Speakers I, female, and II, male, 20�s.  (repeated from Chapter 2) 
Speaker I: But, well, Oiartzun has become, in Spanish you say �ciudad  
  dormitorio� [�bedroom community�] you say in Spanish 
Speaker II:  That too, that too. 
Bill:  Yes? 
Speaker I:  I mean, they sleep�there are some villas, p, a lot of villas# I mean it�s 
  xx of villas. 
Speaker II: [overlapping] Yes, Mendibil [name of a subdivision] and all those  

houses around xx 
Speaker I:  [overlapping] and then go� 
Speaker II: [overlapping]  
Speaker I:  Yes. 
Speaker II: Those, those houses cost a ton of money.  They cost a lot.  And  

Oiartzun people see them and how much, eh, how, what kind of life, to 
buy� 

Speaker I: No, that, I mean people come.  A family buys it. 
Speaker II: That�s right. 
Speaker I: Work, in Donostia, or I don�t know where they work, they send their  

kids xx to study. 
[�] 
Speaker I:  Yes, eh, what is clear is that our, at least young people like us, it�s  

impossible to buy something like that. 
Speaker II: That�s right, that�s right. 
Speaker I: And there, it�s people that come from outside.  I don�t know. 
[�] 
Speaker II:  Eh, to get housing at least, [is] pretty difficult. 
Bill:  Yes? 
Speaker I: [overlapping] Yes, if you want to live here in Oiartzun, at least, I mean  
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we don�t have a lot of possibilities.138 
 
 Speaker 6�s comments in this regard are similar.  When asked if he wants to 

continue living in Oiartzun, Speaker 6 points out that he would like to, but cannot 

because of rising housing prices. 

 

(101) Speaker 6, male, 20�s 
Interviewer:  Any desire to keep living in Oiartzun? 
Speaker 6: Yes, I mean, at least if it�s possible, yes, but�pff.  The situation is  

pretty tough.  Like that.  Pretty tough, no?  Very tough!  Because, 
Oiartzun today is considered a paradise, that�s the way it�s considered.  
It�s a paradise.  In Oiartzun, for someone from [the Provincial capital]    
Donostia, Donostia may be very pretty, but there�s a ton of cars in 
Donostia.  Noise.  In Donostia, eh, eh people get stressed out.  There 
are stores.  Everyone goes there.  Well, people who have money.  To 
have a big house in Oiartzun is a paradise [inaudible].  And then, of 
course, the locals.  [barely audible:] {What can the locals do about it?} 
They build us houses of a hundred million.  Ones that are worth a 

                                                
138 Speaker I:  mino bueno oiartzun bihurtu da# gazteleraz saten da ciudad dormitorio edo  

hola, saten zaio gazteleraz 
Speaker II:  baita, baita# 
Bill:   bai 
Speaker I:  osa lo ite dute # villa batzuk daude# p, villa pila bat# osea villaz xx dago 
Speaker II:  [overlapping:] bai, mendibil ta xx inguruko etxe hoi dena[k] # 
Speaker I:  [overlapping:] ta gero jute ya# 
Speaker I:  bai 
Speaker II:  hoiek# etxe hoiek kriston pila balio dute# asko balio dute# eta hoiek#  

oiartzungo jendik ikusi ta zemba, em, zem, ze bizimodu dakan# erosteko�# 
Speaker I:  ez, hoi# osea tortzen da iwal eh, jendia, familiak eroste dute# 
Speaker II:  hori da 
Speaker I:  lan, donostian, edo ez dakit nun lan itte dute# haurrak xx bialtzen  

ttuzte�ikastea# [�] 
Speaker I:  bai, ba, argi dona da, gure gu bezelako gazte eta behintzat# imposiblia dela  

holako ezer eostia#  
Speaker II:  hoi da, hoi da# 
Speaker I:  ta hor kampotikan datorren dela ez dakit[�] 
Speaker II:  ba etxebizitza behintzat, eh lortzeko nahiko zaila xx 
Bill:   bai 
Speaker I: [overlapping], bai hemen oiartzunen bizi nahi bizi baldin bazu# osa ettugula x 

posiblitate askoikan 
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hundred million (pesetas) [around 700,000 USD].139  Or they put [that 
price] on them, at least.  A hundred million. [�] I want to live here, 
and because there�s some housing speculators, and because [barely 
audible:] {they value} the houses for a ton of money.  What am I 
supposed to do?  Leave here?140 

 

 An additional consequence of housing development has been an influx of 

newcomers with few ties to other Oiartzuners.  As Speaker 30 observes, this has made 

contemporary Oiartzun a less dense social network than in previous generations. 

 

(102) Speaker 30, male, 24 years old (repeated from Chapter 2) 
Speaker 30:  But it�s pretty individualized, in general and�in everything, everything  

is very individualized, I mean, you can see it. 
Bill:   mhm 
Speaker 30:  and that later, then, shit, are they from Oiartzun?  Holy shit [lit., the 

(eucharistic) host], x never, then you don�t you don�t know if they�re 
from Oiartzun or not. 

Bill:   Right, right. 
Speaker 30:  It�s incredible, eh, I�that, I mean, it�s pretty bad, eh?141 
                                                
139 Although the euro had replaced the peseta by the time that fieldwork was conducted for this 
project, real estate prices were still frequently quoted and discussed in pesetas. 
140 Interviewer:  oiartzunen bizitzeko asmoa? 
Speaker 6:  bai, hombre, aukera baldin bado, behintzat, bai, mino�pff. asuntoa nahiko  

zaila ziok# hola# nahiko zaila ez# oso zaila! porke# oiartzun gaurregun ziok  
konsideratua paraisua#ta hala yun konsideratua# paraisua duk# oiartzunen,  
donostiko batentzet oiartzun, donostia izango duk oso politta# mino donostian 
ziok kriston kotxe pila#donstian ziok#soinua# donostian, a, a, jende agoibiatu 
itten duk# dendak ziozte# jende guzia hara juten duk# bueno dirua dakan 
jendia# oiartzunen villa eer bat eukitzea duk, paraisua xx# ta klaro bertakuak#  
{zer in ber yo bertakoak#} ehun miloiko etxe itten zizkigute# ehun miloi balio 
dutenak # o jartzen ttizte behintat# ehun miloi ta [�] nik hemen bizi nahi dit 
eta�#etxia espekuladore batzuk daudelako ta etxiak kriston balore ematen 
dutelako ze in ber dit# hemendikan jun?# 

141 Speaker 30:  mino nahiko indibidualizatua ziok#orokorrian eta�denean dena ziok oso 
indibidualizatua# osea# ikusten da# 

Bill:   mhm# 
Speaker 30:  eta hoi geoztik# geo # hostia hoi oiartzungua duk# ai ba la hostia, si ez x 

sekula #geo etzu, eztakizu oiartzungua den o ez den oiartzungua# 
Bill:   ya ya 
Speaker 30:  pasada bat da# eh# ni, hoi# zea# oso txungua duk eh 
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The ambivalence of younger speakers toward these changes and perceived 

weakening of valley identity is reflected in the following excerpt of dialog between 

Speaker 39 and Maider, one of the interviewers. 

 
(103) Speaker 39, female, 20�s 
Speaker 39:  I think that we�ll maintain it [our sense of village identity], I don�t 

know.  [inaudible] 
Interviewer: mhm 
Speaker 39: We won�t say that we�re from Donostia. 
Interviewer: [laugh] 
Speaker 39:  [laugh] 
Interviewer: I hope.142  
 
 
 One possible interpretation, then, of the linguistic behavior of younger 

speakers as reflected in the above data, as well as many of their comments lamenting 

the loss of dialectal features, is as a reaction to these changes.  That is, younger 

speakers� dialect loyalty is a way of staking claim to an Oiartzuner identity imperiled 

by recent social and economic changes including housing development.  From this 

perspective, the behavior of younger speakers in these data is reminiscent of diphthong 

centralization among residents of Martha�s Vineyard in the wake of tourist 

development there (Labov 1972, Blake and Josey 2003).  Specifically, Labov (1972) 

proposes that Vineyarders� increased centralization of the first elements in /aw/ and 

                                                
142 Speaker 39:  nik ustet guk mantenduko dugula ez dakit# beti xx# 
Interviewer:  mhm 
Speaker 39:  ez dugula esango donostikoak gala 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 39:  [laugh] 
Interviewer:  [laugh] espero 
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/ay/�a feature of Vineyard speech�is a reaction to the encroachment of �summer 

people��wealthier mainlanders who have bought property on the Vineyard for 

summer residences.  In Labov�s words, �When a man says [rŒIt] or [hŒUs], he is 

unconsciously establishing the fact that he belongs to the island: that he is one of the 

natives to whom the island really belongs� (1972:36).  Crucially, then, on Martha�s 

Vineyard as in Oiartzun, community members often blame richer 

outsiders/newcomers for changes in town life that they perceive negatively.  In both 

cases, moreover, community members� reaction to these changes appears to be 

manifested in linguistic practice as dialect loyalty. 

 Nevertheless, the discussion of social and economic change in Oiartzun in 

Chapter 2 suggests that the behavior of young Oiartzuners is not driven exclusively by 

a resentment of wealthy outsiders/newcomers, but rather is more complex.  In 

particular, field observations and comments by young Oiartzuners in interview data 

suggest that young Oiartzuners are also reacting to other kinds of changes in town life 

including a decreased sense of community identity and a sense of loss of traditional 

practices, which cannot be attributed exclusively to the arrival of wealthier outsiders 

and housing development.  Rather, at least two other factors�increased mobility and 

the obsolescence of the local parish Doneztebe as the focus of civic life�have also 

plausibly contributed to these changes in town life.  As reflected in many of their 

comments, community members seem to be aware of these changes.   

 Nevertheless, a crucial point of comparison between Labov�s (1972) study and 

the present Oiartzun data is that dialect loyalty�as manifiested by linguistic practice 
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and what speakers say about language�is most pronounced among the set of 

community members whose sense of belonging to the community has been most 

directly affected by social change.  In the spirit of Labov�s (1972) analysis, then, a 

plausible interpretation of younger Oiartzuners� behavior is as a way to legitimize 

their claim to membership in Oiartzun in the face of social changes that have 

weakened their identity as Oiartzuners. 

 

4.2.5 Standardization and gender 

 For several of the variables discussed above, speaker sex is selected as a 

statistically significant factor group.  The following discussion develops an account of 

these facts.  Before returning to these data, however, I will briefly discuss another 

sociolinguistic variable�allocutive marking (hika)�that has been discussed as a 

gender marker in recent literature.  As I hope to show, Oiartzuners� views on hika help 

illuminate the gendered distribution of the variables discussed above. 

Hika.  Some Basque dialects preserve a system of agreement in informal 

speech in which the interlocutor�s gender is marked on the inflection-bearing verb, 

even when the interlocutor is not an argument of the verb.   Allocutive (addressee) 

agreement of this kind is popularly referred to as hika.  (104) and (105) illustrate this 

phenomenon.  In the allocutive forms in (105), the final -n and -k morphemes on the 

auxiliary agree in gender with the interlocutor, a non-argument.143  

                                                
143 See Oyharçabal (1983) for a more detailed discussion of formal properties of this 
phenomenon.  In many dialects, including Oiartzun�s, allocutive use is either marginal or 
completely unavailable in embedded clauses.  In the present data set, this constraint holds 
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(104) Garestia      d-a.    (non-allocutive agreement) 
       expensive 3SG-ROOT 
       �It�s expensive.� 
 
(105)  
a. Garestia d-u-n.    (allocutive agreement) 

expensive 3SG-ROOT-2SG FEM 
�It�s expensive.� 

b. Garestia d-u-k.    (allocutive agreement) 
expensive 3SG-ROOT-2SG MASC 
�It�s expensive.� 
 

  

 Allocutive agreement marks �informality� grammatically, and in that sense is 

similar to T (vs. V) pronoun use in many Western European languages.  Nevertheless, 

the stylistic distribution of hika use is in many ways closer to profanity than to T 

pronoun use in Western European languages.  In particular, in Christian texts in 

Basque, God is never addressed with informal allocutive agreement, but rather always 

in the formal, unlike in the case of Western European T vs. V pronouns.  Similarly, in 

Oiartzun at least, young children are not typically addressed in hika, and are often not 

permitted to use it.  Indeed, many speakers, including, Speaker 32 in the following 

excerpt describe it as �ugly.� 

(106) Speaker 32, female, 80�s (asked if she uses hika) 
Speaker 32:  Before yes, I, our, look, my husband didn�t like us to talk in hika, with  

each other. 
Interviewer:  No? 

                                                                                                                                       
categorically for all of the more proficient older speakers who used hika during the interviews.  
Several younger speakers, who claimed to have limited proficiency in hika, however, 
occasionally used allocutive agreement in embedded clauses.  
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Speaker 32:  [!,!,!,!,!]144 I, and it seemed very ugly to me to speak in hika.  There I  
see Goenkale [a Basque-medium soap opera on which hika is 
sometimes used] and [barely audible:] {I say} my God! [inaudible] 

Bill:  [laugh] 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 32:  For me, it�s nicer to speak in zuka [non-allocutive].  Of course,  

[Spanish:] I don�t know.  That�s the way I am.  [lit.: That�s my way of  
being.]145 

 

In her research on language, identity and gender in Donostia secondary 

schools, Echeverria (2000) discusses an important way in which the use of prestige 

language in Basque is gender-patterned: use of informal, allocutive (hika) forms is 

much more common among male speakers than among female speakers.  The author�s 

field observations and interview data suggest a similar pattern in Oiartzun.  

Community members reported that men use hika much more than women, and several 

younger women informants reported not �knowing� hika at all.  The comments below 

by Speaker 14�a woman�are typical in this regard. 

 
(107) Speaker 14, male, 40�s 

Yes, eh, boys maybe speak in hika more than we do.  That�s right.  
Because, among us girls, hika isn�t spoken.  And boys don�t speak to us in 
hika.  Among our friends, boys talk to each other in hika.  Like at home.  
[She had previously described how her brothers speak hika, but she 

                                                
144 These are clicks corresponding to the IPA symbol, !.   In this context they are used to mean 
�no.� 
145 Speaker 32:  leno, bai# nik# gue, beitu# nei gizoni etzion gustatzen#hika hitz eittea# bata  

bestekin. 
Interviewer:  ez? 
Speaker 32:  [!,!,!,!,!]# nik# eta nei arraunt itxusi iruitzen zian hika hitz eittea# hor ikusten  

dot goenkale # {saten dut} dios mio xx  
Bill:   [laugh] 
Interviewer:  [laugh] 
Speaker 32:  niretzat polittagua da zuka hitz eittea, klaro# no se# mi manera de ser# 
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doesn�t.]  Eh, boys talk to each other in hika but not to girls, no.  And not 
among us girls either.  I don�t know why it is.  I don�t know.146  

 
 

In addition, older speakers are reported to use hika more than younger 

speakers, as Speaker 12 suggests in (108). 

 
(108) Speaker 12, female, 40�s 

One thing has been lost, the tendency to hika, hika, that�.[inaudible] was 
big here, eh, especially in Iturriotz.  That�s been lost a lot.147 

 
 

Cross-speaker variation in hika use in the interview data is consistent with 

these views: in the recorded data, hika is used by male speakers of all ages, but 

especially older speakers.  In contrast, the only female speakers who used these forms 

were over 70 years old. 

Echeverria explains this difference in terms of ideologies of language and 

gender in which allocutive use is iconically linked (Gal and Irvine 1995) to 

masculinity in two ways: (i) through its connotations of �spontaneity, directness, 

naturalness, anger and fun��that in turn index masculinity (reminiscent of Bourdieu�s 

discussion of la gueule), and (ii) through its association with traditional Basque life.  

Speakers� metalinguistic comments in the present study are consistent with this 

                                                
146 bai, ba, mutillak hika geio iten dutela, iwal, gu bainon# hori bai# ze gu neskan artian ezta 
hika eiten# ta mutillak guri ezdigute hika eiten# gu lagunan artian mutillak iten dia# ba etxean 
bezela# ba mutillak iten dia baino neskari ez, ez# ta neskak guri artian ezta ere# eztakit 
zergatik den eztakit. 
147 gauza bat galdu da�hikan hikan, joera hoi�x hemen haundia zen, e gehien bat iturriotzen.  
hoi asko galdu da# 
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proposal.  As Speaker V suggests, for example, hika is associated with baserritarrak 

(�farmers.�), who are true Basques (lit. Basque-Basques). 

 

(109) Speakers IV, female, and V, male, 20�s (discussing baserritarrak) 
Speaker V:  Often, truthfully, they speak Basque more closed. 
Speaker IV:  They�re Basque-Basques. 
Bill:  Yes? 
Speaker V: Yes. 
Speaker IV: Basque-Basques. 
Bill:  And is it very different?  Baserri� 
Speaker V: Very different, for us, no, but maybe for you, yes.  Maybe for you, yes. 
Speaker IV: Yes 
Speaker V:  [inaudible] 
Speaker IV:  Yes, we speak much more e, like that, more Batua, and them� 
Speaker V: Yes, and they speak more hika and�148 
 

 Similarly, Speaker 6 says that hika �comes out of him� more easily when 

talking to baserritarrak. 

 
(110) Speaker 6, male, 20�s 

Eh, that, it�s always been people around farms and [suck teeth], eh I don�t 
know.  It comes out of me, no?  In comes out of me more easily.149 

 
 

                                                
148 Speaker IV:  haik askotan egiesan itxixago hitz eite dute [euskera] 
Speaker V:  euskaldun-euskaldunak dia 
Bill:   bai? 
Speaker IV: bai 
Speaker V:  euskaldun-euskaldunak. 
Bill:   eta oso diferentia da? baserri� 
Speaker V:  oso diferentia guretzako ez, baino iwal zutzeko bai. iwal zutzako bai 
Speaker IV:  bai 
Speaker V:  xx 
Speaker IV:  bai guk askoz e hola, batuago hitz eiten dugu ta haiek� 
Speaker V: bai eta haiek [ite dute] hika geio eta� 
149 ba hoi, beti baserri inguruko jendia izandu ttuk, eta [suck teeth] ba etzakit# ba atea itten zit, 
ez# errexago atetzen zit# 
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Echeverria�s explanation for the sex difference in hika use is that males have 

much greater visibility in popular representations of these traditional spheres than 

women, and that �authentic� Basqueness is thereby constructed as masculine.  In 

school materials in her study, images of individuals engaged in �authentic� Basque 

roles, such as farmers, fishermen, and those practicing traditional sports, were much 

more often male than female.  

Variation in dialectal features by sex.  Echeverria further argues that this 

gendered opposition between solidarity and prestige forms is recursive (Gal and Irvine 

1995) at other linguistic levels, including the oppositions Basque/Spanish and 

dialect/Batua.  Indeed, this sex difference at the level of opposition between Spanish 

and Basque is part of broad popular metalinguistic discourse.  Several participants in 

the present study, such as Speaker 16, below, suggested such a difference.150 

 
(111) Speaker 16, male, 20�s  

And among the old, among the elderly, yes I�ve seen it pretty clear.  Eh, 
women, among themselves eh tend toward Spanish and men, among 
themselves, maintain Basque, no?  Eh, with friends from around here, or 
well, their parents, I�ve noticed that, yes, and eh, maybe in the street or in 
the bakery and so on.151 

 
 

Echeverria�s work, then, suggests that the use of prestige vs. solidarity forms in 

the Southern Basque Country is broadly gender-patterned in a way frequently reported 

                                                
150 See Sánchez-Carrión (1989) for a discussion of this difference, and more recently 
Amonarriz (1995) and Hernández (2003). 
151 eta zaharran artin# helduan artin# bai ikusi dut ya dexente klaro# eh emakumik been artin, 
eh espainola jotzia# eta gizonak been artin euskera mantentzia# ez, eh, inguruko launakin o, 
bueno been gurasuk#  nik hoi nabaittu dut, bai# ta ba, iwal kalin o panadeian edo#  
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in sociolinguistic literature�women tend toward prestige forms and men, informal 

forms (Gal 1979, Labov 1972:301-4, Trudgill 1995, but also James 1996).   

 Nevertheless, the data presented above provide only mixed support for this 

proposal.   

Table 4.24: Use of 4 different variables by speaker sex. 152 
Variable   Frequency   Weight 
Participial affix doubling 
 Women 229/296 77%  .57 
 Men 285/419 68%  .45 
/t/-palatalization 
 Women 536/852 63%  .45 
 Men 574/813 71%  .55  
Dative displacement 
 Women 179/236 76%  .49** 
 Men 113/150 75%  .52** 
zea/gea (vs. za/ga) 
 Women 91/340 27%  .41 
 Men 111/241 46%  .63 
*Goldvarb runs were not performed on the data on naz vs. naiz. 
**Not selected at .05.  p.=.69 
 
 
 On one hand, Table 4.24 shows that use of palatalization�a non-standard 

feature�is conditioned by speaker sex in the expected way from the perspective of 

Echeverria�s proposal: men favor palatalization while (.55) while women disfavor it 

(.45).  In the present corpus, use of palatalizaton is near-categorical for older speakers, 

but among both middle-aged and younger speakers, who exhibit greater variation in 

/t/-palatalization, this sex difference is significant at .05.  That is, in separate runs 

                                                
152 Multivariate analysis was not performed on naz vs. naiz, because a large number of 
speakers used one variant, naz, categorically.  This variable will not be discussed here.  
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isolating first younger speakers and then middle-aged speakers this difference emerges 

as significant, as shown in Table 4.25 and Table 4.26, respectively. 

 
 
Table 4.25: /t/-palatalization, younger speakers only 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Sex 
 Women               134/366 37%  .43 
 Men                           209/344 61%  .57  
Village 
 Western villages   318/568 56%  .65  
 Eastern villages    25/142 18%  .08 
Interviewer 
 Maider                           143/323 44%  .44 
 Jabi                           167/242 69%  .78 
 Haizea                             33/145 23%  .17 
Morphological environ. 
 Auxiliary verbs   153/170 90%  .93 
 Perf. aff. (-tu)                  64/128 50%  .47 
 Imperf. aff. (-ten)   126/412 31%  .26 
Overall tendency: .48.  N=710.  Factor groups were selected in the order: 
morphological environment, village, interviewer, and sex.  All factor groups selected. 
 
 
Table 4.26: /t/-palatalization, middle-aged speakers only 
Factor Group   Frequency   Weight 
Sex 
 Women               147/220 67%  .41 
 Men                           206/303 68%  .57  
Village 
 Western villages   249/326 76%  .58  
 Eastern villages   104/197 53%  .36 
Interviewer 
 Maider                           261/320 82%  .68 
 Jabi                             92/203 45%  .23 
Morphological environ. 
 Auxiliary verbs   105/138 76%  .67 
 Perf. aff. (-tu)                  65/86 76%  .62 
 Imperf. aff. (-ten)   183/299 61%  .39 
Overall tendency: .71.  N=523.  Factor groups were selected in the order: interviewer; 
morphological environment; village; and sex.  All factor groups selected. 
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Other variables discussed above, however, fail to exhibit the expected pattern 

from the perspective of Echeverria�s proposal.  In the case of dative displacement 

(Table 4.13), sex is not selected as statistically significant.  Moreover, in the case of 

participial affix doubling (Table 4.3), the age pattern is exactly the opposite of that 

predicted: men favor the standard variant (.45), while women tend toward dialectal 

forms (.57).  (I will return to the cases of za/ga vs. gea/zea, below.) 

These data, then, present two kinds of problems: first, how to explain the 

absence of the expected sex difference in the case of dative displacement and 

participial affix doubling; and second, how to account for the different ways that sex 

conditions variation across these three variables.  In addressing these questions, I will 

adopt the core of Echeverria�s analysis of the way that ideologies of gender target 

language: �authentic� Basqueness is constructed as male, and linguistic practices 

associated with these authentic Basque guises�especially baserritarrak farmers�are 

thereby recruited to the work of marking gender identities.  Differences in the ways 

that sex bears on variation across these different features are plausibly attributable to 

different social meanings of these variables. 

Participants� evaluations of the term kaxero are particularly revealing in this 

regard.  Kaxero comes from Spanish casero �(small-scale) farmer.�  As a pejorative 

term, akin to American English �hick� or �bumpkin,� it is often rendered as ka[�]ero.  

In Basque, unlike in Spanish, [s] and [�] are distinct phonemes, and this rendering 
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seems to index a stereotype of the speech of Basque farmers.  (Whether this indexes 

the sound of Basque, or the speech of Basque farmers when they speak in Spanish, or 

both, is unclear at this time.)  The salience of linguistic practices in defining a kaxero, 

then, is visible in the term itself. 

When participants were asked to describe how a kaxero speaks, the most 

frequently mentioned linguistic properties did not include these sibilants, but rather (i) 

allocutive, hika forms, (ii) a fast rate of speech and (iii) speaking itxia, �closed� or 

�eating words/letters� (letrak/hitzak jaten).  As discussed above, these seem to index a 

series of style-marking phonological reductions, of which palatalization is one of the 

most common.   

 

(112) Speaker 4 (20�s), discussing the way that her grandmother speaks 
And for example my grandmother and them say a lot, �biyen bi[c]artin� 
[<biyen bittartin> �between the two�.  �Biyen bi[c]artin� we don�t ever 
say.  [She and the interviewer laugh.]  �Bi[t]artin, bi[t]artian [no 
palatalization] but my grandmother�s xx �biyen bi[c]artin� a lot.153 

 

  

 In (112), for example, Speaker 4 describes her grandmother, a baserritarra, as 

using palatalization in a morphological environment, which for her is unavailable, and 

strikes her as ludicrously dialectal.  Similarly, in (113) and (114), below speakers 14 

and 16 mention both hika and speaking �closed� or �eating words� as characteristic of 

kaxero speech. 

                                                
153 eta abididez, amonak eta asko esaten dute, �biyen bittartin� #�biyen bittartin� guk ez ya ez 
dugu inoiz esaten [she and interviewer laugh], bitartin...bitartian, baino amonan xx �biyen 
bittartin� asko. 
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(113) Speaker 4, female, 20�s 

 Well, you call a kaxero farmhouses, well, typical also, is that, um farm thing,  
that doesn�t know Euskara Batua well�and that talks �we�re going to go�  
[allocutive (hika)] [�] a lot of hika, and fast fast, eating a lot of letters.154 

 

(114) Speaker 16, male, 20�s 

like, that, when you say �what, what a kaxero,� usually because they use hika.  
And, �are we going to eat something� [allocutive], well not �we�re going to 
eat� [allocutive] well �do we eat something� [non-allocutive].  It�s different.  
Or �we�re going to eat� [shout] epa! [Spanish:] like, [�] Like it�s more 
closed.155 

 

 Speaker 14�s quote is also notable for the fact that her example of the 

allocutive auxiliary ga[c]uk (<gattuk> /gaituk/) shows palatalization.  Indeed, in the 

present corpus, palatalization with allocutive auxiliaries is categorical (N=117) and 

these tokens have been excluded from the data set.  (As Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show, 

palatalization of non-allocutive auxiliaries is high, but non-categorical in present data 

set.) 

 These data, then, suggest that palatalization is likely to be gender-patterned in 

a way similar to allocutive, hika use.  From this perspective, the higher rates of 

palatalization among men in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are expected since, as in the case of 
                                                
154ba deitze zu kaxero bat baxerriak, bueno...tipiko ere bai, da hoi, zea baxerriko hoi, 
ezdakiena, euskera batuan ondo...eta hitzeite una �jungo gattuk� [...] hika asko ta azkar azkar, 
ta, letra asko jaten 
155 osa, # hoi ke, ke kaxero esaten denian# normalian hika erabiltzen dutelako#ta �jango yeu 
zerbatte� ba ez �jango yeu� ba �jaten dugu zerbait� ezberdina da edo �jango yeu� [shout] epa! 
como� 
 [a few seconds later] 
osa da itxiagoa bezela 
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allocutive use, �eating words�/�speaking closed� is associated with certain images of 

�authentic� Basqueness�in which the baserri figures prominently�which are linked 

to masculinity.  This ideology of gender, then, has conditioned the way that absence of 

/t/-palatalization has entered local speech.  

By contrast, participants in this study never mention other variables discussed 

above in their descriptions of kaxero speech.  These variables seem not to have 

emerged as markers of authentic Basque speech, and consequently do not exhibit the 

expected gender pattern.  It remains to be explained more fully, however, why these 

variants are not distributed by sex in the expected way, i.e. with men favoring dialectal 

forms and women favoring Batua forms.  That is, if as argued above, the Batua/dialect 

opposition has been constructed as an opposition between modernity and traditional 

Basque society, then one might expect this opposition to be gender-patterned in the 

same way as the Spanish/Basque distinction, as proposed by Echeverria.   

In the case of dative displacement (Table 4.13), for which sex was not selected 

as a significant factor group, one possible explanation is that Batua is still too new.  

That is, these gender differences have not yet recurred (Gal and Irvine 1995) at the 

level of opposition between Batua and dialect in a way that bears on language change.  

The fact that, in the case of /t/-palatalization, sex does bear on variation in the way 

predicted by Echeverria�s proposal is plausibly attributable to the fact that /t/-

palatalization as a style marker predates the promulgation of Batua.  In other words, 

sex bears on /t/-palatalization in the expected way because /t/-palatalization as a style 

marker�like hika�has existed in the speech community for generations. 
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The data on participial affix doubling (Table 4.3), however, are still more 

puzzling from the perspective of Echeverria�s analysis and the present proposal.  

Again, the sex distribution in Table 1 is the opposite of that predicted: men favor 

Batua forms (.57), while women favor dialectal forms (.45).  Indeed, the cross 

tabulation in Table 4.27 shows that this difference is greatest for youngest speakers.  

What the nature of this difference might be cannot be answered at this time. 

 
Table 4.27: Participial affix doubling by age group and sex 

 Women Men 
Older  (60+)      90/94  (96%)     78/80     (98%) 
Middle Aged (38-50)      66/90  (73%) 124/163     (76%) 
Young (20-29)    73/112  (65%)   83/176     (47%) 
 
 

za/ga vs. zea/gea.  The data on za/ga vs. zea/gea pose an additional problem 

for the hypothesis that Basque women tend toward formal forms while men tend 

toward informal forms.  Echeverria�s recursion proposal (following Gal and Irvine 

1995) predicts that gendered ideologies of formal language should recur at the level of 

opposition between Gipuzkoan and High-Navarran.  That is, women will tend toward 

the (erstwhile) prestige variety, Gipuzkoan, while men will tend toward High-

Navarran forms.  The data from za/ga vs. zea/ga (Table 4.15), however, show the 

exact opposite pattern: men tend toward tend toward Gipuzkoan zea/gea (.63) while 

women tend toward conservative, High-Navarran ga/za (.41).   

Interpreting these data is hindered by the fact discussed above that ga/za forms 

are lectally ambiguous between Batua and the local dialect; zea/gea are 
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unambiguously Gipuzkoan forms.  Crucially, the sex distribution for zea/gea use is not 

constant across age groups.  Table 4.28 shows that the sex difference is greatest for 

middle aged and older speakers and smaller for younger speakers.156  That is, the sex 

difference is greatest for precisely for the two groups with least exposure to Batua. 

These facts, then, suggest, that this sex difference is conditioned by contact between   

Gipuzkoan and the local dialect rather than by contact between Gipuzkoan and Batua.  

In other words, the data from Table 4.15 and Table 4.28, suggest, that, among the two 

older age groups, men have led the change toward Gipuzkoan. 

Table 4.28: e-root forms of izan (zea/gea) by age group and sex 

 Women Men 
Older  (60+)        17/90  (19%)      26/50     (52%) 
Middle Aged (38-50)        30/74  (41%)      52/76     (68%) 
Young (20-29)      44/176  (25%)    33/115     (29%) 
 

 

These data are consistent with evidence presented by Haddican (2003) (based 

on a different corpus) suggesting that men in Oiartzun have led the process of change 

toward Gipuzkoan forms in Oiartzun across several different dialectal features.  This 

sex difference is also supported by a small piece of real-time evidence.  The twentieth-

century Basque linguist Koldo Mitxelena (b. 1915) made the following observation of 

sex-difference in *edun forms, in the neighboring town of Errenteria: �For me, the 

forms are dut [High-Navarran], etc.  With regard to det [Gipuzkoan], the difference is 

                                                
156 In separate runs isolating first younger speakers, and then middle-aged and older speakers, 
the sex difference is selected in both cases.  In the former case, the difference in factor weights 
is smaller�.63 vs. .42�than in the latter .72 vs. .33.   
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above all sex.  I have never heard it from a woman�157 (quoted in Zuazo 1997: 418).  

To the extent that the process of change in neighboring Errenteria is the same, 

Mitxelena�s quote suggests that the sex difference in *edun forms has been constant at 

least over the last several generations. 

Why the use of Gipuzkoan versus local forms should be distributed by sex in 

this way is less clear.  In previous work (2003), I speculated that this difference was 

originally a consequence in different employment patterns for men and women of 

previous generations:  men who worked outside of family farms tended toward jobs in 

which they would have had contact with Gipuzkoan-speaking men; by contrast, 

women may have tended toward jobs in which they would have been expected to 

speak Spanish (cf. Echeverria 2000:240, Douglas 1976).  The perpetuation of this sex 

difference among today�s speakers, is not directly a result of market forces and greater 

or lesser exposure to Gipuzkoan, but rather reflects the fact that differential use of 

Gipuzkoan and High-Navarran has emerged as a gender marker in it own right: men 

tend toward Gipuzkoan forms and women tend toward High-Navarran forms.  

In any event, what is crucial about the za/zea-ga/gea data for the purposes of 

the present discussion is that they show that the ways that gender ideologies target 

language in the Basque Country do not reduce to the bromide that men tend toward 

informal forms, and women standard forms (James 1996).  Ethnographic data for this 

project as well as data on variation in the use of /t/-palatalization suggest support for 

                                                
157 My translation.  �Para mí las formas son dut, etc.  En cuanto a det, la diferencia es ante 
todo de sexo.  No se lo he oído jamás a una mujer.� 
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the essence of Echeverria�s valuable proposal�that gendered constructions of 

�authentic� Basqueness bear on language use.  The data presented here, however, 

suggest little support for the claim that this ideology recurs as a formal-informal 

distinction per se. 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I have presented quantitative analyses of variation between 

Batua and dialectal forms of five sociolinguistic variables.   The following are some 

specific consequences of the foregoing discusssion.   

Change in progress.  The data presented here show how dialect loyalty has 

borne on language change in a specific way.  Crucially, apparent time evidence 

suggests that only certain of the features discussed here are entering local speech.  

Younger speakers do not differ significantly from their elders in rates of dative 

displacement or monophtongization of /naIs/.  By contrast, younger speakers do show 

significantly lower factor weights for (non-standard) /t/-palatalization and participial 

affix doubling.  The difference between these two sets of variables is plausibly related 

to the fact that the first two are emblematic of local speech.  In participants� 

metalinguistic comments in ethnographic interview data, these first two features�

dative displacement and [nas]�are often mentioned as salient features of the local 

dialect.  In contrast, participants almost never mention /t/-palatalization or participial 

affix doubling. 
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The fact that salient local features are not giving way to competing standard 

forms is plausibly related to a rise in dialectal loyalty, which is in turn related to recent 

changes in town life (Echeverria 2000, Amorrortu 2000).  Many community members 

understand standardization as part of a broader process of modernization, economic 

development and urbanization that has been advantageous in many ways, but has also 

brought other unwanted changes, including the loss of traditional practices and a 

perceived weakening in community identity.  The ambivalence of many younger 

speakers toward these changes is reflected in their attitudes toward Batua and the local 

dialect and their use of these in speech. 

 Emblematic forms/shibboleths bear on environmental conditioning.  The 

apparent time data on dative displacement show that environments conditioning the 

emblematic form�nau�are favored.  These facts suggest that the emblematic nature 

of certain forms may bear on language change not only by motivating change (or 

absence of change) among certain salient sociolinguistic variables, but also at the level 

of environmental conditioning. 

Ideologies of language and gender.  Echeverria (2000) proposes that 

masculinity is iconically linked to informal forms through their association with 

�traditional� rural Basque spheres.  I have suggested that this proposal is only partly 

correct.  Ethnographic data and multivariate analyses of sociolinguistic interview data 

collected for this project support the essence of Echeverria�s analysis�that gendered 

constructions of �authentic� Basqueness bears on language use.  The data presented 

here, however, suggest little support for the claim that this ideology recurs as a formal-
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informal distinction per se.  Crucially, data on dialect-contact-induced change from 

High-Navarran to Gipuzkoan variants of present tense forms of the copula izan 

support previous findings that men are leading this prestige-driven process of change. 
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PART II  

ASPECTS OF NON-FINITE COMPLEMENTATION IN BASQUE 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE DUAL IDENTITY OF BASQUE �PARTICIPLES� 

 

In the Basque syntax literature, the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø�which vary by verb 

class�are typically described as perfective markers (Laka 1990, Ortiz de Urbina 

1989, Zabala and Odriozola 1996) or participial affixes (San Martin and Uriagereka 

2002) in view of the fact that on main verb complements of auxiliaries they force a 

perfective reading as reflected in the gloss in (115). 

 

(115) perfective marker guise 
Opera-tu didate. 

operate-tu AUX-PRES158 
�They have operated on me.� 

 

However, as an affix on verbal complements of modals such as nahi �want� in 

(116), and in other environments to be discussed below, the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø lack 

this perfective interpretation and behave instead as infinitival markers (Artiagoitia 

1995, chapter 3). 

 
(116) infinitival guise 
Bazkal-du nahi dute. 
bazkal-tu   want AUX-PRES 
�They want to eat lunch.�  
  

                                                
158 In glosses for auxiliary verbs in the following discussion, I identify only tense morphology 
and ignore agreement morphology, which is orthogonal to the present discussion.  
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The goal of this brief chapter is to argue for a unified account of these two 

guises of �tu/-i/-n/-∅ .  Specifically, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are argued to be merged always and 

everywhere as infinitival heads.  In perfective environments such as (115), the verb+-

tu/-i/-n/-Ø raises to adjoin to a null [+perfective] head.  Evidence in favor of this 

proposal comes from central dialects including Oiartzun Basque, in which a class of 

non-agentive predicates determines a morphologically overt perfective head rather 

than the null variant of other dialects.  In such cases, the overt perfective marker 

attracts the verb root+infinitival marker in a way parallel to the null perfective head in 

other environments and in other dialects. 

In sections 1 and 2 of this chapter, I discuss the behavior of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø as 

perfective markers and infinitival markers, respectively.  In section 3 I present a 

unified analysis of these two guises.  In section 4, I present additional evidence in 

favor of this analysis, in view of the distribution of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø in the dialect of 

Oiartzun. 

 

5.1 The affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø as perfective markers   

On verbal complements of finite auxiliaries, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are in complementary 

distribution with another affix, -t(z)en.  These two affixes are standardly treated in the 

Basque generative literature as perfective and imperfective markers respectively (Laka 

1990, Zabala and Odriozola 1996, Ortiz de Urbina 1989, Oyharçabal 2003).159  In this 

                                                
159 However, see Artiagoitia (1995) for a different approach to �tu/-i/-n/-Ø. 
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environment, these elements in fact share many familiar properties of 

perfective/imperfective morphemes in other languages.160   

First and crucially, achievement and accomplishment predicates with -tu/-i/-n/-

Ø entail that the action of the verb is completed before the reference time. 

Achievement and accomplishment predicates with �t(z)en, on the other hand, entail 

that the action is not completed before the reference time.  This difference is reflected 

in the glosses in (117) and (118) below. 

 

(117) Ines-ek   ikus-i      du. 
         Ines-ERG see-PERF AUX-PRES 
        �Ines has seen (it).� 
 

(118) Ines-ek    ikus-ten      du.  
         Ines-ERG   see-IMPERF AUX-PRES 
          �Ines sees (it).� 
  

With other predicates, -t(z)en may have an iterative or habitual interpretation 

as in (119) and (120) respectively. 

 

(119) (adapted from Oyharçabal 2003) 

Egunero    zazpietan  jeiki-tzen       naiz. 
everyday  seven-at    get up-IMPERF AUX-PRES 
�Every day I get up at seven.� 
 
                                                
160 I will remain agnostic as to whether �perfectiveness� and features like [+perfective] are 
grammatical primitives or not.  (For a recent treatment of these issues see Demirdache and 
Uribe-Etxebarria 2000.)  For the purposes of the claims made here, it will suffice to observe 
that on complements of auxiliaries the affixes �tu/-i/-n/-∅  have aspectual properties absent in 
other environments. 
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(120)  
Erraza iza-ten           da. 
easy    COP-IMPERF  AUX-PRES 
�It�s (usually) easy.� 
 

 Second, with certain stative verbs including jakin �to know (a fact)� and 

ezagutu �to know (a person, place etc.),� the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø cooccur with an 

�ingressive� interpretation, referring to the beginning of a state.  In these 

environments, jakin and ezagutu are akin to English �to find out� and �to meet,� 

respectively.  By contrast, -t(z)en cooccurs with a stative interpretation  (cf. Spanish 

saber �to know a fact� and conocer �to know a person, place etc.� Comrie 1976). 

 
(121) Ezagu-tu dut. 

      know-PERF AUX-PRES 
      �I met him.� 

 
(122) Ezagu-t(z)en dut. 

     know-IMPERF AUX-PRES 
     �I know him.� 
 

 
 Hence, on complements of auxiliaries, the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø have aspectual 

properties typical of perfective morphemes in other languages. 

 

5.2 The affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø as infinitival markers   

In view of the behavior of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø on complements of auxiliaries, many 

authors have analyzed these morphemes as perfective heads (Laka 1990, Zabala and 
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Odriozola 1996, Ortiz de Urbina 1989).  Laka (1990), for example, proposes that -tu/-

i/-n/-Ø and imperfective �t(z)en are alternate values of an aspectual head, Asp0 (cf. 

Zabala and Odriozola 1996).  Nevertheless, the behavior of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø in other 

environments presents two kinds of problems for the idea that these elements are 

always merged as perfective markers.   

One such environment is verb focalization constructions involving the dummy 

verb egin as shown in (123). 

 
(123)  

eror-i  (egin-go/egi-ten) da               etxea. 
fall-i     do-FUT/do-IMP    AUX-PRES  house 
�The house is going to FALL.�/�The house is FALLING.� 
 

 

In (123), the affix -i appears on the focalized main verb, while the imperfective 

affix �t(z)en and future �ko are realized on the dummy verb, egin.  Assuming Laka�s 

AspP proposal and an analysis of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø as (always) perfective markers, 

sentences such as (123) are perplexing since they seem to require the realization of 

different values of a single aspectual head� -t(z)en and �i�on different items in a 

single clause.  (In the following chapters, I present evidence that these constructions 

are in fact monoclausal rather than biclausal.)  In sentences such as (123), the 

aspectual interpretation is invariably determined by the aspectual morpheme on the 

dummy verb, egin, as reflected in the glosses.   
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The behavior of �tu/-i/-n/-∅  on verbs selected by modals provides additional 

reason for skepticism with regard to the traditional analysis of these elements.  

Specifically, verbs under ahal, �can,� nahi, �want� and behar, �need� obligatorily bear 

�tu/-i/-n/-∅  regardless of aspectual interpretation.  In (124) for example, �come��

bearing an �i affix�is interpreted iteratively as reflected in the gloss. 

 

(124) Egun hartan esan zidan, egunero etor(r)-i  nahi zuela  
       day   that.on  say  AUX-PAST    everyday come-i  want AUX-COMP 

      �That day she told me she wanted to come everyday.� (want>every) 
 

Iterative readings of this kind are not possible in the past tense in the absence 

of a modal; instead, the imperfective affix �t(z)en is required. 

 

(125) Egunero   (*etor(r)-i/etor-t(z)en) zen.  
      everyday  (come-i/come-t(z)en)  AUX-PAST 
      �She used to come everyday.� 
 

 

Similarly, stative verbs like jakin, �to know (a fact)� and ezagutu �to know (a 

person, place etc.)� need not have an �ingressive� interpretation under modals, as 

reflected in the gloss in (126). 

 
(126)  

Inesek,    nere kardiolgoa, oso ongi ezagu-tu behar du           bihotzaren anatomia. 
Ines-ERG my cardiologist, very well know-tu need AUX-PRES heart-GEN anatomy 
�Ines, my cardiologist, has to know the anatomy of the heart very well.� 
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 A third kind of environment in which -tu/-i/-n/-Ø do not behave as perfective 

markers is in future forms.  These constructions consist of a future marker, -ko,161 

stacked onto the verb root+-tu/-i/-n/-Ø as in (127).162 

(127) Abes-tu-ko dut. 
        sing-tu-FUT AUX-PRES 
        �I will sing.� 
 
 

 Again, in these constructions, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø lack the aspectual properties of 

perfective heads discussed above.  For example, stative ezagutu, �to know (a person, 

place etc.)� need not have an �ingressive� interpretation as in (128). 

 
(128)  

Inesek,    nere kardiologoak,  oso ongi  ezagu-tu-ko   du             bihotzaren anatomia. 
Ines-ERG my   cardiologist,    very well  know-tu-FUT AUX-PRES  heart.GEN   anatomy 
�Ines, my cardiologist, must know (lit. �will know�) the anatomy of the heart very 
well.� 
 
 

 Similarly, future forms with -tu/-i/-n/-Ø allow iterative and habitual 

interpretations as in (129) and (130) respectively. 

 
                                                
161 In northern and eastern dialects, this affix is �en. 
162 In this regard, the behavior of Basque tu/-i/-n/-∅  is similar to infinitival markers in certain 
Romance varieties in which future forms are derived (diachronically, at least) by stacking a 
future morpheme on top of a verb root plus an infinitival marker as in (i). 

(i) Spanish 

cant(a)-r-é 
sing-Infin.-Fut.1sg. 
�I will sing.� 
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(129) Maiz etorr-i-ko     da. 
        often come-i-FUT AUX-PRES 
       �She�ll come often.�  
 

(130) Altua iza-n-go yaz,           koxkortzen yaz-en-ean. 

        tall    be-n-FUT AUX-PRES get older     AUX-PRES -COMP-in 
        �You�ll be tall when you�re older.�  
 

 

In certain environments, then, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are not plausibly understood as 

perfective markers (Alcázar 2002, Artiagoitia 1995, chapter 3).  Rather, in these 

environments, these affixes seem to behave as infinitival markers akin to Romance -r.  

In fact, two other properties of these elements support an understanding of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø 

as infinitival markers.  First, the verb+-tu/-i/-n/-Ø is the verbal citation form.  While 

infinitives are commonplace as citation forms, an aspectually marked verb as a citation 

form is unexpected.  Second, these forms participate in short wh-movement, (i.e. wh-

infinitives) as in (131) (Ortiz de Urbina 1989).163  In this regard, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø 

constituents are similar to infinitives in other languages including English, as reflected 

in the following gloss. 

 

(131) Ez dakit          zer abes-tu. 

       not know-PRES what sing-tu. 
      �I don�t know what to sing.� 
  

                                                
163 As will be discussed in the following chapter, short wh-movement is not available with 
other non-finite complements in control constructions. 
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The distribution of �tu/-i/-n/-Ø vs. �t(z)en in non-finite constituents.    While 

verbs+�tu/-i/-n/-Ø occur in many of the environments in which infinitives tend to 

appear cross-linguistically, this distributional space is also shared by constituents 

headed by �t(z)en, an affix homophonous with the imperfective marker discussed 

above.  Some of these environments are discussed below to provide the reader with an 

overview of the distribution of these two classes of elements.  (A formal account of 

certain properties of the affix �t(z)en in non-finite embeddings is presented in the 

following chapter.) 

As discussed above, a small class of modals and the dummy verb egin in verb 

focalization constructions take non-finite complements with  -tu/-i/-n/-Ø.164 

 
(132) modals 
bazkal-du nahi du 
lunch-tu want AUX 
�She wants to eat lunch.� 
 
(133) verb focalizations with the dummy verb egin �do� 
eror-i (egin-go/egi-ten) da etxea. 
fall-i do-FUT/do-IMP AUX-PRES house 
�The house is going to FALL.�/�The house is FALLING.� 

 

On the other hand, subject control verbs such as saiatu �try� obligatorily take 

complements with �t(z)en.  These constructions are discussed in detail in the following 

chapter. 

 

                                                
164 The inventory of modals varies slightly across dialects.  In the standard the modals are ahal 
�can,� nahi/gura �want� and behar �need.� 
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(134) Etor-tzen saiatuko da. 
        come-tzen try-FUT AUX 
         �She�ll try to come.� 
 

 Object control verbs take complements with -tzen plus a case affix or 

postposition. (Case marked forms of �t(z)en are discussed in the following chapter.) 

 
 
(135) Dative objects (Adapted from San Martin and Uriagereka 2002:598) 
Jonek     niri     [ogia          egi-te-ra]               gomendatu dit 
Jon-ERG I-DAT [bread-ABS make-t(z)e-ALLAT] recommend AUX 
�Jon recommended me to make bread.� 
 
 
(136) Direct objects (Adapted from San Martin and Uriagereka 2002:598) 
Jonek    ni      [ogia         egi-te-a]               bidali nau 
Jon-ERG I-ABS [bread-ABS make-tze-DET-ABS] send AUX 
�Jon has sent me to make bread.� 
 

Causatives are formed with a postposition erazi/arazi plus either the verb root 

(in the standard and Eastern dialects) or the verb+-tu/-i/-n/-Ø in western dialects. 

 
(137) Western dialects (from Atxaga 1988:321, cited in Ortiz de Urbina 2003) 
Pertsona maite haren   ezbeharra gogora �tu     eraz-i    ziolako. 
person   loved   that.of disgrace   remember-tu CAUSE-i AUX-because 
�Because that made him remember that beloved person.� 
 
(138) Standard/Eastern dialects (Zubiri and Zubiri 1995:549) 
Ez dakit   zertarako etorr-arazi             nauten 
not know what.for   come(root)-CAUSE AUX-COMP 
�I don�t know what they made me come for.� 
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Basque prepositions/postpositions vary in their selection of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø vs �

t(z)en.165  Comparative constructions and downward entailing prepositions/ 

postpositions, including gabe �without,� and nahiz (eta) �despite� take -tu/-i/-n/-Ø.  

 
(139) nahiz   gaztea  iza-n 
         despite young  be-INFIN 
         �despite being young.� 
 
(140) ikus-i gabe 
        see-i without 
        �without seeing.� 
 

In addition, a handful of other prepositions/postpositions also take -tu/-i/-n/-Ø, 

including arte �until,� bezala, �like,� and the instrumental affix �z.   

 
(141) ikus-i-z  
         see-i-INSTRUM 
        �by seeing� 
 
(142) ikus-i  arte 
         see-i   until 
        �until seeing� 

 

Other bound postpositions (no prepositions or free postpositions) take case 

marked forms of �t(z)en. 

(143) ikus-te-a-gatik  
         see-t(z)e-det-for 
         �because of seeing� 
 

                                                
165 I am not aware of any theoretical account of this variation.  See, however, Artiagoitia 
(2003) for a thorough description of these facts. 
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 To review, I have so far distinguished two different guises of the verbal affixes 

-tu/-i/-n/-Ø.  On main verb complements of auxiliaries, these affixes behave as 

perfective markers.  By contrast, on verbs under modals and in future constructions the 

verbal affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are not plausibly understood as perfective markers, but 

rather as infinitival markers, on a par with Romance �r. 166  The following section 

proposes a unified account of these two guises of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø.  

 

5.3 A unified account 

 The fact that -tu/-i/-n/-Ø in these two kinds of environments have disparate sets 

of properties suggests the possibility that these elements are in fact different 

morphemes and that their homophony is accidental.  One consideration that makes this 

approach unattractive, however, is the allomorphy of these elements.  That is, the same 

classes of verbs take the same affixes� �tu, -i, -n or -∅ �regardless of whether -tu/-

i/-n/-Ø appears in its infinitival marker guise or in its perfective marker guise.  The 

                                                
166 An alternative analysis suggested by Richard Kayne (p.c.) is that -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are akin to 
thematic vowels which precede the infinitival �r affix in Romance.  Spanish, for example has 
the thematic vowels [a], [e] and [i] visible in infinitival forms such as habl-a-r �to speak,� 
perd-e-r �to lose,� and decid-i-r �to decide.�  As noted by Kayne, Basque bears particular 
resemblance to French in that (most) �past participle� forms bear no other overt morphology 
than this thematic vowel.   

(i) On a telefoné. 
�We have called.� 

(ii) On a finí. 
�We have called.� 

In addition, many French gerunds do not have this vowel: partir  �to leave� vs.  
partant �leaving;� parler �to speak�  vs.  parlant �speaking.�  From this perspective, Basque 
might have a null infinitival affix in many of the environments discussed above.  In the 
remainder of this discussion and in the following chapters, I will set this possibility aside and 
treat -tu/-i/-n/-Ø as infinitival markers. 
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open class affix is �tu as shown in (144), and three smaller classes of (typically older) 

verbs take the affixes �i,-n and -∅  as shown in (145)-(147), respectively. 

 
(144)  
a. Opera-tu        didate. 
    operate- tu    AUX-PRES 
    �They have operated on me.� 
b. Opera-tu  nahi  didate 
    operate-tu want AUX-PRES 
    �They want to operate on me.� 

(145)  
a. Etor(r)-i da. 
    come-i   AUX-PRES 
    �She has come.� 
b. Etor(r)-i  nahi  du 
     come- i    want AUX-PRES 
    �She wants to come.� 
 

(146)  
a. Ema-n didate. 
    give- n AUX-PRES 
    �They have given it to me.� 
b. Ema-n  nahi didate. 
    give- n  want AUX-PRES 
    �They want to give it to me.� 

(147)  
a. Igo-∅    da. 
    go up-∅  AUX-PRES 
      �He/she has gone up.� 
b. Igo-∅      nahi du. 
    go up-∅  want AUX-PRES 
      �He/she wants to go up.� 

 

This allomorphy is mysterious if perfective -tu/-i/-n/-Ø and infinitival -tu/-i/-

n/-Ø are underlyingly separate morphemes.  In view of these facts, I will pursue an 

analysis of -tu/-i/-n/-Ø in these two environments as underlyingly one and the same 

element.   

An immediate question for a unified approach to these two guises of -tu/-i/-n/-

Ø is to determine which of these two guises corresponds to the underlying form and 

which is the derived form.  That is, are -tu/-i/-n/-Ø merged as perfective morphemes 

which can behave as infinitival markers, or are they merged as infinitival markers 

which in certain environments take on the properties of aspectual heads?   

At first glance, certain similarities between the Basque facts presented here and 

the Frisian participium pro infinitivo (PPI) construction (den Dikken and Hoekstra 
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1997)  recommend the former approach, namely that -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are perfective 

markers which behave as infinitives in non-finite embeddings.  In the Frisian example 

in (148), �do� takes a participial affix despite the fact that it is the complement of the 

modal �want� which normally takes an infinitival complement.  As den Dikken and 

Hoekstra show, this participle is parasitic on the higher �true� participle, wollen 

�liked.�   

 

(148) Frisian (den Dikken and Hoekstra 1997) 
Hy soe     it  dien     wollen     ha. 
he  would it do.PTC want.PTC have.INF 
�He would have liked to do it.� 
 
 

Given that Basque -tu/-i/-n/-Ø constituents participate in certain restructuring 

phenomena (to be discussed in the following chapter), and given that PPI (as well as 

infinitivum pro participio, IPP) is characteristic of restructuring predicates, a PPI 

analysis is immediately attractive in that it suggests a unified account of these different 

restructuring phenomena in both Basque and Frisian (whatever this may be).  

Nevertheless, two aspects of the Basque facts outlined above disfavor a PPI-style 

approach.  First, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are not parasitic on a �true� perfective marker, unlike in 

Frisian.  That is, the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø appear in non-finite embeddings even when 

the higher modal is interpreted non-perfectively.167  Second, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø behave as 

infinitival markers even outside of restructuring environments.  Specifically, in future 
                                                
167 As will be discussed below, modals never take the imperfect affix �t(z)en.  Because of this, 
and because one value of these heads is -∅ , evidence from overt morphology in itself is 
insufficient to show absence of parasitism. 
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forms such as (127) (repeated below), -tu/-i/-n/-Ø lack the interpretive properties of a 

perfective marker. 

(149)=(127) 
Abes-tu-ko dut. 

sing-tu-FUT AUX-PRES 
�I will sing.� 

 

Rather, theory-internal considerations favor an approach to these elements as 

underlyingly infinitival markers that, under certain conditions to be discussed below, 

are attracted by a null [+perfective] head.  Specifically, on the assumption that -tu/-i/-

n/-Ø are always merged as perfective heads, then some account is needed for why 

these elements can �lose� their perfective interpretation when they appear under 

modals etc.  By contrast, if we assume that these elements are infinitival heads that 

raise to adjoin to a null perfective head on complements of auxiliaries, then no such 

special account is needed, since infinitival markers contribute nothing to interpretation 

(cf. Wurmbrand 2001:109).    

I would like to propose, then, that -tu/-i/-n/-Ø in sentences like (115) (repeated 

below) are merged as infinitival heads that are attracted by a higher, null perfective 

head in Asp0.168  I will assume that these infinitival heads are merged vP-internally in 

a position that I will call InfinP (cf. Wurmbrand 2001, Cinque 2000, Kayne 1993). 

                                                
168 This proposal is similar in spirit to that proposed by Ortiz de Urbina (1992).  The latter 
proposes that -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are part of the verbal root and that perfective forms are constructed 
by adding a -∅  affix.  In the case of imperfective forms, a rule deletes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø from the 
root and adds �t(z)en.  This proposal is cited in Zabala and Odriozola 1996:238 fn.2.  I have 
not seen Ortiz de Urbina�s manuscript. 
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(150)=(115) perfective marker guise 

Opera-tu    didate. 
operate-tu AUX-PRES 
�They have operated on me.� 
 

 This proposal is illustrated in (151), which derives the lower portion of (150), 

above.   

 

(151) AspP 
     
Asp0             InfinP 
∅         
 Infin0              VP 
            �tu                   
                          V0     
           opera             

   

Crucially, a very similar derivation seems to be independently required for the 

overt irrealis/future affix �ko.  As discussed above, future forms are constructed by 

stacking �ko onto the verb+-tu/-i/-n/-∅ , as shown in (127), repeated below.  As 

discussed above -tu/-i/-n/-∅  in such constructions need not cooccur with a perfective 

interpretation. 

 

(152)=(127) 
Abes-tu-ko dut. 

sing-tu-FUT AUX-PRES 
�I will sing.� 
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By contrast, the imperfective marker �t(z)en does not attract the verb root+-tu/-

i/-n/-∅ , but rather the bare V.  A derivation in which the imperfective marker attracted 

the verb root+-tu/-i/-n/-∅  would produce the morpheme sequence in (153), which is 

unattested in most varieties. 169   

 
(153) *Abes-tu-tzen    dut. 

         sing-INFIN-IMP AUX-PRES 
         �I sing.� 
 
 
 One approach to these facts from the perspective of the present proposal is as a 

selectional difference: future/irrealis �ko and perfective -∅  select for infinitival 

complements while imperfective �t(z)en selects for the verb root.  From this 

perspective, future/irrealis �ko and perfective -∅  might be thought of as tense/aspect 

modals like Spanish ir and or Catalan anar, which take infinitival complements.170  I 

will not pursue in greater detail the issue of why these two classes of affixes should 

differ in this regard. 

 

 

 

                                                
169 This description holds for standard usage.  In bertsolaritza (improvisational sung verse) 
and in informal styles in certain dialects -tu/-i/-n/-∅ +-t(z)en is attested as in (i).  I am grateful 
to Ricardo Etxepare for bringing this fact to my attention. 
(i) Ikus-i-tzen dut. 
     see-i-t(z)en AUX-PRES 
     �I see it.� 
170 I owe this suggestion to Richard Kayne. 
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5.4 -tu in central dialects 

 In the previous chapter, I discussed the fact that in a set of central Basque 

dialects including Oiartzun�s, the affix �tu behaves in certain ways not attested in the 

standard and in other varieties of Basque (Zuazo 1997:408).  Specifically, on a class of 

state and activity verbs including izan (copula), egon (locative and existential copula), 

jakin �know,� ibili �walk,� (also a semi-auxiliary) and bizi �live� that standardly take 

only the affixes -n or �i in perfective environments, the affix �tu may also appear, 

stacked onto �n/-i.  This dialectal contrast is illustrated in (154) and (155).171   

 

 
(154) Batua 
ez    nuen arazorik  iza-n 
NEG AUX   problem  have-PERF 
�I didn�t have problems.� 

(155) Oiartzun Basque  
ez    nuen  arazorik  iza-n-du 
NEG AUX   problem  have-PERF-tu 
�I didn�t have problems.� 

 

 In sentences like (155), the �participial marker� seems to �double� in these 

dialects, with a restricted set of verbs.  Nevertheless, this �doubled� �tu affix is 

unavailable in non-perfective environments in which �tu is normally available.  In 

particular, �tu in this guise may not appear in future forms or under modals.  

 

(156) Future constructions 
Iza-n(*-du)-ko da.     
be-INFIN-tu-FUT AUX-PRES 

�It will be.� 

                                                
171 The following data come from Oiartzun Basque. 
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 (157) Under modals 
Iza-n(*-du)  behar du-PRES 
be-INFIN-tu  need  Aux 

�She needs to have it.� 
 
 

Similarly, a �doubled� -tu is excluded in imperatives and in non-finite 

embeddings with nahiz �despite.�   

 

(158) Imperatives 
Ego-n(*-du) lasai. 

be-INFIN-tu   calm 
�Relax./Take it easy.� 

 
(159) With nahiz, �despite� 

nahiz   gaztea  iza-n(*-du) 
despite young  be-INFIN-tu 
�despite being young� 
 
 

 The generalization, then, is that �doubled� �tu with this class of verbs is 

unavailable in precisely the same environments in which -tu/-i/�n/-∅  do not force a 

perfective interpretation.172  From the standpoint of the present proposal, then, these 

                                                
172 As noted in a footnote in Chapter 4, preliminary evidence from historical texts suggests that 
these restrictions on doubling have been stable for at least the last two hundred years.  In 
particular, in the writings of the native Oiartzuner Basque philologist Sebastian Mendiburu 
(1708-1782), doubling appears to be restricted to main verb complements of finite auxiliaries, 
as is the case today.  In a sample selection (Chapters I-VII) of Mendiburu�s Igande eta 
Festegunetarako Irakuraldiak (�Sunday and Holiday Readings�) egondu/izandu are 
categorically used in place of egon/izan as complements of non-finite auxiliaries (30/30) and 
categorically excluded in environments in (156)-(159) (0/22).  Similarly, in Euskeraren Berri 
Onak (1761) by Agustin Kardaberaz, a native of nearby Hernani, doubling is likewise 
excluded from the starred environments in the environments in (156)- (159, but in variation 
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data suggest that in central dialects, a -tu affix homophonous with the infinitival 

marker �tu is available as a true perfective head.  That is, in Oiartzun Basque, this 

class of state and activity verbs requires an overt �tu perfective marker rather than the 

null variant determined by other verbs.   

Crucially, the infinitival markers �n and �i (in the case of ibilittu, �walk� in 

other dialects) are preserved in these forms.  If this account of �tu doubling is correct, 

then, these data suggest a case in which a verb root+infinitival marker raises to a 

morphologically overt perfective head.  This, in turn, lends credence to the above 

proposal that, in other perfective environments in Oiartzun Basque and in all 

perfective environments in other dialects, the verb root+infinitival marker raises to 

adjoin to a null perfective head, as illustrated in (151). 

 This analysis of �tu �doubling� depends on the assumption that the affix �n is 

an infinitival affix and not part of the verbal root.  In fact, �n has received different 

treatments in the literature in this regard.  The principal evidence for treating �n as 

part of the verb root�unilike �tu and �i� concerns the behavior of �n with 

imperative and modal auxiliaries in eastern dialects.  In these dialects, imperative and 

modal auxiliaries take the root form of verbs that in other environments take �tu and -

i, as shown in (160). 

 

 

                                                                                                                                       
with izan/egon as complements of finite auxiliaries.  A study of a larger sample of the 
historical record cross-dialectally might further illuminate the history of this phenomenon. 
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(160) Eastern dialects 

Gerta(-*tu) daiteke. 
happen      AUX-PRES 
�It can happen.� 

 
Crucially, in these dialects (and others), these same modals take verbs+n. 
 

(161) All dialects 
Ego-n daiteke. 
be-n   AUX-PRES 
�He/she/it can be there.� 

 

By contrast, in western varieties (including the �central� dialects discussed 

here), these modals take the verb root+-tu/-i. 

 
(162) Western dialects 

Gerta-tu daiteke. 
happen-tu  AUX-PRES 
�It can happen.� 
 

 Nevertheless, evidence that �n is not part of the verb root but rather an affix of 

some kind comes from the fact that, like �tu and �i, it is absent (across dialects) in 

synthetic forms such as (163) (Laka 1990). 

 

(163) synthetic �egon� (locative and existential copula) 
z-e-go-en 
EPTH173-CM-ROOT-PAST 
�he/she/it was (there).� 
                                                
173 I follow Albizu (2002) in using the terms �epenthetic prefix,� and �class marker� for the 
two leftmost affixes in (163).   The behavior of these elements does not bear on the present 
discussion.   See Albizu (2002), Laka (1993) and Trask (1997) for further discussion of these 
elements. 
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In addition, like �tu and �i, -n is in complementary distribution with �t(z)en. 

 

(164) All dialects 
         ego-ten 

         LOC.COP-IMPERF 
 

(165) All dialects 

         *ego-n-t(z)en 
          LOC.COP-n-IMPERF 

 

These facts concerning synthetic verb formation and imperfective forms 

suggests that, in all dialects, -n cannot be part of the verb root, unless some rule of �n 

deletion applies in these environments.  Moreover, given that �n in central and western 

dialects (unlike in Eastern dialects) is identical in distribution to the affixes �i and �tu 

(abstracting away from verb class restrictions), I will assume that, in these dialects at 

least, -n is a true infinitival marker on a par with �i and �tu.  From this standpoint, 

then, �tu �doubling� in central dialects suggests additional evidence in favor of the 

derivation of perfective constructions proposed above.174 

                                                
174 A possible problem for the foregoing analysis is the availability for some speakers of 
Oiartzun Basque of a �doubled� �tu below a non-finite auxiliary izandu, as in (i). 
 
(i) (Speaker 30, cf. Fraile and Fraile 1996, Zuazo 1997) 
Gaztetx[ea]     ond,   e(g)on-du  izan-du     da [�.]. 
youth.center   (be)   be-PERF      have-PERF AUX.PRES 
�There (has been/used to be) a youth center [�].�  
 
Egon and izan may also (more commonly) appear without �tu, in this environment as in (ii). 
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5.5 Conclusion 

 The goal of this chapter has been to provide a unified account of two different 

guises of the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø.   These elements are often treated as perfective 

markers in view of the fact that, on main verb complements of auxiliaries, these 

elements necessarily cooccur with a perfective interpetation.  In other environments, 

however, these elements do not force a perfective reading and behave instead as 

infinitival markers.  In this chapter, I have argued that in both environments, the 

affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø are merged as infinitival heads, vP-internally.  In perfective 

environments, however, these infinitival affixes are attracted to a null [+perfective] 

head.  Evidence in favor of this proposal comes from central dialects including 

Oiartzun Basque in which a class of non-agentive predicates determines a 

morphologically overt perfective head, rather than the null variant determined by other 
                                                                                                                                       
 
(ii) (Interview data, speaker 6) 
Oso politta egon-∅   izan-du     ttuk. 
very nice    be-∅       have-PERF  AUX.PRES 
�It (has been/used to be) very nice.� 
  
From the perspective of the present account of egondu and izandu in Oiartzun  Basque and 
neighboring dialects, examples such as (i) seem truly akin the participium pro infinitivo (PPI) 
construction in Frisian, described by den Dikken and Hoekstra (1997), and discussed above.  
An example of this phenomenon is repeated in (iii). 
 
(iii) Frisian (den Dikken and Hoekstra 1997) 
Hy soe     it  dien     wollen     ha. 
he  would it do.PTC want.PTC have.INF 
�He would have liked to do it.� 
 
In (iii), the participle dien, �done� is parasitic on the higher �true� participle, wollen �liked.�  
For the moment, and in the absence of better data on the Basque data, I will assume that the 
lower of the two �tu�s in (i) is parasitic as in the case of Frisian participles. 
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verbs (and by all verbs in other dialects).  In such cases, the overt perfective marker 

attracts the verb root+infinitival marker in a way apparently parallel to the null 

perfective head elsewhere. 

 The two following chapters discuss additional properties of infinitives with the 

affixes �tu/-i/-n/-Ø. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TWO KINDS OF �RESTRUCTURING� AND  

TWO KINDS OF NON-FINITE CONSTITUENTS IN BASQUE 

 

�Restructuring� is a cover term for a family of syntactic phenomena to which a 

non-finite clause boundary is transparent but to which a finite constituent boundary is 

opaque.  A much-studied example of this phenomenon is clitic climbing in languages 

like Italian and Spanish, in which the infinitival complement of verbs like volere 

�want� is transparent to extraction of an object clitic, as shown in (166). 

 

 (166) Italian (adapted from Burzio 1981:542) 
a. Loi voglio [leggere ti]    Restructuring infinitive 
    it   I-want (to) read 
    I want to read it. 
b. Voglio [leggerlo] 
    I-want (to) read-it 
    I want to read it. 
 

By contrast, finite clauses and infinitival complements of other verbs such as odiare 

are opaque to clitic climbing. 

(167) Italian (adapted from Burzio 1981:542) 

a. *Lo odio [leggere ti]    Non-restructuring infinitive 
     it   I-hate (to) read. 
     I hate to read it. 
b. Odio leggerlo 
     I-hate (to) read-it 
    �I hate to read it.� 
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As much recent work suggests, however, this cover term belies the 

underlyingly disparate nature of different restructuring phenomena discussed in the 

literature.  In particular, Wurmbrand (2001, 2004) distinguishes two kinds of 

�restructuring.�  One form of this phenomenon is between a main verb and a higher 

functional verb of the same functional sequence (fseq), a configuration which 

Wumbrand calls �functional� restructuring (cf. Cinque 2004, Cardinaletti and 

Shlonsky 2004).  In addition, however, Wurmbrand argues that �lexical� restructuring 

must also be admitted.  That is, lexical verbs in V may, under certain conditions, 

restructure with a small (~VP) verbal complement.   

This chapter describes two kinds of restructuring phenomena in Basque�long 

distance agreement (LDA) and auxiliary switch�and argues that each instantiates one 

such type of restructuring.  While auxiliary switch is restricted to a single iteration of 

fseq (�functional restructuring�), LDA in Basque is possible across an fseq boundary 

into a small verbal complement of the matrix V (�lexical restructuring�).  The main 

goal of this chapter is to argue that the different locality restrictions on these two 

restructuring phenomena follow trivially from the nature of the syntactic processes 

responsible for them.  In particular, following much recent work (Bhatt 2004, Chung 

2004, Boeckx 2004), LDA is explained as an Agree relation (Chomsky 2000 etc.) 

between a Probe and a c-commanded phasemate Goal.  From the perspective of the 

standard assumption that Agree is not restricted to a single fseq, then the availability 

of long distance object agreement stands to reason.  Similarly, restrictions on auxiliary 

switch in Basque are shown to fall out of a monoclausal analysis of modal 
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constructions in Basque, together with an analysis of auxiliary choice in Basque as 

determined by a relation between an auxiliary verb and a main verb (verbal shell) of 

the same fseq.  Specifically, I propose that a head merged in the matrix verbal shell 

above a transitivity marker�e.g. v or Voice�raises and incorporates into the 

auxiliary.  From this perspective, then, no special locality restrictions on 

�restructuring� per se need be invoked (cf. Wurmbrand 2001, Cinque 2004, 

Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004), and a more parsimonious theory of grammar is 

accommodated. 

Section 1 of this chapter briefly discusses previous approaches to restructuring. 

In section 2 of this chapter, I discuss LDA in Basque.  Section 3 discusses the (non-) 

interaction of infinitival negation and LDA in other languages in view of data from 

Basque presented here.  Section 4 discusses auxiliary switch in Basque.   

 
6.1 Previous approaches to restructuring 
 

In generative syntactic theory, the term �restructuring� originally denoted a 

transformation rule whereby a matrix verb combined with a non-finite complement to 

form a complex predicate (Rizzi 1978).  This rule accounted for a range of (normally) 

clause-bound phenomena that under certain conditions obtain across non-finite clause 

boundaries.  In contemporary syntactic theory, transformations are less commonly 

invoked but the name �restructuring� persists as a cover term for a family of 

phenomena to which a non-finite constituent boundary is transparent but to which a 

finite clause boundary is opaque. 
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Much contemporary work continues to treat �restructuring� as a unified 

phenomenon, subject to certain locality restrictions.  Wurmbrand (2001), for example, 

proposes that restructuring is universally blocked by certain functional elements:  

 
�(lexical) restructuring is only licensed when the construction forms a 
restructuring configuration.  A restructuring configuration is characterized 
by the following syntactic and semantic properties.  A restructuring 
infinitive does not involve �propositional� or �force� properties such as 
tense, negation, or complementizers and lacks and embedded structural 
case position/assigner� (pp. 135-6).  
 

Cinque (2004) likewise argues for a unified approach to restructuring: �The 

fact that one finds transparency phenomena comparable to Clitic Climbing in language 

after language, and with the same set of verbs (or subsets thereof), suggests that the 

phenomenon is universal and should thus follow from some general property of U.G.� 

(pp.132-3).  Specifically, he claims restructuring is universally restricted to single 

iterations of the functional sequence of the clause, i.e. that ��restructuring verbs are 

functional verbs in a monoclausal configuration� (2001:133). 

In fact, it seems plausible that many �transparency effects� cross-linguistically 

might be usefully approached in light of the universal articulated functional structure 

of the clause that Cinque proposes (1999, 2004), since by such an approach, many 

constructions previously thought to be biclausal in fact turn out to be monoclausal.    

Nevertheless, in current syntactic theory, the status of �restructuring� as a syntactic 

phenomenon to which theory should make explicit reference is dubious.  

�Restructuring� phenomena are locality phenomena, and as such, it is desirable to 
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account for restrictions on restructuring using the same abstract principles that account 

for other locality effects in language, such as island phenomena, binding etc.  In 

particular, from the perspective of the strong, unified theory of locality afforded by 

current minimalism (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004), locality restrictions on each of these 

phenomena must be determined by the featural content of the functional material 

involved in each case.   

In this chapter, I discuss two kinds of restructuring phenomena�LDA and 

auxiliary switch�with particular reference to Basque.  I argue that different locality 

restrictions on these phenomena follow trivially from the nature of the syntactic 

processes responsible for them.  From this perspective, nothing special need be said 

about �restructuring� per se, a result in keeping with the theoretical desideratum of 

dispensing with the notion of �restructuring� altogether. 

 

6.2 LDA in Basque 

6.2.1 LDA and two kinds of non-finite constituents in Basque 

Auxiliary verbs in Basque agree in person and number with ergative, 

absolutive and dative arguments of the main verb as illustrated in (168).  
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(168)  
a.Ni       joan  naiz       (unaccusative) 
   I.ABS  go     AUX.1S(ABS) 
   �I have gone.� 
b.Nik     zu           ikusi zaitut      (monotransitive) 
   I.ERG  you.ABS  see    AUX.2S(ABS).1S(ERG) 
   �I have seen you.� 
c.Nik     liburuak    Joni         eman dizkiot    (ditransitive) 
   I.ERG  books.ABS Jon.DAT  give    AUX.3PL(ABS).3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
   �I have given Jon the books.� 
 

 

In addition, certain verbs that take infinitival complements are transparent to 

absolutive and dative agreement marking in transitive constructions.  In sentences with 

the modal ahal �can,�175 agreement marking on the auxiliary is exhaustively 

determined by the argument structure of the lower verb as shown in (169), below.  

This is �long distance agreement.� 

(169)  

a. Joan ahal   naiz       (unaccusative) 
    go     can   AUX.1S(ABS) 
    �I can go.� 
b. Zu       ikusi ahal    zaitut      (monotransitive) 
    you.ABS  see   can   AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
    �I can see you.� 
c. Joni       liburuak       eman ahal   dizkiot    (ditransitive) 
    Jon.DAT books.ABS  give    can   AUX.3PL(ABS).3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
    �I can give Jon the books.� 
 

It is tempting to view this long distance agreement as similar in nature to clitic 

climbing in Romance (Sportiche 1996, Boeckx 2004).  Indeed, this approach seems 

particularly appealing given that certain agreement morphemes are phonetically 
                                                
175 Other modals including nahi �want� and behar �need� in the standard dialect behave 
somewhat differently.  These modals are discussed below. 
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identical to corresponding overt pronouns (e.g. gu 1PL, zu 2SG formal), and that these 

two sets of elements likely have a common historical origin (Trask 1997).  

Nevertheless, in the following discussion, I will follow traditional practice in treating 

these elements as agreement morphemes (cf. Laka 1993, Cheng and Demirdache 

1993, Arregi and Molina-Azaola 2004) and not as clitics that participate in climbing.  

As I will argue below, an empirical advantage to this approach will be its ability to 

explain (non-)interaction between LDA and infinitival negation. 

The following discussion focuses on LDA in Basque in two different 

environments: with arguments of verbs merged in the same functional sequence 

(�functional restructuring� in Wurmbrand�s terminology), and with complements of 

verbs in a lower fseq (�lexical restructuring�).  Basque is special in that the difference 

between these two kinds of restructuring configurations is morphologically overt 

unlike in better-studied Romance and Germanic languages.  In particular, infinitives 

with the affixes �tu/-i/-n/-∅  are plausibly merged in the same fseq as the auxiliary 

with which they �restructure� (�functional restructuring�).  In view of the discussion 

of these affixes in the previous chapter, I will assume that these affixes head an 

infinitival projection (InfinP) merged vP-internally.  By contrast, constituents headed 

by �t(z)en are merged below the matrix V (�lexical restructuring�).     

LDA with these two kinds of constituents is illustrated in (170) and (171), 

below. 
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(170) Infinitives with �tu/-i/-n/�Ø (�functional restructuring�) 
[Jon-i   liburua  ema-n]            nahi    diot.    

[Jon.DAT book.ABS    give.n]    want  AUX.3S(ABS).3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
 
     
�I want to give Jon the book.� 
 

(171) �Infinitives� with �t(z)en (�lexical restructuring�)  
Bera-k  [zu-ri       baba-k        egi-ten]       amaitu         dautsuz. 
he.ERG [you-DAT beans.ABS make.t(z)en] finish-PERF   AUX.3PL(ABS).3S(DAT).3S(ERG) 
 
 
�He has finished cooking the beans for you.� (Arregi and Molina-Azaola 2004) 
 
 
 The following discussion argues for a structural difference between these two 

kinds of non-finite constituents. 

�Lexical restructuring� and �functional restructuring� in Basque.  As 

discussed above and in the previous chapter, a class of modals takes non-finite 

complements with the affixes �tu/-i/-n/�Ø.  (169), repeated below, shows that this 

non-finite constituent boundary is transparent to LDA. 

(172)=(169) 
a. Joan ahal   naiz       (unaccusative) 
    go     can   AUX.1S(ABS) 
    �I can go.� 
b. Zu       ikusi ahal    zaitut      (monotransitive) 
    you.ABS  see   can   AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
    �I can see you.� 
c. Joni       liburuak       eman ahal   dizkiot    (ditransitive) 
    Jon.DAT books.ABS  give    can   AUX.3PL(ABS).3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
    �I can give Jon the books.� 
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By contrast, a class of aspectual and control verbs takes verbal complements 

with the affix �t(z)en as shown in (173).  

(173) Hasi-ko     da      etor-tzen.   

          Start-FUT  AUX  come-t(z)en 
    �She�ll start to come.� 

As several authors have observed, some members of this class of verbs may 

restructure with their complements+-tzen as in (171), repeated below (Hualde and 

Ortiz de Urbina 1987, Laka 2004, Arregi and Molina-Azaola 2004). 

 

(174)= (171) (Arregi and Molina-Azaola 2004) 
Bera-k  [zu-ri       baba-k       egi-ten]         amaitu       dautsuz. 
he-ERG [you-DAT beans-ABS make-t(z)en] finish-PERF  AUX.3PL(ABS).3S(DAT).3S(ERG) 
 
 
�He has finished cooking the beans for you.� (Arregi and Molina-Azaola 2004) 
 
 

 By contrast, other predicates, such as ausartu �dare,� which also take a �tzen 

complement, are not transparent to LDA.  In (175), for example, the matrix auxiliary 

does not mark agreement with the dative complement of the embedded verb, �to help.�   

 

(175) (Etxepare 2004)176 
Ausar-tu  (dira/*digute)                                                          [gu-ri      lagun-tzen] 

dare-PERF AUX.3PL(ABS)/AUX.3S(ABS).1PL(DAT).3PL(ERG)  [we-DAT help-t(z)en] 
�They have dared to help us.� 
 
                                                
176 In (175) the embedded constituent appears to the right of the main verb, while in (174), the 
embedded constituent appears to the left of the main verb.  Many speakers accept both of these 
orders.  This word order variation does not seem to bear on the availability of LDA.   
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 The availability of LDA with -t(z)en complements seems to vary significantly 

across speakers and across verb types, although speakers seem to accept these 

constructions most readily with aspectual verbs.177  An account of this variation will 

not be offered here.  Rather, what is crucial to the present discussion is that 

restructuring constructions with verbs+�t(z)en seem to differ in two main ways from 

restructuring with -tu/-i/-n/-Ø infinitives.   

First, -t(z)en complements may include an embedded negation as in (176)-

(178) (Zabala and Odriozola 1996).  

 

(176) Saiatuko naiz  ez    pentsa-tzen  horretan.    
         try.FUT   AUX  not  think-t(z)en  that.in 
        �I�m going to try not to think about that.� 
 

(177) Saiatuko  naiz  ez     ezer         egi-ten. 
          try-FUT    AUX  not  anything  think-t(z)en 
         �I�m going to try not to do anything.� 
 

(178) Kasu-rik   ez     egi-ten    hasi-ko     natzaio. 
         case-PART  not   do-t(z)en start.FUT  AUX 
         �I�m going to start not paying her any mind.� 
 

By contrast, -tu/-i/-n/-Ø infinitives under modals may not include ez. 
 

(179) *Nahi dut    ez     joa-n.    
          want AUX  not go-INFIN 
          �I want not to go.� 
 
 

                                                
177 See Etxepare 2004 for a detailed discussion of these facts. 
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 Following Cardinaletti and Shlonsky (2004), I will take the presence vs. 

absence of embedded negation to diagnose a single iteration of the clausal functional 

sequence.  Under this assumption, negation is impossible in (179) because there is no 

negation position available low enough in the functional sequence in which to merge 

ez.  By contrast, ez in (176) is plausibly merged in the lower non-finite complement.   

An alternative account of (176)-(178) is that �t(z)en complements have the 

option of being merged in the same fseq as the higher verb when they do not include 

ez, or merged in a lower fseq when they do (Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004).  From 

the perspective of an approach in which restructuring is restricted to single iterations 

of fseq, this optionality would account for the much-discussed fact that clitic climbing 

is unavailable across negation in Italian (Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004).  Crucially, 

however, LDA in Basque is possible across negation, as illustrated in (180) and (181). 

Crucially, the fact that this lower negation licenses an NPI shows that the agreement 

trigger is indeed in the scope of negation, and that agreement indeed obtains �across� 

negation. 

(180) Hasiko   zaio                             ez   hitz  egiten   inor-i.  

         Start-FUT AUX.3S(ABS).3S(DAT) not talk-IMPERF anyone.DAT 

 

            �She�s going to start not talking to anyone.� 
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(181) Hasiko    zaio                            ez   egiten             kasurik      inor-i. 
         Start-FUT AUX.3S(ABS).3S(DAT) not make-IMPERF case-PART anyone.DAT 

 
            �She�s going to start not minding anyone.� 
 
  

These facts, then, support Wurmbrand�s lexical restructuring proposal.  

Assuming that ez in (176)-(178) is merged in a lower fseq, then the availability of 

LDA across negation suggests that restructuring cannot be limited to single iterations 

of fseq, and that some kind of lexical restructuring must also be admitted.  If, on the 

other hand, the availability of infinitival negation does not diagnose the presence of an 

additional fseq below V, some account is needed for why negation is not available 

with -tu/-i/-n/-Ø infinitives, as in  (179). 

A second way in which �t(z)en constituents differ from -tu/-i/-n/-Ø infinitives 

concerns the morphological behavior of the verbs selecting them.  Unlike in the case 

of modals discussed above, restructuring aspectual and control verbs behave like main 

verbs in that they may take imperfective morphology.  For example, (182) shows that 

segitu �continue� takes the imperfective morpheme in present tense. 

 

(182) (Etxepare 2004) 
[zu           bisita-tzen]  segi-tzen            zaitu 
you.ABS visit-t(z)en   continue-IMPERF AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
�She keeps visiting you.� 
 
 

The modals ahal �can,� nahi �want� and behar �need,� by contrast, behave 

somewhat differently.  With stative predicates, verbs+-t(z)en have an iterative 

interpretation, as reflected in the gloss in (183). 
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(183) Arazoak         eduki-tzen    ditu. 

          problems-ABS have-IMPERF AUX 
          �She often has problems.� 
 
 
 In sentences of this kind, the verbs ahal, �can� behar �need,� and nahi �want,� 

are unique in that the imperfective affix may not attach directly onto the modal but 

rather requires insertion of izan �have/be.�   

 
(184) Dirua   (*nahi-tzen/nahi iza-ten)                    du. 

         money  (want.IMPERF/want have-be. IMPERF) AUX 
        �She often wants money.� 

 
 
The inability of ahal �can,� behar �need,� and nahi �want� to take �tzen in such 

examples is plausibly related to the fact that they are merged as functional heads and 

not as main verbs.  By contrast, restructuring aspectual verbs behave like other main 

verbs in their ability to bear �t(z)en. 

A plausible understanding of these facts in view of Wurmbrand�s proposal is 

that -tu/-i/-n/-Ø complements of modals are �functional� restructuring configurations 

while -tzen restructuring complements of aspectual and control verbs are cases of 

�lexical� restructuring.  As discussed in the previous chapter, the affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø 

are plausibly infinitival heads merged vP-internally.  The above data, moreover, 

suggest that, in modal constructions, they are merged in the same functional sequence 

as the finite auxiliary with which they restructure.  By contrast, -t(z)en constituents in 

restructuring cases are plausibly non-finite complements of a lexical verb.   
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In the following brief sections, before turning to an analysis of LDA in Basque, 

I will propose a more precise identity for these elements, namely as gerunds. 

On the status of �t(z)en in non-finite embeddings.  At first glance, it seems 

appealing to analyze the affix �t(z)en that appears to head the non-finite embeddings 

discussed here as underlyingly the same morpheme as the imperfective marker �t(z)en 

discussed in the previous chapter.  This affix appears in both guises in (182), repeated 

below. 

 

(185)=(182) (Etxepare 2004) 
[zu           bisita-tzen]  segi-tzen            zaitu 

you.ABS visit-t(z)en   continue-IMPERF AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
�She keeps visiting you.� 
 

 

A virtue of a unified approach to these elements would be to account for 

allomorphy.  With a closed class of native verbs, this morpheme is realized as [ten] as 

in (186).  The open class variant is [tsen] as in (187).  Crucially, these allomorphs 

surface on the same classes of verbs in both guises of �t(z)en.  This allomorphy, then, 

is surprising if these two guises of �t(z)en are underlyingly different kinds of heads.   

 

(186) egi+�t(z)en→ egi-ten 
 

(187) zuzen+�t(z)en→ zuzen-tzen 
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Nevertheless, several considerations disfavor a unified account to these two 

guises of �t(z)en.  In particular, -t(z)en as the head of non-finite embeddings need not 

co-occur with an imperfect interpretation.  In (188), for example, jakin �know� may 

have a punctual �ingressive� interpretation as reflected in the gloss. 

 
(188) Saiatu-ko naiz  jaki-ten. 

       try-FUT     AUX  know-t(z)en 
       �I�ll try to find out.� 
 
 

Similarly non-finite �t(z)en is compatible with accomplishment predicates (as 

diagnosed by the frame adverbials in the following sentence). 

 
(189) Saiatu    nintzen mahaia bazterre-ra bultza-tzen. 

       try-PERF  AUX      table    corner-to    push-t(z)en 
      �I tried to push the table into the corner.� 

  
(190) Ikasi         nuen mahaia pareta-raino bultza-tzen. 

        learn-PERF AUX table     wall-until      push-t(z)en. 
       �I learned to push the table all the way to the wall.� 
 

 
Similarly, as noted by Zabala and Odriozola (1996), past events with -tzen in 

its case-marked guise��tzea�need not be interpreted iteratively.   As discussed in 

the previous chapter, non-iterative readings in the past require one of the perfect 

affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø on main verb complements of auxiliaries.  (The nature of �t(z)ea is 

discussed below.) 
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(191)(adapted from Zabala and Odriozola 1996:239)  
       Sentitzen    dut    Jon atzo         berandu heltzea. 

       feel-IMPERF AUX Jon yesterday late       arrive-t(z)ea 
       �I regret Jon arriving late yesterday.� 
 
 

These facts, then, suggest that �t(z)en in non-finite embeddings cannot be 

merged as an imperfective head.  Instead, I will assume that �t(z)en as an imperfect 

marker and �t(z)en as a head of non-finite embeddings are underlyingly different 

elements and that the homophony and allomorphy of these elements is accidental from 

a synchronic perspective. 

 What, then, is the nature of �t(z)en in non-finite embeddings, and how does it 

differ from the infinitival heads -tu/-i/-n/-Ø?  As several authors have noted, the 

distribution of �t(z)en in non-finite embeddings (and as an imperfective marker) is 

reminiscent of English �ing (Ortiz de Urbina 1989:174, Artiagoitia 1995, chapter 2).  

In fact, Basque �t(z)en shares at least two other properties with English �ing.  First, 

both English �ing and Basque �t(z)en may be headed by possessives (the �poss-ing� 

construction).  

 

(192) (from Pires 2000) 
Paul worried about John’s/his moving to LA. 
 
 
(193) (From Artiagoitia 1995:416 ) 
Ainhoaren   batatik   bestera      ibiltze        hau  zorakeria da. 
Ainhoa�s     one-from  other-to   walk-t(z)e this  craziness  is 
�This going from here to there of Ainhoa�s is craziness.� 
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Second, as observed in the previous chapter, short wh-movement is available 

with �tu/-i/-n/�Ø forms but not with -t(z)en.178 

 
(194) Ez dakit   zer abes-tu 
          not know what sing-tu 
          �I don�t know what to sing.� 
 
(195) *Inesek  inoiz ez   du     ikasi  zer     esaten         horrelako  egoeratan. 
           Ines      ever not  AUX  learn  what   say-t(z)en  that.like    situations-in 
          �Ines has never learned what to say in those situations.� 
 

 

This difference is reminiscent of the well-known difference between infinitives 

and gerunds in English.179 

                                                
178 These wh-infinitives differ from �tu/-i/-n/�Ø constituents under modals in two respects.  
First, they do not allow LDA. 
 
(i) *Ez diote                                           jakingo      zer  esan berari. 
      Not AUX.3S(ABS).3S(DAT).3P(ERG) know-FUT what say him-to.     
      �They won�t know what to say to him.� 
    

In this regard, Basque LDA is unlike clitic climbing in Italian, which is available out 
of wh-infinitives. 
 
(ii) (Kayne 2000, chapter 4) 
Non ti           saprei            che dire 
Neg I to-you would-know what to say 
�I would not know what to say to you� 
 
 In addition, these constituents may include a negation. 
 
(iii) Ez  dakit  zer    esan ez   zer    ez esan. 
       neg know what say  neg what neg say. 
     �I don�t know what to say and what not to say.� 
 
 These facts suggest that wh-infinitives may involve additional functional material not 
present in the case of �tu/-i/-n/�Ø constituents under modals. 
179 In addition, both Basque �t(z)en and English �ing appear to be historically related to 
homophonous imperfect morphemes. 
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(196) (from Reuland 1983)  

a. Rudy didn�t remember whati to do ti. 
b. *Rudy didn�t remember whati doing ti.  
 
 

These facts, suggest that Basque restructuring complements with �tzen might 

be thought of as restructuring gerunds as proposed by Pires (2000) for English.  I will 

assume then, that �tzen is, in fact, a gerund-like head (Ger0). 

A bimorphemic analysis of gerundival �t(z)en?  In its case-marked guise, this 

affix appears as �tzea, without an [n].  The final [a] in �t(z)ea is often analyzed as the 

quasi-definite determiner180 visible in other environments such as (197) (Odriozola 

and Zabala 1996).   

 

(197) Txori-a  etorri          da. 
          bird-the  come-PERF AUX 
         �The bird has come.� 
 

The absence of this [n] in �t(z)ea suggests that �tzen is bimorphemic: -tze+n.     

Such a bimorphemic analysis of �tzen has in fact been proposed in previous work 

(Artiagoitia 1995:137-141, Dermirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria 2000).  In particular, 

the �n is often taken as the inessive affix visible in other environments such as (198). 

 

(198) etxe-a-n       dago 
         house-the-in is 
        �He/She�s in the house.� 
                                                
180 For a detailed discussion of this element see Etxeberria (in preparation). 
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From this perspective, and in view of the absence of �n on �t(z)ea, this -n affix 

might be thought of as akin to prepositional complementizers de/di in French and 

Italian as in (199) and (200).181 

 
(199) French (Kayne 2000:282) 

Jean a essayé de chanter 
Jean has tried de sing-INFIN 
�Jean has tried to sing.� 
 

(200) Italian (adapted from Kayne 2000:282) 
Gianni ha tentato di cantare. 

John has tried di sing-INFIN 
�John has tried to sing.� 
 
 
 

In discussing de/di in such sentences, Kayne (2000) proposes that Romance 

infinitives be thought of as NPs, which do not require case, unlike DP�s.  Evidence in 

favor of this approach comes from the fact that Romance infinitives may take a 

determiner head (as in Basque).  The role of the prepositional complementizers in 

Kayne�s view is to license these elements in the absence of a determiner head.  (This 

proposal is discussed further in the following chapter.) 

 

 
 
                                                
181 On prepositions that are transparent to (certain kinds) of restructuring, see Cinque (2004), 
who discusses clitic climbing out of structures under di as in (i). 
(i) (Cinque 2004:132) 
lo finisco di vedere t domani.  
it finish di   see it    tomorrow. 
�I�ll finish looking at it tomorrow.� 
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(201) Italian (adapted from Kayne 2000:284) 
Il    mangiare  la   carne il    venerdì. 
the eat.INF       the meat  the  Friday 
�The eating the meat on Friday.� 
 
 

Basque �t(z)e likewise has a robust life as a nominalizer as touched on above 

in discussing the gerund-like properties of this affix.  From the perspective of Kayne�s 

proposal, then, one possible approach to these facts is to assume that �t(z)en consists 

of a gerund-like head �t(z)e, which then combines with prepositional �n.182 

 
(202) [[GER �t(z)e]P �n] 

  
 In its case-marked guise, -t(z)e combines not with �n, but rather with the quasi-

definite morpheme, -a, and any case morphology. 

 
(203) [[GER �t(z)e]D �a] 
 
 

I will not pursue this issue further.  In the following discussion, I abstract away 

from these issues, and treat �tzen as a monomorphemic gerund head.  

 

6.2.2 LDA as Agree  

 I will follow much recent work in approaching LDA as an Agree relation 

(Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004, Boeckx 2004, Chung 2004).183   As initially proposed by 

                                                
182 An alternative is to assume that �t(z)ea is derived from (monomorphemic) �t(z)en plus -a 
and that [n] deletes in phonology.  Intervocalic [n] deletion was robust historically (Trask 
1997:139-140), but is less so today.  This fact, then, weakens the appeal of such an approach. 
183 See Koopman (2002) for a defense of a Spec-head approach to agreement. 
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Chomsky, Agree obtains between a functional head Probe with unvalued, 

uninterpretable features and a c-commanded Goal with matching features.  The 

relation is established in order that the Probe may value (~check) this uninterpretable 

feature.  Unvalued uninterpretable features at either the semantic or phonological 

interface cause the derivation to �crash.�  The valuing of uninterpretable features is 

manifested morphologically (in different ways in different languages) by agreement 

affixes on the Probe, and by case morphology on the Goal.  Under this approach, then, 

case and agreement are two sides of a same coin. 

 From this perspective, agreement need not obtain exclusively in a local, 

specifier-head configuration as assumed in much work in recent years, but rather may 

obtain at a distance (subject to locality restrictions to be discussed below).  As noted in 

much recent literature, this property of Agree makes it particularly well suited to 

capturing LDA across a range of languages (Bhatt 2004, Boeckx 2004, Arregi and 

Molina Azaola 2004, Chung 2004, Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2003).   

 The following sample derivation in (205)�based on (182), repeated below�

illustrates how the LDA facts discussed here might be accounted for under this 

approach.  Following standard practice, I will assume that, in transitive constructions, 

nominative (ergative) case is assigned by T and that accusative (absolutive) case is 

assigned by v.  (Upward arrows with solid lines indicate movement.  Downward 

arrows with broken lines show agreement.) 
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(204)=(182) (Etxepare 2004) 
[zu           bisita-tzen]  segi-tzen            zaitu 

you.ABS visit-t(z)en   continue-IMPERF AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
 
 
�She keeps visiting you.� 

(205) LDA as Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004) 
   TP 

   
   T0  AspP 
      AUX 
     -t(z)en vP 
      IMPERF 
       v0  VP 

              segi               GerP 
   �continue�    non-finite  
         zu bisita-tzen  complement 
        �you visiting�184   
                         
 
  
 

 In (205), the Probe v delves into its c-command domain and finds the 

embedded object zu �you� as the first available Goal against which to value its 

uninterpretable case features.  As a morphological reflex of this operation, the object 

zu is assigned absolutive case and agreement morphology is realized on the Probe.   

                                                
184 I abstract away from the problem of word order of verbal dependents.  If hierarchical 
relations are linearized in the narrow syntax rather than the phonological component (cf. 
Chomsky 2004, Uriagereka 1999b), and assuming a universal underlying Spec-head-
complement order (Kayne 1994), then one approach to the unmarked OV order of verbal 
dependents in Basque might be a roll-up type derivation in which verbs raise via XP 
movement (Koopman and Szabolcsi 2000).  Under such an approach, verbal complements 
raise to a specifier position in or above VP and then move along with the VP as it raises to 
pick up its inflectional morphology.  See Haddican (2004) for an approach to Basque verb 
movement and verbal dependents within this framework. 
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 In Basque, verbal agreement and tense material (but not aspect) are bundled 

together on an auxiliary verb.  The absolutive agreement morphology in v must, then, 

subsequently raise to T to adjoin to tense and subject agreement morphology. 

(Subsequent movement, presumably orthogonal to the claims made here, raises the 

infinitival complement to the left of matrix T.)  On the assumption that this verb 

movement is head movement and given the (conventional) merged order of elements 

assumed in (205), this movement must cross over an intervening head, Asp, in 

violation of the Head Movement Constraint (HMC) (Travis 1984).  Nevertheless, from 

the standpoint of an approach to movement that is driven by agreement between a 

Probe and a Goal with matching features then a strong version of the HMC is suspect, 

since there is no reason why a Probe should be blocked in its search by a head with 

non-matching features.  (See also den Dikken and Hoekstra (1997) for an argument in 

favor of a relativized Head Movement Constraint.) 

An alternative approach to LDA that would avoid this HMC-violation problem 

is Bhatt�s (2004) modified version of Agree, which the latter calls AGREE.  Bhatt�s 

approach to agreement differs crucially from Chomsky�s in assuming a split approach 

to agreement and case.  That is, agreement and case marking are not two sides of the 

same coin as in Chomsky�s Agree, but rather are distinct phenomena.  Following 

standard practice, Bhatt assumes that T assigns nominative (ergative) case, and v 

accusative (absolutive) case.  As in Chomsky�s proposal, case assignment is achieved 

via feature valuation between a Probe and a c-commanded Goal.  The sole agreement 

probe, however, is finite T; other functional heads are not responsible for agreement.   
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The tree in (207), then, illustrates Bhatt�s AGREE proposal as applied to the 

same example in (204), repeated below. 

 

(206)= (204) (Etxepare 2004) 
[zu           bisita-tzen]  segi-tzen            zaitu 

you.ABS visit-t(z)en   continue-IMPERF AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
 
�She keeps visiting you.� 
 

 
(207) LDA as AGREE (Bhatt 2004) 

   TP 
 
     T0  AspP 
      AUX 
     -t(z)en vP 
      IMPERF 
       v0  VP 

              segi               GerP 
   �continue�    non-finite  
         zu bisita-tzen  complement 
        �you visiting�   
                         
 
  
 
 
 In (207), v0 assigns absolutive case to the object of the embedded verb zu, 

�you.�  Subsequently, T establishes a relation with zu, �you� and values its φ-features 

against it.185  Bhatt�s proposal, then, avoids the HMC-violation problem: because T 

                                                
185 Bhatt�s proposal depends crucially on the assumption that features of the goal need not be 
active�i.e. have unvalued features�in order to value a Probe�s features.  In (207), for 
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rather than v is responsible for agreement with zu, no head raising is required to adjoin 

the absolutive agreement morphology with tense and other agreement morphemes.  

Nevertheless, from the perspective of phase theory (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004), 

Bhatt�s proposal faces another kind of problem, since the agreement probe, T, is 

forced to establish a relation with a goal outside its phase (below v) in violation of the 

Phase Impenetrability Condition.   

 Bhatt�s and Chomsky�s agreement proposals, then, present similar kinds of 

theory-internal problems.  For the purposes of the remaining discussion I will assume 

Chomsky�s version of Agree, which as a unified account of case and agreement, is the 

more parsimonious of the two approaches.186  This choice, however, does not bear 

crucially on the main claims made here concerning differences in �restructuring� 

phenomena. 

 LDA and negation.  Earlier in this chapter, I presented data showing that 

negation does not block LDA in Basque.  (180) and (181), repeated below, show that 

LDA is possible across an embedded negation.  Crucially, the fact that this lower 

negation licenses an NPI shows that the agreement trigger is indeed below negation 

and that agreement indeed obtains �across� negation.  These LDA facts in Basque, 

                                                                                                                                       
example, the case features of the infinitival object are valued by v.  Subsequently, T values its 
φ-features against zu even though zu no longer has unvalued features.  In this regard, Bhatt�s 
proposal differs from Chomsky�s Agree. 
186 It bears noting that neither the Bhattian approach nor the Chomskyan approach discussed 
here can, by itself, produce the correct morpheme order on auxiliaries across paradigms.  From 
the perspective of a restrictive theory of grammar that eschews a separate morphological 
module (e.g. Halle and Marantz 1993), and accounts for morphology within the syntax, a 
considerably richer picture of movement from that proposed here would seem to be required 
to derive the correct morpheme order across auxiliary paradigms (cf. also Brody 2000).   
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then, suggest that a generalized prohibition of �restructuring� across negation is 

untenable (cf. Wurmbrand 2001). 

 

(208)=(180) 
         Hasiko   zaio                             ez   hitz  egiten   inor-i.  

         Start-FUT AUX.3S(ABS).3S(DAT) not talk-IMPERF anyone.DAT 
 

            �She�s going to start not talking to anyone.� 
 
(209)=(181)  
         Hasiko    zaio                            ez   egiten             kasurik      inor-i. 

         Start-FUT AUX.3S(ABS).3S(DAT) not make-IMPERF case-PART anyone.DAT 
 
            �She�s going to start not minding anyone.� 

 

From the perspective of an Agree/AGREE approach to LDA, the lack of 

intervention effects with negation stands to reason.  That is, negation should not block 

Agree/AGREE, since negative morphemes lack the relevant uninterpretable case 

features sought by T and v as Probes.  It bears noting, moreover, that LDA in English 

is similar in this respect.  That is, negation does not block LDA in the English 

expletive agreement constructions of the kind in (210), in view of which Chomsky 

originally proposed Agree. 

 
(210) There (seem/?seems) not to be more than two men in the boat. 
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Nevertheless, a possible counterexample to the claim that negation does not 

block LDA comes from Wurmbrand�s (2001) discussion of long passivization in 

German.  In German, a class of verbs (which are lexically-semantically similar to 

�restructuring� verbs in other languages) participates in �long passivization.�  In 

(211), the underlying object of the infinitive, �tractor,� is marked with nominative case 

and agrees with the higher finite auxiliary. 

(211) (From Wurmbrand 2001:19) 187 
dass der          Traktor zu reparieren versucht wurde 
that  the- NOM tractor  to repair         tried      was 
�that they tried to repair the tractor� 
 
 

By contrast, objects of infinitives under non-restructuring predicates such as 

plannen �to plan� do not participate in long-passivization.  That is, objects in such 

constructions must bear accusative rather than nominative marking. 

 
(212) (adapted from Wurmbrand 2001:36)  

dass (*der/den)          Traktor    zu reparieren geplant wurde 
that  the.(*NOM/ACC) tractor     to repair         planned      was 
�that they planned to repair the tractor� 
 
 
 To account for this difference, Wurmbrand proposes that restructuring 

infinitival constituents under verbs like versuchen �try� lack a case-assigning position, 

and that the object �tractor,� therefore, raises to Spec, TP where it receives nominative 

case.  Infinitival constituents under non-restructuring predicates like planen �plan,� on 

the other hand, are functionally richer.  In particular, Wurmbrand proposes that 
                                                
187 Embedded clauses are used here to control for V2 in German. 
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infinitives under plannen-class verbs contain an accusative-case-assigning head (vP) 

which assigns accusative case to the embedded object.   

 Wurmbrand also reports that these two configurations differ with respect to the 

behavior of infinitival negation.  In particular, Wurmbrand claims that in restructuring 

cases such as (213) negation may not be interpreted inside the infinitive but rather 

must be interpreted outside of it.  In non-restructuring constructions such as (214), on 

the other hand, the most salient reading is with negation in the infinitive. 

 

(213) restructuring (adapted from Wurmbrand 2001:118) 
weil  dem Hans      der Spinat             nicht zu essen erlaubt wurde 
since the   John-DAT the spinach-NOM not     to eat     allowed was 
�since John was not allowed to eat the spinach� 
* �since John was allowed not to eat the spinach� 
 

(214) non-restructuring (adapted from Wurmbrand 2001:117) 

weil  dem Hans      den Spinat          nicht zu essen erlaubt wurde 
since the   John-DAT the spinach-ACC not     to eat     allowed was 
% �since John was not allowed to eat the spinach� 
�since John was allowed not to eat the spinach� 
 

 

Wurmbrand connects this difference to the longstanding view of restructuring 

as unavailable across negation.  Specifically, she proposes that tense licenses 

sentential negation (Kayne 2000 chapter 6, Haegeman 1998) and that, since 

restructuring constituents lack tense, they cannot license negation:  ��the contrast 

mentioned above [concerning the scope of negation in restructuring infinitives] is 

exactly as we would expect if different types of infinitival constructions have different 
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structures: restructuring infinitives lack an embedded TP and hence do not license 

embedded negation, whereas non-restructuring infinitives have the possibility of 

projecting an embedded TP and hence also license negation� (2001:118). 

If Wurmbrand is right that long-passivization in German is impossible across  

infinitival negation, and if long-passivization is driven by agreement needs, then these 

facts would seem to counterexemplify the present claim that negation is transparent to 

Agree.   

Wurmbrand omits discussion of the surface position of negation in examples 

such as (213), which is not the canonical position of sentential negation in such cases, 

left-adjacent to the main verb.  Rather, nicht, �not� in (213) appears left-adjacent to the 

infinitival marker, zu just like embedded nicht in (214).  These facts suggest that nicht 

in (213) raises to the matrix clause in the semantic component, but is in the infinitive 

at spell-out.  That is, the restructuring environment in (213), unlike the non-

restructuring construction in (214), is amenable to raising of negation in the semantic 

component.  From this perspective, German nicht in (213) is reminiscent of negation 

in Hindi as described by Bhatt (2004).  Specifically, Bhatt observes that, while the 

scope of negation is normally clause-bound, an embedded negation may take matrix 

scope in �restructuring� (LDA) environments.  Evidence to this effect comes from the 

ability of negation to license a matrix subject NPI as in (215). 
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(215) (adapted from Bhatt 2004) 
ek-bhii   lar.ke-ne [Sita-kii          kitaab       nahõ:  par.h-nii]      chaah-ii 
one-NPI boy-ERG    sita-GEN.FEM book.FEM NEG  read-INF.FEM want-PFV.FEM.SG 
�Not even a single boy wanted to read Sita�s book.� 
 
 

An analysis of the scope-taking behavior of negation in these cases will not be 

offered here.  What is crucial about these facts for the purposes of the present 

discussion is that negation in these cases appears to raise in the semantic component 

and not in the narrow syntax.   Agree, by contrast, is taken to apply before spell-out.  

These facts, then, suggest that negation may indeed be transparent to Agree in German 

long-passivization. 

 �Optionality.�188  With �t(z)en complements but not �tu/-i/-n/�Ø 

complements, Basque LDA is optional.  This difference is illustrated in (216) and 

(217). 

 

(216) Restructuring with �t(z)en complements (optional) 

[zu           bisita-tzen]  segi-tzen            (du/zaitu) 
you.ABS visit-t(z)en   continue-IMPERF AUX-3S(ERG)/ AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
She keeps visiting you.� 
 

                                                
188 I assume that there is no true optionality in syntax.  Semantically equivalent variations in 
word order, etc. are the result of differences in featural properties of lexical items and 
(perhaps) differences in parameter settings (Kroch 1989, 2001, Adger and Smith 2003).  Much 
(perhaps all) variation in word order etc. is therefore underlyingly lexical in nature.  This 
lexical variation may be socially conditioned in ways discussed in sociolinguistics literature.  
Hence, the claim that there is no optionality in LDA should not be taken to deny cross-speaker 
(and speaker-internal) variation in use of this phenomenon, which appears to be considerable, 
judging from speaker intuitions. 
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(217)  Restructuring with �tu/-i/-n/�Ø complements (obligatory) 
[Zu         ikusi] ahal   (*du/zaitu)       
you.ABS  see     can   AUX-3S(ERG)/ AUX-2S(ABS).3S(ERG) 
�She can see you.� 

 

Earlier in this chapter, I presented evidence that the latter type of non-finite 

constituent is merged as part of the same functional sequence as the finite auxiliary 

bearing object agreement (�functional restructuring�).  By, contrast, -t(z)en 

complements are plausibly small constituents�minimally a gerund phrase (GerP)�

merged below the V of the functional sequence in which object agreement marking is 

marked on the auxiliary (�lexical restructuring�).  In view of this structural distinction, 

the Basque facts are again reminiscent of Hindi-Urdu LDA as described by Bhatt.  In 

particular, Bhatt reports that Hindi-Urdu object agreement is obligatory in local 

environments and with modals, but optional across other restructuring verbs.  

(Similarly, Wurmbrand (2001) and Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2003) note that �lexical 

restructuring� in German including long passivization is always �optional.�) 

 Following proposals by Boeckx (2003) for Hindi-Urdu and Bobaljik and 

Wurmbrand (2003) for long passivization in German, I will assume that this apparent 

�optionality� reflects the presence vs. absence of an agreement probe v in the 

restructuring constituent.  That is, instances in which the matrix auxiliary does not 

mark agreement with an embedded complement are explained by the presence of a v 

head in the non-finite complement, which values the case features of the embedded 
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argument.  This proposal is illustrated in (219), below, which derives the non-LDA 

example in (218). 

 

(218) No LDA 
[zu           bisita-tzen]  segi-tzen            du 

you.ABS visit-t(z)en   continue-IMPERF AUX-3S(ERG) 
She keeps visiting you.� 
 
 

(219) No LDA 
   TP 

 
     T0  AspP 
      AUX 
     -t(z)en vP 
      IMPERF 
      v0  VP 

              segi                 GerP 
   �continue�        
       -t(z)en vP       non-finite  
      IMPERF     complement 

   v0  VP 
 
       zu bisita-tzen  

      �you visiting�  
           
                         
  
 
 In (219), the lower v values the case features of the embedded subject and 

matrix agreement does not obtain.   As shown in (218), this agreement is not overtly 

marked inside the infinitive.   
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Other restrictions on LDA.  The unavailability of LDA in Basque in two kinds 

of environments is notable in view of the foregoing proposal.  First, LDA is never 

possible into finite complement clauses.   

(220)  
Nik    gogoratzen               naiz              [zu          etorriko   zar]ela. 

I-ERG remember-IMPERF AUX-1SG(ABS) you-ABS come-FUT AUX-COMP 
�I remember that you will come. 
 
(221)  

*Nik   gogoratzen           dizut                                 [zu-ri       eman-go    dute]la. 
I-ERG remember-IMPERF AUX-1SG(ERG)-2SG(DAT) you-DAT give-FUT AUX-COMP 
Intended: �I remember that they will give it to you.� 
 
         

Similar finite/non-finite differences have been reported in Chamorro (Chung 

1998), Itelmen (Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2003) and Hindi-Urdu (Bhatt).  This 

difference stands to reason if these finite complements are CP�s and if, as proposed in 

much recent literature, CP is a phase boundary opaque to Agree.  By contrast, the 

above restructuring examples plausibly lack a CP boundary (or other phase boundary) 

and therefore allow LDA. 

 A second notable restriction on LDA in Basque is that, as in Hindi-Urdu, it is 

agreement is impossible or very marginal into case-marked non-finite constituents.189   

                                                
189 As reported in Etxepare (2004), some speakers do accept LDA into case marked infinitivals 
in certain environments as in (i). 
(i) (adapted from Etxepare 2004) 
[nobelak  argitaratzea]  adostu    dute/dituzte 
 novels  publish-ABS agreed  aux-3s(abs)/aux-3pl(abs)     
   �They agreed to publish novels.� 
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(222) (Etxepare 2004) 

a. *[Ni ikustea] atsegin             natzaio. 
       1SG-ABS    see-tze-ABS like AUX-1SG(ABS)-3SG(DAT) 
      �He/she likes to see me.�         
b. Ni          atsegin natzaio. 
     1SG-ABS like      AUX-1SG(ABS)-3SG(DAT) 
   �He/she likes me.� 
 
 
 (222b) shows that a pronominal complement of atsegin, �like� is marked on the 

auxiliary.  However, when this pronoun is embedded in a case-marked constituent, this 

agreement is blocked, as in (222a). 

 As Bhatt (2004) observes in the case of Hindi-Urdu, the fact that these 

constituents bear case suggests the presence of additional functional structure absent in 

non-case marked restructuring constituents, which do permit LDA.  A crucial 

additional property of case-marked constituents of this kind is that they license overt 

subjects and non-obligatory control (San Martin and Uriagereka 2002, San Martin 

1999, Ortiz de Urbina 1989).190  (223) shows that case-marked �tze complements 

below the modal nahi bear (null) absolutive case.  (In subject position these infinitives 

may bear overt, ergative case marking.)  These constituents also allow overt infinitival 

subjects and uncontrolled non-overt subjects.   

 

                                                                                                                                       
These constructions, are not widely accepted and often marginal, and I will set aside these 
cases in the remainder of this discussion. 
190 As Ortiz de Urbina (1989:176-177) notes, the fact that �t(z)ea constituents only license 
overt subjects when case-marked is reminiscent of infinitives in European Portuguese as 
described by Raposo (1987). 
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(223)  (adapted from Zabala and Odriozola 1996:269)191 
Joneki [Mirenek/e*i/k       ikasgaia jaki-te]-a                 nahi du.  

Joni      Miren-ERG/e*i/k   lesson    know-t(z)e-the.ABS want AUX 
�Jon wants Miren/her to know the lesson.� 

 

By contrast, �tu/-i/-n/�Ø complements under nahi and non-case-marked �

t(z)en complements under aspectual and control verbs may not include overt or 

uncontrolled subjects.  These restrictions are illustrated in (224) and (225) 

respectively. 

 
(224) Infinitives with �tu/-i/-n/�Ø (adapted from Zabala and Odriozola 1996:269) 

Jonek [PRO/*Miren ikasgaia jakin-∅ ] nahi du.   
Jon      PRO/Miren     lesson  know-∅   want AUX 
�Jon wants (Miren) to know the lesson.� 
 
 
(225) Infinitives with �t(z)en (adapted from San Martin and Uriagereka 2002:600) 
* Joni [har-k/Jon-ek/ni-k/ek            ogia  egi-ten]           saiatu da 
Jon-ABS (s)he-ERG/Jon-ERG/I-ERG  bread make-t(z)en   try     AUX-3SG(ABS) 
�Jon has tried for him/her/Jon/me to make bread.� 

 
 
The availability of overt/uncontrolled subjects in these constructions plausibly 

indicates that these structures contain a vP in which these subjects are merged, and a T 

head which assigns these elements case (See Zabala and Odriozola 1996 for additional 

evidence that these constituents also have a T projection.)  On the assumptions that 

Agree is phase-bound, and that v is a phase boundary, then the presence of this v 

accounts for the unavailability of LDA with embedded objects in such constructions.  

                                                
191 This example shows that embedded subjects in such constructions may bear ergative or 
genitive case-marked.  See Zabala and Odriozola (1996) for a discussion of these facts. 
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In addition, if as suggested in recent work by Chomsky (2004:115), T only enters into 

a feature checking relationship when selected by C, then the availability of overt case-

marked subjects in such complements indicates the presence of C, another phase.192     

 

 
6.3 Auxiliary switch in Basque 

6.3.1 The have/be alternation in Basque 

 In Chapter 4, I noted that Basque has two types of finite verbs�synthetic and 

analytic.  A closed class of verbs (whose members vary by dialect) may be formed 

synthetically in some environments, with the verb stem and all associated inflectional 

material in a single word.  Analytic forms, on the other hand, divide the verbal labor 

between a main verbal chunk, to which aspectual morphemes may affix, and an 

auxiliary containing tense and agreement morphology.  The auxiliary contains a verb 

root and person and number morphemes that agree with the subject, object and 

indirect object.  It may also bear a past tense morpheme and a potentiality morpheme 

(Artiagoitia 2000b).  Unlike in Romance and Germanic, these auxiliaries are not 

restricted to perfective tenses, but rather may appear in all tenses. 

Basque is often described as having a have/be alternation like some Germanic 

and Romance varieties (Albizu to appear, 2002, Arregi 2004, Fernández 2004).  

                                                
192 Additional evidence of the presence of left-peripheral functional material in �t(z)ea 
constituents is that for many speakers (but not all) these structures behave like main clauses 
with regard to focus in that focalized elements must be left-adjacent to the verb.  These facts, 
then, suggest that �t(z)ea complements have a focus projection just like finite clauses (Ortiz de 
Urbina 1998, 2002).  
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Examples (226) and (227) (using standard forms) show that the form of the auxiliary 

verb varies depending on the transitivity of the construction.   

 

(226) Joan-go      na-iz 
   go-FUT       1SG-ROOT(izan) 

        �I will go.� 
 
(227) Ikus-ten          na-u-zu  
    see-IMPERF     1SG-ROOT(*edun)-2SG 
        �You see me.� 
 

 

In (226), the intransitive verb joan �go� cooccurs with the be-auxiliary, izan.  

In the transitive construction in (227), on the other hand, the transitive auxiliary *edun 

appears, as evidenced by the transitive root vowel [u].  For expository convenience, I 

will follow convention in using the citation form *edun193�normally glossed as 

�have��in referring to these [u]-root forms.   Nevertheless, I will ultimately claim that 

this root vowel is not akin to English possessive have per se, but rather is different in 

nature. 

 In addition to serving as an auxiliary verb, izan also functions as a copula as 

illustrated in (228). 

 

(228) Garestia   d-a     
  expensive 3SG-ROOT(izan) 
  �It�s expensive.� 
 

                                                
193 Again, the form *edun is conventionally starred in observance of the fact that this root 
never appears in its infinitival citation form, but rather is always conjugated. 
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Similarly, in Batua and in certain central and eastern dialects (including 

Oiartzun�s), *edun also has a main verb, possessive �have� guise as illustrated in 

(229). 

 
 
(229) Central and eastern dialects 
Ez     d-u-t                             hori 
NEG  3SG-ROOT(*edun)-1SG   that 
�I don�t have that.� 
 

 In Western dialects, a different verb�eduki�is used in possessive have 

constructions.  In transitive auxiliaries, in these dialects, *edun is used. 

 

(230) Western dialects 
ez    d-auka-t                        hori 
NEG 3SG-ROOT(eduki)-1SG   that 
�I don�t have that.� 

 

In (228) and (229), agreement with arguments is marked on the finite verb in 

the way previously described for auxiliaries.  In the unaccusative example in (228), 

izan agrees with the null subject, and in the transitive example in (229) *edun agrees 

with both the null 1SG subject and the overt object �that.� 

The izan/*edun alternation, then, seems to be determined by the argument 

structure of the verb, in a way similar to the have/be alternation in Romance and 

Germanic.194  From the perspective of current theory, one appealing way of expressing 

                                                
194 Nevertheless, as in Romance and Germanic, this alternation is also lexically idiosyncratic 
to some degree.  The verb igo, �climb� as an intransitive verb, for example, takes izan in most 
dialects but *edun in Biscayan dialects.  Other predicates for which choice of izan vs. *edun 
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this relationship is to relate the izan/*edun alternation to a transitivity marker, e.g. v 

(Chomsky 1995) or Voice (Kratzer 1996).  Specifically, I would like to propose that 

the [u]-root of *edun heads a projection that selects a v complement.  In the spirit of 

Kayne�s (2000 chapter 7) analysis of auxiliary have, and other decompositional 

approaches to possessive have (Harley 1995, Levinson 2004), I will assume that in 

constructions in which this element is merged, this [u] head raises and incorporates 

into an auxiliary head.  In constructions in which this head is not merged, the auxiliary 

is realized as izan.  Hence, for a transitive construction such as that in (64) (repeated 

below), I assume the merged order of functional elements shown in (232). 

 

(231)=(64) 
      Ikus-ten          na-u-zu  
 see-IMPERF     1SG(ABS)-ROOT(*edun)-2SG(ERG) 
 �You see me.� 
 

(232) [T�[AUX �[*edun [v [V]]]] 

 

Note that, given the structure in (232), and on certain standard assumptions, the 

morpheme order on auxiliaries such as (231) is straightforwardly accounted for.  

Specifically, assuming (i) that the Basque auxiliary is formed by successive left head 

adjunction and (ii) that in transitive constructions the ergative agreement morpheme is 

a manifestation of agreement realized by T, while the absolutive agreement morpheme 

                                                                                                                                       
varies by dialect include bazkaldu �eat lunch,� jolastu �play.�  Similarly, while hitz egin �talk� 
always takes *edun, the semantically (near-)equivalent mintzatu takes izan .  (See Etxepare 
2003.) 
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is realized in v, then the left-to-right surface order of the morphemes in (231) follows 

their (bottom-to-top) merged order as shown in (232)(Baker 1985).195 

                                                
195 Arregi proposes an alternative approach within a Distributed Morphology (Halle and 
Marantz 1993) framework.  Specifically, Arregi argues that choice of auxiliary in Basque is 
not determined syntactically�i.e. by the transitivity of the clause�but rather by a post-
syntactic morphological rule that inserts *edun when the ergative agreement slot is filled, and 
izan otherwise.  Crucial evidence for this claim comes from allocutive agreement cases in 
which *edun appear despite the fact that the verb is unaccusative.   

As discussed in Chapter 4, some Basque dialects preserve a system of agreement in 
informal speech in which the interlocutor�s gender is marked on the inflection-bearing verb, 
even when the interlocutor is not an argument of the verb.   (i) and (ii) illustrate this 
phenomenon.  In the allocutive forms in (ii), the final -n and -k morphemes on the auxiliary 
agree in gender with the interlocutor, a non-argument.   
 
(i)   Hau        garestia      d-a.    (non-allocutive agreement) 
       This.ABS expensive 3SG- ROOT(izan) 
       �This is expensive.� 
(ii)  
a. Hau         garestia     d-u-n.    (allocutive agreement) 

This.ABS expensive 3SG-ROOT(*edun)-2SG FEM 
�This is expensive.� 

b. Hau         garestia     d-u-k.    (allocutive agreement) 
This.ABS expensive 3SG- ROOT(*edun)-2SG MASC 
�This is expensive.� 
 

 These forms systematically resemble the non-allocutive monotransitive forms in with 
2SG (informal) subjects. 
 
(iii)  
a. Hik          egin       d-u-n.    (non-allocutive agreement) 

You.ERG do-PERF 3SG-ROOT(*edun)-2SG FEM 
�You�ve done (it).� 

b. Hik          egin       d-u-k.    (non-allocutive agreement) 
You.ERG do-PERF 3SG- ROOT(*edun)-2SG MASC 
�You�ve done (it).� 

 
Crucially, the auxiliary in (ii) is *edun �have,� despite the fact that the verb is 

unaccusative.  In addition, note that the overt subjects in (ii) bear absolutive rather than 
ergative case, unlike the non-allocutive examples in (iii).  These facts, then, suggest that *edun 
in these cases is not determined by the argument structure of the verb, but rather by the 
morphological fact that the canonical ergative agreement slot is filled�in this case not by 
�true� ergative markers but rather by the �n and �k morphemes that mark agreement with the 
interlocutor�s gender.  (An additional case of such an apparent syntax-morphology 
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This proposal, then, crucially departs from Kayne�s approach to auxiliary have 

in Romance and Germanic in not treating the incorporating element as a preposition.  

Indeed, I am not aware of any evidence that might motivate such an approach to these 

Basque data. 

  A further question that arises in view of this proposal is how *edun in its 

possessive have guise (as in (229)) might be accounted for.  I will return to this 

question in the following section.  

 

6.3.2 Modals 

Example  (233) shows that the modal nahi, �want� behaves identically to ahal, 

�can� with regard to long distance agreement.  That is, nahi is transparent to dative and 

absolutive agreement marking on the auxiliary.   

 
(233)  

a. Joan nahi  dut       (unaccusative) 
    go    want 1S(ERG).*edun.1S(ABS) 
   �I want to go.� 
b. Torreak      ikusi nahi  ditut      (monotransitive) 
    towers.ABS see   want  3PL(ABS).*edun.1S(ERG) 
    �I want to see the towers.� 
c. Joni        liburua     eman nahi  diot     (ditransitive) 
    Jon.DAT book.ABS give   want 3S(ABS).*edun.3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
    �I want to give Jon the book.� 
                                                                                                                                       
�mismatch� is dative displacement discussed in Chapter 4 (cf. Fernandez 2004).)  See also 
Albizu (2002, to appear). 
 In the present discussion, I will pursue an analysis of the izan/*edun alternation within 
a framework that makes do without a separate morphological module.  Nevertheless, the 
choice of this alternative approach to have/be over the one proposed here does not bear 
crucially on the main claims made here, since in either event the fseq-bound nature of 
auxiliary selection is accounted for. 
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 Nevertheless, nahi behaves differently from ahal with regard to auxiliary 

switch.  (233) shows that nahi always cooccurs with *edun �have� regardless of the 

argument structure of the main verb with which it restructures.  By contrast, ahal, 

participates in auxiliary switch.  That is, the choice of izan vs. *edun is determined by 

the main verb as shown in (169), repeated below. 

 

(234)≈(169) 

a. Joan ahal   naiz       (unaccusative) 
    go    can    izan.1S(ABS) 
    �I can go.� 
b. Torrea        ikusi ahal  dut      (monotransitive) 
    towers.ABS see    can  3S(ABS).*edun.1S(ERG) 
    �I can see the tower.� 
c. Jon-i      liburuak      eman ahal   dizkiot    (ditransitive) 
    Jon.DAT books.ABS  give   can   3PL(ABS).*edun.3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
    �I can give Jon the books.� 
 

 The behavior of ahal, then, is similar to that of the class of �pure modals� 

identified by Cardinaletti and Shlonsky (2004), such as volere �want.�  In (235), for 

example, volere�s unaccusative complement�andare �go��determines the auxiliary 

essere �be.� 196 

 

(235) (adapted from Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004:522)  

            Ci      sarei/*avrei                 voluto  andare  con Maria. 
        (I) there would-be/would-have wanted (to) go with Maria 
        �I would have wanted to go there with Maria.� 
 
                                                
196 Cardinaletti and Shlonsky note that auxiliary switch is not entirely independent of clitic 
climbing (cf. Kayne 2000, chapter 7).   Without climbing of the clitic ci in (235), essere �be� is 
marginal and avere �have� is preferred. 
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 By contrast, behar �need� and nahi �want� behave like the class of �quasi-

functional verbs� in Italian identified by Cardinaletti and Shlonsky (2004), including 

verbs of motion and perception, which do not participate in auxiliary switch but are 

transparent to other restructuring phenomena (clitic climbing).197   

                                                
197 If, contrary to the present approach, LDA is likened to clitic climbing, then these facts are 
reminiscent of restructuring in Italian as described in Cardinaletti and Shlonsky (2004).  In 
particular, these authors report that the class of verbs participating in auxiliary switch is a 
proper subset of those verbs participating in clitic climbing. 

As suggested to me by Richard Kayne (p.c.), an alternative approach to nahi and 
behar, which might illuminate the question of why these elements differ from Italian volere 
�want� and dovere �must� with regard to auxiliary switch, is that these elements are in fact 
nouns.  Indeed, as discussed by Ortiz de Urbina (1989:25-34) several considerations lend 
plausibility to this proposal.  In particular, nahi and behar may also be nouns akin to �desire� 
and �need� respectively.  In addition, such an approach might also help explain the inability of 
these elements to take imperfective morphology, as discussed above, and as illustrated in (i). 
 
(i) Ogia      (*nahi-tzen/nahi iza-ten)                    du. 
     bread  (want.IMPERF/want have-be. IMPERF) AUX 
      �She often wants money.� 
 
Nevertheless, several other considerations instead recommend a verbal analysis of these 
elements.  First, in some dialects, at least, nahi and behar may take the irrealis/future marker 
affix �ko, which otherwise affixes only to verbs.  Second, as noted by Ortiz de Urbina 
(1989:27), wh-elements and foci, which canonically must appear immediately to the left of the 
main verb (in affirmatives), may appear to the left of nahi and behar. 
(ii) Zer   nahi duzu? 
     What want  AUX 
     �What do you want?� 
 
Third, in constructions in which a verbal complement of nahi or behar takes a nominal 
complement, this complement triggers agreement marking on the auxiliary, as illustrated in 
(iii).  If nahi/behar are nouns, it is difficult to see why the lower (more distant) nominal 
complement should trigger this agreement rather than nahi/behar.  
 
(iii) Zu ikusi  nahi zaitugu 
       You see  want  AUX.2S(ABS).1PL(ERG) 
        �We want to see you.� 
 
Fourth and finally, these elements appear with the transitive auxiliary *edun even in dialects in 
which *edun does not fulfill a possessive have role.  If nahi and behar are nouns, rather than 
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The two restructuring properties of modals discussed here�LDA and auxiliary 

switch�are summarized in Table 6.1. 

 
Table 6.1: Different restructuring properties of (standard) Basque modals 
Verb Long distance 

agreement  
Auxiliary switch 

nahi �want� √ *198 
behar �need� √ * 
ahal �can� √ √199 

 
 

 Following Cardinaletti and Shlonsky�s (2004) analysis of �quasi-functional 

verbs� in Italian, I will assume that nahi and behar are like lexical verbs in that they 

determine an auxiliary, but are like functional verbs in other respects.  (See the 

discussion in 6.2.1 for additional evidence that nahi and behar are functional heads 

rather than lexical verbs in V.)  In the spirit of Cardinaletti and Shlonsky�s analysis of 

�quasi-functional verbs,� I assume that nahi and behar are merged with �ancillary 

                                                                                                                                       
verbs, it is difficult to see why *edun should take these complements.  In view of these facts, I 
will assume that, nahi and behar may in fact be merged as true modals. 
198 In many non-standard dialects both nahi and behar do participate in auxiliary switch 
(unlike in the standard) as shown in (i) and (ii). 
(i) Baztan 
   Gan bar                          naiz       
    go    MOD.OBLIGATION AUX(izan, �be�)-1SG(ABS) 
    �I have to go.� 
(ii) Eastern dialects    (J. Ortiz de Urbina, p.c.) 
    Ha-ra        joan nahi                  ba-zira       
    there-ALL  go    MOD VOLITION  if-AUX (izan, �be�)-2SG(ABS) 
    �If you want to go there.� 
199 Similarly, as pointed out to me by X. Artiagoitia, in some Western (Biscayan) dialects, 
ahal does not participate in auxiliary switch, but rather determines *edun.   
(i) Joan ahal dot. 
     go     can AUX(*edun) 
    �I can go.� 
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functional structure� that is not merged in the case of ahal.  Specifically, I assume that 

nahi and behar, unlike ahal, select a [u]-root complement as in (236).  By contrast, 

ahal �can,� which corresponds to the class of pure functional verbs in Cardinaletti and 

Shlonsky�s proposal, does not require this head as a complement. 

 
(236) [MOD OBLIGATION behar [*edun P �u- [vP [V]]]] 

 

 A related question is how to account for cases in which behar and nahi (unlike 

ahal) take DP complements as in (237) and (238).  In these cases, nahi and behar 

behave like transitive main verbs in that person and number agreement with objects of 

these verbs is marked on the auxiliary as in (237) and (238). 

 
(237) bi gauza  behar ditut 

         two thing need   3PL(ABS).*edun.1S(ERG) 
         �I need two things.� 

 
(238) liburua     nahi dut 

         book.ABS  want 3(ABS).*edun.1(ERG) 
        �I want the book.� 
 
 

On one hand, then, the fact that nahi and behar may take DP complements 

recommends an approach to these elements as main verbs.  On the other hand, other 

properties of these elements, including the fact that nahi and behar take verbs with the 

affixes -tu/-i/-n/-Ø and participate in restructuring, suggests that these elements are 

rather modals, on a par with ahal.  Following Cardinaletti and Shlonsky�s proposal for 
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Italian modals like volere �want�, one approach to this problem is that behar and nahi 

may be either functional verbs or lexical verbs depending on the environment.  That is, 

when they take DP complements they are merged in V, and when they take verbal 

complements they are merged in a functional position.   

Evidence against this approach comes from the fact that behar and nahi do not 

behave morphologically like main verbs even when they take DP complements.  As 

discussed earlier, these modals can never take the imperfective morpheme �t(z)en.  

With stative predicates, verbs+-t(z)en have an iterative interpretation, as reflected in 

the gloss in (239). 

 
(239)=(183) Western dialects 

       Arazoak         eduki-tzen    ditu. 
       problems.ABS have-IMPERF AUX 
      �She often has problems.� 
 
 
 In sentences of this kind with behar and nahi the imperfective affix may not 

attach directly onto the modal but rather requires insertion of izan �have/be�     

 

 

(240) Dirua   (*nahi-tzen/nahi iza-ten)                    du. 

       money  (want.IMPERF/want have-be. IMPERF) AUX 
       �She often wants money.� 

 
 
The inability of behar and nahi to take �tzen in such examples is plausibly 

related to the fact that they are merged as functional heads and not as main verbs, as 
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argued earlier.  That is, the unavailability of behar and nahi with �t(z)en is mysterious 

if these elements can be merged in V in cases in which they take DP complements. 

These facts rather suggest an analysis pursued in much recent work (den 

Dikken, Larson and Ludlow 1996, Benincà and Poletto 2004, Cinque 2004) whereby 

semi-modals like �want� are, in all cases, merged as functional heads that may cooccur 

with a null have in V, as in (241).  In cases such as (237) and (238), it is this null 

verbal head that assigns theta-roles to arguments.   

 
(241) [FP want [VP HAVE [DP    

 
 

On the other hand, when want takes a verbal complement, the lexical verb is 

merged in V as in (242). 

 
(242) [FP want [VP lexical verb 
 

This analysis might be extended to the possessive have guise of *edun cases 

such as (229), repeated here. 

 
 
(243)=(229) 
 Ez     d-u-t                             hori 
 NEG 3SG-ROOT(*edun)-1SG   that 
 �I don�t have that.� 
 
 
 Again, this guise of *edun behaves identically in terms of agreement to 

monotransitive auxiliary forms. 
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(244) Ez     d-u-t                             ikus-ten     hori 
         NEG 3SG-ROOT(*edun)-1SG   see-IMPERF that 
         �I don�t see that.� 
 

An appealing account of these facts in view of the foregoing discussion of 

modals is that possessive have guises of *edun as in (243) also involve a null have in 

V, as in (245). 

 
(245) [NEG ez [TP dut [VP HAVE [DP hori]]] 

 

 That is, possessive have in central and eastern dialects in which *edun appears  

to fulfill this role may be null.  By contrast, Western dialects require an overt have in 

possessive have constructions.200   

From this perspective, then, the root vowel alternation on auxiliary verbs is not 

a have/be alternation at all, but rather reflects the incorporation of a functional head in 

the lower functional sequence associated with the transitivity marker v.  This account, 

if correct, explains the �have/be alternation� in Basque and also accommodates an 

account of the cross-dialectal difference in the realization of possessive have.  If, 

contrary to the analysis proposed here, the Basque have/be alternation is underlyingly 

                                                
200 Note, in Western dialects as well, have may be null under modals, as in (i).  Hence, the 
difference between these two dialects cannot only be that have is null in one dialect and overt 
in the other.  Rather, both kinds of dialects allow have to be null under modals.   
(i) Zer   e  gura dozu? 
     what e want AUX 
     �What do you want?� 
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related to possessive have, then the cross-dialectal difference between these forms is 

mysterious.   

 In view of this analysis of auxiliary switch in Basque, I return to the question 

of locality conditions on �restructuring� phenomena. 

 

6.3.3 Locality and auxiliary switch  

Crucially, auxiliary switch is not possible out of �t(z)en complements as 

illustrated by the contrast between (246) and (247). 

 
(246) [Amari       kasu egiten]        hasiko    zaio          Jon. 

       Mother-DAT case make-t(z)en start-FUT AUX(�be�) Jon 
       �Jon will start minding his mother.� 
 
(247) *[Amari     kasu egiten]        hasiko    dio          Jonek. 

       Mother-DAT  case make-t(z)en start-FUT AUX(�have�) Jon-ERG 
       �Jon will start minding his mother.� 
  
 
 This restriction follows straightforwardly from the foregoing approach to 

auxiliary switch in Basque, together with an analysis of �t(z)en constituents in such 

constructions as small (GerP) complements of a matrix V.  That is, because auxiliary 

choice is determined by the presence of a transitivity head in the matrix verbal shell, 

selection of izan vs. *edun is predicted to be determined by the higher verb in V�

hasi, �start� in (246)�rather than by the lower verb.  By contrast, �tu/-i/-n/�Ø 

constituents are plausibly merged in the same functional sequence as the auxiliary on 

which they trigger switch.  Specifically, I have argued that the main verb in such 
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constituents is merged in the matrix V.  In view of this (independently motivated) 

structural analysis and the above account of auxiliary switch in Basque, then the 

ability of the lower verb to determine the finite auxiliary is expected. 

 From this perspective of this analysis, no special analysis of auxiliary switch as 

�restructuring� is required.  Locality restrictions on auxiliary switch in Basque, 

according to this analysis, follow trivially from a �strictly� monoclausal (fseq-bound) 

analysis of �tu/-i/-n/�Ø constituents under modals, together with an approach to the 

�have/be alternation� as incorporation of a transitivity head in the matrix verbal shell 

into the auxiliary.201     

 

6.4 Conclusion 

This chapter discusses two �restructuring� phenomena in Basque�auxiliary 

switch and long distance agreement�and argues that different locality conditions on 

them follow trivially from the nature of syntactic processes responsible for them.  

Specifically, following much recent work, I have argued that long distance object 

agreement obtains through an Agree relation (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004), by which a 

functional head values a feature against a c-commanded phasemate goal.  The 

availability of LDA in �lexical restructuring� environments�i.e. in which a main verb 

                                                
201 This account of auxiliary switch in Basque has much in common with Cardinaletti and 
Shlonsky�s (2004) approach to similar Italian facts.  In particular, these authors argue that 
auxiliary switch in Italian is only possible fseq-internally and never across an fseq boundary.  
As Cardinaletti and Shlonsky further observe, this locality restriction falls out naturally from a 
monoclausal analysis of infinitival constructions, together with an approach to have/be 
alternations as determined (in some way or another) by the argument structure of the lexical 
verb. 
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in V takes a small (~VP) complement�is straightforwardly accounted for if, under 

standard assumptions, V is not a phase.  By contrast, auxiliary switch in Basque 

obtains across certain modals but not other �lexical restructuring� verbs which are 

transparent to LDA.  These restrictions are shown to fall out of a monoclausal analysis 

of modal constructions in Basque, together with the standard assumption that auxiliary 

choice is determined by properties of the main verbal shell of the same fseq.  From 

this perspective, then, no special locality restrictions need be invoked on 

�restructuring� per se (at least in the case of the Basque facts discussed here.)  To the 

extent that �restructuring� phenomena in other languages can be handled in a similar 

manner, the notion of �restructuring� might be dispensed with altogether in syntactic 

theory. 

From the perspective of this distinction, an additional difference between these 

two restructuring phenomena follows naturally.  In particular LDA in Basque is 

possible across infinitival negation, unlike auxiliary switch.  Following Cardinaletti 

and Shlonsky (2004), I take the presence of an embedded negation to diagnose an 

additional fseq.  Hence, auxiliary switch across negation (in Basque and Italian) is 

ruled out because this phenomenon is fseq-bound (cf Kayne 2000, chapter 4).  By 

contrast, LDA across infinitival negation is unproblematic since Agree is not restricted 

to a single iteration of fseq. 

Some additional theoretical consequences of the foregoing discussion are 

summarized below. 
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1. The behavior of the verbs nahi �want� and behar �need� suggests evidence in 

favor of Cinque�s (2004) position that certain restructuring verbs are always merged as 

functional heads, even in cases where they do not exhibit transparency effects (pace 

Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004).  Specifically, nahi and behar as �lexical verbs� 

taking DP complements are unique in that they do not take the imperfective affix 

otherwise required by main verbs in imperfective environments. 

 2. Boeckx (2004) proposes that clitic climbing in Romance be thought of as 

LDA (cf. Haddican 2005).  The data presented here, however, indicate an important 

empirical difference between these two phenomena.  While Romance clitic climbing is 

often blocked (or severely degraded) by the presence of an intervening negation 

(Kayne 2000, chapter 4), LDA is subject to no such restriction.  This difference 

suggests that LDA and clitic climbing are, to some degree, distinct phenomena. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ON EGIN: DO-SUPPORT AND VERB FOCALIZATION 

IN CENTRAL AND WESTERN BASQUE 

 

Central and western Basque (CWB) dialects have verb focalization 

constructions involving the dummy verb egin, which as a lexical verb is akin to 

English �make� or �do.� (Rebuschi 1984, Ortiz de Urbina 1989, Zuazo 1998, Etxepare 

and Ortiz de Urbina 2003).  An example of this construction is given in (248), which 

contrasts with the neutral example, without do-support, in (249). 

 
(248) Ines  etorri  egin da. 
         Ines   come do    AUX 

   a. �Ines has COME.� 
   b. * �Ines has come.� (non-verb focalization reading) 

  
(249) Ines etorri da 
         Ines come AUX. 
        �Ines has come.� 
 

 
 The goal of this chapter is to explain how do-support comes about in sentences 

such as (248a).  In particular, this chapter argues that CWB dialects, along with 

Korean, form a class of do-support languages whose dummy verb insertion 

mechanism differs slightly from that in English (Chomsky 1957, 1995, Pollock 1989) 

and Monnese (Benincà and Poletto 2004).  In all four of these languages, the dummy 

verb values a strong feature in a position that is, in marked environments, inaccessible 

to the verb.  However, in Korean and CWB, unlike in English and Monnese, the verb�s 
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inability to raise to value this feature is not due to its inflectional poverty, but rather 

because it must bear a nominalizing infinitival affix for independent reasons; this 

nominal infinitive may not bear aspectual morphology, and a dummy verb is merged 

to do so instead. 

 I further propose that merger of egin is not a last-resort phenomenon as in 

Chomsky�s classic analysis of English do-support (Chomsky 1957, 1995).  That is, the 

unavailability of egin in non-verb focalization constructions such as (248b) is not due 

to competition with the more economical egin-less alternative in (249); rather, (248b) 

is independently excluded.  A virtue of this approach is that it avoids a violation of the 

Inclusiveness Condition (Chomsky 2000, 2001) inherent in economy-based 

approaches to do-support that treat the dummy verb as non-lexical material generated 

in the computational component (Chomsky 1995). 

Section 1 of this chapter briefly reviews previous approaches to do-support in 

English.  In section 2, I discuss some key properties of focalized verbs in Basque that 

will be crucial to the analysis of egin developed here.  Section 3 develops an analysis 

of the dummy verb egin. 

 

7.1 Previous approaches to do-support in English 

 In certain marked environments, standard English requires a semantically 

empty �dummy� verb do.  In environments where this do appears, it bears tense and 

agreement morphology that in other environments is borne by the main verb.  Do-

support in some of these environments is illustrated in the following examples. 
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(250) Negatives  
Ines doesn�t smoke. 

 
(251) I-C movement (yes/no and non-subject wh-questions) 202 

a. Whoi did Ines see ti? 
b. Did Ines leave? 
 
(252) VP-ellipsis 

Ines ate Pasta and Ira did too. 
 
 

By contrast, do-support does not obtain in other environments including 

neutral declaratives. 203 

 

(253) Neutral declaratives 

a. Ines smokes. 
b. *Ines does smoke. (without stress on do) 

 

 English do-support has often been related to the absence of verb raising, which 

is in turn frequently attributed to the inflectional �poverty� of the language (Lightfoot 

1979, Pollock 1989).  Compared to many other languages, English seems to be rather 

                                                
202 As Benincà and Poletto (2004) argue, do-support in the Northern Italian dialect Monnese is 
strikingly similar to English do-support in environments with I-C movement.  I will not 
discuss the Monnese facts here. 
203 Do-support in both (standard) English and Monnese is also unavailable with be and 
modals.  I abstract away from these facts here. 
(i) a.  Ines isn�t tall. 
     b. *Ines doesn�t be tall. 
(ii) a.  Ines can�t swim. 
      b. *Ines doesn�t can swim. 
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�poor� in inflection.  On lexical verbs in the present tense, for example, English has 

only two morphologically distinct conjugations: -s for 3sg subjects and -∅  for all other 

subject persons.  For lexical verbs in the past tense, the agreement morpheme for all 

subject persons is -∅ .  In French, by contrast, overt subject-verb agreement is much 

richer, distinguishing among up to five or six subject persons across tenses (depending 

on the verb class.)204 

In a seminal analysis, Pollock (1989) connected the inflectional poverty of 

English to the relative placement of verbs and certain adverbs in English vs. other 

languages.  For example, (254) shows that main verbs in English must follow adverbs 

of frequency, such as often.   

  
(254)  

a. Ines often sees Mary. 
b. *Ines sees often Mary. 
 
  
 By contrast, French souvent, �often� must follow the main verb as in (255). 

(255) 
a. Ines voit souvent Marie.  
    Ines sees often    Marie 
   �Ines often sees Marie. 
b. *Ines souvent voit Marie. 
     Ines  often    sees Marie 
 

                                                
204 At least as reflected in the orthography.  Not all of these conjugations are distinguished 
phonetically in all dialects. 
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In view of this difference in adverb placement, and in view of the difference 

between the two languages in inflectional richness, Pollock proposed that a �strong� 

agreement head above souvent attracts the verb, producing the verb-adverb word order 

in French.  By contrast, this same agreement head in English is plausibly too �weak� 

to attract the main verb.  Consequently, the main verb remains in situ, yielding the 

adverb-verb word order for English.   

Crucially, in English affirmative sentences such as (253a) and (254), a rule of 

�affix-hopping� must apply whereby inflectional morphology�in this case 3SG �s�

lowers to attach to the verb (Chomsky 1957).  In negative sentences such as (250), the 

negative morpheme blocks this affixation and do-support applies in order to provide 

lexical support for this agreement morphology.  Similarly, in yes/no questions and 

non-subject wh-questions, in which an inflected verb must raise to C, do-support 

applies in place of the main verb, which cannot raise out of its base-generated position 

in V. 

A long tradition of research, dating from the advent of generative theory has 

approached do-support as a �last resort� phenomenon (Chomsky 1957, 1995, Pollock 

1989) in view of the fact that it may only occur when it must.205  That is, dummy do is 

inserted to host tense and agreement morphology only when no other verbal element is 

available to do so.  When do-support need not apply�i.e. when affix-hopping is 

available�it cannot apply.  The intuition behind this approach is that, in cases where 

                                                
205 See also Grimshaw (1997), Bresnan (2000), Vikner (2001) for approaches to do-support in  
Optimality Theory. 
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do-support does not apply, it is �blocked� by simpler derivations without do-support.  

A persistent problem in the Principles and Parameters framework, however, has been 

to explicate the notions of economy and competition (Chomsky 1995, Collins 1997).  

In particular, against what candidate set is a given derivation evaluated for economy?  

And, how exactly are competing candidates evaluated?   

 The problem of do-support in recent minimalism.  In recent minimalism, 

Chomsky�s (2000, 2001, 2004) notion of a �lexical array� figures prominently in 

answers to these questions.  In Chomsky�s recent work (as in other frameworks), 

lexical material is assembled into syntactic structures by a computational component 

of the grammar, i.e. �narrow syntax,� excluding the interpretive (LF) and phonetic 

components (PF).  Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004) proposes that the computational 

component does not take material directly from the lexicon, however, but rather from 

a �lexical array��a �one-time selection� of material from the lexicon.  The notion of 

lexical array has two main motivations.  First, Chomsky (2000, 2001) suggests that 

such a device reduces computational complexity since the computational component 

can work from a limited lexical palate, rather than the unwieldy full lexicon: �If the 

derivation accesses the lexicon at every point, it must carry along this huge beast, 

rather like cars that constantly have to replenish their fuel supply.  Derivations that 

map LA to expressions require lexical access only once, thus reducing operative 

complexity in a way that might well matter for optimal design� (2000:100-1).  

 Second, the lexical array allows for a more precise notion of competition.  A 

naive comparison of the sentences in (256) and (257) suggests that the example in 
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(256) is less complex than that in (257), since the latter contains more lexical 

material�at her desk�and therefore requires more steps in assembling this material.   

 

(256) Ines saw Mary. 

(257) Ines saw Mary at her desk. 

 

 If the computational component has direct access to the lexicon, and if simpler 

derivations always block more complex ones, then (256) should always be able to 

block (257), since the former involves fewer steps.  (257) is therefore incorrectly 

excluded as a possible English sentence.  This problem is avoided, however, if 

evaluations of economy are restricted to derivations built from identical lexical 

arrays.206  Under this assumption, (256) and (256) are not in competition, since their 

lexical arrays are non-identical sets of lexical elements, and (256) therefore does not 

block (256).  The notion of lexical array, then, helps limit evaluations of economy to 

derivations with the same lexical input, an intuitively attractive result. 

 Consider, then, how an economy approach to do-support might work within 

this framework in view of the following examples.    

 

 

                                                
206 It must also be assumed that only convergent derivations compete and that derivations must 
exhaust the items in a lexical array. 
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(258) Ines doesn�t live here.  

(259) Ines lives here. 

(260) *Ines does live here.   (non-emphatic do.) 

 

 As discussed above, a traditional understanding of do-support is that it serves 

to host inflectional morphology in sentences like (258), because negation blocks 

affixation of this morphology onto the main verb.   In the absence of negation, as in 

(259), do-support is not required, and is therefore blocked.  That is, because in neutral 

declaratives a more economical derivation without do-support is available�namely 

(259)�the more �expensive� derivation with do-support is blocked.  Do-insertion, 

then, applies only as a �last resort.� 

This approach, however, is problematic from the perspective of approaches to 

economy that make use of a lexical array.  Crucially, if the dummy element do is taken 

to be part of the numeration, then (259) and (260) do not compete, since they have 

different lexical arrays�one with do and one without.   This approach, then, fails to 

exclude (260).  Another possible solution is that the dummy verb is not included in the 

lexical array, but is rather non-lexical material generated by the computational 

component in the course of the derivation (Hornstein, Nunes and Grohmann 2005).  A 

derivation with the insertion of do is presumably more costly than its minimally 

different competitor without do-insertion and (260) is therefore correctly excluded on 

economy considerations.  This second approach, however, entails a substantial 
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enrichment of the grammar, since it requires the computational component to be more 

than an assembly algorithm; rather, this approach crucially requires the computational 

component to generate non-lexical material.  In terms of recent minimalist theory, 

then, this approach entails a violation of the Inclusiveness Condition (Chomsky 2000), 

which proscribes the addition of material in the computational component.207 

 The remainder of this chapter develops an account of do-support in Basque 

verb focalization constructions.  Specifically, I will argue that Basque do-support is 

not a last-resort phenomenon as in Chomsky�s analysis of English.  That is, the 

unavailability of egin in non-focalization environments is not blocked by a cheaper 

egin-less alternative, but rather is excluded on independent grounds.  By this approach, 

then, egin is not generated in the narrow syntax, a welcome result from the perspective 

of recent theory, as discussed above. 

 

7.2 Some properties of the focalized verb in verb focalization constructions 

This section discusses some properties of the main verb in verb focalization 

constructions that will be crucial to the analysis of do-support developed below.  

Specifically, I will present evidence that, in verb focalization constructions, the VP208 

raises to the same left-peripheral focus position targeted by other kinds of foci�spec, 

FocP.  This analysis was first proposed by Rebuschi (1984) in a brief treatment of this 

                                                
207 A third possibility is that do-support is a PF-phenomenon as suggested by Chomsky 
(2001).  I will not pursue this possibility here.  See Embick and Noyer (2001) and Benincà and 
Poletto (2004) for evidence against this approach. 
208 I will later present evidence that the constituent that raises is slightly larger�an infinitival 
phrase containing VP. 
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phenomenon.  In the following discussion, I will present additional evidence in favor 

of this approach in view of three kinds of properties of focalized verbs: word-order; 

extraction of foci from complement clauses and clausal pied-piping; and intonation.  

The following sections discuss these properties in turn. 

 

7.2.1 Word order 

The positioning of arguments in Basque is discourse-sensitive.  Canonically, 

foci and wh-phrases must appear left-adjacent to the main (aspect-bearing) verb in 

affirmative sentences and left-adjacent to the negative morpheme ez in negatives as 

shown in (261) and (262). 

 
(261) Nor-k/JON-EK     ikusi       du   Miren. 

     Who-ERG/Jon-ERG  see-PERF   AUX Miren 
     �Who/JOHN has seen Mary.� 

 

(262) Nor-k/JON-EK     ez     du    (√Miren) ikusi       (√Miren). 

     Who-ERG/Jon-ERG    not   AUX (Miren)    see-PERF  (Miren) 
     �Who/JOHN hasn�t seen Mary.� 
 

(263) and (264) show that when non-focalized material intervenes between the 

focus and the main verb or ez, the result is unacceptable. 

 

(263) Nor-k/JON-EK     (*Miren)  ikusi        du   (√Miren). 
     Who-ERG/Jon-ERG   (Miren)   see-PERF   AUX (Miren) 
     �Who/JOHN has seen Mary.� 
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(264) Nor-k/JON-EK     (*Miren)  ez     du    (√Miren) ikusi       (√Miren). 

     Who-ERG/Jon-ERG   (Miren)   not   AUX (Miren)    see-PERF  (Miren) 
     �Who/JOHN hasn�t seen Mary.� 

 

(265) and (266), below, show that focalized main verbs behave like other kinds 

of foci in requiring left-adjacency to the main (aspect-bearing) verb in affirmatives, 

and left-adjacency to ez in negatives. 

  
(265) Hil (*aurten/*gure aita) egin-Ø     da      aurten    gure  aita. 
     die                                    egin-PERF AUX  this.year our   father 
      �Our father has DIED this year.� 

 
(266) Etorri (*Jon) ez    da       egin-Ø       (Jon).209 
      come             NEG  AUX     egin- PERF (Jon).   
      �Jon hasn�t COME.� 
  
 

A more marked and less-well studied focalization strategy is also available for 

some speakers, in which focalized constituents appear right-peripherally,210 as in 

(267).  

 

 

 

                                                
209 In affirmative contexts, focalized verbs are interpretable as both contrastive/corrective foci 
and information foci (i.e. as an answer to a wh-question questioning the focalized element).  
For foci in negative sentences, a contrastive/corrective interpretation is preferred.   
210 In fact, for some speakers, right-peripheral foci need not be strictly right peripheral (cf. 
Ortiz de Urbina 2002).  In particular the �right-peripheral� focalized constituent can be 
followed by a topic if it is set off by a pause as in (i), below. 
(i) Jonek eman dio BIZIKLETA BAT # Miren-i. 
    Jon     give AUX bicycle one Miren-to. 
   �Jon has given a BICYCLE to Miren.� 
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(267) A. Elordieta (2001) 

      Ardoa ekarri   diot (#) ANDONI-RI. 
      wine   brought AUX     Andoni-DAT 
     �I brought the wine to ANDONI.� 

 

There appears to be significant cross-dialectal variation in the availability of 

this phenomenon (Etxepare and Ortiz de Urbina 2003).  In some dialects this 

construction is marginal and requires a heavy intonational break between the right-

peripheral focalized constituent and the rest of the sentence.  Hualde Elordieta and 

Elordieta (1994) and Elordieta (2001), for example, report that, in the western 

(Biscayan) dialect of Lekeitio right-peripheral focalization is extremely marked except 

with copulative verbs, and always requires a significant intonational break.  In 

Oiartzun Basque, and in neighboring central dialects, however, this phenomenon 

seems to be less tightly restricted; it is not restricted to copulative environments and 

does not require a heavy intonational break.  (Intonation is discussed in detail below.)  

(268) shows that in Oiartzun Basque and neighboring dialects, main verbs in 

egin-constructions may also appear right-peripherally. 

 

 

(268)  

Horrek egi-ten        du   ZUZENDU. 
That    egin-IMPERF AUX correct 
�The latter CORRECTS it.� 
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Crucially, this strategy seems to be most marked precisely in those dialects in 

which other kinds of right-peripheral foci are highly marked.  For example, in the 

dialect of Lekeitio, which is conservative with respect to post-verbal foci generally, 

right-peripheral verb focalizations such as that in (268) are also marginal (A. 

Elordieta, p.c.).  

The most thorough generative treatment of postverbal foci in Basque is by 

Ortiz de Urbina (2002), who argues that in both preverbal and postverbal focus 

constructions, the focalized constituent moves to the same position�spec, FocP.211   

 

(269) FocP [XPi [Foc0 �  ti 
 
 
 

 
The two constructions differ minimally in that postverbal focalization 

constructions involve an additional movement step in which the remnant constituent 

below FocP raises to the left of FocP, leaving the focalized constituent as the most 

deeply embedded material in the tree.  This movement step is illustrated in (270). (See 

also Uribe-Etxebarria 2003.) 

 
 

 
                                                
211 Ortiz de Urbina limits his proposal to corrective focalization: �In this article, I will 
concentrate on the �corrective� type of contrastive focus, which finds its way more easily onto 
monitored registers than other types of final emphasis�(2002:514).  In this chapter, I will 
extend Ortiz de Urbina�s proposal to focus in the sense of �answer to a wh-question.� Ortiz de 
Urbina (2002) does not discuss verb focalization. 
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(270) (Ortiz de Urbina, 2002) 

TopP[YPj [Top0 FocP [XP [Foc0 tj]]]] 
 
 

 
 

The present proposal that the VP in verb focalization constructions raises to 

spec, FocP, leads to the expectation that other VP material will be able to raise along 

with the verb.  From the perspective of Ortiz de Urbina�s remnant movement proposal, 

this predicts the availability of additional VP material in right-peripheral verb 

focalizations (in those dialects with the egin-construction, and which are tolerant of 

right-peripheral focalization).  Indeed, the following examples in which verbal 

complements may appear to the right of egin (but to the left of the main verb) as in 

(271)-(273) seem to bear out this prediction.  In these examples, the most natural 

reading is one in which the entire verbal constituent (in brackets) or a verbal 

complement receives focus interpretation. 212 

 

 
                                                
212 This approach also predicts that VP material should raise with the VP in left-peripheral 
focus constructions.  Preliminary evidence from speaker judgments seems to bear out this 
prediction. 
(i) Monjak [barruan utzi] egin zigun. 
     Nuns       inside   leave do aux 
     �The nuns LEFT US INSIDE.� 
(ii) Jonek [dena garbitu] egin zuen. 
      Jon     everything clean] do AUX 
      ‘Jon CLEANED EVERYTHING.’ 
Nevertheless, the word order in such constructions—unlike in (271)-(273)– is compatible with 
an analysis of the verbal arguments as topics rather than part of the focalized constituent.  
More data on the interpretation and intonational properties of these sentences is needed to 
exclude this alternative analysis.  
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(271) (Interview data) 
     Monjak egin zigun [barruan utzi.] 
     Nuns     do    AUX  inside  leave 
      �The nuns LEFT US INSIDE.� 
 
(272) (Interview data) 

      Berak   egin behar zituen [bi txiki jarri.] 
      He/she do    need   AUX    two small put 
      �He/she had to PUT TWO SMALL ONES.� 
 

(273) (Interview data) 
      Egin behar  duzu  hurrengo egun-ean [dena enboteilatu.] 
      egin  need   AUX   next        day.on     all    bottle 
      �The next day you have to BOTTLE IT ALL.� 
 
  
 
7.2.2 Extraction from complement clauses and clausal pied-piping 
 
 Another well-documented property of wh-phrases and foci in Basque is that 

they may extract from complement clauses, especially under verbs of saying, as shown 

in (274) and (275) (Ortiz de Urbina 1989, Uriagereka 1999a). 

(274) Etxepare and Ortiz de Urbina (2003) 

Nola esan du     Jonek     [uste   du-ela        Peruk     [egin   behar-ko    litzateke-ela?]] 
how  say   AUX  Jon-ERG think AUX-COMP  Peru-ERG  make need-FUT    AUX-COMP 
�How did Jon say Peru thinks it should be made?�(Downstairs interpretation) 
 

(275) Etxepare and Ortiz de Urbina (2003) 

HORR.ELA uste    dut     [egin   behar-ko    litzateke-ela   aukeramena.] 
this-way       think  AUX    make  need-FUT   AUX-COMP     choice 
�IN THIS WAY do I think the choice should be made.� 

 

(276) shows that, at least for some speakers, focalized verbs behave like other 

kinds of foci in their ability to extract from complement clauses.  (Why sentences of 
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this kind are only marginal for many speakers is not clear to me.)  The availability of 

extraction in such cases, to the extent that they are available, is further evidence that 

verb raising in egin-constructions is A�-movement. 

 
(276) ? ETORRIi esan didate  [ti   egin zinela]. 

         come        say   AUX             do  AUX-COMP 
         �They have told me that you CAME.� 
 
  

Wh-phrases and foci may also pied-pipe entire clauses to the front of the matrix 

clause as in (277) and (278)(Ortiz de Urbina 1993). 

 
(277) Ortiz de Urbina (1993) 
[Nor etorri-ko     dela              bihar]       esan   diozu  Mireni? 
 who come-FUT   AUX-COMP    tomorrow say     AUX    Miren.DAT. 
�That who will come tomorrow have you told Mary?� 
 
(278) Ortiz de Urbina (1993) 

[JON etorri-ko     dela            bihar]        esan  diot  Mireni. 
 Jon    come-FUT  AUX-COMP  tomorrow say    AUX Miren-DAT. 
�That it is Jon that will come tomorrow I have told Mary.� 
 
  

Example (279) shows that clausal pied-piping is also available with verb 

focalizations with egin.  This property of egin focalization constructions is 

unsurprising if focalized main verbs move to the same left peripheral position as 

focalized arguments and adjuncts.  
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(279) [Etorri egin zine-la]      esan didate.  

        come   do   AUX.COMP  say  AUX 
        �They say you CAME.� 
 
 

7.2.3 Intonation 

Argument and adjunct focalization.  Sentence stress in Oiartzun is similar to 

that described by Elordieta (2003) for the dialect of Tolosa (four towns away to the 

southwest).213  Main prominence falls canonically on a word in the syntactic phrase 

immediately preceding the main verb.  This prominence is characterized by: (i) a pitch 

(F0) peak, followed by (ii) a sharp fall in pitch, and (iii) a reduced pitch range for 

clausal material following the pitch peak (Hualde, Elordieta and Elordieta 1994, 

Elordieta 2003).  An example of this pattern is given in Figure 7.1, the gloss for which 

appears in (280).214 

 

 
 
                                                
213 Word stress in Oiartzun Basque is similar to that in the neighboring dialect of Bortziria as 
described by Hualde (1991).  Unlike in some western varieties, Oiartzun Basque has stress 
accent rather than pitch accent.  Stress typically falls on the second syllable. 
(i) 
basérria  �farm(house)� 
Astígarraga place name 
ardóa  �wine� 
There are two kinds of exceptions to this pattern: monosyllabic items, in which stress is 
realized on the root, and lexically marked exceptions in which stress typically falls on the 
initial syllable, e.g. tálua, �corn tortilla.� 
214 The following intonational data were analyzed using PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink 
2003).  The data were collected in sociolinguistic interviews.  The format of these interviews 
and speaker recruitment are discussed in Chapter 3.  The examples are given in standard 
Basque orthography, adjusted to reflect local phonological features. 
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(280) (Speaker 1) 

      Ne(re) aurre-ku-k    geio  izan-go    dute,   baino bai. 
      my      before-of-PL more have-FUT  AUX   but    yes 
     �Those older than me must have more, but yes.� 
 

ne aurrekuk geio izango dute baino bai 
100 

300 

150 

200 

250 

Time (s)
0 1.76713

FIGURE 7.1

 
 

The intonational contour in Figure 7.1 shows the principal properties observed 

by Hualde, Elordieta and Elordieta (1994) and Elordieta (2003) for foci in other 

Basque dialects.  In particular, the element in focus position in Figure 7.1, geio �more,� 

is marked by: (i) a pitch peak; (ii) followed by a sharp fall in pitch; and (iii) a reduced 

pitch range for the material following the focus.  Note also that the pre-focal topic 

phrase, ne aurrekuk �those before me� has a rising pitch contour.  This intonational 

property of topics�also described by Elordieta (2003) in data from the dialect of 

Tolosa�will bear crucially on subsequent discussion of right-peripheral foci. 
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Figure 7.2 shows that the pitch contour of postverbal focus phrases resembles 

that for preverbal focus phrases (cf. Ortiz de Urbina 2002, Elordieta 2001).  (The gloss 

and discourse context for the sentence is given in (281).).   

 
 

(281) (Speaker 1, describing school desks) 
Ta   ordun genun            mahia # bikuak, ez? #zaten zien # eta  mahai bat  zegon 
HAUTSIYA. 
and  so       have-PAST   table        two.of  no      be     AUX   and  table    one was    
broken 
�And so we had tables for two, no?�they were, and one of the tables was broken.� 
 
 

mahai bat zegon hautsiya
100 

300 

150 

200 

250 

Time (s)
0 1.25212

FIGURE 7.2

 
 
In Figure 7.2, the focalized element hautsiya �broken� is marked by (i) a pitch 

peak followed by (ii) a fall in pitch and (iii) a greater overall pitch range than the rest 

of the sentence.  Note also that the non-focalized material in the first part of the 

sentence, mahai bat zegon, �a table was� has a slightly rising pitch contour, 

reminiscent of that for topic phrases (as in Figure 7.1).  This pattern suggests 
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additional evidence in favor of Ortiz de Urbina�s (2002) proposal that right-peripheral 

focus constructions are derived by moving the remnant material below the focalized 

constituent (in FocP) to a higher, topic position.  That is, the remnant-moved material 

to the left of the focus seems to have precisely the same pitch properties exhibited by 

pre-focal topics generally.   

As Ortiz de Urbina (2002) observes, the material preceding right-peripheral 

foci often has another key intonational property of topics.  As discussed above, some 

speakers require an intonational break between the postverbal focus phrase and the 

preceding material.  This break is similar to the pause often required between topics 

and the focus phrase (Ortiz de Urbina 1989).  From the perspective of Ortiz de 

Urbina�s proposal, then, these topic-like intonational properties of the material to the 

left of right-peripheral foci are accounted for straightforwardly, since by this approach, 

they are in fact topics. 

Verb focalization.  In discussing of the Bizkaian dialect of Lekeitio, Elordieta 

(2003) reports that in left-peripheral verb focalization constructions with egin, main 

prominence is assigned to the main verb.  Again, from the standpoint of the present 

proposal in which the main verb moves to the same position as other kinds of foci, this 

is precisely the pattern expected.   

 In the dialect of Oiartzun, focalized VPs also receive main prosodic 

prominence.  Figure 7.3 shows the F0 contour for an egin-focalization construction in 

Oiartzun Basque.  The gloss for this example is given in (282). 
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(282) (Speaker 3) 
     Ordun ya, gerra ondoan   hori  itxi (eg)in zen. 
      So     then, war after-LOC that close do     AUX 
     �So then, after the war the latter closed.� 
 

ordun gerra ondoan hori itxi  in zen 
100 

300 

150 

200 

250 

Time 
0 1.528

FIGURE 7.3

 
 

Figure 7.3 shows that the main pitch peak is realized on the focalized verb, itxi, 

�close� (setting aside the pre-sentential tag) followed by a sharp fall in pitch, 

characteristic of foci.  Figure 7.3 also shows that the preverbal topic phrases have a 

rising intonation, each higher than the previous one, as described by Elordieta (2003) 

for the dialect of Tolosa.  These data, then, are in keeping with Elordieta�s data from 

Lekeitio suggesting that VPs in verb focalization constructions behave like other kinds 

of foci in terms of intonation. 

 Figure 7.4 shows a pitch contour for a right-peripheral verb focalization with 

egin.  The corresponding context and gloss are given in (283). 
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(283) (Speaker 1)  

     Ordun   altxa    zen-in,        nik    (eg)in nion   sila   kendu   # eta     lurr-e(r)a. 
     so        get up  AUX-COMP   I.ERG  do       AUX chair  take away and    floor.ADL 
    �So when he got up I pulled out the chair, and he fell down.� 
 
 

nik in nion sila kendu 
100 

300 

150 

200 

250 

Time (s)
0 1.18125

FIGURE 7.4

 
  

The pitch contour in Figure 7.4 is similar to the right-peripheral (non-verbal) 

focus construction in Figure 7.2.  Here, the main pitch peak is realized on the object of 

the focalized VP sila, �chair� followed by a sharp fall in pitch.  The focalized VP also 

has a greater pitch range than the rest of the sentence.   

 Nevertheless, Figure 7.5�corresponding to the gloss in (284)�shows a 

slightly different intonational pattern for right-peripheral focalized VPs.   

(284) (Speaker 1) 
Monjak egin zigun [barruan utzi.] 
Nuns     do    AUX  inside  leave 
�The nuns LEFT US INSIDE.� 
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monjak in zigun barruan utzi
75 

300 

100 

150 

200 

250 

Time (s)
0 1.42388

FIGURE 7.5

 
 
  In Figure 7.5, the pitch peak on the stressed syllable in barrúan is lower than 

the preceding peak marking the right edge of the topicalized remnant material, monjak 

in zigun.  In this respect, the pitch contour in Figure 7.5 differs from that in Figure 7.4.  

Nevertheless, the pitch contour in Figure 7.5 is similar to that in Figure 7.4 in certain 

other respects.  In particular, the right-peripheral VP has a pitch peak on the stressed 

syllable of the (locative) verbal complement, barrúan �inside,� followed by a sharp 

pitch fall.  In addition, the pitch range for the focalized VP is greater than the 

preceding non-focalized material.  It appears that in such cases, then, it is primarily the 

pitch fall and overall pitch range, rather than the location of the main pitch peak, that 

do the work of marking prominence. 

 To review, the foregoing data on word order, intonation, extraction from 

complement clauses and clausal pied-piping strongly recommend a unified approach 

to focalized main verbs in egin-constructions, on one hand, and focalized arguments 
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and adjuncts on the other.  In particular, I assume that both types of foci move to a 

left-peripheral focus position, FocP (Ortiz de Urbina 1998, 2002).  As Ortiz de Urbina 

(2002) argues, this approach allows for a unified analysis of right-peripheral and left-

peripheral focalizations in Basque.  In both cases, the focalized constituent moves to 

FocP.  However right-peripheral constructions involve an extra movement step in 

which remnant material below FocP raises to a higher topic position.  A virtue of this 

analysis is that it accounts for the topic-like intonational properties of material to the 

left of right-peripheral foci, since by this approach, this material is in fact a topic. 

 

7.3 do-support  

7.3.1 egin as a dummy verb 

Three sets of facts presented so far support an understanding of egin in verb-

focalization constructions as a �dummy� verb, i.e. as an element occupying the 

canonical position of the main verb, when the latter has other obligations.  First, egin 

in this semantically empty guise only and always appears in verb focalization 

environments in which the main verb raises to the left periphery.215  Second, as 

discussed above, egin has the same word order properties as main verbs in 

negative/affirmative word order alternations: in affirmative sentences, egin appears 

                                                
215 Etxepare and Ortiz de Urbina (2003) however, describe a topicalization strategy with the 
dummy verb egin as in (i). 
(i) (Etxepare and Ortiz de Urbina 2003) 
Saiatu, behintzat, egingo gara . 
try at.least do.FUT AUX 
�Try, at least, we will.� 
As Etxepare and Ortiz de Urbina note, constructions of this type are marginal and restricted to 
certain predicates, and will be set side for the purposes of the present discussion. 
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immediately left-adjacent to the auxiliary, and in negative sentences, it appears to the 

right of the auxiliary and may be separated by arguments and other material.  (285) 

and (286) (repeating (265) and (266), respectively) illustrate this alternation. 

 
(285)=(265)  

Hil (*aurten/*gure aita) egin-Ø     da      aurten    gure  aita. 
die                                  egin-PERF AUX  this.year our   father 
�Our father has DIED this year.� 
   

(286)= (266) 
Etorri (*Jon) ez    da       egin (Jon).  
come            NEG  AUX    egin (Jon).   
�Jon hasn�t COME.�         

 
Third, egin bears one of three aspectual markers� perfective �Ø, imperfective 

�t(z)en or future �ko�normally realized on the main verb.  In focalization 

environments, the main verb appears without aspectual marking in the infinitival 

citation form.  These facts, then, suggest that egin only appears when the main verb 

cannot occupy its normal position. 

 

(287) verb focalization 
Erori (egin-go216/egi-ten)        da     etxea. 
fall   egin.FUT/egin-IMPERF  AUX  house 
�The house is going to FALL.�/�The house is FALLING.� 
 
 

 

                                                
216 The /k/ of the affix �ko assimilates in voicing to the preceding nasal.  This process is 
orthogonal to the claims made here. 
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(288) argument/adjunct focalization 
etxea       (erori-ko/eror-tzen)       da 
house      fall.FUT/fall.IMPERF  AUX 
�The house is going to fall.�/�The house is falling.� 
 

 

Why, then, is egin merged?  From the standpoint of an understanding of do-

support as motivated by the need to check a strong inflectional (or C) feature, 

examples such as (287) and (288) suggest that egin is merged to check aspectual 

features when the main verb cannot.  The remainder of this discussion will develop 

this intuition. 

In the received approach to Basque verb syntax, analytic main verbs pick up 

their aspectual morphology via head-adjunction (Ortiz de Urbina 1989, Laka 1990, A. 

Elordieta 2001).217   (290) shows Laka�s (1990) IP structure for (289), showing raising 

of the main verb to Asp0.   

 

(289) (Laka 1990) 
Etxea         eror-i     da. 
house.the fall.PERF  AUX 
�The house has fallen down.� 

 
 

 
 

 
 

                                                
217 These authors assume an underlyingly mixed-head structure for Basque.  See also G. 
Elordieta 1997 for a head-movement approach to these main verbs that assumes antisymmetry. 
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(290) (Laka 1990) 
             IP 

 etxea  Infl� 

  AspP  da 

 VP  [eror]vi 

  tv 

 

An appealing account of egin from the perspective of this proposal is that 

egin�s role is to check a strong feature in Asp, because the main verb is unable to. 

Because, in verb focalization constructions, the focalized verb must raise (inside VP) 

to spec, FocP, the verb cannot head-adjoin to these morphemes.  The dummy verb 

egin, then, is needed to value a strong feature of Asp, because the main verb cannot.  

In non-verb focalization contexts, in which the main verb can raise to Asp, egin does 

not appear.  (Later, I will return to the question of how to exclude egin in non-

focalization environments.) 

 Nevertheless, this approach leaves unexplained the apparent fact that, in such 

constructions, the verb cannot head-adjoin to Asp and subsequently pied-pipe AspP to 

spec, FocP.   (This derivation is illustrated in (291)).218 Indeed, the inability of the verb 

                                                
218 The derivation in (291) would produce (i) below. 
 
(i)    Etxea ERORIKO da. 
        house  fall-FUT    AUX 
       �The house is going to FALL.� 
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to pied-pipe AspP as in (291) is especially curious in view of the fact that foci in 

Basque are notorious pied-pipers in other contexts (see 2.2). 

 

(291)   FocP 
                  IP 

      Infl� 

   AspP  da 

  VP       [eror]vi 
                         tv 
    

 

 

Evidence from similar phenomena in Korean suggests an answer to this 

question.  In neutral declarative sentences in Korean, tense and inflectional 

morphology appears as affixes on the main verb, as in (292).   

 

(292) (Hagstrom 1996)  
     Chelswu-ka  chayk-ul   ilk-ess-ta 
     Chelsu-NOM book-ACC read-PAST-DECL 
     �Chelswu read the book.� 
 
 

However, in two marked environments, in which the main verb appears to 

raise out of its normal position, the canonical position of the main verb is occupied by 

                                                                                                                                       
In other dialects without egin in verb focalization constructions, sentences such as (i) are 
available.  More data are needed, however, to determine the nature of these constructions, and 
whether they might be derived as in (291). 
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a dummy verb, ha, which as a lexical verb is akin to English do.  One such 

environment is �long-negation.�219  An example of this construction appears in (293) 

in which the main verb ilk �read� appears to the left of the negative marker and with 

the nominalizer, -ci. 

  

(293) (Hagstrom 1996)  

     Chelswu-ka    chayk-ul    ilk-ci   ani    ha-ess-ta. 
     Chelsu-NOM   book-ACC  read-ci NEG  do-PAST-DECL 
     �Chelswu did not read the book.� 
 

 

A second environment in which do-support applies is in verb focalization 

constructions, which are strikingly similar to the Basque constructions discussed 

above.   

 
(294) (Hagstrom 1995) 

     Chelswu-ka     chayk-ul   ilk-ki-nun       ha-ess-ta. 
     Chelswu-NOM book-ACC  read-ki-TOPIC do-PAST-DECL 
     �Read the book, Chelswu does.� 
 
 

 In (294), the main verb�with certain affixes to be discussed below�appears 

to the left of its canonical position.  As in the long negation example in (293), tense 

                                                
219 A second kind of negation in Korean is �short-negation� shown in (i), which does not 
involve do-support.   
(i) (Hagstrom 1996) 
    Chelswu-ka ppang-ul an mek-ess-ta 
    Chelswu-NOM bread-ACC NEG eat-PAST-DECL 
   �Chelswu didn�t eat the bread.� 
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morphology is borne by ha.  Evidence that movement of the main verb is not head 

movement but rather XP movement (as in Basque) comes principally from the 

interpretation of examples like these.  As described by Hagstrom (1995), the preferred 

reading of examples such as (294) is with focus on the object, but the entire VP may 

also be focused.   

Crucially, the main verb in (294) obligatorily bears �ki, a nominalizing affix, 

perhaps akin to �ci in negative examples such as (293) (Hagstrom 1995).  The 

presence of this nominalizing affix in Korean suggests an account of the strikingly 

similar Basque data discussed above.  Recall that Basque focalized verbs obligatorily 

appear with the infinitival affix �tu/-i/-n/-∅ .   In view of the Korean data in (294), I 

propose that the infinitival markers �tu/-i/-n/-∅  also bear the feature [+noun] and 

further that it is this property that is central to understanding do-support in CWB and 

Korean.  In particular, in both CWB and Korean, the inability of the VP to pied-pipe 

inflectional material is plausibly a consequence of a requirement that verbal 

constituents in spec, FocP be [+noun], i.e. be headed by a nominalizing affix.  This 

constraint is given in (295). 

 
(295) CWB/Korean: Verbal constituents that move to FocP must be [+noun], i.e. be  
                                  headed by a nominalizing affix. (cf. Manfredi 1993) 
 
  

An account of (295) will be developed below.  For the moment, it bears 

observing that (295) appears to be more general (and in fact may be universal).  In Èdó 

and Yoruba, for example, focalized main verbs must likewise bear nominal 
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morphology, as in (296) and (297), below.  In view of data such as these from 

different West African languages and Haitian Créole, Manfredi (1993) proposes that, 

in fact, in all cases in which a verb moves overtly to a focus position, the verb is 

nominalized. 

   

(296) Èdó (Stewart 2001) 
a. Òzó dé. 
    Ozo fell. 
b. ù-dé-mwèn      òré   Òzó *(dé). 
   NOM.fall.NOM  FOC  Ozo fall 
   �It is falling that Ozo did,  (not, say, rolling).� 
 
(297) Yoruba (Adapted from Manfredi 1993) 

Rí.rà         ni         Ajé  ra    ìwé. 
NOM.buy  COMP   Ajé  buy  paper 
�It is buying paper that Aje is doing (not stealing).� 
 

 

This account of do-support in Basque depends crucially on the claim that 

Basque infinitives are nominal in nature, as is often claimed for infinitives in 

Germanic in Romance.  Two independent kinds of evidence support this claim.  The 

first is that Basque infinitives may take a D head, as in (298). 

 
(298) (Zabala and Odriozola 1996:239, fn. 3) 

Sentitzen dut  [Miren berandu etorri  izan-a.] 
regret      AUX  Miren late         come have-the 
�I regret Mary having come late.� 
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In this respect, Basque infinitives with �tu/-i/-n/-Ø are similar to infinitives in 

Spanish and Italian, as in (299). 

(299) Italian (adapted from Kayne 2000:284) 
il    mangiare  la   carne il    venerdì 
the eat-INFIN   the meat  the  Friday 
�the eating the meat on Friday� 
 

 

In addition, a closed class of infinitives can cooccur with adjectives as in (300) 

and (301) (Artiagoitia 1995). 

 

(300) (Artiagoitia 1995:433) 
Guk irabaz.i  handiak    atera       ditugu 
we   gain.i     big.PL  take out  AUX 
�We�ve had big gains.� (cf. irabaz-i �to gain�) 
   
(301) (Artiagoitia 1995:437) 

Aitonaren   esa-n zaharra-k 
grandpa�s   say-n old-PL 
�Grandpa�s old sayings� (cf. esa-n �to say�) 
 
  

The behavior of infinitives with determiners and adjectives, then, provides 

some independent evidence of the nominal nature of Basque infinitives with �tu/-i/-n/-

Ø. 

  

7.3.2 egin is merged in v0 

 There remains to be addressed where in the derivation egin is merged.  One 

kind of evidence that may illuminate this question is the fact that main verbs in verb 
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focalization constructions behave like verbs under the modal ahal, �can� in several key 

respects.  First, as discussed in the previous chapter, verbs under both ahal and egin 

obligatorily bear the affixes �tu/-i/-n/-Ø as shown in (302) and (303). 

(302)  
a. Joan         ahal   naiz      (unaccusative) 
    go-INFIN  can    izan.1S(ABS) 
    �I can go.� 
b. Torrea        ikusi          ahal  dut     (monotransitive) 
    towers.ABS see-INFIN    can  3S(ABS).*edun.1S(ERG) 
    �I can see the tower.� 
c. Jon-i      liburua      eman          ahal   diot    (ditransitive) 
    Jon.DAT book.ABS  give-INFIN  can    3S(ABS).*edun.3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
    �I can give Jon the book.� 

(303) 

a. Joa-n        egin   naiz      (unaccusative) 
    go-INFIN   do   izan.1S(ABS) 
    �I have GONE.� 
b. Torrea       ikus-i         egin  dut     (monotransitive) 
    tower.ABS  see-INFIN   do   3S(ABS).*edun.1S(ERG) 
    �I have SEEN the tower.� 
c. Joni       liburua       ema-n         egin  diot    (ditransitive) 
    Jon.DAT book.ABS  give-INFIN   do   3S(ABS).*edun.3S(DAT).1S(ERG) 
    �I have GIVEN John the book.� 
 

 Second with both ahal and egin, LDA is obligatory.  Examples (302) and (303) 

show that, in both cases, the auxiliary marks agreement with complements of the 

lower verb.  Third, in both cases, auxiliary switch obtains.  (302a) and (303a) show 

that unaccusative main verbs determine izan, �be,� on the auxiliary while, transitive 

main verbs determine *edun, �have.�  Fourth and finally, in both cases, �tu/-i/-n/-Ø 

complements under egin and ahal may not include negation.  
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(304) *Ez  joan        ahal naiz.    
        not go-INFIN  can AUX   
        �I can not go.� 
 
(305) *Ez etorr-i        egin da. 
        not come-INFIN do AUX 
        �He has NOT COME.� 

 

Hence, in key respects, verb focalization constructions are like �functional 

restructuring� constructions with ahal.  I will assume, then, in keeping with the 

analysis of ahal developed in the previous chapter, that the main verb in verb 

focalization constructions with egin is merged in the matrix V, and that verb 

focalization constructions are therefore monoclausal, i.e. constitute a single iteration of 

the functional sequence of the clause (Cinque 1999, 2004).  (See Hagstrom (1995) for 

evidence that Korean do-support constructions are also monoclausal.)  This entails, 

however, that egin cannot be merged in V.  At the same time, however, egin must be 

sufficiently �verbal� that it can match the features of the aspectual head to which it 

moves.   

A plausible identity for egin, then, is the light verb head v (Chomsky 1995, 

Kratzer 1996).  Additional evidence in favor of this approach is that Basque has a light 

verb phonetically identical to egin.  Example (306) illustrates this light verb 

construction, which has received a substantial amount of attention in the literature 

(Laka 1993, Bobljik 1993, Hale and Keyser 1993, Rodríguez & García Murga 2001, 
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Fernández 1997).  In this example, the object lan, �work� is supported by a light verb, 

egin.220, 221   

                                                
220 Many such light verb predicates are not available in egin-focalization constructions as 
shown in (i).   
(i) 
*Negar egin egin du. 
  cry    egin   egin AUX 
 �He has CRIED.� 
 

The unavailability of (i) does not seem attributable to a processing aversion to 
adjacent, like elements, since egin as a focalized lexical verb is fully acceptable, as in (ii).  
Instead, in verb focalizations with light verbs, only one egin appears. 
 
(ii) Jon.ek   egin  egin du 
       Jon.ERG make do   AUX. 
      �Jon.ERG has DONE it.� 

(iii) Jon.ek    LO   egin-go du 
       Jon.ERG sleep egin.FUT  AUX.ERG 
        �Jon will sleep.� 

 
 At first glance, this would seem to support the idea that dummy egin is merged in v.  
That is, if, as standardly assumed, light verb egin is merged in v, then the unavailability of (i) 
is explained if these two egins compete for the same position.   

This cannot be inferred from these data, however.  Crucially, what moves to spec, 
FocP in such constructions appears to be not the light verb+object, but rather only the object, 
e.g. lo in (iii).  This is visible in negative focalizations in which focalized objects have a 
different word order from objects in non-focalized environments (see 7.2).  (Again, foci 
canonically must appear left adjacent to the negative morpheme ez in negatives.  The 
unmarked position for objects is left adjacent to the main verb.) In (iv), the focalized light verb 
object appears immediately left adjacent to the negative morpheme, ez.  In such constructions 
the light verb object also bears intonational prominence. 
 
(iv)  LO    ez    dut   egin. 
       sleep NEG  AUX  egin. 
      �I didn�t SLEEP.� 
 
 Hence, because only the light verb object moves to FocP, the light verb egin is able to 
host aspectual morphology as usual.  Do-support, then, is not required. The unavailability of 
(i), then, merely reflects the fact that the light verb object does not incorporate into the verb.  
(For independent evidence to this effect, see Laka (1993) and Fernandez (1997).)  These facts, 
then, do not illuminate the question of the merged position of �dummy� egin. 
221 Unergative, light verb predicates of the kind in (306) are notable for the fact that, although 
they are apparently intransitive, they require ergative case marking on the subject and 
auxiliary unlike unaccusative predicates, such as that in (i). 
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(306) Jonek   lan      egin-go   du 
       Jon-ERG work egin-FUT  AUX.ERG 
      �Jon will work.�  
 
 

I will assume, then, that egin in its do-support guise is merged in v.222 

Nevertheless, under this assumption, some account is needed of certain properties of 

dummy egin that are unexpected of v elements.  In particular, egin may co-occur with 

unaccusative verbs as in (303a), repeated below.   

 

(307)=(303a) 
      Joa-n        egin   naiz       
      go-INFIN   do      izan.1S(ABS) 
      �I have GONE.� 

 

In such constructions, ergative case is not assigned.  On the standard 

assumption that T assigns absolutive case in unaccusative constructions, then the v in 

which egin is merged appears not to assign case in these examples.  Following 

Chomsky (2001, 2004), then, I will assume that dummy egin may head a �defective� 

v, i.e. one that does not assign case or an agent theta-role. 

 

                                                                                                                                       
(i)  Jon.Ø    etorri  da. 
       Jon.ABS come AUX.ABS 
      �Jon has come.� 
 
In view of constructions like (306), Laka (1993) proposes that in English, unlike in Basque, 
unergative predicates involve incorporation of an argument prior to syntax (in the Lexical 
Relational Structure) (Hale and Keyser 1993).  In Basque, however, incorporation does not 
take place, and consequently, as true transitive constructions, these sentences require ergative 
case marking on both the subject and the auxiliary. 
222  Cf. Embick and Noyer (2001) who propose that English dummy do is also merged in v. 
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7.3.3 A non-economy based approach to egin 

 Let us now consider a sample derivation of the verb focus construction in 

(308a).  (I will return shortly to the problem of how to exclude egin in the non-verb 

focalization construction in (308b).) 

 

(308) Ines        etorr-i        egi-ten         da. 
       Ines.ABS come-INFIN do-IMPERF   AUX 

a. �Ines COMES.� 
b. * �Ines comes.� (non-verb focus reading) 

 

 (309) derives (308a), beginning with a lexical array {Ines, etor (�come�), T,  -i 

(INFIN), ∅  (PERF), egin (�do�)}.  (I will later present a slightly modified derivation.)   

 

 

(309) do-support in Basque (preliminary version) 
 AspP 
    
Asp0               vP� 
  -ten 
    Ines     vP 

   
      v0  InfinP 
  egi                  

 Infin0  V0 
-i [+noun]           etor     
  

     (to spec, FocP) 
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Following Cinque (2000) and in the spirit of Kayne�s (1993) participle phrase 

proposal, I assume that infinitival �tu/-i/-n/-Ø is merged above the main verb in an 

infinitival phrase (InfinP) (as discussed in chapter 5.)  This head bears the feature 

[+noun].  Note that if this nominalizing infinitival head were not merged, movement 

of the VP to FocP would violate (295) (to which I will return shortly).223  The dummy 

verb, egi-, is subsequently merged in vP.  As the verbal element closest to Asp, the 

dummy verb raises and adjoins to �ten.   

I further assume that InfinP cannot be merged above AspP.  If it could, the 

verb could presumably raise to Asp0, and then to Infin0.  Subsequent XP movement of 

the verbal constituent to spec, FocP would then yield the unattested morpheme 

sequence *V+Asp+�tu/-i/-n/-∅ .224   

 How, then, is do-support excluded in non-focalization environments?  

Crucially, nothing proposed so far rules out sentences such as (308b) (repeated 

below), in which the verb does not receive focus interpretation. 

 

 
 
 

                                                
223 In verb focalizations with perfective or future morphology, an additional InfinP is required 
above vP.  According to the proposal in chapter 5, the affix �n on egin in (i) is merged as an 
infinitival head.  The verb root+-n then raises to adjoin to a null perfective head.  Hence, more 
than one InfinP may be merged in a single clause.  See Cinque (2000, 2004) for a similar 
proposal concerning infinitival affixes in Italian. 
(i) Ines        etorr-i          egi-n-∅            da. 
    Ines.ABS come-INFIN do-INFIN-PERF   AUX 
    �Ines has COME.� 
224 See Wurmbrand (2001) and Cinque (2000) for evidence that infinitival markers must 
merge low in the clausal functional sequence. 
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(310)= (308)  
       Ines        etorr-i        egi-ten         da. 
       Ines.ABS come-INFIN do-IMPERF   AUX 

a. �Ines COMES.� 
       b. * �Ines comes.� (non-verb focus reading) 

 

 In the following discussion, I will propose an approach to do-support in 

Basque that does not violate the Inclusiveness Condition and instead treats dummy 

egin as a fully lexical element, merged from the lexical array.  Specifically, I will 

argue that the unavailable egin sentence without a verb focus reading in (308b) is not 

in competition with the egin-less alternative in (311).  In other words, (308b) is not 

�blocked� by the derivationally �cheaper� option in (311), but rather is excluded for 

independent reasons.225  

 

(311) Ines       etor-tzen          da. 
        Ines.ABS  come-IMPERF AUX 
         �Ines comes.� 
 

 Note that, from the perspective of the derivation of sketched above, (308a) and 

(308b) differ crucially in that the infinitive in (308a) moves to the left periphery�

spec, FocP�while in (308b) it does not.  This suggests that the unavailability of 

(308b) is connected to the fact that the infinitive does not raise. 

 This contrast is reminiscent of certain properties of infinitives in French and 

Italian (and other languages) as discussed by Kayne (2000, chapter 14).  In particular, 

                                                
225 See Schütze (2004) and Embick and Noyer (2001) for recent approaches to do-support in 
English that eschew notions of economy/last resort. 
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Kayne proposes that bare infinitives in these languages�i.e. infinitives not headed by 

a determiner�raise to the specifier position of prepositional complementizers de/di as 

in (312) and (313).  (Subsequent movement raises de/di to the left of the infinitive, and 

the matrix verb above de/di, yielding the correct word order.) 

 

(312) French  (adapted from Kayne 2000:282) 
        Jean a essayé de chanter. 
        John has tried de sing-INFIN 
       �John has tried to sing.� 
 

(313) Italian (adapted from Kayne 2000:282) 
      Gianni ha tentato di cantare. 
       John has tried di sing-INFIN 
        �John has tried to sing.� 
 
 
   Kayne argues that this raising is motivated by licensing requirements of the 

bare infinitival in a way unrelated to case.  Specifically, according to Kayne, these 

infinitives are NPs that need to be licensed in some way, such as by a prepositional 

complementizer or by a determiner head as in (314).226 

 
(314)=(201) Italian (adapted from Kayne 2000:284) 
il    mangiare  la   carne il    venerdì 
the eat-INFIN  the meat  the  Friday 
�The eating the meat on Friday.� 
 

                                                
226 In a footnote, (fn.11, p.305-6) Kayne notes that other left-peripheral elements, including 
wh-elements, may also license bare infinitives as in (i). 
(i) Italian (adapted from Kayne 2000:305) 
So dove andare. 
I-know where go-INFIN 
�I know where to go.� 
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 Basque infinitives with �tu/-i/-n/-∅  behave similarly to French and Italian 

infinitives in several ways discussed previously in this chapter and in chapter 6.  In 

particular, as shown in (298) (repeated below), these elements may combine with a 

determiner head as in Italian and other Romance varieties.   

 

(315)=(298) (Zabala and Odriozola 1996:239, fn. 3) 
Sentitzen dut  [Miren berandu etorri  izan.a.] 
regret      AUX  Miren late         come have.the 
�I regret Mary having come late.� 
 

 In addition, as noted above, some infinitives may cooccur with adjectives.   

(316)= (300)(Artiagoitia 1995:433) 
Guk irabaz.i  handiak    atera       ditugu 
we   gain.i     big.PL  take out  AUX 
�We�ve had big gains.� (cf. irabaz-i �to gain�) 
  

Following Kayne�s proposal for Italian and French, then, I will assume that 

these bare infinitives are NPs rather than DPs, and as such, are not assigned case, as 

also suggested by San Martin (1999).   

In light of Kayne�s proposal, one possible approach to the contrast between 

(308a) and (308b) is that the infinitive in (308a) is licensed in a way that the infinitive 

in (310b) is not.  A plausible identity for such a licensor in view of the Basque facts 

presented here is a wh-determiner.  Specifically, I propose that the non-finite verbal 

constituent that raises to FocP in verb focalization constructions is a complex wh-

phrase headed by a null wh-determiner.  This null head selects a nominal complement 

much like the overt wh-element in English, what, and its Basque counterpart, zer.  
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Like other wh-elements, this null head has an uninterpretable focus feature [uF] that 

drives movement to FocP, but differs from wh-elements like English what in that it 

lacks a question feature [Q].  Under this approach, then, the focalized infinitive in 

(308a) would have the structure shown in (317). 

 
(317) [WH null [INFIN [V etorr] -i]]  
  

By contrast, the unavailable neutral sentence in (310b) lacks this null wh-head.  

In the spirit of Kayne�s (2000) proposal, then, a plausible explanation of the deviance 

of (310b) is that the NP infinitive is not properly licensed either by a determiner, a wh-

element or a prepositional complementizer.227   

 It bears noting that the null wh-element in (317) cannot head all focus phrases 

in Basque since foci in Basque need not be nominal.  As (318) and (319) show, 

adverbs and adjectives may also be focalized. 

 

(318) AZKAR-AZKAR etorri          da. 
       fast-fast                  come-PERF AUX 
       (He/she) has come FAST. 
 
(319) Etxe   hori  HAUNDIA da. 
       House that  big               COP 
       �That house is BIG.�       
 
 

                                                
227 The discussion in chapter 6 suggests that modals can license infinitives as well, as in 
Romance. 
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From the perspective of the present proposal, these facts suggest that other 

kinds of null wh-determiners are also available, which take non-nominal 

complements.228   

Nevertheless, evidence that the null wh-determiner in (317) indeed selects a 

nominal complement comes from the fact that in the question counterpart to (308a)�

i.e. in wh-questions questioning the verb�the wh-element is zer �what� a nominal wh-

element. 

 
(320) Q: Zer   egin         du     Inesek? 
             what do-PERF  AUX   Ines-ERG 
                 �What has Ines done?� 
        A: Jan egin        du. 
             eat  do-PERF  AUX 
                �(She) has EATEN.� 
 

 For question-answer pairs such as in (320), a standard assumption is that the 

focus in the answer in some sense substitutes for the wh-element in the corresponding 

question.  That is, both of these elements are foci that share a single presupposition, 

namely, that there is some x such that Ines did x.  In this sense, then, focalized 

infinitives such as jan �eat� in (320) have a similar distribution to the nominal wh-

element, zer, in wh-questions questioning the verb.   

Moreover, as in the case of verb focalizations, the appearance of egin in the 

question in (320) is plausibly related to movement of the wh-element questioning the 

                                                
228 That is, a null determiner perhaps akin to how. 
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verb, zer, to the left periphery.  This is suggested by the unavailability of such 

questions without egin. 

 
(321) *Zeri ti du Inesek? 
       What  aux Ines-ERG     
        Intended reading: �What has Ines done?� 
 
 

 The English light verb do in wh-questions questioning the verb behaves 

similarly in this regard. 

 
 
(322) Q: What will she do?   
        A: Run 
 
 As in Basque, these questions are unavailable without a light verb, do. 
 
 
(323) *Whati will she ti? 
 

 

The idea that the appearance of do is related to movement of what to the left 

periphery is supported by the fact that do need not appear in echo questions 

questioning the verb. 

 
(324) She�ll what? 
 
  

Similarly, an answer to a question like that in (325) cannot include do. 
 
(325) Q: Whati will she do ti? 
       A: She�ll (*do) run.  
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In this respect, do differs from lexical verbs, such as eat. 
 
(326) Q: Whati will she eat ti? 
        A: She�ll eat pasta. 
 
 
 These facts, then, suggest that light verbs egin/do in wh-questions questioning 

the verb are parallel to egin in verb focalizations discussed in this chapter.229  

Specifically, in view of the foregoing discussion, these data suggest that egin in wh-

questions questioning the verb is merged to support verbal morphology that cannot be 

hosted by zer, the nominal wh-element questioning the verb.230  

 Crucially, then, the parallelism between the wh-element zer and focalized 

verbs in question answer-pairs such as (320) lends credence to the proposal that the 

                                                
229 Nevertheless, a crucial difference between English do in sentences such as (i) and Basque 
dummy egin concerns their behavior with agentive verbs.  In particular, non-agentive verbs 
may not be wh-questioned in this way. 
 
(i) Q: What will she do?  
       A: eat lunch/*know Spanish/*receive the package/*undergo surgery 
 

By contrast, as noted above, egin in Basque verb focalization constructions does not 
seem to have this restriction.  The following examples of egin with unaccusative and stative 
predicates hil �die� and jakin, �know� suggest that egin is available with non-agentive 
predicates.   
 
(ii) (Ortiz de Urbina 1989) 
      Hil egin da      gure aita 
      die do AUX our   father 
      �Our father has DIED.� 
 
(iii) Jakin egin behar da. 
       know do   must AUX 
       �That�s got to be KNOWN.�  
 

I will not pursue further the issue of why English, but not Basque, should have this 
restriction.    
230 See Artiagoitia (2000a) for an approach to Basque light verb egin as a kind of do-support. 
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null wh-determiner proposed here, like zer, selects a nominal complement.  As (327) 

shows, zer, like English what, takes nominal complements in complex wh-phrases. 

 
(327) Ze(r) etxe   ikusi duzu? 
       What house see-PERF AUX 
       �What house have you seen?� 
 
 

 This proposal now allows for an explanation of the constraint in (295) 

(repeated below), formulated in view of data on verb focalizations in Basque and 

Korean (and other languages discussed by Manfredi (1993).)  Specifically, the 

requirement that focalized verbs be nominal may now be understood as a familiar 

selectional requirement of the null wh-element on its complement.  

 
(328)=(295) CWB/Korean: Verbal constituents that move to FocP must be [+noun],  
                                             i.e. be headed by a nominalizing affix. 
  

 This proposal is illustrated in (330) which derives (308a) (repeated below). 

(329)=(308) 
       Ines        etorr-i        egi-ten         da. 
       Ines.ABS come-INFIN do-IMPERF   AUX 

a. �Ines COMES.� 
b. * �Ines comes.� (non-verb focus reading) 
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(330) Basque do-support (final version) 
 AspP 
    
    Asp0   vP� 
    -ten 
    Ines     vP 

   
      v0  WhP 
  egi          
                 null  InfinP         

 [+focus]               
                   Infin0 V0 
                   -i [+noun]     etor     

     (to spec, FocP)  

 
 

 

In (330), a null wh-head selects a nominal infinitival complement.  (The 

[+focus] feature of the wh-head later drives movement to FocP.)  The verb egin is then 

merged in v and raises to host aspectual morphology.  Without merger of egin, no 

verbal element could check the strong feature of Asp, and the derivation would crash.  

Under this proposal, then, the unavailability of do-support with non-verb focus 

readings as in (308b)(=(329b) is not a consequence of competition with a more 

economical egin-less alternative, but rather is excluded for independent reasons.  This 

approach does not require the computational component to generate egin as non-

lexical material (in violation of the Inclusiveness Condition) and therefore 

accommodates a more parsimonious theory of grammar. 
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7.4 Conclusion 

This chapter presents an analysis of do-support in Basque.  In particular, I 

argue that do-support in Central and Western Basque and Korean is of a slightly 

different nature than do-support in English (Chomsky 1957, 1995, Pollock 1989) and 

Monnese (Benincà and Poletto 2004).  In all four cases a �dummy� verb values a 

strong feature in a functional projection that is, in marked environments, inaccessible 

to the main verb.  However, in Korean and Basque, unlike in English and Monnese, 

the main verb�s inability to raise to a functional verbal position is not a consequence of 

its inflectional poverty, but is rather because it must be nominalized�i.e. bear a 

nominalizing infinitival affix�for independent reasons.  This infinitival constituent 

may not bear verbal aspectual features and a dummy verb is merged to bear these 

features, in order that the derivation may converge. 

 I have further proposed that do-support in Basque is not a last-resort strategy as 

in Chomsky�s classic analysis for English (1957, 1995).  That is, the unavailability of 

egin in non-verb focalization environments is not a consequence of competition with a 

�cheaper� egin-less alternative; rather it is excluded for independent reasons.  A 

theoretical advantage to this approach is that it avoids violation of the Inclusiveness 

Condition (Chomsky 2000, 2001) inherent in approaches in which a dummy element 

is generated by the computational component.   

Two additional consequences of this analysis have particular relevance to 

Basque syntax.  First, this chapter provides support for Rebuschi�s (1984) proposal 

that the main verb in verb focalization constructions targets the same position as other 
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kinds of foci.  Evidence for this claim comes from the behavior of these elements in 

terms of word order, extraction from complement clauses, clausal pied-piping and 

intonation.   

Second, the intonational data presented here support Ortiz de Urbina�s (2002) 

remnant-movement approach to right-peripheral foci in Basque.  The latter proposes 

that right-peripheral focus constructions are derived by (leftward) remnant movement 

of non-focalized material to a topic position above the focalized constituent in FocP.  

Crucially, in the intonational data from Oiartzun Basque presented here, this remnant 

moved material is shown to have a pitch contour similar to that for other kinds of 

topics. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

SUMMARY 

 

 The following are some summary comments.   

 

8.1 Part I 

 The first half of this dissertation deals with standardization and language 

change in the Basque town of Oiartzun.  Following the end of the Franquist 

dictatorship in 1975, a new Basque standard called Batua was introduced into schools 

and media as part of a language revitalization effort.  Previously no broadly accepted 

standard existed and Spanish or French was used in many domains in which Basque 

was now an option.  The fact of this contact between Batua and local dialects suggests 

the possibility that younger speakers�those who have been exposed to Batua�will 

incorporate standard features into their vernacular, leading to change in local dialects 

over time.  One of the goals of this project is to gauge to what extent standard features 

may be making their way into the local dialect of one town, and why? 

 In an effort to gauge this possible process of contact-induced change, this 

dissertation analyzes variation between Batua and dialectal forms of five variables in 

the town of Oiartzun.  Data for this study were gathered in sociolinguistic and 

ethnographic interviews conducted in 2003 and 2004 with 40 native speakers of 

Oiartzun Basque.  The data were later transcribed and analyzed quantitatively using a 

multivariate technique. 
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 Crucially, apparent time evidence from these data, suggests that only two of 

these features are entering local speech.  The difference between which features are 

undergoing change and those that are not seems to be one of salience.  Two 

emblematic features of local speech�that is two features that Oiartzuners are 

particularly likely to mention when talking about what their dialect is like�are not 

giving way to competing standard forms.  By contrast, other less salient features do 

seem to be giving way to standard forms.  

A principal claim of the first half of this dissertation is that these processes of 

linguistic change must be understood in the context of other rapid social and economic 

changes in Oiartzun and in the Basque Country more generally since 1975.  In 

particular, economic development and suburbanization have made the valley of 

Oiartzun a much less insular place than it was a generation ago.  These changes have 

led to weakening participation in many traditional community practices and to what 

many Oiartzuners perceive as a loss of community identity.  Many Oiartzuners are 

ambivalent toward these changes, and I argue that this ambivalence is manifested as 

dialect loyalty.  That is, Oiartzuners are hanging onto emblematic forms of local 

speech as a way of staking claim to an imperiled identity as Oiartzuners. 

 Future work on standardization in the Basque Country might usefully examine 

these claims further in Oiartzun and in other areas.  Much work in the Basque Country 

suggests substantial variation from town to town and dialect to dialect in attitudes 

toward their language.  Subsequent research, then, might examine to what extent 
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similar evidence of change in progress is found in other areas of the Basque Country, 

and if so, what the social conditions of these changes are. 

 

8.2 Part II 

Part II of this dissertation deals with topics in current syntactic theory in view 

of some properties of two different kinds of non-finite complements in Basque.  This 

discussion includes an account of two different kinds of restructuring phenomena in 

Basque.  This discussion includes an account of two kinds of �restructuring� 

phenomena in Basque�auxiliary switch and long distance agreement (LDA)�which 

are subject to different locality restrictions: auxiliary switch is restricted to single 

iterations of the clausal functional sequence (fseq), while LDA is possible out of a 

small (~VP) complement of the matrix V.  This difference corresponds to 

Wurmbrand�s (2001, 2004) distinction between �functional� and �lexical 

restructuring� respectively.  I argue that these different locality conditions follow 

trivially from the syntactic processes responsible for them, and that, consequently, no 

special locality restrictions on �restructuring� per se need be invoked (cf. Wurmbrand 

2001, Cardinaletti and Shlonsky 2004).  In particular, following much recent work 

(Bhatt 2004, Chung 2004, Boeckx 2004), LDA is explained as an Agree relation 

between a Probe and a c-commanded phasemate Goal (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004).  

From the perspective of the standard assumption that Agree is not restricted to a single 

iteration of the functional sequence, then the availability long distance object 

agreement stands to reason.  Similarly, restrictions on auxiliary switch in Basque are 
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shown to fall out of a monoclausal analysis of modal constructions in Basque, together 

with an analysis of auxiliary choice in Basque as determined by a relation between an 

auxiliary verb and a main verb (verbal shell) of the same fseq.   

From the perspective of this distinction, an additional difference between these 

two �restructuring� phenomena follows naturally.  In particular LDA in Basque is 

possible across infinitival negation, unlike auxiliary switch.  Following Cardinaletti 

and Shlonsky (2004), I take the presence of an embedded negation to diagnose an 

additional fseq.  Hence, auxiliary switch across negation (in Basque and Italian) is 

ruled out because this phenomenon is fseq-bound (cf Kayne 2000, chapter 4).  By 

contrast, LDA across infinitival negation is unproblematic since Agree is not restricted 

to a single iteration of fseq.   

Future work might usefully examine to what extent locality restrictions on 

other restructuring phenomena�clitic-climbing in Romance and Slavic, �Verbal 

Modifier� movement in Hungarian etc.�can likewise be shown to follow from other 

independently needed principles of grammar.  In particular, from the perspective of 

influential recent work on Romance clitic-climbing by Cinque (1999, 2004) and 

Cardinaletti and Shlonsky (2004) suggesting that clitic-climbing is universally fseq-

bound, a key question is why this restriction should hold.  In other words, does this 

restriction follow from other principles, or is this an idiosyncratic property of clitic-

climbing?  From the perspective of discussion in Part II of this dissertation, such 

questions appear to constitute a direction for useful future research. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

(English translation below) 

 

1. Haurtzaroa Oiartzunen 

1. Zer auzotakoa zea? 

2. Nolakoa izan zen zure haurtzaroa hemen Oiartzunen?   

3. Ume asko ziren zure auzoan?  Haiekin biltzen zinen jolasteko? 

4. Zure kwadrilan, mutilak (edo neskak) bakarrikan ziren, edo mixtoa zen? 

5. Zertan jolasten zinazten txikitan?  Gordeketan?  Futbolian? 

6. Lagunak auzokak ziren, edo beste auzotakoak ere ziren? 

7. Etxeko lan asko egin behar zenun?  Adibidez? 

8. Zenbat senide zazte? 

9. Ongi konpontzen zinazten?   

10. Zer da zure oroipen onena edo historia dibertigarriena txikitatikan? 

11. Ba al da historia on bat, zure gurasoetako batek edo aiton-amonetako batek 

kontatzen zizuna txikitan? 

12. Nolakoak ziren udarak txikitan?  Zer egiten zenun?  Juten al zinen festetara?  

Nolakoak ziren jaiak?   

13. Zer egiten zenun zure familiarekin dembua pasteko?  Mendian ibili?  Irratia 

entzun?  Solas egin?   
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14. Mezatara juten zinen, txikitan?  Nolakoa zen meza?  Gaurregungo mezatatik 

diferentea?  

15. (Helduentzako:) Mezak latinez ziren?   

 

2. Aldaketak Oiartzunen 

16. Zure ustez, Oiartzun asko aldatu da azken urteotan? 

17. Zer dira aldaketa importanteenak? 

18. Zure ustez, hemengo ohitturak asko aldatu dira azken belaunaldietan?  

Adibidez?   

19. Neska-mutilaren arteko harremanak asko aldatu dira?  Hau da, lehenago nola 

ezagutzen zuen elkar neska-mutilak?  Zer egiten zuten?  Dantzak etc.?  

20. Faltan botatzen al dituzu galtzen ari diren ohitturak?  Edo neurri batean uste 

duzu aldaketak ona direla?   

21. Azken urteotan etxe asko eraiki dituzten oiartzunen.  Zer uste duzu honi buruz?   

 

3. Eskola 

22. Non ibili zinen eskolan?   

23. Nolakoa izan zen?  Gustatzen zitzaizun?  

24. Zer izan zen zure tema gustokoena? 

 

4. Lana/etorkizuna 

25. Lan egiten duzu? (Gazteentzako:  Ikasten ari zara?) 
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26. Non ari zara lanean?  (Gazteentzako: Zer ikasten duzu?)  

27. Nolakoa da?  Gustora zaude?  (Gazteentzako: Zer egin nahi duzu?) 

28. Nola piztu zen interes hau?   

29. (Gazteentzako:) Oiartzunen bizi nahi duzu, edo kampoan nonbait? 

30. (Gazteentzako:) Ezkondu nahi duzu?  Umeak nahi dituzu? 

31. (Helduentzako:) Ba al dituzu umeak?  Hemendikan gertu bizi dira?  Zertara 

dedikatzen dira? 

32. Zer egiten duzu denbora librean?  Ba al duzu interes bereiziren bat�zinea, 

kirolak?   

 

5. Hizkuntza 

33. Nabaritu al duzu helduen eta gazteen arteko diferentziaren bat, hitz egiteko 

moduan?  Adibidez? 

34. Uste al duzu euskara batua eragin importante bat izan duela gazteen hitz 

egiteko moduan? 

35. Zer uste duzu euskara batuari buruz?  Gustatzen al zaizu? 

36. Posible duzu (gazteen/helduen) hitz egiteko modua imitatu.   

37. Nabaritu al duzu emakumeen eta gizonen arteko diferentzia bat hitz egiteko 

moduan? 

38. Nabaritu dut batzuk oiartzunen �egin det� esaten dutela eta beste batzuk �egin 

dut.�  Nabaritu al duzu hau?  Zer uste duzu horretaz? 
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6. Biografia 

39. Zenbat urte dituzu? 

40. Inoiz bizi al zara oiartzundik kanpo? 

41. Zure gurasoak oiartzuarrak dira? 

42. Normalean, zenbat hitz egiten duzu euskaraz eta zenbat erderaz gutxi gora-

behera?  Adibidez, 60%/40%, 50%/50% 

43. Zenbat urte arte juten zinen eskolara? 

44. (Helduentzako eta adin-erdikoentzako): Batua ikasi al duzu inoiz? 
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

 

1. Childhood in Oiartzun 

1. What village are you from? 

2. What was your childhood in Oiartzun like?   

3. Were there a lot of kids in your village?  Would you play with them? 

4. Was your group of friends only boys (or girls) or was it mixed? 

5. What kinds of games would you play as a kid?  Hide and seek?  Soccer? 

6. Were your friends from your village or from other villages too? 

7. Did you have to do a lot of work around the house?  For example? 

8. How many brothers and sisters do you have? 

9. Did you get along?   

10. What is your best or funniest memory from when you were young? 

11. Is there a good story that one of your parents or grandparents used to tell you 

as a kid? 

12. What were summers like when you were young?  What kinds of things dis you 

use to do?  Would you go to the fiestas?  What were the fiestas like?   

13. What would you do with your family during free time?  Walk in the 

mountains?  Listen to the radio?  Talk? 

14. Did you go to Mass as a kid?  What was Mass like?  Different from Mass 

today? 

15. (For older speakers:) Were masses in Latin?   
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2. Changes in Oiartzun 

16. In your opinion, has Oiartzun changed much in recent years? 

17. What are the most important changes? 

18. In your opinion have local customs changed much in recent generations?  For 

example?   

19. Have relationships between boys and girls changed much?  That is, before, 

how would boys and girls meet each other?  What would they do?  Go to 

dances etc.? 

20. Do you miss the customs that are being lost?  Or do you think the changes are 

good to some degree? 

21. In recent years a lot of houses have been built in Oiartzun.  What do you think 

about this?   

 

3. School 

22. Where did you go to school?   

23. What was it like?  Did you like it? 

24. What was your favorite subject? 

 

4. Work/future plans 

25. Do you work?  (For younger speakers:  Are you studying?) 

26. Where are you working?  (For younger speakers: What do you study?)  
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27. How is it?  Are you happy there?  (For younger speakers: What do you want to 

do?) 

28. How did you get interested in this?   

29. (For younger speakers:) Do you want to live in Oiartzun or outside of town 

somewhere? 

30. (For younger speakers:) Do you want to get married?  Do you want kids? 

31. (For older speakers:) Do you have kids?  Do they live nearby?  What do they 

do? 

32. What do you do in your free time?  Do you have any special 

interests�movies, sports?   

 

5. Language 

33. Have you noticed differences in the way that younger and older speakers 

speak?  For example? 

34. Do you think that Batua has had an important impact on the way that younger 

speakers speak? 

35. What do you think about Batua?  Do you like it? 

36. Can you imitate the way of talking of (younger/older) speakers?   

37. Have you noticed any difference in the way of speaking of men and women? 

38. I�ve noticed that some people in Oiartzun say egin det [innovative Gipuzkoan 

dialectal: �I�ve done it,�] while others say egin dut [conservative/standard: �I�ve 

done it.�]  Have you noticed this?  What do you think of it? 
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6. Biography 

39. How old are you? 

40. Have you ever lived outside of Oiartzun? 

41. Are your parents from Oiartzun? 

42. Typically, how often would you say you speak in Basque and how much in 

Spanish?  For example, 60%/40%, 50%/50%? 

43. Up to what age did you attend school? 

44. (For older and middle-aged speakers:): Have you ever studied Batua? 
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APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE MUNICIPAL PROCLAMATIONS (BANDOAK)  

FROM THE 19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURIES 

 

Erriya onetako Alkate Jaunaren partetik ematen da aditzera: 

            Errecibitu duela provintziyako Diputaciyotik paper bat, ceñetan adierazitzen 

dan, nola jendeak, eta partikularki kampotarrak kejatzen diran araguiari allorbeak 

ematen dion gusto charraz; eta au nola eldubaitan nekazalearen kaltean, encargatzen 

duela, iltzeko saldu beardan ganaduari, ez emateko allorberik ill baño amar egunez 

aurretik eta onekin kendukozayola, gusto charra au. 

                                    1o Mayo 1910. 

It is made known by the mayor of this town: 

 [He] has received from the Provincial government a paper in which it is 

expressed that, as people, and especially outsiders complain that fenugreek [an herb: 

trigonella foenumgraecum] gives meat a bad taste, and as this hurts agriculture, he 

orders that cattle that is to be sold for slaughter not to be given fenugreek ten days 

before slaughter and that with this, the bad taste will be removed. 

   [Spanish:] May 1, 1910 

 

[Source: Oiartzun Municipal Archive, Sec. A; Neg. 6; Lib. 2; Exp. 2] 
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Erriya onetako Alkate Jaunaren partetik ematen da aditzera: 

Illa onen ogeita biyan ostegun goizeko sei eta erdiyetan, emangodala asiyera, iru tiro 

egiñ onduan, Oyarzungo eta Errenteriyako mendiyetan, iratzé evaquitziari, juanden 

urteko condiciyo beretan, auda, bakoizak ebaki dezakeala ondo elduzayon puntuan; 

baña famili bakoitzatik, ezdutela izambear, lau personatik gora, eta lembiciko iru 

egunetan, ez dala libre izango, iritaya beste erremintarik, ceñak pasatu ezkero, 

usatudezatekeala naidutenak, sega edo belebaya, emengo mendiyetan 

                                                18 Septiembre de 1910. 

 

It is made known by the mayor of this town: 

On the twenty-second of this month at six-thirty in the morning, there will commence 

the cutting of fern [on communal land] in the mountains of Oiartzun and Errenteria, 

with the same conditions as last year, that is each [person] may cut wherever he 

chooses, but each family may not be more than four people, and during the first three 

days cutting will not be allowed allowed with any other tool but an iritaia [a cutting 

tool] and subsequently they may use whichever they wish, a scythe or a belebaia [a 

cutting tool]. 

   [Spanish:] September 18, 1910 

 

[Source: Oiartzun Municipal Archive, Sec. C; Neg. 4; Lib. 9; Exp. 5] 
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Erri onetako Alkateak aditzera ematen du: 

ProbintziakoGobernadore jaunak agindu duela orain amabi urte azaldu zan legea 

igandetako lana debekatzen zuena gaurtik aurrera berriz indarrean jartzea, eta bera 

austen duena, zigortu edo kastigatua izango dala, esandako legeak agertzen duen eran. 

                                    Oyartzunen Azaroaren 18an 1917garren urtean. 

It is made known by the mayor of this town: 

The Provincial Governor has ordered that the law that was passed twelve years ago 

that prohibited work on Sunday from now on will be in effect again, and that he who 

breaks will be disciplined or punished as prescribed in that law. 

  [Basque:] In Oiartzun, on November 18, 1917. 

[Source: Oiartzun Municipal Archive, Sec. E; Neg. 3; Lib. 1; Exp. 8] 

See also: 

http://homepages.nyu.edu/~wfh203/testuak.html 
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